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by S.E.I. Johnson

51 Jall~~tine Road
;7ARWI CK d • i~ • 6024
10th Octo')er 1984

to

20yal C08~is on into

'I'he appo i ntan en t of t::J.e l:'oyal Commission to make this

enquiry ~s, of itself, proof that there is a considerable body

of opinion that' believes tl~at; deadloccs je-c'7ee~1 t·::.e t',va Touse s

t'-:,~ 7.1. ';;;3.rlia:J.ellt shou Ld 'J e r-e soLv ed L~ some manner- di:r:1:'ere.

fro~ that now existing. I concur.

The simplest and cheapest is to eliminate one

chamber entirely. 'I'hl s would be my own preferred solution. It

will be discussed in detail later.

::ly second solution, which derives from precedents

established 11th ~ovember 1975 in another Parliament but one

with a writ~en constitution identical in ~~~ clauses with the

;'lest Australian 80nsti tnrt i on would be t~~e grantinG of ~lle of't'Lc i.

com::::i ssion to for::n a Gove:::':'1.::l.ent to the leader of the political

party able to answer af:.f.:'irmatively to the question, "Can you

guarantee to be able to get budget legislation through BO~H

houses of the Par Li amerrt "

I:his would require no alterations to the nr-e se;

const i tution, bu t si :::icant char.ge s to Parliamentary practice.

~here is precedent for the Premiership being held in t::J.e

Legi slative::ouncil. ---tl18 Cole'-:J at c a ini s t ry ,

, 'r '("'1', '::::0 ;:;aa::; v.lama er

A .2re:nier si

7laS passed expeditiously. Under the'Jonstitution nowex.i sting

t::-le Treasurer introducing tl~e money bills wou Ld have to sit in

the Assembly and introduce :lis b Is t:J.ere. th.e event that

the Treasurer did not command a majority in the Assembly it

would be necessary to ach.Lev e t:"le COLlC_'.rl'eilCe cJJ': "the ,?opularly

elected majority to pr-ovLd e a 3ill for t;~1.e:::;o~ncil. ~8.is

''[ould e Li.n.l riate ;11 -: d e ad Lo c'r s ')el~'''lee.u. -OU38S on .~o,~e.j J Is.

in the eV8~~t

occur-red on non-racney bills it might be desirable to amend the

es for I ::anager s ' -;:;0 )rovide t;~lat a.L,.. a ember s of J oth .Iouee s

sitting together decide conflict by ~ajority vote.



ament of Nest Austr a is derived
om and modelled on the 3ritish Parliament. The J. consti

is an Act of that Parliament which ovides for authority to be
exercised oy Grmvn on adv Lce of b och :Louses .rhe Crown is
represented by the Gove~nor who carries no power other than to
act on the advice of his ~inisters who sit in Parliament and
are supported there.

Since the Cromwellian rebellion elil:1inated
the conce~t of divine right of ~ings and the rejection of the
S~~arts with James!I the 8ritish Crown has ruled with the consent
of Lords and Comr:nons.I'he ascendency of the Com~ons has been a
pattern of growtrh ste!Il:J.ixlg from siteius of ~onetarJ power in
the lower chamber. In more recent years the authority of the Lord
has been reduced to t~e extent that it has power to delay but not
to refusebonsent to bills. In effect 3ritain is now governed

I

uni-camera1ly.
In Queensland the Upper ~ouse has oeen

eliminated. In J.~ew Zealnd tllere is now only one Chamber. In both
the single chamo er has produc ed ec'cive:Ioverw.ments ab Le to
act 77ith greater sp eed than in ',1.A. and at less cost to tax
payers. rhere is no deadlo~~ provision necessary in these caseso

to ensure would vote

rl-
.;),J ':n:; ,l Jer s

on
of

own be nec e.s sar-y

of
ers deceased but leavi wi.dows ,

rhe problems of deadloc~s do not exist ~hen

anti-Labor parties hold power in the Asse~bly as the structure
of mal app onmerrt in the Gcunci1 is such that t:::ere ~las never
b e en a Labor majority in the Council. Nith a Labor majority in
the popular house but ~overn~ent by the ~inority 9

a Gouncil1ajority e ct Lve :lOLey ]:::oer )/01.1.1d reside '!Ii '::2e
:a;Jor .;.)art,y La bhe Asse~bly but the ts office Lnc.Lud i.ng

steria1 salaries would re:J.ain with non-Labor parties.
In ~ opinion the obvious essentiality of

wor~dns the c o.ncon good of e.Lecto.r s wou.Ld q c:\:l.7 educate
two groups to se consensus on .no str , .Lf not all, proposed

1e slation.
b er t;ilan

appointment of Com:nis on
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s. E. I.. ~T ohnaon
51 3allantine :~03.d

·.VA3.nc£. .L :3)24-
3t~ c emo eI~ 1934

-='~lS '-:0·' .l S :1. o~:..e·;'

B.oyal Commission into Parliamentary Deadlocks
Level 7, 30St George's ferrace
PERlli .J • A. 6000

Dear Sir,
Jith your permission I would like, if I may, to m~ce

a supplementary submission to extend the views expressed in

the earlier suboission (exhibit 9) already in your possesion.

This arises from my attendance at all sittings of t'

Commission so far.and hearing t'le pr opo sa.l s cornrai ng from so

d Lv er s e a Group of exp ecLenc e Wid opinion.

~y prefer'ed position of eli3ination of

deadlocks by uni-cameralism, renains.

}lhile none of tile wi, tnesses has, so far, fully

acopted a similar approach it has clearly been considered

by several . .-:Ul witnesses appearing , wi, th the exception of

the first, support c ons i d er-ab Le reform but ,principally ;Jy

reform of the imbalances of the e.l ect.ora.l sy s t emof the Council

mld to a lesser degree also of the Assembly.

LIy reading of t~'le conc ensu s of evidence 'l.eard

::::ouncj 1 even .ncr e l.]'thml change s to the dispute-settli

I'h.i s does not alter ClJ y:ef'er'ed )ositioll, out

if that vi e'v is noL; 9.C c81?ted ::;: agree t~lat c:lmlges in the

conp o s i tion of one 01' ') oth clses is an e s aerrt i a., c:mdition to

r-educ t i.on , if not e.l i a i elation of L'1ter-~-{Q'~se di spute

I wou.Ld add that the position taken by I'ilr

Brianrennant that votes in both C:l.amoers shouLd 'Je wei;::;:lted

81..:;\);; 1l"'S represented by Lnd i vi.due.I

'18[,'18 S is a tennable reform.

Nhen I was M.L.A. for edervi e (1952-59)
I discussed the possibility of such reform with the then Cler~

of Par ament (Fre slip (dec)) 'out asreed that problems

related to speed, accuracy, and w'2ig:1.ting were too sreat for

easy adoption. .lith the changes since then in mic:co-chip

technology it would be relatively s.i np Le '.vi -:;1'1 the ap.:!ropriate

c onpu t ar- softi-lflare to overcome the difficulties then seen.

easy

populations and one-v e-one-value



Iwould sup)ort
sugge on ..

study of
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Tennant's

I continue to hold the view that following
the 2appenings of 11th ~ovember 19~5 there is a Consti~tional

precedent for the Governor to issue :'lis authori t:r to f'orm a
Government to the leader of the party able to ensure passage
of a bUdget through the ~ouse held to haye veto ~ower-- the
Senate federallyp the Council locally. (~azerts undertaking on
this was clearly in breach of the _)rivile~e of the Senate as he
was not a member of that ~ouse.)

In this case the~easurer would have to sit in the
lower chamber even if in a mi~s¥~~ party in that House. One
could then be sure that the budget which passed the Assembly
would pass the Council while ensuring that the view of the
majority in the popular House was enshrined t~erin. rhis ~ould

prevent conflict by removing the grounds thereof.
Certainly there would be no conflict over '~oneyV

bills as the only ones presented to the ,Jouncil wouLd be those
agreed to by the Assembly after preper-atri on by the Government
in control of the Council.

New Conside:ration~.I have been impressed by the
view that is apparently widely heLd, that provisions for

solutions both a
of c

as
agreed r of ele Dral .nac iler

is

May I comment that the idea produced by ..lr 31ac'
that certain for~s of conflict between Houses should be resolvel
by referrence to the Courts. 'llhis is shallow thindng co.n.n on
to the ignorant.

en submissions of the Liberal 2arty
and the other .J:'1atiol1.al .?arty and the evidence of 'Teseley
note, no matter arising in ament is justicable.

AItrho.rgh laws passed by .?arliarn2l.i.t can. be br ou.
before superior courts for de sion as to constitutionality,

sis a measuring of the challenged law against the ParLt ama.
ary law of the Consti~tion which can be amend ed only by

ament. Even submitted to referrendum as required by
Feder c,-,nsti tution, nothing b ecc):nes wi thout liament
action.



5 ') ().
J-.- t)

Parliament is ab ov e t~le law and above the Courts and

above the juc.ges. of ti've s e ar e creatures ofParliament

made, cons t i tu ted and appointed by Par am.ent. lio-one can change

a law except Parliament, constitute a court except Parliament,

or sack a judge except ParLi amentr ,

Lao,vyers 811d courts are the tec:lnicians who deal with

jetails of application of law but can never judge their masters

It would be a major breach of privilege for any

Court to presume to judge between the Houses who ap90inted

them. For individuals or this Commission to disc~ss the laws

that Parliament has passed or maY passt is the right of every

elector, but to presume that such di scussa on or ·the reco:nmendatit

of the Commission have 8l1y force in law except after Parliament;

action is, properly,a breach of privilege at least, probably a

Decisions in Parliament are made on a political basi.

not necessarily a party political basis, nor with re69rd to
• J..' , , • , • b e i , d 1 ';::J' • t fin",exa sm.ng J..aw wm.cn lS e i ng cnang e Dy - ar r iamerrr , ..-..u.,J recom-

mendations made by this Commission should, therefore, be made

wi thout regaT'd for what is now law but v rec::ard to IHnat is

desirable politically, possible politically 8l1d ,only as a

matter , how to can be

deci one of the

ti.i e a.;

s.i on.s to

not on

e

now ccntrr

not to

d e c i si O£lS J

t

onal

t .ie Lmb a.l anc e of ector law III :1, d emecrat ;

direc:;ioll '.'/n'lld loosen 3.lC~1 I~ )1.

'I'he Lo ng his~;or~r ':':),?~'l': ,~~l~i1.~ i>3:?~ ,3.J.~(i~C~F of'

change gradually ext end.i pO'Ner to a '7J"~Lder3..Ld ',vi: en.inc; sector

of electors. Although all forms of gov ez-nm snn rest on tIle

consentof the governed and that consent is not a.lway s ';'7 L:.. lingt:

given, r~ is a continuing process whi ol; is c1nsistentl:r

opposed by those priVileged by the laws of yester-year. Obstruct

ion is a political art-form well actised by conservatives as

demonstrated by the eral and l.'iational .2arties.

On this I recommend study of tio e book "In ace

of Fear" b:.l~lle late n _'1...:181lrLn 3eV':3..l1 st c.rv ast

knowledge 31 ...d eZ.Je1:ienc ?)f Jvhe .!ss-c:nins t; er system at}estmins i

I consent to publication of this submission and

agree to J ei pub Li cLy ex arn Lried theron. App e ar-anc e expenses

are not required.

·s



MR COMMISSIONER: Yes, Dr Thomson?

DR THOMSON: I will call Mr Johnson.

STEPHEN EDWARD INGRAM JOHNSON:

DR THOMSON: Could you tell us your address, please?

MR JOHNSON: It is 51 Ballantine Road, Warwick, 6024.

DR THOMSON: I believe that you are a member of the legislative
assembly.

MR JOHNSON: Not now; I have been.

DR THOMSON: You have been a member of the legislative assembly
for Leederville during the period 1952-l959?

MR JOHNSON: That is correct.

24

DR THOMSON: And during that period you were chairman of a select
committee.

MR JOHNSON: True.

DR THOMSON: Can you give us some details of your parliamentary
service?

MRJOHNSON:

election
addition

by-election brought about
P~fiton. I sat one

we won the next
I was

Hawke

or once
, and

The Brand

just fac an
word except for the

on Friday.

MR COMMISSIONER: What was the variation made in relation to the
late trading?

MR JOHNSON: They extended the trading hours an hour and
a half, I think it was, on Friday. Closing time
was 3 o'clock they made it half past four,
from memory.

DR THOMSON: And that was a bill which the Hawke government
ssed through the assembly and it went the

council.

MR JOHNSON: It passed assembly ~'1'crv

out in the council.
time but was thrown

AG 299 S.E.I. JOHNSON



DR THOMSON: Will you have a look at exhibit 9 and also a
letter of 8th December.

MR JOHNSON: I have them.

DR THOMSON: Both of those documents constitute your submission?

MR ;JOHNSON: That is so.

DR THOMSON: I would tender the document dated 8th December to be
included with exhibit 9 as a submission from Mr Johnson,
Mr Johnson, I understand you have been present
at the commission during all of the hearings to date?

MR JOHNSON: That is so.

DR THOMSON: I wonder if I could just let you, in your own words.
enlarge upon your submission at this stage?

MR JOHNSON: I think the best way to start is with the guidelines
of the commission which ask, should there be a law
governing conflict in the upper house? The answer
depends greatly on what is the definition of a law
because the constitution of parliament is such that
it is not governed by anything but itself - - -

AG 300 S . E . I. JOHNSON 10.12.84
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MR JOHNson (Continuing): - - - but itself. You cannot make a
law governing parliament that cannot be changed almost
at whim, so if the term IIl aw ll is applied in the strict
sense of complete leqality recognisable by the court,
then the answer must be IINo".

If you define law as a set of rules which are
followed, then the answer is IIYes ll

, but to govern
parliament the rules must be the rules that are agreed
by parliament, because nobody else can govern them.
It creates some difficulty in strict definition and it
leav$people, of course, whose experience is academic
wandering in a field that they do not know and they
tread in something. That is the starting point.

MR COMMISSIONER: Are you suggesting that there cannot be a
constitutional amendment?

~·m JOHNSON: I am not suggesting that there cannot be a constitut
ional amendment, but I am suggesting that you cannot
have a constitutional amendment without parliament first
taking action.

n~ COMMISSIONER: 1i1ithout pazLdame nt; makLncr the amendment.

MR JOHNSON: It is a parliarnenta~r act
oarliament so nobody outside
and are the
touchy about that. I

and it can be chancred bv
parliament can crovern them

rather
rst point

of

I
for two nouse s

set
to be an

That
neces

I aqree
If there

s to
agree

DR THOMSON: Could I just interruot you? You are talk
the standing orders, I take it, a moment ago?

about

~1R JOHNSON: Yes.

DR THOMSON: In your exnerience, has anyone ever put forward the
point of view that those standing orders constitute the
law of the land in the sense of being legislative?

MR JOHNSON: It seens to me that some of the academics be
that. Our experience is ~~at someone stands UP and
moves that so much of standing orders should be lifted
as will allow so-and-so to happen. It is usually done
by the leader of the house and a vote is taken and
standing orders are suspended, just like that. It is
only a matter of parliament having a vote and the
standing orders that a bill should be read on one day,
the t reading j the second reading on another dav

MT 301 S.E.I. JOHNSON
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and the third reading on another day, with the
committee stage in between. That can all be put aside
and the whole thing put through in a day.

DR THOMSON: Is that suspension itself pursuant to a standing
order to permit suspension?

MR JOHNSON: I would not know, and that is a question you would
have to ask the clerk as to what the standing orders
are. It is certainly practice and it operates very
easily and I have no reason to doubt there are no
standing orders that cannot be amended as readily as
that. That is the most common one.

DR THOMSON: In your experience, when you were a member of the
house - - -

MT 302 S.E.I. JOHNSON 10.12.84
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DR THOMSON (Continuing): - - - of the house, subsequently,
no-one has ever, to your knowledge I take it
you are saying, taken the point that section 34,
which uses those word "abide in force 13 constitutes
standing orders as something other than just merely
internal rules or procedure which govern the
procedure in the houses?

MR JOHNSON: I see no reason to believe it but I would not
like to be quoted as an authority because what is
in force is what is in force i~uediately after a
vote and if you vote to suspend standL~g orders,
then what is in force is subsequent to the vote
and they can then be resumed subsequent to another
vote.

DR THOMSON: But they have always been regarded just as merely
procedural rules internally?

MR JOHNSON: Very important procedure rules but not inflexible.

DR THOMSON: I have nothing further to add on that point.

MR COMMISSIONER: Before we leave that aspect of the matter,
your submission was that only parliament could
make laws or alter the constitution.

MR JOHNSON: true.

proc~edluI~es?

MR COMMISSIONER: You are not
can make

That so.

of
or a law,

event,
of

parliament which makes

MR COMMISSIONER: So,
or an

I has

MR JOHNSON: That is so.

MR COMMISSIONER: So you do not distinguish between the
constitution or the law on the one hand and the
rules on the other?

MR JOHNSON: I think perhaps,yes, I do, though is perhaps a
little narrow. The rules that govern parliament
are parliament1s rules for its own self-governmentt
in effect, they are similar to the rules you make
for the governance of your family inside your own
The laws are the laws of public that operate
outside your home in the public street.

MR COMMISSIONER:
the

But, in relation to the resolving of deadlocks
terms 0 f , you I th ink

AG 303 S •E.1. JOHNSON 10.12.84
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that the question,should the laws of the state
describe a means, a question for parliament.

MR JOHNSON: Yes. It is not a matter that is capable of being
covered by law in the meaning which I give to law.

MR COMMISSIONER: And by the same token, if there are any other
means resolving deadlocks, that is the rules
or procedures, this still is a question for parliament.

MR JOHNSON: Yes, but that does not prevent me giving advice
or you, as a commissioner, giving advice as to what
you think should happen, but they do not have to take it.

MR COMMISSIONER: Yes, but the point I am trying to drive at is,
is there any difference between you as a witness or me
as a commissioner giving advice in relation to the laws
as opposed to giving advice in relation to the rules
or practice?

MR JOHNSON: I should say probably not because the possibility
of rejecting that advice remains.

DR THOMSON: In my submission, sir, the question of how that
advice would be implemented, if it was accepted, would
be outside the terms of this reference. It might
have just been touched upon in Mr Johnson's submission
about how the constitution could be amended, whether
it could be, and I would see that perhaps as outside
the terms of reference. Perhaps we can proceed on.

MR JOHNSON: I am not quite sure on that either. I think my
position on that is fairly clear. The next point I
would make I I see no need fora second
chamber. That y not the common view, at

it is common view of the who have
I think one can see in some

to that as onesolut~or;

one. It is my preferred or;.
This not just because of the problem sol
difficulties; that, you could say, is almost a bonus.
The reason I do so is the development of parliament.
The development of the means of governance
of the country is a long history - - -
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shorthand politician -
that a lower house member had

MR JOHNSON (Continuing): - - - long history of gradual improvement.
Our history Great Britain, as far
as parliament , and development from
the time when the king used to call his nobles together
under an oak tree, in the extreme south - - it has seen
a great deal of development. The lords were brought
under duress by Commons in the time of approximately
the Stuarts. It was developing over that time because
the Commons controlled the money; the Commons produced
the money and that where the of the purse lay
and the lords, having the power and privilege of their
rank, were unable to operate without the money produced
by the Commons. The Commons were elected over an
electorate that gradually took in more and more people.
There is a history, of course, of considerable
revolution in England, all of which tended towards the
common people, using the term in that sense, having an
increasing power in contradiction to the nobles. I
think that that kind of development is going on and when
we, in Western Australia, moved from a single chamber 
originally of five, I think,and advisers to the
governor - we then moved to a partly elected upper
house without a lower house and then a fully elected
upper house and then later to what was said to be
a responsiole governmen~with two chambers. I think
that that was probably a good transition but that was
against the background of communication no faster than
a horse could go or a boat could sail - before telegrams;
it was time-consuming, everything was slow and very. few
people were educated. We have now reached the?stage
where education is available to the "meanest h~n - I
think was the terms in Cromwell's days.·':OU'l!llr"U'h....t'lv
in our community has to him

to

The amount of communication from the electorate
that went to people in the upper house was quite small.
I think if you were to stop 20 people in the street and
ask them who was local member half of them could
not tell you anybody and half would tell you their lower
house member of the state house and possibly now we
just passed a election, about the bit would
mention man. I do not think is any

continuation of upper chamber. If the
upper chamber is or would or did fulfil the need for
reconsideration and study and so on, that talked
about but does not happen then there might be. The
British parliament works more on a system of standing
and semi-standing committees upstairs, as they say, and

bill is upstairs and comes out of a pretty
committee as something that house should
to take in without too much pUblic
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debate. That system could perhaps be developed. There
a for consideration of quite a number of things,

one of which the purpose of this commission sitting,
to examine a question in detail - - -
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MR JOHNSON (Continuing): - - - in detail. It is unlikely that
the upper house would have examined this question if
it had been ~ut to them that they should~ because the
non-Labor people there enjoy the powers that they have
and see no reason to change it.

I really do not feel there is a necessitv for the
existence of an u~per house, either state or federal
for that matter. However, I would not go to the
barricades on it.

DR THm1:S0N: I see that in your written submission that is your
first preference. Do you see that preference and
possibility - I am talking here merely of recommendations
within the terms of reference- of the abolition of the
council as a matter falling within the terms of this
commission's reference?

MR JOHNSON: Quite clearly. It would solve the problem. There
would be no conflict if there was only one house, and
quite clearly that is within the terms of reference.

DR THOMSON: Could one take the view that the terms of reference
contemplate the existence of disagreements and deadlocks
which have to be overcome rather than the elimination
altogether of those disagreements; that is the terms
of reference saying "Let's suppose there are disagreements
or deadlocks. Hmv does one solve or overcome those
disagreements or deadlocks?"

MR JOHNSON: I would reqard the terms of re ce rather as
saying there have been. There is evidence that
disagreements have happened. O~ that I am well aware.
It does not ask us to do anything else other than f
means of eliminating those things, and the elimination
of the upper house vrou Ld eliminate the disagreements
and that is therefore a method of solving it. I do not
imagine that they would put forward a commission with
the idea of continuing or contributinq to the continuing
of further disagreements. That, I do not think, is the
object of the exercise.

DR TIIOHSON: Do you have a copy of the terms of reference?

~m JOKNSQ"N: I have the advertiseMent here, I think. Yes, I have
it here.

DR THOMSON: If you look at the last few words of the first term
of reference in relation to nroposed legislation, would
you say that that contemplates the future - that is,
legislation being put up in the future - being proposed
and there is some disaqreement in relation to that
legislation between the council and the assembly?
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~R THOMSON: That is what I am ultimately asking you, yes.

MR JOHNSON: I would take the view, knowing the Dolitics of the
matter, that the commission would not have been held
if the sole recommendation were to be that the upper
house should be eliminated. If the UDper house is not
eliminated then some other form of handling the matter
would be preferable to what is going on.

DR THOMSON: If I could just DUt politics aside for the moment,
can you see within that first term of reference that
contemplates the abolition of the council, if the
commission was to make such a recommendation - - -
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DR THOMSON (Continuing): - - - such a recommendation, you would
not say, in your submission, that that recommendation
falls outside the commission's terms of reference?

MR JOHNSON: No. I do not think it falls outside but I do think
that the terms of reference are set on the
expectation that that is not going to be the main
thrust of the recommendations. I think they hold
the view that there must be solutions in between what
is now current and the abolition of the upper house
because, looking at it politcally, and that is the only
way you can look at i~ because it is a political
matter, the likelihood of the upper house voting
itself out of existence is not really in contemplation.
The numbers are not there and it is only there if the
numbers are there.

OR THOMSON: I appreciate that and that is why I am trying to put
politics aside. If, for instance, all this
commission heard evidence about, the one thing it
focussed upon, the one recommendation it made, was
the abolition of the council, would you see the commission
as acting outside its terms of reference?

MR JOHNSON: Firstly, I would not expect the commission to make
that recommendation as a sole recommendation because
it is unlikely to be adopted by its recipients.

DR THOMSON: But if I can put all that aside - I am just concentrating
on - - As I understand it, you would submit to the
commission that that is within the terms of reference?

MR JOHNSON: Yes. The terms of reference are reasonably
We are dealing not with a matter of law with a
matter of politics, parl pol s, and in
region what matters is not what somebody says; what
matters is, what are the numbers? A recommendation
that the upper house should be eliminated would not
pass through the upper house but it might have ~alue

in the future of moving towards that desirable end,
to get it down on paper. I think the members of the
upper house can mainly read.

DR THOMSON: I do not wish to pursue the matter any further at
this stage. Perhaps you will continue; I not
you have a second solution - you say your letter
lOth October your second solution. Would you
like to move on to that?

MR JOHNSON: Very 1. The second pre rests on the
constitutional problems of 11th November 1975. The
relationship between the senate and the assembly - 
reps rather, in Canberra, rests in the constitution
that is mainly word for word identical with the West
Australian constitution although there are some
dif but in th area, until that date, the
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convention was that the upper chamber never refused
a monetary bill. That was convention. In November 1975
the convention was dishonoured and the practice was
adopted of actual defeat or intended defeat of a money
bill. Convention is not law and political or
parliamentary convention is not law. Convention is
what would happen if all the members were gentlemen,
including female gentlemen in the modern sense, but
it expects a standard of practice a "gentleman" would
carry out - - -
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MR JOHNSON (Continuing): - - - carry out. Practice, of course,
is something that is established and creates a preceden~.

Precedent is stronger than convention because convention
can be broken by anyone who gets into the position of a
gentleman but is not. Practice is something that is
established and cannot be overset by convention; that
can only be overset by law, by something in writing.

The practice in 1975 was established that the
upper house rejected or undertook to reject a monetary
bill which would then by convention and established
nractice call unon the lower house to resign and face
the people. Fortunately at that time, there were a
number of bills stockpiled and available establish-
ing a double dissolution. If they had not been there,
we would not have had a double dissolution because the
convention would not have permitted it, T~e CODP..onwealth
constitution does not permit of a double dissolution
except when there are rejected bills so had the
stockpile not been there we would have had in November
1975 the situation of the lower house facina the oeo~le

and the senate not. That might have teen a hanpy accident
that they also had to face the people, otherwise it would
not have been them.

The terms on which the majority in the assembly had
their mandate to govern withdrawn were that the
commission to govern would be given to him who could
guarantee passage of the money through the senate.
Fraser gave that cruarantee and Kerr accepted it. Fraser
was, actually I think, in breach of vilecre of the
senate because no person can cruarantee the vote of any
house who is not a mer:tber of the house. It is clearlv
a breach of orivilecre but the senate did not reject it
because once aaain he was there wi. th the nurabe r s and
although it is practical it is not ricrht. It is not
the thing a Gentleman would have done nor a gentleman
would have asked or accepted.It was the kind of thinq
~hat do~e by a trades~an - a non-gentleman in
early term. It did haopen.

The power of veto that lies in the senate is said
to lie in our upper house. Constitutionally, I do not
see it. I do not believe it is true. It is certainly
not conventionally true but it might be agreed now that
it is practice and it accented. the upper house
has a power of veto, then it is the more powerful house
because the lower house does not have a power of veto
over money bills in the same way. As every married man
knows, the oowe r to say "No " is more povze r f u L than the
power to propose - - -
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MR JOHNSON (Continuing): - - - propose.

DR THOMSON: Can I just stop you there - I am sorry to interrupt.
You are not suggesting, are you, that the lower house
cannot refuse to pass a money bill?

MR JOHNSON: It cannot get a money bill.

DR THOMSON: Let us assume the governor sends his message and
proposes a money bill, it is introduced into the lower
house - you are not suggesting the lower house does not
have the power not to pass that?

MR JOHNSON: The message is asked for by the government, provided
by the governor and the only way it can be defeated is
for members of the government party to reject it. That
means it is possible if there is a split of the
government party on the budget, otherwise it is not
possible. I will not say it is not technically possible~

it is not practically possible.

DR THOMSON: Yes. I am just suggesting it is perhaps legally
feasible~ they do have the power in law not to pass it
but you are saying politically it is not on.

MR JOHNSON: No~ and furthermore there is no way in which a money
bill can corne into the assembly from the council, but
the money bills go from the assembly to the council and
that is in the constitution. Does that make it clear as
far as you are concerned?

DR THOMSON: Yes, thank you.

MR JOHNSON: As I see it, the constitution with the addition of
the practice adopted in 1975, requires that a commission
to govern can only be given to whoever can guarantee to
pass his money bills through the house with the power of
veto. This is a nice one for you lawyers. Politically
it has not happened yet. It has been suggested to
Sir Zelman Cowan as governor general, and I got a very
polite letter saying that it is not a matter on which
he can comment; he might be able to now. I have also
put it to Professor Reid, before he was governor, and
he made much the same reply. It is a matter, I think,
of considerable amusement - or I think it is amusing 
but I also think it is law.

MR COMMISSIONER: I think part of your proposal is that pe~haps the
premier should sit in the upper house. Is that right?

MR JOHNSON: That it.

MR COMMISSIONER: .Then if the is president of the council,
how can he assure council approval of a money bill if,
in fact, he does not have the numbers.

MR JOHNSON: If the sits in the upper house, in the red,
can ensure that a bill that is transmitted from his
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treasurer in the lower house does
ensure that a treasurer in the
what he wants, if the majority party
but the conflict would take place in
not between the houses.

What he cannot
house

is against him,
the lower house,

38

council, how can the
pass? Let us take the
of having the attorney
the premier in the attorney's

MR COMMISSIONER: When it comes co
premier ensure that it will
present situation. Instead
in the upper house, we have
seat in the upper house - -

MR JOHNSON: I am sorry, no. The person you would have as premier
would be the current leader of the opposition in the
upper house and the present opposition would be the
government"

MR COMMISSIONER: I will leave it to you -' - counsel to see if
he can pursue it with you.

MR JOHNSON: They would be in a minority.

DR THOMSON: There is a point I would like to clarify. Your
submission of lOth October on the front page - the
first submission - you say, at the paragraphs starting
"My second solution", pick that up and then run a
little bit down. You say:

"Would be the granting of the
official commission to form
a government to the leader of
•• e.(reads) •.•• parliament?'"

I will you to page :2 of your submission of 8
December, the I quote:

"There is a constitutional
precedent for to
issue his authority to a
•••. (reads). .• the council
locally ...
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DR THOMSON (Continuing): It seems to me thatfuose two
proposals are different in this respect. The
first proposal envisages the commission going to the
leader of the political party you can get the budget
legislation through both houses. The second proposal
is that the commission goes to the leader of the party
who has a majority in the upper house. It seems to
me that your question, sir, was premised on the second
proposal. He has a majority in the upper house but
not in the lower house. The first proposal of having
a commission if you had the majority in both houses - 
No-one would be able to get a commission at the moment
in Western Australia because neither leader holds
a majority.

MR JOHNSON: Or federally.

DR THOMSON: Or federally. Can you just tell me which one
of those is your preferred, or your position?

MR JOHNSON: I think perhaps my intention is to express the same
thing in both of them; I have expressed it differently.
You will note that I say the commission that was
given to Fraser was, I thought, improper. The commission
at that time, in my view, should have been given to
the leader of the Liberals in the senate where they had
a majority, and not to Fraser.

DR THOMSON: Can I just interrupt, and I am sorry to do that.
In both the 1975 crisis and in the 1952 Victorian
crisis which we ha va referred to in this hearing -
in both those instances the bill had already passed
the lower house before the governor revoked one
commission and commissioned someone else, so the bill
had already passed the lower house and, therefore,
on your second proposal in your letter of 8th December,
it would in that circumstance be feasible to commission
a person who could command a majority of votes in the
upper house - it would not matter whether he could or
could not have a majority in the lower house, the bill
had already passed. I take it that your second submission,
your second point, is not premised only on the situation
where supply has passed the lower house. It would
be all encompassing.

MR JOHNSON: Yes, that would be so. The situation in 1975
was, in my view, totally improper but I noticed with
one of the other people who gave evidence, I think it
was Dr Gallop, there was a suggestion that the
government could resign and the governor could appoint
somebody else in the upper house to get the bill
through, then he could resign and pass the commission
back again.
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MR JOHNSON:. Yes. That I think is improper, too; I do not say
it is not done but I do not think it is right.

DR THOMSON: Can I just throw one more factor into this?
It has been suggested that in 1975 Malcolm Fraser
would not have commanded necessarily a majority
in the senate. He needed to rely on the support of
the coalition or other parties and the fact that the
bills got through, the fact that the Australian Labor
Party voted in the senate as well for a passage
of supply, may have been that Fraser could not have
got a majority.

MR JOHNSON: Maybe, maybe not, I do not know. I
know what went on in the corridors.
that the trouble was sorted out. It
on in the chamber; it is what goes on
that matters.

mean, I do not
All I know is
not what goes

in the corridors

DR THOMSON: But would the governor, under your propo~al,

have to descend to that level or would he merely
count up and say - - -
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DR THOMSON (Continuing): - - - up and say "There are 12 Liberals.
There are 9 Labor Party and there are 5 Democrats"?
In that situation, who would he commi s s i.on ? T'Iould he
have to go into the corridors and find out on which
side the Democrats were going to vote?

MR JOHNSON: In most nresidentia1 governments that is roughly
what goes on - in many foreign governments. After an
election as at now in the federal sphere, he would
send for someone and put to him the question, "Can you
guarantee to pass a budget through the upper house1"
If you cannot get that guarantee then he will not get
a commission. If the person concerned goes out and
talks to the parties and finds he cannot guarantee it,
then he tells the gJvernor so and the governor sends
for somebody else until he finds someone who can and
that may require a coalition, as in Israel, in France,
Italy and quite a nunber of countries. It is an
established practice. It is not exactly Westminster
though.

DR THOMSON: That was my question. Is it not established nractice
in Australia or does the g.overnor rather say "I would
rather the house determine it"? That' is, if there were
two political narties and it is not certain which
leader can form the majority, does the governor really
say "I will await the outcome of a vote on the floor of
the house and that wi.Ll. be my indication" rather than
say to one leader or the other "Can you quarantee that
you will command a majority"? Does he not r e a Lkv let
that question be decided on the floor and he takes his
decision from a vote on the floor of the house?

MR JOHNSON: The governor is required to act on the advice of
his advisers and his advisers remain his advisers until
such time as something changes. If at an election the
party that is then in nower loses its nower base, the
nractice is for the defeated leader to continue to
advise the overnor on his actions until a new conniss
ion is issued. If the man concerned 1s defeated he
then advises the govern~r - the governor does not advise
him but he advises the governor - to send for :~r So-and-So.
Therefore, in the situation that you contemnlate the
jovernor would act on the advice of the outgoing premier
as to whom he would send and the '] overnor wouLd then
send for that person and ask him that question: "Can
you get a budget through the upner house?"

DR THOMSON: Thank you. You are tyina it now back to your proposal
and that is clearly what I wan c e d to do. ''lould your
oroposal necessarily hincre unon the outcome of an
election in a sense: \·'he~ there is normally a chanae in
government? Your proposal is directed to the circQ~stance
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of a money bill and let us say that money bill
introduced in the second or the third ar of the
government.

~,m JOHNSON: A money bill is introduced on the first day.

DR THOHSON: I am saying following an election. The first money
bill passes and the next year there is another money
bill introduced. Your proposal would require the
qovernor at that stage to make some decision as to who
should be commissioned at that stage, and if the
person .hblding the majority in the assembly does not
hold a majority in the council - - =
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DR THOMSON (Continuing)' - - - - in the council, your proposal
is that the governor should commission the person
who holds a majority in the upper house?

MR JOHNSON: Yes.

DR THOMSON: My mind is coming back to my question again:
How does the governor determine who holds a majority
in the upper house?

MR JOHNSON: His adviser advises him and that is the person
who holds the commission and he continues to hold the
commission, even if he is defeated,until he is
replaced. That is cabinet continues, ministers
are paid as ministers, until the power changes. They
do not stop getting their ministerial pay on election
day.

DR THOMSON: I would like to take it away from election
days because this situation may arise sometime two
years after an election, so

MR JOHNSON: What you are contemplating is a budget going
through the assembly and being rejected in the second
year: that is the second budget, being rejected in
the upper house.

DR THOMSON: Let us even assume it is harder than that.
On your proposal, if the present premier does not have
a majority in the council, on your proposal, even
before the supply bill is introduced into the assembly,
it would contemplate that the person who has a majority
in the council should be commissioned as the premier.

MR JOHNSON: If the governor's advisers advise it.

DR THOMSON: Let us say they do not; what happens to your proposal?

MR JOHNSON: Then you have the proposi~ion of a dispute between
the houses.

DR THOMSON: And how would you resolve that dispute?

MR JOHNSON: As I am saying, I would resolve it - because
I think that is what the practice produced by Kerr
in 1975 is - by saying, "Whoever can get a budget
through the upper house is the person who is entitled
to govern" because the upper house has a veto power
which the lower house does not have.

DR THOMSON: But does not the lower house have that veto power,
if we take the present situation, and on your proposal

MR JOHNSON: Not in prac
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DR THOMSON: But let us just assume that Mr Ha has the
majority in the council so he is now commissioned
a s the premier

MR JOHNSON: No, not Has 1. Hassell not in the upper house.

DR THOMSON: Let us say, beyond that, Ian Medcalf commissioned
as premier and let us assume that he advises the
governor to send a message to the assembly and to
introduce a supply bill into the assembly, the treasurer
is sitting, Mr Medcalf's treasurer is sitting in the
assembly, introduces that supply bill - would not
b~e assembly reject that bill?

MR JOHNSON: I think you are building an impossible model.

DR THOMSON: But the model has just reversed the present model;
that is all it has done, is it not?

MR JOHNSON: No. You have not followed the steps.

DR THOMSON: I am sorry; perhaps you can enlighten me.

MR JOHNSON: We will take the present position because it
is one we know. If Burke's next budget passes the
lower house and ~upper house rejects it - that is
the model. You want to get that ?

DR THOMSON: So your model is premised firstly on the lower house
passing supply?

MR JOHNSON: It is in the model that you were putting up, as I
understood , that is that the conflict takes place,
not at an election, but at some iod between
elections.

DR THOMSON: Let us stick to the factual situation. Let us
say there was supply to be introduced next week
West Australian parliament - - -
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DR THOf.ISmr (Continuing): - - - T-;rest Australian parliament.

~1R JOHNSON: There will be when the house meets in Februarv.
Act I of 1975 will be a supoly bill. That will ~ass
the lower house because the majority is there. If
the upper house rejects it, you then have a
constitutional crisis. The governor would be required
to take action as advised by Nr Burke. T'lhat I am
suggesting should happen - I do not think it is what
will if such a thing happens - because I think the
constitutional pattern has been created in 1975 is
the governor should say to ~lr Burke when he comes to
talk with him, "Can you qet your budget through the
upper house?" and Burke wou Ld have to say "no, it IS

been refused." "Nell, who can get it through the upper
house?"

He cannot say Mr Hassell because Mr Hassell is in
the lower house and for Mr Hassell to give an under
taking that he as premier could get it through the
upper house is a breach of nrivilege, so it has to be
given to Medcalf and Medcalf then has the position that
he is commissioned as premier to form a government that
can get everything through the uoper house that has
already passed the lower house. That would give him
supply. It would not give him the budcret, of course.
The budget is the next thing.

Hassell might then be appointed treasurer because
under our cons tutional nractice the treasurer must
si t in the lower house. T-;rhat he could throuqh the
Lowe r house wo u Ld only be that wi. th '.Thich the majori t u

who are now the orioo s i, tion '·'ould agree

MR COMMISSIONER: So then you would have, for a short neriod of
time, the government in the hands of the party with
the minority in the lower house?

!'olR JOHNson: Yes.

MR COr1HISSIONER: r'Then the next budaet is introduced in the
lower house, that ~overnment falls. Is that your
model?

MR JOHNSON: It would not fall, because it would haye to get a
budget through, but the budaet would be reconstituted
fairly considerably in the j~.ble, because the only
thing that Hassell as treasurer could get through the
lower house is what Burke as shadow treasurer, under
those circumstances, would agree with. Vou would get
a comoromise budaet.

MR CO:'l:'!ISSIO:'JER: r'Then the commission is qiven to the Derso~ in
the ucpe r house who has the numbers, nresumably a new
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government is formed. Is that right?

~,m JOHNSON: Yes.

THE COt~1ISSIONER: For how long does that government continue?

HR JOHNSON: Until the expiry of
\'las elected.

years from whenever it

THE em-mISSIONER: Even though it does not have the numbers in
the lower house?

MR JOHNSON: Yes.

THE COM}1ISSIONER: Would you like to pursue that?

DR THOMSON: We just have the reverse model as you have with the
lower house rejecting bills from the upper house, so
you still have a deadlock situation to governing non
money bills. I take it that this nro~osal and the
way you have outlined it is tailored to the situation
where the up~er house rejects a money bill from the
assembly and this proposal is tailored to overcome
that disagreement and deadlock.

MR JOHNSON: I su~pose you could say it would get rid of all
disaqreements on money bills bebleen the tT,olO houses.
All those conflicts would be adjusted in the lower
house before the bill was transmitted. There would
still be, of course, some conflict on some other things.

DR THOMSON: Yes, but we could categorise this proposal - money
bills as a separate category - and we could say that
this proposal begins to operate after supply has passed
the assembly and it is rejected by the council. In t~at

constitutional crisis, this is your solution to resolve
that deadlock?

~1R JOHNSON: I would say it is Sir John Kerr's solution.

DR THOHSON: Yes. Sir John I-i:err I s solution

MR JOHNSON: It looks to me like a horrible mess, but I think
that is the position that Lawye r s "vi th 1Jarliamentary
experience would say is the current situation - - -
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MR JOHNSON (Continuing): - - - current situation and that with the
call for considerable constitutional change we might
get some but because the law, as it stands - the
constitutional law as it stands - is, I think, idiotic
it does not mean it does not govern us; I think
it does govern us.

DR THOMSON: It can be used to
a money bill.

MR JOHNSON: It would resolve it.

this particular dispute over

MR COMMISSIONER: Would you have it followed by a double dissolution?

MR JOHNSON: I think you would have to have a constitutional
convention to be honest.

MR COMMISSIONER: The convention would be - -

MR JOHNSON: Difficult. I do not have a solution that goes beyond
that.

MR COMMISSIONER: You would have a government with a majority in
the council and a minority in the lower house?

MR JOHNSON: That is so. I think the end result would be agreement
at what used to be the convention - that the upper house
does not meddle with money bills. It would be written
into standing orders. We would have the difficulty of
people being required by standing orders to behave as
gentlemen should behave and not like a lot of cheapjack
polies.

DR THOMSON: Can I,just to your question, , say that this
was a specific model designed specif ly to overcome
a supply deadlock and it did do that and then sUbsequently
another sagreement arose over another of bill,
that may be resolved in some other way; that may be
resolved by the governor !~on~issioning someone else to
form a government. I will just ask you one or two
questions arising out of it. Accepting that your model
is the model - or Sir John Kerr's model is the model that
is followed, if after the supply bill has passed the
assembly and is rejected by the council, the premier who
advises the governor sed to advise the governor to
commission a person in the upper council who had the
majority, would you build into your model the obligation
on the governor to withdraw the commission of the person
who is presently his chief adviser and recommission
someone else?

MR JOHNSON: I do not think the governor has power to withdraw a
commission without advice.

DR THOMSON: Let us say that
happens to your model?

is not forthcoming. What

MR JOHNSON: He has to act on the he has. If he does nat
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he not act.

he commission
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MR JOHNSON: That has to as the result of

DR THOMSON: If that advice is not forthcoming, what happens to
your model to resolve this dispute?

MR JOHNSON: That something in the nature of a revolution
because if nothing happens, government falls.

DR THOMSON: In Sir John Kerr's model, he withdrew a commission
- certainly not on Mr Whitlam's advice - so we cannot
say this model is Sir John Kerr's model, can we?

MR JOHNSON: I think that was treason, if you want my knowledge.

DR THOMSON: Certainly but we cannot now say that this suggestion
of yours is Sir John Kerr's model?

MR JOHNSON: It is what happened and Sir John was the major
architect.

DR THOMSON: Sir John withdrew the commission. He did not receive
advice to sommission someone else - - -
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DR THOMSON (Continuing): - - - commission someone else.

MR JOHNSON: No, and I am afraid I feel that, in withdrawing
the commission, he committed treason in that he assumed
powers that were not his.

DR THOMSON: Can I ask you a second question? If your model
was implemented would it not be an incentive for the
leader in the upper house to reject supply? He may
want to become premier and so, he does not worry about
the - -

MR JOHNSON: The niceties.

DR THOMSON: - - bill but it is an incentive for him because
he knows that is the way he can become premier, at least
for a day or two. Would that encourage the rejection
of supply - your model - would it encourage disputes?

MR JOHNSON: That might appear so to outsiders. My guess is that,
as a practising politician with some experience,
the leader of the majority in the upper house would not
want to be saddled with the problems that are corning up.
I mean, that is just that. I do not think it would
act as an incentive. It would not be a carrot but it
might be a stick.

DR THOMSON: Could I ask you what problems the leader in the upper
house would be saddled with, because he could always
pass the bills in his house. It would rather be the
leader of the opposition in the other place who would
have the problems and if I am right there, would that
not encourage the leader m the upper house to become
the leader of the party, the whole party, itself?

MR JOHNSON: I think it would. It would make him leader of the whole
party. It would make Medcalf rather than Hassell, in
the current situation, leader of the Liberals.

DR THOMSON: And if that was to occur, in a practical sense,
would you not be changing the location of even
political power from the lower house to the upper
house, that is really, in political terms, strengthening
the upper house?

i~R JOHNSON: I think that is what was done in 1975. I do not think
it is desirable but I think it is what is required by
the law or by the practice of the law and because
practice is precedent over precedent the ?ractice cannot
be over set except by some stronger action and that
means either writing the rules or producing a new
precedent and I think, in doing this, you would
establish, cause, new precedents to be agreed to
because the problems created would be such horrendous
problems for the people who are then offered
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commissioning the government that they would have to
agree to acting like gentlemen which would upset
them considerably.

DR TH~~SON: Can I just perhaps clear my own mind? It now appears
to me that what I have been calling your model,
or Sir John Kerr's model, you are really saying,
that is the sent law and the convention at the moment,
so it is not really a model that you are putting up.
You are saying, that is the present law or convention
and that is how it has been done, there is a precedent
for that happening, and that if you want to rely on
the present law or the past practices, that is the
way it should be done to resolve a dispute about
supply.

MR JOHNSON: Yes. I think we are about agreeing on what I am trying
to say. Perhaps I can put it this way_ I am saying
that this is the pattern which has authority inside
the current practice. I am not saying it is desirable,
I do not think it is, but I think its application
would create a condition in which there would be some
changes made that would override the practice that Kerr
did.

MR COMMISSIONER: And the consequence would be a change of
government with a premier in the upper house?

MR JOHNSON: I think the consequence would perhaps be that,in a very
short term,but I think it would be followed very
quickly with an agreement to take the upper house out of
the money and it would lend, restore us, to what was
the convention before 11th November. The convention
has always been - - -
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MR JOHNSON (Continuing): - - - has always been that the red
chamber does not interfere in the green - - blue in
Western Australia, is it not?

DR THOMSON: Yes.

MR JOHNSON: Then the green chamber is where the money
that is why money is green.

DR THOMSON: I will just summarise. It now appears to me,
because initially I thought there was some conflict
between what I was calling your model and your first
option to abolish the council, that what you are saying
is that your first option is to abolish the council.
You then say that given what you have described is the
present law and present practice, that should be followed
and if you do follow it and press it hard enough the
practical result of that will be that we must have
changes and the effect of those changes will be to reduce
the status and powers of the council.

MR JOHNSON: That is right.

DR THOMSON: The change that you would see and you would want to
result in so pressing that present law on practice and
the result you would wish is what I would see as your
third position - I say "third" just for the record; it
would appear it is only the second position if we take
what I have been calling the second position as the
present law - and you elaborate that on the first page
of your submission, page 10, even though again it is
confined to non-money bills; that is a joint sitting of
both houses. You say in the last paragraph:

"In the event that a conflict
between the houses occurred
on non-money bills it might
be •.•. (reads) ....majority vote. 11

You again make perhaps an extra element on that, on page
2 of your submission of 8th December, where you say,
halfway down the page:

"If my preferred position is
not adopted I would support
the double dissolution attitude
of the National party."

So your preferred position seems to me to have a joint
sitting at a double dissolution?

MR JOHNSON: Yes. I think you could say at that point I have
amended my 2A or 3 position of a joint sitting to the
Cowan proposition of a double dissolution more or less
on the model of the federal model, quite largely I
think because we have one of the present parties
supporting the Labor party, we then move closer to the
political possibility of getting it adopted. I think
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the double dissolution as used in the
is a very cumbersome machine but the threat of its
use does tend to persuade and it the stick
not the carrot proposition; it people to
a little more reasonable than some of the other
possibilities, because if there is one party that has
a majority in the house at any time, it is the no
election party, because elections are nasty, expensive
and you could use your income. So nobody is for an
election ever and that is that. I think that the
double dissolution which would, using the federal
model - - -
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i1R JOHNSON (Continuing): - - ~ federal model be followed possibly
by a joint sitting is more politically practical than
avoiding that step. That is the benefit of listening
to all you have heard. There should be more Deople
listening.

DR THOHSON: Just going back to the analo~y about a carrot and
a stick, if your model was a stick would it then be
used for the purpose of dissolving parliament, both
houses, rather than for the purnose of passage of bills
about which there were disputes; that is, would a
government introduce bills it knew would be disagreed,
perhaps bills which it did not like, but use those
bills to dissolve the parliament - in that sense of a
stick?

MR JOHNSON: That is a stick that could beat both donkeys and the
likelihood of it being applied with any qreat strength
is small. It might detest them, but I think the very
existence of the power of double dissolution would
press mernbe r s of both parties, ')2:~ticularly the back
bench members who are in marginal seats. They have a
lot of Dower in the party roons and they are against
double dissolutions and Darticularly of course those
members of the legislative council who are un for six
years and who look like losing their seat in two and
not being eligible for a pension.

The pension is perhaps a carrot, but the forced
election is a stick and it beats both donkevs I do
not think it would be annlied. Legally, it -night be
available, but Ide are not t.a l k Ln« about Law , ;'le are
talking about politics, which is above the law. I
suppose in following the nractice of nolitics your
legal training is to some decree a handicap because
you are expectina us to run to a nice, desirable, knO\ffl
pattern. Politics does not run in that kind of pattern.
Politics is very much somethina else.

DR THm~SON: I might add that that is whe r e t.he cornmi s s i on is
grateful for your Ciuidance, so that when the corun.i s s i on
comes to framing recommendations it can do so in the
light of your practical experience.

I have nothing further to ask on your particular
models, as I would call them, but I would like ~o come
back to some other matters in your submission .

.oR COHI'USSIONER: 3efore we leave that, your proposal relating
to the premier being in the upper house is only if in
fact there is a risk of supply being refused?

tm JOHNSON: Yes.
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MR COfUUSSIONER: You do not the premier in r ever,
to sit in the upper house from what you have now said?
It is just the threat?

HR JOHNSON: As a political practice, I would say the fact
that it could happen is enough threat to make sure
that it does not happen. I do not think it would in
practice happen, but if conf ct arises I do not think
it can be avoided.

MR Co~rr!ISSIONER: You would not exoect anything like the - - for
it to be normal for the premier to be in the upper house
and the treasurer in the lower house? It is onlv in
those circumstances where a commission has to be-sought
in the upper house for the purposes of getting supnly?

MR JOHNSON: I do not know I am quite sure that I see it that
way. I think if once it were to happen - if the bubble
bursts - and the only way of getting funds through is
for there to be a premier of the party with the majority
in the upper house, then I think there is an established
practice. After the next election, I think the premier
in the upper house would advise the governor to send for
the party leader with the Most in the upner house. I
think that is what the advice would be. I a~ not sure
that would be so if the parties had a majority in both
houses. ~here might be a tendency to - - -
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MR JOHNSON (Continuing): - - - tendency to revert to the lower
house because that is more able to be used. You have
enough people in the lower house to have all the
ministers there.

J'IR Cm1.HISSIONER: But if after the re-election you had a majority
in the lower house of one party and a majority in the
upper house of the other party, you would see the
government being formed from the party with the majority
in the other house.

~1R JOHNSON: Yes. I think that is the current practice, not that
it is being followed, but I think that is what it says.
I think that is what Kerr said. I think it is most
undesirable, but it is less undesirable than the upper
house having the ~ower of veto over the lower. To-some
extent that is in pattern with what Mr Hetherington was
saying yesterday. It is in many ways an intervening
step.in that point.

MR COJ'rr1ISSIONER: I do not think there is any point in pursuing
the matter further.

DR THOMSON: But in my submission the practice would not be as
wide as that. If one was to say the 1975, or even the
1952 crisis, established a practice, I would submit
that the practice is only as wide as the commission - 
2eing in relation to the supply bill, in 1975 of course
that was the only ~ill which went throuah the upper
house and subseauent to that the narliament was dissolved.

If, in fact, the parliament had not been dissolvec
and the vote of no confidence which was carried in the
house of renresentatives in 1975 had been transmitted
to the C:;overnor-r:eneral, he nav then have had to
reconsider and recoDnis"ion someone else, but parliament
was dissolved. I do not think the nractice extends at
this staqe Lonoe r than that SUDDly »e r i od , That wou Ld
be my SUbmission. That is all I have to add.

MR JOHNSON: I would COUPle with that the fact that if there
had not been stockpiled bills there would not have been
the ability for a Couble dissolution.

DR THO~!Sml: That is right, and that is when 'lour o r ooo s i, tion
would have been tested to the full.

~m JOH?·IS0N: Perhaps I could put it this Vlay: I f the comra.i s s i.on
were to put forward this Droposition as being one of
the things that will happen, or should happen, or might
happen, if no change is made to the current position,
that would be fairly evident to the political powers
and might perhaps lead to an agreement which is
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desirable and that is if you must have two houses the
upper house should be excluded from the money power.
If the upper house excluded from the money power
and that is adopted by vote of the houses, that
becones legislation in effect over and above practice,
which is over and above urecedent. It was the defeat
of precedent by Kerr that established this difficulty
and it can only be overset by the establishment of
something more powerful.

DR THOMSON: I am sorry to prolong this discussion, but if one
takes the view that the council has jealously guarded
its power, you might take a view that it has increased
its powers. If the co~mission made such a recommendat
ion, would it be likely the council would grab that
recommendation and act on it to increase its powers?

MR JOHNSON: That is a ~olitical question - -

DR THOMSON: That is why I am asking you - in your experience.

MR JOHNSON: ~ly expectation is that first reaction orobably would
be to throw your hat over the windmill, but quiet
contemplation would I think show you would get more
problems than virtue out of it. I think it would lead
Mr Hedcalf to contemplate accenting the proposition
that the upper house should force him into the nosition
of taking on all that nroble~, because if he did the
problems of his party - - -
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MR JOHNSON (Continuing): ~ ~ - of his party with a minority in
the lower house would be very, very real and he would
know.

DR THOMSON: But would he not be just reversing the present
situation and if he always had the majority in the
council he would always, the Liberal Party, would
always be the ministers and be the premier?

MR JOHNSON: That is what they think their proper position is
and they have no experience of operating with a majority
against them in the other house.

DR THOMSON: But all they had under this situation was a
majority against them in the assembly which they have
now and he is not the premier, so under your situation
he would be premier and still have the opposition
against him in the lower house but he would at least
be premier.

MR JOHNSON: But I think if it was offered to him for that
reason he would not acceot. He would come to some
degree of resolution of conflict. He is a la~yer I think,
or was. I suppose I should not comment, that he
would have greater difficulty than many in becoming
a gentleman but the reality is, I think that he would be
forced to behave like a gentleman.

DR THOMSON: Yes. For the record, sir, we are just using
hypotheticals here - any person or anyone.

MR JOHNSON: It was purely an example. I find it hard to think
that any Liberal is a gentleman.

DR THOMSON: Perhaps I can move on, sir. I have just two small
points to finish my part. On the first page of your
submission of 8th December:

"Hy reading of the consensus
of the evidence heard so far is
that a pre-requisite to reducing
conflict between the houses is
democratic reform of the electoral
system. JI

You go on a little later:

"I agree that changes in the composition
of one or both houses is an essential
condition to reduction, not elimination,
of inter-house dispute."

I take it by the word "reduction" and "reducing" that
what you are saying to us is that if there was some
electoral reform there would be less in terms of numbers
of disputes but you are not saying to us that there
would, therefore, be no disputes at all so that,
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in your submission, even there was a one vote/
one value system for both houses you would still need
some mechanism, in your view, a joint sitting and
double dissolution, to resolve disagreements?

MR JOHNSON: I am in full agreement with that. There must be
some degree of disagreement, almost as of necessity.
Inside my own party there is disagreement which has
to be resolved at times and except for the period
when the Democratic Labor Party came into being we
have always resolved it, in one way or another. You
either count heads or cut them off.

DR THOMSON: Just finally, you have not alluded to this in your
submission but from your experience as a member of the
assembly, was a bill ever challenged on the ground
that it contained something other than the ordinary
annual services of government as that word is used
in section 46(6)?

MR JOHNSON: On a couple of occasions I have heard debate
on whether this bill requires a message and on at least
one occasion a message was sent for. A message is,
I think, probably the - - -
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MR JOHNSON (Continuing): - the best way of ining what is
a money bill, that is a governor's message that funds
be made available.

DR THOMSON: So it has always been taken that if there is a message,
that bill conforms with section 46 of the constitution?

MR JOHNSON: Yes. I think you can say that if there is a message
it is a money bill and if it is defeated in the lower
house, the government resigns; that is convention.
I think there might be occasions on which there will be
some amendments on some of the minor ones that require
a message. That is the basic convention; if a bill
requires a message it is a money bill and if the money
bill is defeated in the assembly you go to the people.

MR COMMISSIONER: Do you wish to add anything?

MR JOHNSON: I cannot think of anything further I want to say,
except perhaps to emphasise that the matter under
discussion is a political matter, not a legal matter,
although it must be couched in legal form to be
acceptable. To be accepted, it has to have regard for
the political realities and that is the numbers.
Whatever is recommended does not necessarily have to
see the light of day; it will probably be put on the
table of the lower house and capable of being debated
and be a public document. If it is attempted to be
put on the table of the upper house, I think it will
probably be rejected on the vote and not SUbject to
debate there, because the numbers are against it and
they have already said, the Liberals, that they think it
improper for non-parliamentary people to talk about
parliament. I think they are mistaken, quite surely
mistaken, but then politics is the only ace where you
can do anything useful in li than make money.
Thank you very much.

MR COMMISSIONER: Thank you, Mr Johnson, for your submissions and
having attended to give the evidence.

DR THOMSON: Just for the record, at the bottom of Mr Johnson's
submission he declines to make a request for expenses.

WITNESS WITHDREW

DR THOMSON: At this stage I have no-one else to call, sir and I
would request an adjournment to 10.15 tomorrow morning.

MR COMMISSIONER: The commission will be so adjourned.

HEARING ADJOURNED TO 10.15 A.M.

11TH DECEMBER 1984.
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INTRODUCTION

I am making this private oral submission because I am a chest physician,

the bulk of whose practice is devoted to dealing with patients with

diseases due to smoking. I am referring to lung cancer and the chronic

obstructive lung diseases known as bronchitis and emphysema (COLD). Most

of these patients are incurable and already in their terminal stages by

the time they came to me for medical assistance. 95% of the patients with

lung cancer and at least 80% of the patients with COLD are regular, long

term smokers. One smoker in 4 will die as a result of his smoking. It is

as a result of my concern for this problem which has been correctly

described as the most important current public health issue in the Western

World that I am the Secretary and past Chairman of the Australian Council

on smoking and Health. It is diffcult to describe the sense of

frustration that I feel because I know that if these patients had never

smoked they would not need my help. Yet despite all the expertise time,

expense, technology and drugs that I have available in my practice I can

do very little to alleviate their suffering or delay their death.

I am aware that there are 1200 deaths annually in W.A. that are caused by

smoking. Apart from lung cancer and COLD, coronary heart disease,

peripheral vascular disease and other cancers are causally related to

smoking. And there are over 40,000 scientific publications to show that

this is so. Unfortunately, coronary heart disease, peripheral vascular

disease and the other cancers are no more amenable to effective treatment

than lung cancer and COLD.

Since the underlying cause of the deaths from these diseases is known but
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curative treatment is not it is obvious that EE~~~~ is the means of
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tackling the problem. Simply put, people must be discouraged from

smoking. And this is the advice of all the reputable health organizations

in the world from the W.H.O. down.

In western Australia in 1982 and again in 1983 attempts were made to

prevent the promotion of cigarettes which encourages people to smoke. On

both the occasions the good intentions of the Legislative Assembly were

frustrated by an undemocratically elected upper house responding to

conservative pressures. On the second attempt for example a government

bill passed in the Legislative Assembly by 37 votes to 20 but was defeated

in the Council by 15 votes to 17. In the lower house members representing

68% of the electorate supported the bill but in the upper house members

representing only 41% of the electorate were able to defeat the bill.

It is my opinion that this was not only undemocratic but a disaster for

public health in W.A. It is also my opinion that the vested interests in

the tobacco, advertising and sporting industries were responsible for this

unfortunate outcome. It was achieved through the influence of these

industries on parliamentarians and members of the public directly and

through the media campaigns they waged.

I am aware that prior to the first Bill (Dr. Oadour's Private Member's

Bill), public opinion was generally against tobacoo advertizing but that

this changed by the time the second Bill was defeated. The change of

opinion, I attribute to the massive and expensive industry campaign which

threatened withdrawal of sponsorship for sport, increased 'unemployment,

erosion of civil liberties (an illogical argument) and creeping socialism.

But the worst feature of the debate was the ill-informed arguments and the



lack of leadership by Parliament. In an issue of I do not feel

that popular support should be necessary, leadership required. The

public should not be eXPected to understand the scientific arguments but

our politicians should not only be able to understand them but should feel

obliged to understand them and to act for the health of the community. I

think that they let the public down on this issue.

I would like to draw your attention to two areas in which Parliament has

acted in logical response to scientific evidence on health issues in the

past although I am aware that there are others. The issues I would like

to address are Tubercu~osis control and Asbestos regulations, both of

which I am familiar with because of my being a chest physician.

The other issues I am aware of are fluoridation of the water supply, seat

belt legislation, road traffic rules including SPeeding and alcohol

limitations, addictive drug usage and leprosy control.

3
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Pulmonary tuberculosis was a major cause of mortality in Australia until

the 1950's when improvements in living standards occurred, and effective

ways of treating and preventing the disease were discovered.

In 1948 the Health Act in W.A. was amended to permit health authorities to

deal with the disease effectively (Appendix 1). The provisions of the Act

allowed for identifying the disease in the community, isolating those

infected so as to prevent transmission to others, and ensuring that they

were given the best available treatment.

The Act specifies:

All patients must be notified to the Commissioner of Health and local

Authorities if reasonable evidence (not proof) of TB exists •

• People suspected of having 18 must submit to a chest x-ray examination.

All people in the community over the age of 14 must have routine chest

x-ray examinations done (whether they like it or not).

People with communicable TB must be treated in an institution -

if they do not enter it for treatment voluntarily they may be ordered

to do so. And they may be detained in the custody of the institution

by the medical superintendent of the institution for as long as judged

necessary.

Failure to co-operate with these provisions is an offence.

Escape from the custody of the institution results in a warrant for

the police to apprehend the escapee and return him for treatment which

may require personal restraint.

Visitors to the institution may be searched for intoxicating liquor or

narcotic drugs.
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In fact a person with suspected TB may receive no better treatment than a

convicted criminal. And at this stage I would like to draw your attention

briefly to similar provisions for the control of leprosy which is a

disease which has never threatened to be of great imPortance in Australia

(Appendix 2). A person suffering fram leprosy in the opinion of two

doctors may be removed to and detained in an institution until released by

order of the Health Minister. I f he escapes he may be brought back with

whatever force is needed.

Thus the Health Act: contains multiple provisions limiting personal

freedoms and invading privacy in the interests of the health of the

individual concerned and the community as a whole. The provisions are

logically based on scientific evidence of the infective nature of these

diseases, their behaviour in infected PeOple, their transmission to others

and the sort of treatment that is effective. In the case of leprosy these

provisions may well be considered to always have been excessive since it

is so difficult to transmit this disease fram one person to another.

The TB control prograrrme that was set up in this State to implement this

legislation in a systematic fashion was a model for disease control ~~at

has had outstand ing results. Mortali ty from TB has fallen from over 30

deaths/100,000 PeOple when the Act was passed to 0.2 deaths/100,000 PeOple

in 1983 (Appendix 3). That is 3 deaths per year in 1983. And today TB is

a rare disease except in immigrants who acquired it elsewhere. At its

worst it was responsible for around 250 deaths a year in the 1920's and

1930's, a rate of about 50 deaths per 100,000 PeOple.

In contrast to TB which has been virtually eliminated by applying the

5



somewhat Draconian provisions of the Health Act, lung cancer and other

smoking related diseases have increased in incidence, to well beyond the

magnitude TB ever reached (Appendix 4) - Smoking related diseases are the

modern epidemic that has replaced TB and pose a greater threat to the

health of society than TB ever did.

The scientific needs for the control of lung cancer are also understood

for many years. They do not require the same sort of action. Malignant

disease is different from infectious disease. Early case detection does

not work. Effective therapy is not generally available. But prevention

is possible. It requires simply that people don't smoke. Yet our

parliament has twice failed to pass legislation to prevent the promotion

of cigarettes - not to prohibit smoking. Parliamentary deadlock worked to

defeat good and necessary legislation. It worked against the interests of

the corrmun i ty •

6



Exposure to asbestos usually occurs in the workplace.

The disease "asbestosis" has been known since 1917 but the causal

relationships between asbestos exposure and lung cancer and mesothelioma

were not generally recognized and established until the 1950's and

1960's.

As with lung cancer due to smoking, cancers due to asbestos exposure have

a very poor response to treatment. Prevention is again required. This

simply means limitation of workers' exposures to the offending agent (or

protection of workers against exposure to asbestos) •

As the relationship between amount of exposure and consequent disease

incidence has been established scientifically so the "threshhold limit

value" (TLV) recanmended by medical author i ties around the world - the NH

& MRC in Australia, has been reduced. Governments have appeared willing

to act on these recorrmendat i ons in the interests of the corrmun i ty. Now we

have most stringent regulations for control of asbestos (Appendix 5),

including:-

TLV of 0.1 fibres/cc of respired air for blue asbestos

• issuing of asbestos removal licences for contractors removing asbestos

from buildings (cost $2,000.00)

use of air supply respirators for operators removing asbestos

• written approval from the chief inspector to canmence asbestos removal

work.

a complete prohibition on the use of crocidolite (blue) asbestos in
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industry without written permission.

While regulations of this sort may not directly linpinge on civil

liberties, they are very likely to have profound effects on employment and

asbestos use in the asbestos industry. But they have been deemed

necessary because of the established scientific facts about asbestos and

health.

These stringent regulations exist for the protection of the public against

a material which is no more carcinogenic than tobacco.

I understand that there has been opposition from the asbestos industry to

some of these provisions but the amount of opposition is nothing like the

opposition mounted by the tobacco industry to the 1982 and 1983 tobacco

bills which was enough to persuade the members of the upper house of our

Parliament to reject them. I remind you that these bills were aimed only

to prevent promotion of tobacco - not limit its use.

8
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I believe that public health measures may not be popular measures, that

major i ty support in the ccrrmuni ty should not always be required for them

to be successful in parliament, that parliament should be willing to show

leadership in a paternalistic manner over them. Our elected parliamentary

representatives are entrusted with caring for our health and welfare and

should do so in a responsible fashion.

vital health legislation has been blocked in W.A. by an upper house that

appears to have responded to pressure from vested interests on the issue

9
70

of tobacco. The loser in the TB control proqranme was the tubercle

baccillus which is responsible for tuberculosis. It had no say in the

legislation which was such an outstanding success against it. And the

asbestos industry apparently had neither the will nor the power to prevent

control over asbestos exposure in industry. I can accept the idea of a

"house in review" in the parliament although I don't see that

necessary to simply duplicate the work of the Legislative Assembly.

is

-r
j.

would expect such a house to consider bills passed by the so called lower

house in the light of all the relevant information. I have to say that I

attended much of the debate on Dr. Dadour's Bill in both houses of

parliament and found the Council debate far less well informed of the

scientific issues of tobacco smoking and much more concerned with the

propaganda abounding at the time than the lower house. I do not feel that

the bill was given proper consideration in the upper house. I suggest

that we need to abolish a system that is capable of working so much

against the population's health interests.
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APPENDIX 1

PART X.-TUBERCULOSIS.

290. In this Part, unless the context otherwise
requires-

"approved laboratory" means a laboratory
established and maintained with the
approval of the Governor pursuant to the
provisions of this Part;

"approved medical officer" means a medical
officer, approved in writing by the Com
missioner or a person delegated by the
Commissioner to approve on his behalf;

"communicable tuberculosis" means all forms
of pulmonary tuberculosis in which the
mycobacterium tuberculosis (tubercle
bacillus) has been found in the sputum as
the result of tests made in an approved
laboratory;

"declared patient" means a person who is
adjudged as such and is the subject of an
order made by a magistrate pursuant to the
provisions of this Part relating to entry and
remaining in an institution;

"institution" means a hospital or sanatorium
established and maintained pursuant to the
provisions of this Part;

"magistrate" means a stipendiary magistrate;
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Act. 1927·1976.

(2) From and after the coming into operation of
this section the "Wooroloo Sanatorium", a hospital
established and maintained at Wooroloo for tuber
culosis patients under the provisions of the Hospitals
Act, 1927-1948,' shall, as from the commencement
of this section, be regarded as established and
maintained by the Governor pursuant to the
provisions of this section.
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Health.

"tuberculosis" means all forms of tuberculosis;

"voluntary patient" means a person who is a
patient in an institution otherwise than as
a declared patient.

(b) hire, lease or purchase-
(I) buildings and premises for the

establishment and maintenance of
clinics for the diagnosis, treatment
and after-care of cases of tuber
culosis;

(ii) such equipment as is deemed expedi
ent for the efficient and adequate
operation of the clinics;

(c) engage and discharge such medical, nurs
ing, technical and other staff as is expedient
to conduct those clinics;

(d) maintain the buildings and equipment;

(e) approve of the establishment and main
tenance of laboratories.

291. (1) For the purpose of ascertaining the inci- ~:~~~~~.

dence of tuberculosis in the State and to prevent, ~alntenance

treat and otherwise control it, the Governor may- ~~~~~IOOlfl
Branch

(a ) establish and maintain- hospitals.
MIl<Atorht.

(i) a Tuberculosis Control Branch of the ~~:::~~
Public Health Department; ~~~~%r

( ii) hospitals and sanatoria for the No, 70 or1948, e. 4.

treatment and care of cases of ~.e~~~lb~Nd
tuberculosis; 1949 reprint.

s,

~:
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292. A medical practitioner attending any person
shall on the day on which he becomes aware that
there is reasonable evidence that the person is
SUffering from tuberculosis, notify the Commissioner
and the local authority for the district in which the
person resides on the form prescribed.

For the purpose of this section the expression
"reasonable evidence" means radiological and
bacteriological evidence or either and, in addition to
both or either, clinical history and findings.

293, When an approved medical officer appointed
for a district suspects that any person resident in
the district is SUffering from tuberculosis, he may
require the person to submit to such X-ray examina
tion for tuberculosis as the Commissioner shall
direct.

2931\. (1) The Commissioner may, by notice
published in the Gazette, require all persons over
the age of fourteen years of any class or classes
specified in the notice to undergo X-ray exnmina-.
tions for tuberculosis at such times and places as
are specified in the notice and all persons to whom
the notice applies shall, subject to subsection (3) of
this section undergo the examination accordingly.

(2) The Commissioner shall cause a copy of the
notice promulgated pursuant to the provisions of
the last preceding subsection to be published once
at lease in not less than three newspapers circulating
in the State and may in addition cause the contents
of the notice to be made known to the public in such
other manner as he considers desirable,

(3) The provisions of subsection (1) of this section
shall not apply to a person of a class in respect of
which class a notice is promulgated pursuant to
those provisions, if that person is the holder of a
certificate signed by a medical practitioner by whom
he has been professionally attended or by an
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Health.

approved medical officer certifying that the person
has within a period of twelve months immediately
preceding the date of the publication of the notice
in the Gazette, undergone an X-ray examination of
his lungs; but the person shall if required in writing
to do so by the Commissioner produce the certificate
and the report of the radiologist by whom the
examination was carried out to the Commicsioner
or to a person specified by the Commissioner.

(4) The provisions of this section are in addition
to and not in derogation of those of the last preceding
section.
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294. (1) (a) When, in the opinion of the :::;OCtffidln~

Commissioner or an. approved medical officer- campl.Mit.
Ne'll'oectloQ
IQllenea M

(I) a person is suffering from communicable 'ti;.~~o~y
tuberculosis and does not conduct himself ::~~~rOO
so as to preclude infection by him of other r'1I4~ ;"'~Ar:1t.

persons, whether members of his family or
not with tuberculosis; or

(11) a person is suffering from communicable
tuberculosis and, having regard to
condition, consumes to intoxicating
liquor or intoxicating or narcotic drugs and
does not conduct himself so as to preclude
infection by him of other persons, whether
members of his family or not with tuber
culosis;

and in either case is not a voluntary patient, he shall
be directed in writing by the Commissioner or the
approved medical officer to enter an institution as a
patient for treatment.

(b) When a voluntary patient to whom the
provisions of either subparagraph (i) or (ii ) of the
last preceding paragraph apply-

"
(i) conducts himself in SUCh a manner as is

detrimental to the condition of other
patients in the institution; or
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(ii) prepares or attempts to leave the institu
: tion,

the medical superintendent may, by virtue of this
enactment, restrain him in the institution pending
the completion of the proceedings hereinafter
referred to.

(2) When-

(a) a person referred to in subparagraph 0) or
(ii ) of paragraph (a) of the last preceding
subsection does not enter an institution as
directed; or

(b) the provisions of subparagraph 0) or (ii)
of paragraph (b) of the last preceding
subsection apply to any person,

a complaint ns to the circumstances applicable to
that person may, with the approval of the Commis
sioner or an approved medical officer, be made
against the person.

(3) A complaint so made shall be heard and
determined by a magistrate

(4) Subject to the provisions of this section, the
provisions of the Justices Act, 1902~1948.' relating
to making of a complaint and proceedings in a case
of a simple offence shall apply to the making of and
the hearing and determination of the complaint
under this section:

Provided that the magistrate may exclude all or
any persons from the hearing and the publication
of all or any part of the proceedings, when in his
opinion, having regard to the purpose of this Part,
the particular circumstances of any case justify that
course.

(5) When the subject matter of the complaint is
established to his satisfaction, the magistrate shan
adjudge the person a declared patient and order
that he enter an institution forthwith, or at such

'Now .Luat tcea Act. 1902·1980.
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time as shall be specified in the order, and remain
in an institution for such period not exceeding
twelve months as, having regard to the purposes of
this Act, he shall consider fit, and shall specify in
the order.

(6) In any proceedings on a com plaint made
under the provisions of this section, the production
of a certificate signed or purporting to have been
signed-

(a) by the Commissioner or an approved medi
cal officer certifying-

(I) that he is of opinion that circum
stances referred to in subparagraph
(I) or (ii) of paragraph (a) of sub
section (1) of this section apply to
a 'person;

(Ii) that he has directed a person to enter
an institution for treatment;

(iii) that the person has not complied
with the direction;

(rv) that he approves of the making of a
com plaint against the person;

(b) signed or purporting to have been signed
by the director of a laboratory established
and maintained with the approval of the
Governor pursuant to the provisions of this
Part certifying-

(i) that he is the director of such a
laboratory;

(Ii) that mycobacterium tuberculosis
(tubercle bacillus) has been found in
the sputum of a person as the result
of tests made in the laboratory,

shall be prima facie evidence of the matters
so certified and of the status of the person
signing or purporting to have signed the
certificate without further proof of his
appointment or signature.
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(7) If contrary to the terms of an order made by
a magistrate pursuan t to the provisions of this
section-

a declared patient does not enter an institution
or-

having entered an institution does not remain
therein while the order is operative-

(a) he commits an offence against this Act;
and

(b) without prejudice to any liability to
punishment in respect of the offence, the
magistrate who made the order or some
other magistrate or justice of the peace
may issue a warrant directed to all
officers and constables of the Police Force
of the State to apprehend the declared
patient and convey him to an institution
and to deliver him with the warrant to
the medical superintendent of the insti
tution and directing the medical super
intendent to receive him into his custody
at the institution and there to keep him
during the operation of the order, and
effect shall be given to the warrant.

(8) (a) While any order made by a magistrate
pursuant to the provisions of this Part, that a
declared patient shall remain in an institution for
any period is operative, an application may be made
in manner prescribed by the Commissioner or by any
person with the approval of the Commissioner to a
magistrate for an extension of that period.

(b) The provisions of this section relating to the
hearing and determination of a complaint, and any
order made thereon shall, with the appropriate
adaptations, apply in respect of the hearing and
determination of an application made pursuant to
the provisions of this subsection and enforcement
of any order made thereon.

;.
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(c) The magistrate may dismiss the application,
Of if, having regard to the purposes of this Part,
the magistrate decides it is necessary, he may order
the period to be extended for such further term as
he shall think fit and adjudge that the declared
patient shan continue to be such during the further
term.

(d) The provisions of this subsection shall apply
and may be exercised in respect of that or any
further term, from time to time.
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295. If, having regard to the objects of this ~~~~~-JO'

Part, the Commissioner is of opinion that it is ~::~tef or

desirable, he may order that- ~~~~~~or
patlQnt.

(a) a declared.patlent be transferred from one rew.....,t'oD

institution to another' 1I~~~i:~y4Ol
, No. 10 ot

. 19411. a. 4.
(b) the duration of any order made by a Renumbered

magistrate pursuant to the provisions of ~~ ;:~;r:lt.
this Part that a declared patient shall
remain in an inst! tu tion, shall be termin-
ated and that the patient shall be
discharged from the operation of the order,

and effect shall be given to the Commissioner's
order accordingly.

296. The Governor may make any regulations
not inconsistent with the provisions of this Part,
which may be necessary or convenient for carrying
this Part into operation or for facilitating the
operation of this Part and, without in any way
limiting or restricting the generality of the fore
going provisions of this section, may make regula
tions fo1'-

RegulJOtloWi.
New Metlon
In""rtetl aa
d. zseo by
NO.70ot
1948. e. 4.
Renumbered
d. :1116 In 11149
Nlprlnt.
Amended by
No. 113 ot
1965.4.4 (I).

(a)

92610 9

the administration of institutions and
clinics established and maintained under
the provisions of this Part or already
established prior to the coming into
operation of this Part and maintained
under those provisions;

AdmlnlJltnt.
ricn.
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(b). the discipline and good conduct and the
. maintenance of discipline and good con

duct of patients, members of the staff,
visitors and all persons in such institutions
and clinics;

(c) the prohibition of the possession and use
of any intoxicating liquor and intoxicating
and narcotic drug by any patient, in any
such institution or clinic;

(d) prohibiting any visitor from bringing
into any such institution or clinic, any
intoxicating liquor or intoxicating or
narcotic drug;

(e) enabling the medical superintendent of
any such institution or clinic or any person
authorised in writing by the medical
superintendent, either generally or in any
specific case, to search the persons and
possessions of any patient or visitor to a
patient therein and to seize and send to
the Treasurer any intoxicating liquor,
intoxicating drug and narcotic drug
found as a result of the search;

(f) enabling the Treasurer to destroy, sell, or
otherwise dispose of any intoxicating
liquor or intoxicating narcotic drug seized
under the provisions of any such regulation
as in the circumstances he deems fit;

(g) enabling the medical superintendent of
any institution or clinic or any person
authorised in writing by the mec.cal
superintendent either generally or in any
specific case to control any declared
patient whose conduct is detrimental to
his own condition or that of any other of
the patients therein by such means,
including personal restraint and detention,
as is most conducive to the welfare of the
declared patient concerned and any of the
other patients, but so that no greater force
is used than is reasonably necessary in the
circumstances;

579
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(h) enabling the treatment in a suitable .PART x.
hospital within any prison of a declared
patient who cannot be restrained con
veniently in an institution or a patient
who is serving a sentence of imprisonment;

(1) prescribing a penalty not exceeding forty Penaltlelil.

dollars for acting in contravention of or
failing to comply with any of the provisions
of any regulation made under the provisions
of this section:

Provided that a penalty not exceeding
one hundred dollars or six m 0 nth s'
imprisonment, or both, may be prescribed
for acting in contravention of or failing to
comply with any of the provisions of any
regulation made under the provisions of
paragraph (d) of this section.

Health. 231
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273. (1) The Governor may from time to time,
by order published in the Government Gazette, set
apart any suitable place for the reception and
medical treatment of lepers.

PART IX.
DiVision J.

Treatment
and custody
of iepera.
No 34 or 1911.
s.226.
Renumbered
88-

s 229 In 1919 (2) The Commissioner mayan the certificate of
reprrnt. '

s, 2S2ln 1939 a medical officer or any two legally qualified medical
1II:2e~r::\948 practitioners that any person is suffering from

re prrnt, leprosy, direct that such person be removed to and
ill. 273 In 1949 d tai d i t 1 '1 1 d b d f hreprint. e arne In SUCLl pace unti re ease y or er ate

~:;,e1~~~~by Minister.
1973, s. 19.

II
(3) Any person who wilfully refuses or neglects

to obey any such order of the Commissioner, or
escapes, or attempts to escape, from such place, may,
with such necessary force as the case may require,
be removed or brought back to such place.

.'

(4) An order of the Commissioner under this
section may be addressed to such member of the
police force or other person as the Commissioner
may consider expedient; and any person who wilfully
disobeys or obstructs the eXE:L:l.:ti8I:. of such order
shall be guilty of an offence against this Act.

(5) The Governor may make regulations for the
safe custody of persons detained in any such place,
for regulating or prohibiting the supply of alcohol
and other deleterious substances to any such person,
for the control of the interchange of articles which
are potentially infective, for the purpose of prevent
ing or checku.g the spread of leprosy, for the
surveillance of such persons granted leave or condi
tional discharge, and in relation to the persons with
whom and the circumstances under which any such
person may consort with persons not suffering from
leprosy.

(6) -A person who trespasses on such place, or
unlawfully communicates or consorts, or improperly
interferes, with any person detained therein, or who
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assists or harbours any such person who escapes or
attempts to escape, shall be guilty of an offence ---
against this Act.

274. The Governor may make regulations for the ~se~~~u:
purpose of preventing or checking the spread of ~~bercuJoallI.
tuberculosis. No. 34 of isu,

s.227.
Renumbered
IU-

8220 In 1919
reprint.

s. 253 In 1939
repr1l1t.

a. 273 In 194!1
reprint.

s. 274 In 1949
reprint.

275. (1) No parent or other person shall be liable
to conviction or to any penalty for neglecting or
refusing to have any child vaccinated or to take any
child or to cause any child to be taken to be
vaccinated as a protection against any infectious
disease, if, within four months from the birth of the
child, he makes a statutory declaration that he
conscientiously believes that vaccination would be
prejudicial to the health of the child, and within
seven days thereafter delivers the declaration to the
district registrar of births and deaths in the registry
district within which the birth of such child was
registered.

ConllClen
tiOUJII
oureenon to
YlI,cclns.tlon.
No. 34 of UH1,
s.228
Renumbered
u-

s. 2:11 In I!Wi
reprint.

s. 254 In 19JQ
reprint.

11.274 In 1941l
reprint.

8. 275 In 194Q
reprint.

(2) A statutory declaration made for the purposes
of this section shall be exempt from stamp duty.

(3) statutory declaration for the purposes of
this section shall be made in the form set out in
the Third Schedule to this Act or in a form to the
like effect.



APPENDIX 3

1984 Annual Report of the Chest
and Tuberculosis Services Branch, W.A.

PULMONARY 'rUBERCULOS1S

58,5

I oc I dn nc o """"r t<') I I ty

H.,!" por- n,'l t n rl'r'

Pnj)vl.) t ion trc t I f l ce t l oo s 100,000 Ocalh' 100.000
Tf!dr in 1,000' Rocolvod Population floQlotcrcd f'orvll'lfion

I? 11 207 259 90.2 190 66.2
1912 301 429 H2.5 220 73. I
1913 31J ~24 135.5 206 65.8
1914 323 353 109.3 229 70.9
1915 321 336 10~.7 2]3 72.6

1916 313 511 163.5 225 71.9
1917 306 464 151.6 217 70.9
1918 308 432 140.5 2~5 79.5
191, 320 467 145.9 289 91.6
1920 330 442 139.9 259 78.4

1921 334 424 126.9 277 82.9
1922 341 387 113.8 256 75. 1
1923 351 361 102.8 216 61.5
i924 363 381 104.6 228 62.8
1925 37J 403 100.4 259 69.4

1926 301 415 108.2 252 66.1
1927 392 409 104.3 231 56.4
1928 408 395 96.0 282 69. I
1929 421 4110 95.0 245 53.4
1930 429 569 lJ2.6 210 50.8

1931 432 372 86.1 22J 51.6
1932 435 3J9 77.9 203 46.7
1933 439 295 67.2 207 47.2
1934 442 287 64.9 218 49.3
1935 447 270 60.4 210 47.0

1936 452 JJ8 74.8 19] 4( .'"

1937 457 239 5.1.0 lIZ J7 .6

19)8 4M 247 51.2 177 38.1

1939 470 202 43.0 179 33. 1

19~0 ~7J 231 48.8 181 33.3

1941 04 154 32.5 185 ]0

1942 477 113 2J.7 175 36.1

1943 477 273 57.3 144 30.2

1944 4:;1 219 45.4 jJ4 27.9

1945 488 271 55.5 149 30.5

1946 493 343 69.6 16J n.
1947 502 372 74,0 128 25 4

1948 515 325 63.1 157 30 5

1949 533 499 9j.6 10
' 23i. ..J

! 1950 558 I 586 104. 129 2J. ;

I D£ATH CLASSIFICATIONS ACCORDING TO 6TH (1948) INTE RHAT 10NAl LfST

1950

I
558 586 I 104.8 125 2 ,

19S1 580 467 80.4 76 3

1952 601 508 84.5 75 ? .5

1953 621 370 60.6 4J 6

1954 640 348 54.3 57 3.9

1955 659 413 62.7 3I 4.7

1955 577 424 62.6 4J 5:)

1957 692 ]32 ~ 7.9 35 5.2

1958 706 355 50.3 22 J.l

1959 725 320 4~ . 1 24 3.3

1960 731 296 40.5 29 4.0

1961 737 209 28.4 18 2.~

1962 755 243 32.2 2~ 3.2

1053 773 216 27.9 ) ~ 1.7
1954 790 176 22.J 20 2.5

1965 006 153 19.0 12 I .5

1966 830 134 16.0 16 1.9

1957 877 1.17 15.6 9 1.0

1968 910 145 IS. ~ 8 0.9

1969 947 lJJ 14.0 8 O.B

1970 98J IlJ 11.5 10 1.0

197) 1,029 II J 11.0 17 J .5

\972 1,053 125 11.9 a 0.3

197J 1,058 110 10.3 11 1.0

1974 1,090 IO~ 9.5 n 0.7

1975 1. 127 102 9.1 10 0.9

1975 1,145 03 7.3 ~ O. ~

1971 1,183 112 9.5 7 0.5

1978 1.222 137 11.2 8 0.7

\979 1,232 128 10.4 8 0.5

1':80 1,265 136 1°·7 5 0.4

1981 1,29<) 138 0.6 6 0.5

1982 1,342 101 7.5 2

I
0.15

1983 1, 369 115 8.4 3 .2
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APPENDIX 5

(Extract from Government Gaulle (No. 12) of /7 February, /984)

]
CONSTRUCTION SAFETY ACT 1972-1978.

CONSTRUCTION SAFETY AMENDMENT REGULATIONS 1984.

MADE by His Excellency the Lieutenant-Governor and Administrator in Executive
Council.

1. These regulations may be cited as the Construction Safety Amend. Citation.
ment Regulations 1984.

2. These regulations shall come into operation 28 days after publica
lion in the Government Gazelle.

Commence..
ment.

3. In these regulations the Construction Safety Regulations 1973'.
as amended, are referred to as the principal regulations.

4. Regulation 2 of the principal regulations is amended by inserting
after the Part description of PART VIl. the following-

PART VIlA.-ASBESTOS MATERIALS. regulations 143A-

143K

Principal
regulations.

Reg.2
amended.

rei~la'le:uf~~ion 13 of the principal regulations is amended in sub- ~~·n~d.

(a) by deleting "12 m.' in paragraph (Id and substituting the
following-s-

12 m; "; and

(b) by inserting after paragraph (k ) the following paragraph-
(1) asbestos removal work being construction work involving

the removal or sealing of installed thermal or acoustic
insulation materials which consist of or contain
asbestos.

Reg. 16
amended.

."

6.
tion

Regulation 16 of the principal regulations is amended in subregula
(I) by inserting after paragraph (a) the following paragraph-

(ab) in the case of notifiable work within paragraph (I) of sub
regulation (2) of regulation 13, in the form of Form 24;

7. After Part VII of the principal regulations the following Part is Part VilA
inserted- inserted.

PART VIlA.-ASBESTOS MA TERlALS.

]
(

143A. In this Part unless the contrary intention appears-c

"asbestos" means fibrous minerals of crocidolite, amosite,
chrysotile, anthophyllite, tr ernolite or actinolite or any
material containing any mixture of those minerals;

"asbestos removal contractor" means a person who has
contracted to undertake or who undertakes or intends to
undertake asbestos removal work;

"asbestos removal licence" means a licence to carry out asbestos
removal work granted pursuant to these regulations;

"asbestos removal work" means construction work involving
the removal or sealing of installed thermal or acoustic
insulation materials which consist of or contain asbestos;

"code" means the Code for the Safe Removal of Asbestos
Based Thermal!Acoustic Insulating materials published by
the National Health and Medical Research Council 1979
as amended at the 91st Session of the Council in June
1981;

lnterpreta
uon.

• Reprinted in the Governmenr at pp, """'-)1)'>0.



AsbeSIOS not
to be used
in a spraying
process,

Asbestos
cement
building
materials.

Incidental
exposure to
asbestos dust,

2

"licensee" means an asbestos removal contractor who has been
granted an asbestos removal licence;

"respiratory equipment" means respiratory equipment that
complies with the relevant requirements of A.S. 1716
1982 "Respiratory Protective Devices" and is approved
by the Chief Inspector for use with asbestos.

143B. A person shall not use or cause to be used asbestos or
any material containing asbestos in a spraying process.

143C. (1) Work involving the use of asbestos cement building
materials shall be carried out in a manner which complies with the
National Health and Medical Research Council Code of Practice
Working with Asbestos Cement (Fibrocement) Building Materials,
published by the National Health and Medical Research Council,
1979 as amended at the 91st Session of the Council in June 1981.

(2) Without limiting the requirements of subregulation (I) of
this regulation a person engaged in work involving the use of
asbestos cement building materials shall-

(a) use non-powered hand tools or approved portable power
tools that incorporate approved dust suppression or dust
extraction attachments;

(b) use respiratory equipment when, by the nature of the
work the person may be exposed to airborne asbestos fibres
or dust;

(c) where possible work in the open air or a well ventilated
area;

(d) use approved vacuum cleaning equipment to collect dust
and chips or wet the area before sweeping;

(e) ensure that persons in the vicinity of the work are not
exposed to asbestos dust as a result of the work.

(3) Any person engaged in the demolition or removal of asbestos
cement building material shall-

(a) ensure that dust levels are kept to a minimum by the use
of water or other measures that are practical under
existing working conditions;

<b) use respiratory equipment;
(c) ensure that persons in the vrcmuy are not exposed to

asbestos dust as a result of the work.

143D. (I) A main contractor or subcontractor shall before
commencing work to which this Act applies determine if there is
any thermal or acoustic insulating material containing asbestos in
close proximity to the proposed work.

(2) Where there is thermal or acoustic insulating material
containing asbestos within close proximity to the proposed work
but the proposed work does not include the removal of that material,
the main contractor or subcontractor shall if asbestos fibres are or
may be dispersed into the atmosphere as a result of that work-

(a) provide respiratory equipment which shail be used and
maintained in accordance with the relevant requirements
of A.S. 1715-1982, "Selection, Use and Maintenance of
Respiratory Protective Device";

(b) provide approved protective coverall clothing which shall
be one of the following types--

(j) disposable;
(ii) reusable polyester cotton blend; or

(iii) waterproof;
(c) ensure that persons in the vicinity of the work are not

exposed to asbestos dust us a result of that work.

58 r;
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(a)

(b)

3
(3) Upon completion of any work to which subregulation (2)

of this regulation applies the main contractor or subcontractor shall
ensure that the work area is left in a clean and safe condition either
by washing or vacuuming and that any material containing asbestos
is not left in an unsafe state where asbestos fibres may be dispersed
into the atmosphere.

(4) The Chief Inspector may direct a main contractor or sub
contractor to carry out tests to ascertain if asbestos is present in
the work area and the costs of such tests shall be borne by that
main contractor or subcontractor as the case may be,

(S) In this regulation "work to which this Act applies" has the
same meaning as that expression in section IS of the Act.

143E. A person shall not carry out or cause or permit another
person to carry out asbestos removal work unless-

(a) the person actually carrying out the asbestos removal work
is the holder of or employed by the holder of a current
asbestos removal licence;

(b) that work is carried out in accordance with these regula
tions and any conditions set out in the asbestos removal
licence;

(c) the Chief Inspector has been notified in the form of Form
24 of the intention to carry out the work; and

(d) approval, in writing has been given by the Chief Inspector
to commence the asbestos removal work.

143F, (I) An application for an asbestos removal licence shall
be in the form of Form 22.

(2) The fee of $2 000.00 for an asbestos . removal licence shal,
accompany the application.

(3) The Chief Inspector may grant an asbestos removal licence
if he is satisfied that the applicant has the ability to carry Olll asbestos
removal work in a safe and proper manner.

(4) An asbestos removal licence may be subject to such condi
tions as the Chief Inspector deems necessary and endorses on the
licence,

(5) An asbestos removal licence shall be in the form of Form 23
and shall he granted for a period of two years

(6) If the Chief Inspector refuses to zraru an asbestos removal
licence to an applicant he shall refund the fee which accompanied
the application.

( j) If a licensee-
commits a breach of any regulation in this Part;
in the opinion of the Chief Inspector commits a breach
of any condition of his asbestos removal licence;

(ci is unable to comply with any condition of his licence or
regulation in this Part,

the Chief Inspector may by notice in writing-
(d) cancel the licensee's asbestos removal licence; or
(e) suspend that asbestos removal licence for a specified period,

(2) A person aggrieved by a decision of the Chief Inspector
may appeal to the Minister in accordance with section 18 of the Act.

Asbestos
rcrnov at
w or k.

Apphc auon
for licence.

Cunccttauon
or su spensron
of hccnce .
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143H.
(a)

(b)

( I) A licensee shall-
on the receipt of a licence notify the Chief Inspector of
the name, address and date of birth of every person
employed by him in asbestos removal work:
within 7 days of the commencement or termination of
employment of any person in asbestos removal work,
notify the Chief Inspector of the name, address and date
of birth of that person.

Register.



Protection of
workmen,

Copy of
code and
licence to be
available.

Schedule
amended.

4

CV The Chief Inspector shall cause a register to be kept in which
shall be entered the details referred to in subregulation (1) of this
regulation and those details shall be maintained for a period of at
least 40 yearn.

143J. A workman, engaged in asbestos removal work, shall
wear the protective equipment provided pursuant to these regula
tions and shall maintain the standard of personal hygiene required
by section 8.1 of the code.

143K. A licensee shall have a copy of the code and a copy of
the asbestos removal licence available on the site of the asbestos
removal work and produce them on any reasonable request. ..

8. The Schedule to the principal regulations is amended by inserting
after Form 21 the following Forms-s-

Form 22
Western Australia.

Construction Safety Act 1972.

APPUCATION FOR AN ASBESTOS REMOVAL UCENCE.

Regulation 143F.

88

To: The Chief Inspector of
Construction Safety,

Department of Labour and Industry,
600 Murray Street,
WEST PERTH, W.A. 6005.

hereby make application for an -Asbestos Removal Licence

Applicant's Name .

Address: Street , ..

Suburb

Give details of experience (if any) of asbestos removal work previously undertaken
by the applicant.

The fee of $2 000 is forwarded herewith.

I certify that the above information IS true.

Signature of Applicant.

Form 23
Western Australia.

Construction Safety Act 1972.

ASBESTOS REMOVAL UCENCE.

Regulation 143F (5)-

This is to certify that .
of .. .
is licensed to carry out asbestos removal work.
Conditions

...............................

Chief Inspector.

Date

Expiry date



5

Form 24
Western Australia.

Construction Safety Act 1972.

NOTICE OF ASBESTOS REMOVAL WORK.

Regulation 143E.

To: The Chief Inspector of
Construction Safety,

Department of Labour and Industry.
600 Murray Street,
WEST PERTH, W.A. 6005.

Name of Licensee:

Address of Licensee:

Address of Work:
(For Licensee's

Reference)

Name of Licensee:
<BLOCK LETTERS)

Address of Licensee:

Address of Asbestos
Removal Work'

58;j

Date on which Work is
to Commence

Total Cost of Contract
or Estimated Cost of
Work

SIgnature of Licensee.

Date:

Fee-

By His Excellency's Command.

G. PEARCE.
Clerk of the Council.

, S

By AUll1011ty WILLIAM C 8ROWN Go .... emmenl Prlnte'

31659/2184-2100-GG450

c '
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HUSK:

DR THOr.1Smr: Nould you state your full name?

DR HUSK: Arthur Nilliam Husk.

DR THOHSOJ:l: \'lhatis your addre s s?

DR HUSK: It is 19 Kinninmont Avenue, !:'ledlands.

DR THOMSON: tqould you look at this document? Is that a submiss
ion prepared by you?

DR HUSK: It is.

DR THOMSON: Do you consent that that sub~ission be available
for public perusal at the commission's office?

DR MUSK: Yes.

DR THOMSON: I tender that, s

EXHIBIT 32 Submission of witness

DR THm1S0N: I note for the record that that submission contains
Dr Husk's academic and professional qualifications as
well as his appointments to various hospitals' boards.
TO HITNESS: Dr ~1usk, you are a chest nhysician?

DR MUSK: Yes, that ri

DR THOMSON: You have been the secretary and ~ast chairman of the
Australian Council on Smokinq and Health

DR THOMSON: In particular,
one introduced
bills were passed
not passed by the

DR r1USK: Yes.

your submission deals with two bills,
1982 and the other in 1983. ~hose

the leqislative assembly but were
legislative council?

DR THOMSON: Would you like to elaborate?

DR MUSK: The rst bill, in 1982, was introduced bv Dr Tom Dadour
as a private member I s b i.Ll, , It was to Drohib the
advertising of tobacco and tobacco oroducts. It was
passed by the legislative assembly. It was defeated
in the legis:ative council. The Labor Party soon a
its election - and it had included it in its election
manifesto - presented a similar bill the followinq year.
That was also passed in the legislative assembly but

338 .7\. ~'7. ~1USI\ i i , 12.84
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defeated in the legislative council, or should I say
it was a8ended in the 1eais1ative council so as to
e8ascu1ate it and the a8end8ents were not acceptable
when it cane back to the assembly.

DR THOMSON: The second bill?

DR MUSK: That is the second bill.

HR COf;1!USSIONER: Hhat do you mean by it being included in the
Labor Party manifesto?

DR MUSK: There was a general election and it was cart of the
Labor Party's policy to prohibit cigarette advertising.
That was part of their election policy.

MR CO~U1ISSIONER: How did they make this known and, if so, how?

DR NUSK: It was known. It was in the press. It was never a
political issue at the time - a major no1itica1 issue
- but i t was certainly known that it was part of Labor
policy. The incoming minister for health acted quite
quickly to have that second bill prenared and Dresented.

DR TIIOr1S0N: Do you know whe t.he.r it Has also included in the
party platform? That is a document VThich is nut out
by the - -

DR ~mSK: I do not think I have read the o a r t;v p La t f o rr-: but I
understand that it was, de::initely.-

:'::R TII01-1S0N: Your submission concentrates, does it not, on wh a t;
you would term health measures?

DR ~mSK: Yes.

DR THDr:SOl'l: i'lould you see o r ooo s e d narliamentary .i s La t i ori
dealing with health measures as a cateaorv 0:

legislation different from other leaislation?

DR ~1USK: I think. because heal mea s ur e s may not ne c e s s a.r i Ly be
Dopular measures SODe account needs to be taken of that
and that in the carliamentarv s~'stern -

339 A. ;). ?1USIZ 11.12.84
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DR MUSK (Continuing): - - - parliamentary system,perhaps because
of the sort of fate the smoking bill met, they ought
to be considered in a separate category.

DR THOMSON: Your submission at the top of page 3 states:

"In an issue of health I do not
feel that popular thought should
be necessary. Leadership is
required."

At the top of page 9:

If I ieve that public health measures
may not be popular measures, that
majority support in the community
should not always be required for them
to be successful in parliament, that
parliament should be willing to show
leadership in a paternalistic manner
over them. II

Would there be measures other than smoking measures
that you would consider are health measures?

DR MUSK: Certainly, and I have enumerated a few in my submission
that have, in the past, been important health measures g

~he ones I have particularly concentrated on are
t~herculosis and leprosy control and asbestos regulations
and the reason I have been interested in those is that
people with tuberculosis and asbestosis are quite
frequently my pat

DR THOMSON: Again, on page 3 of sion, you note:
fluoridation of water supply, seat belt legislation,
road traffic rules including ing and alcohol
limitation, addictive drug usage and leprosy control.
You consider all those health measures?

DR MUSK: Yes.

DR THOMSON: Who would decide whether a particular bill that either
was introduced into parliament or was proposed to be
introduced into parliament was a health measure ra
than any other type of measure?

DR MUSK: I do not know. I think ought to happen before it
comes to parliament, that it should not be argued as
a political issue, but there are organisations. I thought
first of the public service or the commissioner for
health who an eminent and responsible person or
else he would not be there, or a body that represents

bulk of the medical pro ssion such as AMA
or one of the pro ssional colleges. I would think

AG 340 A.W. MUSK 11.12.84
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those sort of people could adequately make a judgment
as to whether an issue was a health issue or not.

DR THOMSON: And the bill itself would recite that that measure
was a health measure because someone had made some
declaration to that effect?

DR MUSK: Yes. I think that would be a very reasonable thing to do.

DR THOMSON: Assuming that a measure was so designated as a health
measure, would you see need for some mechanism or method
to resolve a dispute between the assembly and the council?

DR MUSK: Definitely if there was dispute.

DR THOMSON: Would you envisage that that method in relation to
health measures would be any different frarnany other
measures that might be envisaged to resolve disagreements
about other types of legislation?

DR MUSK: I think health measures are so important and they may
not be popular so some mechanism needs to be designed
that means that the right thing is done - - -

AG 341 A.W. MUSK 11.12.84
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DR MUSK <Continuing):
as being

- - - done, rather than what
popular on the day.

DR THOMSON: So, for instance, would you support the means a
referendum to resolve health measures?

DR MUSK: No; I think that would not be a reasonable way of
deciding. I think that in order to make decisions about
health measures they need to be based on the ic
evidence that is available relating to that health
measure. As I have said in this report, the scientific
evidence in relation to cigarette smGking is over
whelming, so much so that every reputable medical body
in the world supports the sort of provisions that were
defeated here in Western Australia. I think that unless
the level of information given to the community and the
level of understanding they are capable of developing
can be improved greatly on what existed at the time this
legislation was being considered, a referendum would not
be the right way of doing it.

DR THOMSON: You attended, did you not, the debate on the first
tobacco bill, Dr Dadour's bill?

DR MUSK: Yes. I sat through most of that in both houses.

DR THOMSON: Did you also attend the debate on a second bill, or
read the debate?

DR MUSK: I have not read full debate and I did not the
full proceedings because of time but I certainly witnessed
most of the pas of Tom Dadour's bill.

l.aence?

those measures, to the extent that you
.Y~H~C, your judgment that
council was not upon

merits were concerned with"medical

THOMSON: In relation to
heard or read the
the decision
in so as the

DR

DR MUSK: Yes, I would say that. I think the level of discussinn in
the upper house was very unscientific and much more
related to the general propaganda in the community at

time.

DR THOMSON: I note on page 9 your submission that you say "I
can accept the idea of a house in review in the parliament
if legisla~ive council had committees and heard all
of the evidence and weighed it dispassionately and came
down with a decision that on the merits that eVl.aence
there was no need to pass the particu legislation ll

•

Do you consider that should be the end of the day?

DR MUSK: If an issue had given a fair and thorough hearing
then I would accept it because we live in that sort of
system which I think is the right system, so I would
accept it. I do not that for smoking, which is
the issue I am mainly in, would have occurred

council had argued the scientific merits of

AW 342 A.W MUSK 11.12.84
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proposal rather than the propaganda of the day.

DR THOMSON: If they had argued the scientific merits of the
proposal and if at least some portions of the medical
community were satisfied that on the merits they had
come down on the right side, rejected the health measure,
would you still wish to see some method of resolving a
disagreement or dispute between the assembly and the
council, assuming the assembly had passed the bill?

DR MUSK: Yesi on any sue I think there needs to be some method
of resolving such disputes but I think the method may
be different for health issues than other issues.

DR THOMSON: You would see the need for such a measure, whether or
not the council properly fulfilled its role as a house
of review?

DR MUSK: Yes.

DR THOMSON: If the bill was introduced in the council, passed in
the council and was rejected in the assembly, would you
also see the need for some mechanism and would it be the
same mechanism?

DR MUSK: Firstly, I do not really feel that I am equipped to
comment on that. All I can give is my personal feelings - - -

AW 343 A.W. MUSK 11.12.84
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DR HUSK (Continuing) - - - personal feelings and the answer,
mv personal response, is "Yes". I do not think I
know enough aDout political science to really say
that an informed decision. I do think I can speak
about health and smoking because I do have expertise
in that area, but I do not have expertise in the
political arena.

By submission related to iV'hat I see as a mis
carriage of something or other - a wrong decision
having come out of the parliament - and to stress the
need for a mechanism to prevent that from happening
again, but I do not know what the right mechanism
wou l.d be.

DR THOMSON: Your submission is wider than merely tobacco health
legislation. It is at least health legislation. If we
assume that the ovenrhelming medical evidence s uonozt.s
the banning of cigarette advertising and that the
council introduces such a bill and nasses it and it is
rej ected by the assembly, you wou Ld pre s umab Ly want
some mechanism?

DR HUS:-:: Yes.

DR THOMSON: On page 3 you list a number of health measures that
have passed through parliament, ani you say ~hat

parliament has acted in a logical response to scientif
evidence on health issues. Do you think that the
tobacco bills were perhaps an aberration and that this
would not happen with other health measures than
tobacco?

DR ~1USK: I do not think was just an accident. I think that
there was such wealthy vested interests in the tobacco
industry that they were able to persuade the aeneral
public and parliament, or enough parliamentarians, that
the le~islation should not go through. That does not
necessarily occur with all health issues. I noted
the submission that the only thina to suffer with
tuberculosis control was the tubercle bacill~s and that
had no say at all, and the tuberculosis control orograrnne
was absolutely successful. I have pointed out that
there are now three deaths ner vear in this state from
tuberculosis. It is a disease that is rtually
eradicated. The main source of cases comes from
overseas immicrrants.

DR THmlS0N: Thank 'lOU. r·ly point really "las all the e xarro Le s you
have given us have passed parliament excent the tobacco
example. ""lould you e nv i s ace , or could it be eriv i s aete d ,
that on another health issue there would be a disacrree
ment or dispute, o~ do you think this is the one and
only issue?

tIT 344 A.;'!. .'tUSK 11..12.84



DR MUSK: I can see there is room for dispute in other health
arguments, especially in this day and age when
infectious diseases are largely overcome - AIDS and
things excepted, of course - but degenerative diseases
related to life styles that people may not want to give
up continue to be the major cause of death in western
society, so I do not think it is confined to ciqarette
smoking at all.

DR THOHSON: That is whv your s ubm.i s s i.on pitches at health rather
than merely tobacco?

DR l·IUSI<:: Yes.

DR THOMSON: Given that all the medical eV1GenCe is on one side
- that is there should be legislation prohibiting the
particular activity and practice - and given that it
is passed by one house and not by another house, and
given that it goes through a deadlock resolvina
meChanism, be it a joint sitting of both houses, and
that that mechanism results in the bill being rejected,
what would haDPen then?

DR nUSK: I accept parliament's decision on the smoking issue
because that is our parliament and we put it there and
if we have made a mistake and put the wrong Deople
there, then that is our bad luck. I am nleased to see
that parliament also is lookinq at itself in such a
commission as this, so that it night improve - - -

345 II.. ''1. '1USK 11.12.84
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DR MUSK (Continuing): - - - might improve itself so I would
"accept the decision because it parliament's
decision but I would rot necessarily think it was
the right decision, nor that parliament was doing its
job properly.

DR THOMSON: Do you think, in relation to health measures,
that if it passes one house and if that house has
given it consideration on the merits of the medical
evidence and fails to pass the other house the deadlock
resolving mechanism should be, for health measures at
least, passage merely through one house? That is a
model which is used in relation to money bills, at
least in some countries; that is, if the lower house
passes the money bill and it is rejected by the upper
house, is not passed in the period of time, it then
becomes law without going through the upper house.
Do you see that, at least in relation to health
measures, as a viable method?

DR MUSK: I do not think all health measures would necessarily
be as open and shut as I see the cigarette smoking
problem and, personally, from an unir.formed person in
this area, I do not feel that health bills would always
be, or necessarily always be, as open and shut because
they are likely in the future to deal with people's
private lives and personal lifestyles, so I would still
think that passage through both houses of parliament
is appropriate. I would hope that both houses of
parliament ~ere equally capable of dealing with them
properly.

DR THOMSON: Let us assume that they are not, and at least in the
smoking example you contend they are not. The most
you would go to some mechanism which would iAvolve
consideration or, again, a joint sitting of both houses.
You would not go to merely passage through one house.

DR MUSK: I do not think so.

DR THOMSON: Even if you could define and set out the method
so that it only applied to health measures where the
overwhelming medical evidence was that it was detrimental
to health and caused death. If you could so define
the mechanism and you could agree or get someone to
classify that bill as dealing with such a matter,
even in that circumstance you would not move that
the bill only go through one house it ha~

been rejected by the other house?

DR MUSK: That certainly would have been n Personally I
do not think that would be appropriate to all the
health legislation .

.DR THOMSON: No,just to this; you could ref it so t it
only applied to health legislation where the over-
whelming preponderance evidence was that it caused

AG 346 A.W. MUSK 11.12.84
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death or injury. I am not postulating those health
measures where there maybe some dispute in the medical
community.

DR MUSK: I can only say that the line between those where
the evidence is overwhelming and those where it is not
might become very shady and difficult to identify.

DR THOMSON: Would you push that line to say it is even very
difficult to identify and there could be disputes about
what would be . a health measure?

DR MUSK: I think that would be easy to resolve but, certainly, I
could envisage there could be disputes about what
constitutes a health measure.

DR THOMSON: Was there such a dispute in relation to the two
tobacco bills?

DR MUSK: It was very difficult to bring the level of debate back
to the health effp~+s of cigarettes and the need for
this so=t of legislation often and what influence we had
on it - - -

AG 347 A.W. MUSK 11.12.84
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OR MUSK (Continuing): - - - had on it, which was very small,
because we did not have the public relations set-up
to do so, so it was quite hard to bring the debate
back to health issues and I think that is partly why
it failed. The community as a whole was side-tracked
onto the other issues, which would result from any
pr9hibition on advertising of tobacco products.

DR THOMSON: Would you like to add anything else at this

OR MUSK: No. Perhaps I could just say that as far as my
submission is concerned, what I have tried to do is to
point out that health issues in the past have not
always received such shabby treatment that some fairly
Draconian measures were introduced when the opposition
to them did not exist in the community, particularly
interested in tuberculosis because was a very
comparable situation. It was a major killer in the
twenties and thirties in this society; it was recognised
as such and when the ability to do something about it
became known - that is the sort of treatment that was
necessary, isolation of patients so they would not
affect others, the introduction of drugs to kill the
tubercle bacillus it was possible to introduce
legislation that has now over the years (there is a
graph and figures in the appendices) virtually el~minated

the disease. Smallpox is another disease where that
has occurred. In fact, so successful has that campaign
been worldwide that disease has been eradicated from the
face of "the earth. My point is that when the opposition
does not have the same self-interest in mind, then health
bills have to succeed. Unfortunately in the
issue of smoking they were not and they ought to have
been. Whoever makes the decisions about how parliament

ought to take that into account so as not to
that to happen

OR THOMSON: If, in relation to those two bills, s
in the debate that was promoting the bills had the
same resources as the side that posed the bill - I mean
monetary resourses, media influence there was any -
and if those two sides were equal in that would
you accept the council's decision if it rejected the bill?

DR MUSK: I do not think that would have happened in this issue.
, I respect parliament but I would have thought on this

issue it had done the wrong thing. I would
only if it had taken proper cognisance of
evidence to the need to do something then
decided that for some reason it was not for
our society. I think that I would not accept one
house had passed it and the other had not, as it did,
they ought to find some way resolving the difference

opinion them.

DR THOMSON: So complaint or problem really is not the
unequal funding or the unusual access to but

AW 348 A.W. MUSK .84
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problem, as you would see it, is the consideration
given to the bill on merits of the bill by the
house which - - -

AW 349 (A.W. MUSK)
DR THOMSON
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DR THOMSON (Continuing): - - - rejected measure, se
I thought you might have said - -

DR MUSK: I think they are so inseparable that they cannot be
separated.

DR THOMSON: I was wondering you were really saying, if the
funds and everything was equal you thought the council
or the particular house might have still rejected the
measure, it would not have considered the measure on
its merits. What you are really seeking is that
the house of parliament consider the matter on its
mer I ts rather than - -

DR MUSK: I think that ~more likely to happen if there is a
deadlock resolving mechanism.

DR THOMSON: I have nothing further to add, sir.

MR COMMISSIONER: You started 0 by saying that you would put
health measures in a separate category and as you went
along I thought you, more or less, abandoned that
position. Would I be right?

DR MUSK: No. Truly, I do not think I am equipped to comment on
this except I mean, I do not bave any expertise in
this area at all but I do not think that should be
abandoned altogether. I think that health issues
are so important that some mechanism ought to exist
that prevents them failing, such as the smoking bills
did. I just do not see that you should have to go
so far as to say that successful passage through one
house would be enough.

MR COMMISSIONER: But you would still identify, or think you
would be ab to identify certain measures as health
measures?

DR MUSK: Yes.

MR COMMISSIONER: And having then identif d them as health
measures, health measures which have the overwhelming
scientific evidence supporting them, as far as those
measures are concerned there should be some special
considerations because they might be unpopular but
you are not prepared to say what L~ special considerations
should be?

DR MUSK: I do not think I am able to say what they should be.

MR COMMISSIONER: But you still think that there should be some
means, there are differences on such measures
between the two houses, of resolving those differences?

DR MUSK: Yes.
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PARL IAlvIENTARY DEADLOCKS

(a) SHOULD THE LAWS OF THIS STATE PRESCIBE A N~ANS OF
OVERCONUNG OR RESOLVING DEADLOCKS OR DISAGRE~NTS

BETWEEN THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY AND THE LEGISLATIVE
COUNCIL IN RELATION TO PROPOSED LEGISLATION ?

YES.

The Legislative Council has a long history of being a
chamber of obstruction. Its legislative record does not
reflect a spirit of genuine review. It is notable that
the Council's actions in rejecting legislation have been
directed almost exclusively against reformist governments.
The Council has repeatedly acted in a partisan manner to
obtain party political advantage.

During the past 20 months, the Council has rejected
5 pieces of legislation. In the 9 years prior to that
period, no Bills were rejected.

Thepa r tis an use 0 f the Co unc i Ito c han ge i t from a c harnbe r
of review into a chamber of obstruction has been, is and
will continue to be a major problem for reformist governments.
It is inappropriate and un-necessary that an elected
government should be irrationally and persistently frustrated
on party political grounds.

The Corrmonwealth and most of the other bicameral states have
some means of resolving deadlocks. Only Tasmania and W.A.
do not have some means of resolving disputes between
chambers. Western Australia has consequently suffered.

A deadlock resolution mechanism is needed.

If Western Australia is to experience just and equitable
government, then the Legislative Counci 1 must ac as c
chamber of review. I f as a r e s u I t of a gerry-mander or
malapportionment it functions as a chamber of obstruction, the~
there must be a mechanism for the resolution of deadlocks.

In addition to the creation of such a mechanism, it is vital
that Western Australia's electoral system be made just
and fair. The Legislative Counci 1 must be representative
of the people of W.A. and fairly represent all Western
Australians.

The begisJative Council ~~!l be elected on two principles:
1. Ohe vot@~One value; and
2. Pr6poftiGnal representation for all political parties.

A deadJoek re501ution mechanism is necessary, however the
changes would vary if the electoral
basis for the Council was to be cnanged. Electoral reform
and Parliamentary reform cannot be sep rated: there is a
causal connection between the two and neither can be
changed without considering the effects upon the other.
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(b) IF SO, \VJHAT N~THOD OR N~THODS FOR OVERCOMING OR
RESOLVING SUCH DEADLOCKS OR DISAGREEMENTS SHOULD
BE PRESCRIBED?

During 1983 the present government introduced the ACTS
AN~NDy~NT (PARLIN\~NT) BILL. This Bill was modelled on
the mechanisms employed by the Commonwealth and New South
Wales Governments. It offered a mechanism which was based
on machinery which has been successfully used elsewhere.

Th at Bi I I wa s not 1 ike 1y tot 0 tal I y sat i s f y a I 1 par tie s
and i n t ere s t g r 0 ups. I t wo u 1d, howe ve r , ha ve bee n
a practical compromise that was conservative rather than
radical. It was not drafted in accordance with the
aspirations of the Australian Labor Party. It was drafted
as a workable bi-partisan solution. It was a compromise
that had demonst ted its practicability.

Sadly, the conservative parties which control the Legislative
Council rejected this attempt at a moderate bi-partisun
solution. The Bil I appeared to be a genuine
attempt to enable a government with the support of the
Western Australian people to govern without being obstructed
on a partisan basis by the chamber of review. .

The Legislative Council was presented with a fair and
practical mechanism. It rejected it (thereby demonstrating
the need for such reform) and opened the way for this
Royal Commission and the expression of partisan views that
it will draw out. While this Commission will not be
partisan, the process of its deliberation necessitates
that partisan views wil I be advocated by pol itical paties
and interest groups. A practical bi-partisan proposal
has degenerated into a partisan war of words over which
Commissioners must officiate,

Whi Le the ACTS /\MENI.:Xv~NT (Pl\RLlA\t\ENT) BILL was not pe r f e c r ,
it would have served Western Australia well. In the absence
oft his leg i s 1a t ion, t his Comm iss Ion has r e que s ted for
submissions as to the most appropriate types of mechanisms.
The following section details the features of a system
t ha.t would be appropriate, just and equitable.
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OF THE LEGI IVE COUNCIL

The Legislative Council is a chamber of review that should
possess the following characteristics:

1. The Council should review and debate legislation
initiated in the Legislative Assembly.

2 . Th e Coun c i 1 s h 0 u 1d be a b 1e t 0 arne nd , de fer 0 r r e j e c t
such legislation other than "supply" or "appropriation"
Bills.

In this context, the terms "supply" and "appropriation"
refer to Bills that" ... appropriate
revenue or moneys for the ordinary annual services
of the government". (As per §53 of the Corrrno nwe a I th
Constitution.)

3. The Council should be able to refer matters to
Parliamentary Corrmittees for investigation.
(This includes pieces of legislation, provided that
such referral does not defer a supply or appropriation
s u i .»

4. The Council should be able to debate supply or
appropriation Bills, but not amend, defer or reject
them.

5 . Th e Co unc i 1 s h0 u 1d NOT be a b 1e t 0 _ i nit i ate 'B ill s
concerning revenue or taxation nor impose an additional
tax burden by amending a revenue or taxation Bi 11.

6. The Council should NOT be able to form Ministries. nor
should Councillors form part of the Ministry.

( iii ) DEADLOCK !'v1ECHAN I SM

Two circumstances will occur:

1. SUPPLY AND APPROPRIATION BILLS

The Legislative Council should have NO power to reject
such Bills.

Consequently, NO deadlock mechanism wi 1 1 be needed here.

The Council should have the opportunity to debate
supply and appropriation Bills. It should also be
able to refer matters within such Bills to Corrmittees
for investigation, however referrals should NOT defer
the passage of the legislation.
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2. OTHER BILLS

(Including revenue, taxation and loan legislation
other than supply and appropriation Bills for the
ordinary annual services of government.)

If the Legislative Council fai Is to pass a Bill
already passed in the Legislative Assembly, or

if the Legislative Assembly fails to pass a Bi 11
which has originated in that place and which has
been amended in the Council,

607

then a means of resolving the deadlock should exist.

For example, the Assembly could be given the option
of-

(a) Holding a joint sitting of the chambers
to debate and vote on the Bill in dispute.

The Bill, if passed, would then become law.

(b) Holding a referendum to decide the issue.

The Bill, if approved, would then become law.

Th e j 0 i n t sit tin g me c han i sm wi 1 I ONLY bee f f e c t i ve
if the electoral basis of the Legislative Council
is changed. It has to become truly representative
of all Western Australians.

Parliamentary reform is predicated upon electoral
reform

The option of having a joint sitting can (and wi II)
work provided that the Legislative Counci I is elected
by proportional representation and electors are
ensured of one vote, one value.

In practice, joint sittings rather than referenda
are likely to become the common means of dispute
resolution. The publ icity and expense of referenda,
together with the natural voter conservatism is
likely to dissuade governments from frequent referenda.

The Commonwealth example of joint sittings has
demonstrated that with proportion representation,
governments have a workable deadlock resolution
mechanism. Unlike the Commonwealth, however, the
W.A. Legislative Council should NOT have the power
to reject supply and appropriation Bi I Is.
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MR COMMISSIONER: And presumably resolving them in favour of
the house which supports the measure?

DR MUSK: No. I want to see fairness done. I do not think that
all health bills would necessarily be - - I mean, I do
not think that they are automatically going to be
right but I think that the process of parliament
has to give them special consideration because of the
implications of not doing so.

MR COMMISSIONER: Yes. There may be countervailing considerations
to the health consideration.

DR MUSK: Yes. I can accept that that can occur.

MR COMMISSIONER: Do you wish to pursue - -

DR THOMSON: Just one point of clarification.
I thought at least you excluded the mechanism of
a referendum in relation to health?

DR MUSK: Yes, absolutely.

MR COMMISSIONER: That is on the basis of the unpopularity of the
measure which is, nevertheless, required?

DR MUSK: I think that the measures are likely to be unpopular
as they have been in the past.

DR THOMSON: I have nothing further unless Dr Musk wishes to add
anything.

MR COMMISSIONER: Do you wish to add anything, Dr Musk?

DR MUSK: I do not think so.

DR THOMSON: Dr Musk has indicated that he does not want a
to costs, s~r.

MR CO~~ISSIONER: Thank you for your submission and thank you
for your attendance.

WITNESS WITHDREN

JOHN GORDON

DR THOMSON: What is your address, please?

SENATOR EVANS:

DR THOMSON:

4 Turnut Road, City Beach.

And you are a member of the senate - - -

AG 351 A.W. MUSK
J.G. EVANS
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DR TLlOI·IS0N (Continuing)
of Australia?

SE~ATOR EVANS: Yes.

- of the ~enate of the parliament

DR TIIOHSON: Can I ask when you were first elected to that
position?

SENATOR EVAl·TS: On 5th ~larch 1983.

DR THOMSON: You have participated in the proceedings of the
senate?

SENATOR EVANS: Yes.

DR THONSON: Have you served on any senate cornm i ttees?

SENATOR EVANS: The Finance and Government Operations COMmittee
and the Animal ~'Jelfare Coromi ttee.

DR THOMSON: Would you look at exhibit 5, please? That is 'lour
submission?

SENATOR EVANS: Yes.

DR THOflSON: 1>.s I understand it, you have consented to that
submission beina available for public perusal?

SENATOR EVANS: Yes.

DR THOMSON: Senator, in your own words, would you iust elaborate
h' . "upon 'lour su~mlSSlon;

SENATOR EV7\IJS: 'les. I think its tarts from the C)rem.i se tha 1:.

deadlock provisions should be enshrined in the
constitution - in the state constitution - because I
believe that to simnly provide it in a legislative
process would be inadeauate because of the potential
for any government to throw it out without the neople
agreeing to it being thrown out at that time.

HR cmmISSIOfTER: Can I interrupt you for ·:ne morne n t; there? Under
the present constitution there is no need for recourse
to the peonle for the purnoses of change. You would
change that as well, would you?

SENATOR EVANS: Yes, that is my next point. It is certainl'l
rather interesting that you should ask that ~uestion

because that is the question most people in ~estern

Australia are asking at this time, those of them who
are aware of the fact that the peonle have absolutely

~ .

no access to, nor riaht to, chancre their bare
constitution - the constitution of the people of
~7estern Australia. 'I'h a t; is onlv amendable bv the

352 J.G. EVANS 11. 12 .84
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politi ans in this state.

MR COMMISSIONER: with some reservations. There are some
reservations.

SENATOR EVANS: There are minor modi cations, but those
modifications in turn can be thrown out without
re to the people.

DR THOMSON: I would just interrupt there, sir. Section 73 of
the constitution does require certain nrocedures
including a re rendum.

SENATOR EVANS: For some matters.

DR THOMSON: In respect of only some matters, yes, but certainly
parliament would need to act first before it got to the
referendum.

SENATOR EVANS: Yes, but my point is that as section 73, together
with every other section, can be changed by the
parliament

DR THm·150N: But only by virtue of a referendum itself, I think.
Perhaps I could show you section 73(2).

SENATOR EVlli'lS: Hy point is that if section 73. could be inserted
by the parlia~ent it can be deleted by the parliament.

DR THOMSON: I take your point, senator. You sav that that is
a manner and form provision and that parliament can
change manner and form provisions. I1y one slioht
querf, just for the record, is that manner and form
provision is itself entrenched hy a manner and form
provision. I do not want to descend to technica s
but I do not think the Hioh Court has
whether you can re!Jeal that double entrenchment simp
by firstly repealing the second entrenchment and then
repealing the first. It is certainly open to do so.

MR COrmISSIONER: We take your point, senator, that there are
provisions of the constitution which do not require a
referendum.

SENATOR EVANS: Indeed, and without that fundamental basis the
deadlocks provisions may be ad hoc provisions which are
subject to the whim of the parliament of the day.
Therefore, I submit with that the recommendations
of this royal commission, if they do not include - - -

353 J.G. EVANS 11.12.84
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SENATOR EVANS (Continuing): - - - do not include reference to the
temporary nature of the solutions that may be suggested,
unless they are enshrined in a people's constitution,
may well be a very futile exercise. It is interesting
that Sir Charles Court said on an ABC programme on
29th November, in a slightly different context, and
I quote him:

1I~'1e should put the power of the
constitution into the hands of
the people and remove it from the
sticky fingers of politicians."

I thought that that was a beautiful quotation. He did
happen to be talking about the federal constitution
and referendum amendments to that constitution but
I did not hear him draw a distinction between federal
politicians and state politicians in making that
statement. If he believes that that should apply
equally to state politicians then I would support that
wholeheartedly. I think when we look at the role
of the legislative council in the legislative processes
and the parliamentary processes in Western Australia,
we cannot ignore the fact that the legislative council
is unfairly elected and that until there is a fair
electoral system then there are biases built into,
both its election and its decisions. I know that
you have before you amole evidence of those biases
that have been produced by other people making submissions
and I do not see that there is anyth to be gained
by me reoeatino those but I believe it is a fact, a
well recorded fact, that there is a massive bias of the
legislative council in suooort of decisions made
a conservative legislative assembly and a massive
bias by the legislative council against decisions made
by the legislative assembly when it is not a conservative
body.

I am elaborating onthe Doint that \Vas made in my
submission, page 1, where I am talking about the ~eed

for the legislative council to act as a chamber of review
without bias. I believe that the only way to achieve
the solutions that I am going to propose would be to,
first of all, go about electoral reform, the business
of electoral reform, to Drovide us with a fair and
just system so that the legislative council does fairly
represent all Western Australians without the built-in
electoral bias that exists at the moment through
malapportionment and through gerrymander.

The legislative council does have a very valu2ble
role to play and I am not supporting

AG 354 J.G. EVANS 11.12.84
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MR COMMISSIONER: Are you still ssing the first question
of the terms of reference? Are you 11 addressing
the question of bias or are you coming back to it or - -

SENATOR EVANS: At the moment I am moving away from bias to the
actual role. I am sorry, you wish to stop at that
point?

MR COMMISSIONER: Yes, perhaps counsel should - -

DR THOMSON: Perhaps, Senator, on that point, the position was
that the council was elected on the basis your submission
suggests, a one vote, one value, and proportional
representation, would you still see a need for a deadlock
resolving mechanism?

SENATOR EVANS: Yes. I see them being interdependent, that it would
need a council elected on proportional representation
to provide an adequate -

AG 355 J.G. EVANS 11,12.84
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SENATOR ·EVAt'lS (Continuinq); - - - adequate mechanism and a fair
mechanism for-the deadlock 'provisions which I have
proposed.

DR THOMSON: So even the electoral system was reformed, as
you would want it, you would still want some mechanism;
there would still be disputes?

SENJI"TOR EVANS: Yes.

DR THOMSON: If it is not reformed, it seems to me the bottom of
page 1 of your submission - - you say:

"Deadlock resolution mechanism
is necessary; however the changes
would vary if the electoral basis
for the council was to be changed."

I take it from that that you would see different types
of mechanism depending upon the electoral system?

SENATOR EVMTS: Yes.

DR THOMSON: I do not want to anticipate too much, but when we
get to your proposals that is not clearly brought out
and I wonder when we get to those if we can address
that question?

SENATOR EVANS:. Yes.

DR THOMSON: The question with regard to the first term of
reference is: If one moved to proportional representation,
the one vote one value system, would that increase the
possibility of neither major party holding a majori ?

SENATOR EVAt~S: It would increase the possibility, yes.

DR THOMSON: Would that therefore mean that there would be in
the quantitative sense, more possibility of disagreements?

SENJI"TOR EVk1\lS: I am sorry, d i.s acrr e ernen c oe t weeri whom?

DR THOMSON: Between the two houses?

SENATOR EVfu~S: No;only because we have had conservative governments
for more years than we have had Labor governments in
Western Australia, so simply on a time basis that would
not be the case but if we were talking about equal terms
of government then the potential for disagreement would
be reduced, I suspect.

DR THOMSON: If you had some system other than proportional
representation and perhaps other than the present system,
would you produce a situation where the one party
controlled - - had a majority of both houses?

SE!'i2\TOR EVANS: I wou Ld say the most likely result would be that
major would have control of the upper house
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and that there would a party with a balance of
power in the upper house - all parties.

MR COMMISSIONER: Would this be only
representation?

you had

SENATOR EVANS: Yes.

MR COMMISSIONER: You would have the state as one

SENATOR EVANS: Not nece~~~~

as was
if the state were divided into regions

MR COMMISSIONER: You would have fewer regions - three, four
regions.

SENATOR EVANS: Three or four regions. In all probability there
would be a balance of power held by a minor party.

MR COMMISSIONER: One of the smaller parties?

SENATOR EVANS: One or several of the smaller parties, yes, or
independe nts •

DR THOMSON: So depending upon the electoral system you may increase
or decrease the nr-nbez of disagreements between the two
houses because it NilJ either increase or decrease the
likelihood that the same party will hold a majority in
both houses?

SENATOR EVANS: Yes.

DR THOMSON: you move to 0. situation of, you suggest, proprotional
representation there is a fairly high possibility
there will be a difference?

MR EVANS: Yes. If you move to proportional representation the
probability that the pattern of the f
parliament would prevail and that parliament the
minority party - - -

AW 357 J.G. EVANS 11.12.84
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SENATOR EVANS (Continuing): - - - minority party or parties or
independants, either as a group or individually, are
much more willing to negotiate with the party in
power to allow their legislation through in modified
form. Because of that, there would be far less
deadlocks.

DR THOMSON: Can you have a look at the terms of reference and
bearing in mind that discussion would vou then say
that therefore the system of electoral~distributi;n
could have some relevance to the first term of
reference?

SENATOR EVANS: Absolutely.

DR THOMSON: I would take you to the second term of reference and
the portion at the bottom of the first page of your
submission which I have just read where you say you
might need to vary the mechanism, depending upon the
electoral system, you would also see that the electoral
system had some relevance in relation to the second
term of reference?

SENATOR EVAN'S: Yes.

The ~eed :c~ a :eaislative council I think is
inherent in our system and is recoqnised by most
people, but primarily for the leaislative council to
have the role of a house of review - .- ' I believe
that is one of th~ bases on which the proposed chanaes
need to be founded because if the leaislative council
instead of see ina itself as a primary legislative body
with an equal role with the leaislative role - in fact
a superior role as it has at the moment because it
does have the power at the moment to discharge the
legislative assembly and send it back to the el~ctorate

without going to the electorate itsel:, which makes it
I think vastly superior to most other unner houses

DR THOMSON: Sorry to interrupt, senator. You are using the
word "power" there in a political sense rather than in
a legal sense. It is not, leaally speaking, correct
is it to say that if the councilor any unner house
rejects supnly or defers SUPPly the leaal conseauences
are that the lower house must aO to an election? It
may be, as hapnened in 1952, that someone else has
commissioned the premier. It is more in a political

.than ~ractical sense that yOU are saying they have to
go to an election?

SKJATOP. EVANS: ;\y understandina is that whi.Ls t; under the
constitution they may not be required to go, they will
run out of supply in a relatively short time and
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there will become unable to govern, so if you
wish in the practical sense they then are obliged to
go to the people to obtain a mandate from the people
to get their supply with the ne~v government.

DR THOMSON: Those are the practical realities of the matter?

SENATOR EVANS: Indeed. The other practical reality that flows
on from that, of course, is that if the same government
is re-elected, the same legislative council could again
reject supply. As I understand it, there is no
provision in the constitution at the moment to overcome
that impaSSe

DR THOMSON: I wonder if this stage, sir, we should 2l1ade to the
Audit Act and perhaps ask Senator Evans if he might
comment at least on the practical side?

MR CO~1ISSIONER: Yes, by all means. Do you have a copy there?

DR THOMSON: Would you direct your attention to section 3l? It
seems to indicate there that - - -

MT 11.12.84
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DR THOMSON (Continuing): - - - to indicate there that moneys
can be obtained either by an appropriation by law,
and I take that as an act of parliament passing both
houses, and then it goes on to say, "Or a warrant issued
by the governor." I understand that the Western
Australian Audit Act is the only act that has the
word "or". Other legislation in the states and the
Commonwealth uses the word "and". Let us presume
for a moment that the word "or" means what it says
as a matter of law and that if the council rejects,
refers or fails to pass supply, as a matter of law
the governor can sign a warrant and the ministry can
thereby obtain funds upon which to govern. As a political
matter, could someone put the view that if the council
or upper house rejects supply it will not be a political
crisis, government will not come to a standstill because
the governor could issue a warrant?

SENATOR EVANS: Only if the government was prepared to wear the
odium of a non-elected person granting supply and I
suspect that that odium, following 1975, would be
enough for that government to lose power at the following
election, so I do not believe politically that it would
be sensible to use that power.

DR THOMSON: So as a political matter you would see the government,
the premier, not wishing to do so and also, I would
imagine, less pall tically, that would put some strain
on the governor himself?

SENATOR EV~~S: Bearing in mind that the governor acts on the
adv i ce of his executive, I would think that it would
put him into a very embarrassing position and I do no~

believe that his executive, with the odium comlnq to
themselves in the subsequent ction, would want to
put the governor into that Dositlo

DR THOMSON: So, politically, that is just not a viable
alternative?

SENATOR EVANS: Politically, no.

MR COMMISSIONER: Not even if the lower house went to the people
and the same Darty was returned?

SENATOR EVANS: Under the existing constitution and laws that is
an oDtion which if presented to fue people in the election
campaign could be given to them as a mandate so, yes, I
would have to make that Droviso. I acceDt that.

MR COMMISSIONER: You have not had time really to think about it
so I do not think we should press you too far.

SENATOR EVANS: I do not know what would happen in the following
budget.

DR THOM::;C'~~: Thank you. I am sorry for interrupting you.
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SENATOR EVANS: Because of the need to look a bit more closely
at the role of the legislative council I have listed
what I believe should be the functions of that council
and they include the review and debating of legislation
which is initiated in the assembly, the ability to
amend, defer or reject such legislation other than
supply or appropriation bills, the ability to refer
matters to parliamentary committees investigation,
the ability to debate supply or appropriation bills
but not to amend, defer or reject them. They should
not be able to initiate bills concerning revenue or
taxation nor to impose an additional tax burden by
amending the revenue or tax bill and should not be ab
to form ministeries, nor in my view, should councillors
form part of the ministry. I have listed those on
page 3 of my submission, and there may well be other
functions that they would perform which would go into
more minute detail but those are the principal functions
with the obvious emphasis on the role of reviewing
legislation and not participating in,forming part of
the administration - - -
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SENATOR EVANS (Continuing): - administration, nor having a role
in the administrative functions of government.

DR THOMSON: Section 6 of the present Constitution Act provides
that at least one of the executive offices liable to
be vacated on political grounds shall always be held
by a member of the legislative council. I take it in
your submission, where you say "Nor should councillors
form part of the ministry" you would wish to see that
provision?

SENATOR EVANS: That is correct, yes. The reason, as I understand
the constitution that exists at the moment, for that
is to provide the communication link between the
administration and the legislative council. I believe
that link is possible via the public accounts committees
or other review committees that the legislative council
would form to which ministers would be invited. I
think that if we now look quickly at the legislation,
or the bills which could be rejected the legislative
council should have no power to reject supply and
appropriation bills and therefore there would be no
deadlock mechanism needed for supply and appropriation
bills but the council should have the opportunity to
debate supply and appropriation bills and be able to
refer matters within those bills to committees for
investigation without any ability to defer, beyond a
certain time, the passage of those bills and I am talking
about something like 60 days there.

DR THOMSON: I take it from that, senator - and we are looking at
page 3 of your submission, I take it - - at the very
top of that page you use three expressions in relation
to supply legislation, amend, defer or ect; at the
bottom you merely talk about reject and defer. I
appreciate that this obviously is not ted as a piece
of legislation conveyancing document but just so we
can crystallise our minds, you are putting forward here
a mechanism in relation to supply bills, somewhat like
the 1911 English model are you, where the Lords have no
power but they ~an at least consider the bill - the
bill at least goes to the Lords. Is that the model you
want?

EVANS: Yes, with the potential obviously of embarrassing the
government if there is something in there that is
unacceptable to the upper house.

DR THOMSON: I wonder if I might ask you in relation to that,
bearing in mind your experience as a parliamentarian,
section 46(6) of the Western Australian constitution
talks about a bill which appropriates revenue or moneys,
the ordinary annual services of government shall only
deal with such appropriation - - I will ask you two
questions; firstly, what do you understand is included
within the meaning of ordinary annual for
government and secondly, whether in your ience
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these are as a federal member or as someone who
acquainted obviously with the Western Australian
parliamentary situation; whether you have heard the
suggestion made that some particular bill contained
something other than the ordinary annual of
government that may lead to the suggestion that the
bill should be rejected?

SENATOR EVANS: I do not know the process that would be neces
or the wording that would be necessary to prevent
tacking, which is I think point you are
to, and I simply accept that tacking would be unacceptable
and would need to be precluded in the government1s
appropriation bills - precluded from inclusion in them.

DR THOMSON: Has anyone ever taken the point - - -
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DR THOMSON (Continuing): - - - the point to your knowledge in
either jurisdiction that something is being tacked
and, if so, how do they identify the particular item
as being a tacked item? Do you say "There is
provision this bill for a new capital works
programme and I think that is not the ordinary annual
services of government"?

SENATOR EVANS: In mv limited experience, I have discovered that
when somet~ing is bein~ tacked, the whole world
recognises it. Certainly, the whole political world
recognises it and I guess that is hased on the
precedent of the federal parliament. I would not want
to go beyond that because my experience does not allow
me to.

MR COHMISSIONER: Are the ordinary annual services of government
also readily recognisable?

SENATOR EVANS: They certainly seem to be by the long-standing
parliamentarians. It is not sonethinq on which I
would claim to be exoert. I have not sat on the
public accounts comnittees nor the estimates conmittees.
I have simply attended them but have not been a
permanent member of either of those bodies, so I could
not soeak with authority.

MR CO:U1ISSIONER: I think there has been sone debate on them in
the federal sohere,

SElTATOR EVAI~S: Yes.

MR CO~rrlISSIONER: The other question I wanted to ask you is: As
far as the supnly and anpronriation and the unner
house is concerned, how Lorio wo u Ld you a i ve the upoe r
house? I think hoth in the United Kin0doI1 and in New
South \'lales it is one month. '~s that right?

DR THOMSON: I think so, yes, sir.

SENATOR EVANS: I did indicate that 60 days ""ould be the sort of
time based on, acrain, my limited exnerience, but I
would think there may be justification if you are going
to take very drastic stens at the end of the neriod to
allow the 60 days.

MR CO~~ISSIONER: When you refer to apnronriation laws and supply
here, you are talking about the annual - ordinary annual
- services of government and whatever fits into that?

SENATOR EVANS: Yes.

ME cOn~USSIONER: Not other money bills?
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SENATOR EVMIS: No.

HR COMlUSS lONER: Not money bills that you are introducing 
expenditure for the first time?

SENATOR EVANS: No.

If the legislative council Is to pass a bill
which has already passed the legislative assembly or
if the assembly fails to pass a bill which has
originated in that place and has been amended in the
council, then a means of resolving the deadlock needs
at that point to exist. I have suggested that there
are several ways of resolving this.

DR THOMSON: Senator, you laid stress on the words "at that point".
I take it, therefore, that you are not advocating the
same lengthy procedure as section 57. You are just
seeing one failing to pass or one amendment and not
seeing a repeat of the bill going up and down twice?

SENATOR EVk~S: No. I am seeing it having been rejected once
only. However, I would like to modify my submission
because I think that ic can he improved in the way
I would like" to propose, and that is if a bill is
rejected by the upper house then within 90 days either
a referendum can be held - and that would be initiated
and legislated for by the lower house only, and if that
referendum is passed then it becomes law - or

a double dissolution would be broucrht
about which would be followed by reconsideration of
the bill - - -
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SENATOR EVANS (Continuing): - - - the bill or bills which were
the sUbject of the disagreement and that reconsideration
could include, following the double dissolution,
amendment by both houses, not amendment by one house
and then a joint sitting be held to pass either the
original bill, or reject it, or to pass the bill as
amended by both houses, or rejected, with no other
alternatives.

DR THOMSON: I will just take you back to our earlier discussion
about the suggestion that one might need different
mechanisms depending on the electoral system that was
prevailing. I take it that with regard to the supply
bills you would have the same mechanism regardless of
what electoral system was in force?

SENATOR EVANS: The supply bills could not be rejected so - - that
is right, yes.

DR THOMSON: So whatever electoral mechanism - - your ~echanism

for resolving supply bills is that one?

SENATOR EVANS: Yes.

DR THOMSON: The proposal you put in your verbal sUbmission, would
that be the same mechanism regardless of what electoral
situation prevailed?

SENATOR EVANS: No. That could only operate if we had the
proportional representation system which would provide
for a much closer division of members of parliament in
the upper house. If there was too big a gap in the
upper house then the lower house would lose its
influence in the event of a joint sitting and frankly
any thought of a joint sitting under the present
electoral and I could
become quite farc

DR THOMSON: So in relation to some electoral other thaT;
the electoral system that you propose - a proportional
system with one vote one value - and another electoral
system, this proposal you have now put would not be
the operative proposal or would only part of it be
operative? That is, if we have the same electoral system
that operates at the moment, would you only just have a
referendum as your deadlock resolving mechanism? You
would not go into the alternative, that is a double
dissolution?

SENATOR EVANS: I have not proposed a solution under the present
system. I have indicated that to do so would be simply
to apply another band-aid to a very sick electoral
system and I think that to prop up that electoral system
with further band-aids is not justified and to pretend
that the occasional referendum to resolve deadlocks is
giving us great democracy is not acceptable to me.
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DR THOMSON: I am sorry to simplify it, senator, but just
the record, this submission is premised - or this
proposal is premised - on the basis that will

or is - - -
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DR THOMSON (Continuing): - - - there will be or an electoral
system, a council based on proportional representation
with one vote one value.

SE~ATOR EVANS: Yes. It goes beyond that of course and is based
on the premise that the constitution is given to the

. people.

DR THOMSON: Yes; and then that other premise.

SENATOR EVANS: Yes; beca~se again - and it is in the context of
your question - it is pointless to introduce this
for three years and then have it thrown out three
years later.

DR THOMSON: If you would carryon, senator, I have some other
questions but - -

MR COMMISSIONER: Can I ask you one or two questions about the
joint sitting? I think you have already, in your
answers, suggested that the joint sittings would
probably not be of any value at present as far as
the government is concerned because the joint sittings
with two houses would not, on the counting of the
nunber s , g.i,'rt~ the government the abi Li,ty to get its
measure which it had introduced into the lower house
through the deadlock. If we had the joint sittings
with the proportional representation in the upper
house, will it not still resolve itself into a 0uestion
of numbers?

S=~ATOR EVANS: Yes.

MR COMMISSIONER: The government,
would have the joint sittinG if
in the two houses and if it did
have the joint slttlnc

SENATOR EVANS: Yes, that lS correc:..

the lower hOUSE:
it had the~umDers

not it would net

MR CO!'ft!HSSIONER: \'lhat purpose is there then in hav i no a j o i n t
sitt ?

SENATOR EVfu~S: If you have the government which is elected
with a reasonable majority and if the upper house
is finely balanced then the :overnment elected with
that reasonable majority in the lower house should
be able to prevail in the event of a joint sitting
t2ki~g rlace. It should not, as the elected government,
have its legislation thrown out by a body which
may have been elected two terms of Darliament ago
and which may not be truly reDresentative of the
people and therefore I think that we need that
provision for the elected government, as distinct
from the e~ected government, to be able tn
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have its will with its legislative programme after
has gained views of people of the state

either by referendum or by a cher election.

MR C01'IMISSIONER: Yes. The
to you - in the
to have - - you
election before

SENATOR EVANS: Yes.

next question I was going to put
federal sphere is it not necessary
have a doub dissolution and an
you have your joint sitting.

MR COM}1ISSIONER: But over here you are not proposing that,
are you?

SENATOR EVANS: Yes. The second option is for a double dissolution
which is followed by reconsideration and 2rendment
by both houses then the joint sitting, a seauence

MR COM}IISSIONER: I am sorry; I misunderstood you. I thought
you were proposing a joint sitting before the
dissolution.

SENATOR EVANS: Ho; double dissolution

HR CmLI'1ISSIONER: That is the s ane as the federal?

SENATOR EVANS: Yes.

MR COMMISSIO~~R, Thank you.

DR THOMSON: And I take it that in your proposal you would
perhaps suqqest that the electors at the double
dissolution wou.Ld bear in mind e
bill had been rejected and that depend upon nov

in of both houses mav o~

the a

SE:;;"TOR EVANS: Yes,

DR THOMSON: So if the electors did not want the billl to pass
a joint sitting they would split their votes

SENATOR EVANS: Yes.

MR C01'IHISSIONER: On page 4 then whe r e you say "tor example,
the assembly would be given the option of (a) holding
a joint sitting of the chambers to debate and vote on
bill in dispute _ _Ii
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~~ COMMISSIONER (Continuing):"- - - in dispute" - I take it that
that joint sitting is only after there has been a
dissolution of parliament.

SENATOR EVANS: Yes.

DR THOMSON: Sir, I think the senator indicated that he had
moved away from the strict terms of the proposal in his
written submission, but as I understand it, his proposal
now is as he verbally outlined it.

SENATOR EVANS: That is correct.

MR COMMISSIONER: There would necessarily be the double
dissolution first.

SENATOR EVANS: There would have to be, yes. I do not have any
thing to add to that.

DR THOMSON: Perhaps I could follow up on that point, senator.
On page 4 again, you talk about the option of a joint
sitting, and I am bearing in mind the context of the
new proposal - - will work provided the proportional
representation part of your proposal is enacted.
If I drop down to the last paragraph, you talk about
the Commonwealth example of joint sittings demonstrating
that with proportional representation governments have a
workable deadlock resolution mechanism. I take it that
by the word "workable" you are not meaning there that
every time there is a joint sitting the assembly will
prevail. That is not your measure of workability?

SENATOR EVANS: No, is aaain the democratic
process, and the majori will of
the people. that there are other measures, other ways,
that the can vote for a but not
them that rna in a joint s With
representation that becomes even more viable oecause
they can vote their aovernment in in the lower house
but ensure that the crovernment either does not hav~

the majority in the upper house or, if it is a hot
issue, can give a minority party a v~ry healthy support
for the upper house~ and give them the balance of power
in the upper house.

DR THOMSON: I have got no further questions on those proposals.
I have one or two other questions that I would like
to ask the senator.
TO WITNESS: I take you to the first page of your sub
missions, senator. In the fourth paragraph you indicate
that only Tasmania and WA do not have some means of
resolving disputes between chambers. Some people may
take the view that the procedure known as conference
of managers, which~ a procedure established pursuant
to the standing orders of both houses, is a means of
resolving disputes. Other people take the view that
conference of managers do not resolve disputes because
the government gets legislation out of those which is
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only a second or third best option, and that those bills
whichare not resolved in the sense of becoming
lation may be, in a qualitative sense, more important
than other bills. Perhaps I could illustrate that by
the figures, that I think were sent to you in a paper
that was prepared. Since 1890 there have been some
thing like 105 bills which have become legislation
through a conference of managers. There are something
like 32 that have not. Do you have any comments on

those two ?

SENATOR EVANS: Yes. Firstly, the conference of managers system
enshrines the power with the upper house to dictate
the legislative programme for the parliament. It
simply ensures that nothing will go through that does
not have the blessing of the upper house, whether the
upper house is representative of the party in government
or not. Secondly, I think that to suggest that out of
a conference of managers will come a compromise - - -
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SENATOR EVANS (Continuing): - - - a compromise, which not
necessarily the best legislation for the government
but at least is something for the government, was
demonstrated in the legislation which was being
described by the witness who appeared before me in
consideration of the tobacco bill. That process turns
legislation on its head, where legislation which is
aimed at preventing the tobacco industry from inducing
children to smoke suddenly becomes legislation which
gives an open licence to induce children to smoke as
a result of a conference of managers, I believe is just
farcical and in fact it is probably that piece of
legislation which finally made a lot of people aware
of the farce that was called the conference of managers.

DR THOMSON: I wonder if I could direct your attention to section
34 of the constitution and in particular the last few
words of that provision.

SENATOR EVANS: Yes.

DR THOMSON: As I understand it, section 34 is the authority under
which standing orders are made. If you look at the terms
of reference in the first paragraph it talks about the
laws of this state. The last few words of section 34
talk about standing orders being of binding force. There
is one view that the standing orders are merely internal
procedures and rules of the particular house. Is that
your view of standing orders in either the West
Australian parliament or the commonwealth parliament?
Is that the view that generally taken, rather than
them law in the commonly accepted sense of that
word

SENATOR EVANS: It my opinion that that is what standing order~

should be.

DR THOMSON: should be

SENATOR EVANS: Sorry, they should be the
the functioning of the parliament.

DR THOMSON: What is their status - do you see?

mechanisms for

SENATOR EVANS: That they are adopted by the two houses of the
parliament and should be conformed to by all of the
parliamentarians.

DR THOMSON: Would you go so as to say that therefore they are
not laws within the meaning of the word "laws" as used
in the first term of reference?

SENATOR EVANS: Yes. I do not see them as laws as such.

DR THOMSON: I take it that in your submission even they were
laws, because they can be so easily al by either
house - easily in a sense of being altered by one house
obtaining a majority I presume - that would not satisfy
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SENATOR EVANS: They are even lesser vehicles and permanent
than the legislation to which I w~en comparing
the legislative arrangements with the constitutional
arrangements, provided the constitution is in the hands
of the So that more specifically, I regard the
constitution as being the body of law - - -
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SENATOR EVANS (Continuing): - - - the body which
beyond the power of the politicians, the of
the land being subject to the control of the politicians
but applicable to the whole of the people and the
standing and orders as being the machinery
provisions for the conduct of the parliament by
the politicians. Do not, whatever you do, use my
interpretation as an authority because it certainly

not that.

DR THOMSON: No; I appreciate that. From your 'practical
experience. Thank you.

I have no further questions, sir.

MR COMMISSIONER: Would you like to add anything, Senator Evans?

SENATOR EVANS: Thank you. The fervent wish that your royal
commission will resolve,_this problem for the people of
Western Australia, hopefully, in part in the way
that I have suggested but very very importantly
because I think that the people of Western Australia
are desperately in search of a fair means of having
legislation processed in this state without a

/ blocking house having the power to prevent the will
of the people being heard. Thank you for the opportunity
to appear before you.

MR COMMISSIONER:
today.

Thank you for your submission and for appearing

DR THOMSON: Just two matters senator, if
A senator has, I

of some that are the

SENATOR EVANS

comments you would to make
comments, suqqestJ.on,s, amendments

be most • Secondly, senator, I have
not asked you about the question of a
of costs. There is a provision under the Royal Commissions
Act for costs of attendance to be ~~.~~'C~. Would
you wish such certification?

DR THOMSON: If you have
on those,

SENATOR EVANS: I am paid to do wh~t I am doing. Thank you.

DR THOMSON: Thank

MR COMMISSIONER: Thank you again, Senator Evans.

WITNESS WITHDREW
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: Aboriginal--La-nd.-··....::._·- --'
(B) Parliamentary Deadlock
(C) Parliamentary Reform.

Dear Sirs,

The ~bjectmatter to be dealt~with and now in consideration by
the Pliticians of our State are all of them concerned with' 'ehahges
to be made to the LAWS of the "qOUNTRY, so that we can se~e a
smooth working of Government ~r all the inhabitants.
Thus after carefull study of the basic issues to be solved at
an inteeligent manner, which would thus also be acceptable for
all of us wi thout. enormous Ixpendi tures for the taxpayers, r now
submit the foffowong consideratioS.

Mankind as ene of the many species liVing on this globe - there
should be accord4ng ancient Vedic eratur e been ?those
day s some 840QOQ( a.pecf es; but that was some 6000 and
sadly ~nough we nowadays have to work hard ~o prevent inction
of many of them. that as a I' of mans own actions,
on greed, jor atus, money 0 secure s murderous
man has not he sd t a't ej t o resort-..:t.~ deceit on the most I'
manner. He thus even used religions of a great variety to manu
pulate the not so smart majorities of his compatriots to take
advantage of their submissive attitude,.forced on them by a grave
lack af insight,.thus education.

From modern literature we now can learn that many warnings have
been wri~en and spoken by wise men and women over the last
decades which do allready express the same grave con~cern, whiich
I also condensed in my enclosed open letter to HFriends of the
Earth'~which I first compiled in 1979 and later in 1983 sli/ghty
amended after further findings in that pod. .

To my liking it is a "FOOLS" privilage to critizise Without any
constructive ideas how to come to grips With the problem.

Thus you will also find the I~uggested remedY~ based on an intensive
study in Width and in depth, referring to worldresearch done over
the last century in all sorts of places allover the world by a
variety of conscientious scientists, who like most of that sort
of Honest characters are never too welcome amongst their co-workers
and are often compelled to keep their findings for them-
selves, thus never to be pub shed for the real benefit of man
and the war at e.
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Without any fear for repercussions only a very few can thus express
constructive criticism of real merit during their working time.

Money, greed etc. do have an important function and sorry, to say
so also the religious part of our community is forced to fomlo'll
that sort of deplorable policies.

Last but not less of grave concern is the world of pililitics.
The majority af our compatriots want nothing to do with politics.

PNothing is sacred in POlitics/and sure in these days there are
coming to light that what look so good turned out as very filtpy
indeed. I don't think that any thing in this field has escapeathe
attention of your gentlemen, who are now working so hard to g~t
an other approach to ourVlife on earth~established.

Your lately established "THINK TANKtl most likely will now agree
With what I have been sayin~ already so long ago and which was
all the time ignored to avor~\ conflicts arising With the vested
interes~ so well established under the pre~iuous rulers of our
tlBIG COUmRY".

With the assistance of a brave group of devoted workers for the
wellbeing and betterment of this world we n~lN master the tlKNOW
HOW and the technlogy to recondition this great country as well
as other countries to green arable land where rain can fall at
the times the farmers need them, without being pestered by floods
and or cyclones to make them mad of grief, r es p, brings them to
b~~rupty and m~kes them flee out of the lana, which the world
does ne~d to feed the ever increasing populations.

With a new approach to our environM~nt and the help of our organic
waste we can now recoup the da'il'lage done to our tlSAC II MOTHER
EARTH, in my book the HOLY partner of our CREATOR of a in t s
world around us as w as of WITHIN US, our SOUL if that
is wha~ you are looking for.
M:y a on is t the microbial war • the unvisible world t
knows much better than the visible war that they also are a
part of our creator and that a fe on earth i$ dependen~ on
the good work they can do,-if they are allowed to participa0e
in the allotment of air, water and food-all of GODS creatures
need for the good functioning of their lifecycles, the BIOCYCLES.

I am confident when the LA'NS under scrutiny now are based on
these principles and disciplines, that many changes for the 
bett~ent of life can be secured for all of us, thus plants as
well as animals(incl. MAN)

I Wish our couragious Government all the assistance they are to
secure for th\ enormous work to be done for their flock.

Yours FaithfUlt~~Y,~

c.c to a.b and ~\
encl. 1
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Dear Friends Of The Earth, Updated: 18/10/83

Man's actions, greed, deceit, religions, are leading us to

World War III

We need to learn from Nature.

General:

Inadequate feeding of this mighty large (in numbers), almighty
potent population of our soils can only be corrected by the old and
ancient ways established by Nature, to whom we are all subject.
Her principles and rules do not allow any serious violations. She
answers with nasty retaliations. We should know that in 1980.

Country. These underground armies of peaceful workers are being
killed by increased doses of artificial fertilisers and poison
sprays; the average farmer and market gardener knows no other way
to obtain a living in today's society. These overdoses are
polluting our foods, meat, grain, vegetables, etc., are also
leaching through to contaminate our water supplies - killing 0
more and more microbial life - to such an extent that these "salts"
are now slowly but surely reducing our areas of arable land, which
become sterile, also spreading diseases in ever increasing varieties"

created

to control the
food, so vitally
up with mass
in sick

In Our Forests we "burn 0 " (the cheap method?)
"big doing so we destroy next year's
necessary for the " "Thus we end
starvation for the ~--~~~--~~ which results
The resting "bad" fungi become crea"
trees, our of the±r
"create the has been
Man's f the
ation - this emier for Y.A

Cities: Our sewerage systems (loaded with detergents, chemicals,
), infected waste disposal, garden sprays, pes cides t

weedicides, excess isers continue and accelerate this
pollution of soil and water in rivers, ponds, lakes and our seas.

Our food and bodies take in these salts, poisons, etc. and our
health becomes poor. This makes man, plant and animal susceptible
to all kinds of new strains of viruses. Weaknesses in our body
and mind make us victims to sickness from these unknown causes ..
Thus we ourselves, our land with supporting Ii f all become s f
destructive.
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2.

The writings of Sir Albert Howard, Clarence G. Golueke, Ph.D.,
Dr. W.E. Shewell-Cooper, Rachel Carson and all literature
recommended in the bi-monthly magazine, C.S./L.U. how: Biocycle
should motivate an Evolution in: 1) Farming, 2) Waste Re-Cycling,
3) 0 that can only corne from the Efforts
of 0 glaDe. The time to act is now, so we
can together year 20

"Biocycle" deals wi th waste} Air, Water, Food. Thus our Environ
ment. Also: Microbial life.

1.

2.

2a.

3.

Our farmers wil~ have to initiate reafforestation, run more
s - (m~ch or) compost gradually his land, cease all

burning.

Waste Disposal: Separation should start in the horne and
factory (with education), aiming for a
programme of all our resources.

Our sewerage and toilet systems must be fully overhauled.

Tree Planting must be encouraged to restore deserts, thus
giving more arable land, bring rain down for our crops 
reduce cyclones, floods, droughts, bring plenty work, clean
air, water, food, health, harmony.

Every spoke in the existing wobbly wheel of life must be looked
at, to restore Nature and all of us to good health. We cannot
live by the work done by our Authorities only; they also will be
glad to have our well founded scienti guidance to amend all

Note: Air, water, food, will be available for billions of years;
as as the "sun" , when the "Biocycles" are lI1

balance.

Note: 2, 2a Saves Perth approximately $1.40 billion or more pa. Secures
healthy soils, plants, animals.
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DR THOMSON: I
Mount. Yokine"

at. ,

c ') c'
000

And I

: That, correct"

that, you are

MR HOFF: I am ret.ired t.his t.ime, yes, but. I am st.ill working
in my t.ime on a subj ect,s, as you know"

DR THOMSON: Mr Hoff, I wonder if you might, at, this document.?
Is that your document. t.o this commission"

MR HOFF: That, is my document"

DR THOMSON: Would you wish t.hat. document, t.o be available"
for public perusal in t.he commission·s office"

MR HOFF: You can have it, for public perusal, you can have
it. published in all newspapers allover the world ..
I would be delighted if you can do so"

DR THOMSON: Thank you" I would therefore t.ender that,
document" sir"

38 Document. by Mr B"C" Hoff ..

B"C" HOFF
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DR THOMSON: Could you just look at a copy of your document?

MR HOFF: Yes.

DR THOMSON: Your concern is that there be changes - I am reading
in the first paragraph - to be made to the laws of the
country so that we can secure a smooth working of
government for all inhabitants?

MR HOFF: That is correct.

DR THOMSON: Do you think at the moment there is not such a smooth
working of government?

MR HOFF: You are telling me jokes if you say there is something
smooth working at the moment. I will be trying to work
this out very intelligently and I reject to answer your
question by saying "Are you sure there is something
working smoothly at the moment?"

DR THOMSON: So you would say there is not something working
smoothly?

MR HOFF: Good Lord, you are joking. There is all a mess at the
moment. That1s what I call a demon crazy process going
on at the moment in the whole world.

DR THOMSON: In Western Australia?

MR HOFF: In Western Australia, in Australia, and everywhere all
over the world - Russia, America, China, Africa. You
do not need to tell me that you do not real there

something that has to be c We have two
dinosaurs ready to f each other the form of
America and Russia, so I would say "Tell me where there
is smooth running ~.'

DR THOMSON: commission is concerned with di and
disputes and how they should be overcome between the
houses, that is the legislative assembly and the legislative
council. Do you see those disagreements as not helping
the smooth working of government?

MR HOFF: Not at all because the laws of the country and the laws
of the world and from all sorts of governments are based
on creating conflicts and if we can eliminate the
conflicts then we can work smoothly. I suppose you
agree with that policy. This whole document is just the
beginning of the beginning of how we can create a smooth
government, how we bring mankind back to sanity - I
repeat "bring manking back to sani ty'l - because we are
at the moment in a demon crazy world: that is a world
mad by the demon which you can qualify as the devil or
you can qualify as money or you can qualify as status
or you can qualify as power, evil power, that is up to
you. You are in the political field. I am just a nasty
old fellow who has ideas which are God's and which I
put forward to you and if you have my additional

AW 376 B.C. HOFF 11.12 84
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info~at~on which you have in front you, then you can
that the problem can be solved so very simply, so
utmost elegant economic and socially acceptable, even
for 9ur friends the Russians.

DR THOMSON: Can I just hold you there for one moment, this
commission is concerned with disagreements and disputes

AN 377 B.C HOFF 11.12.84
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DR THOMSON (Continuing): - - - disagreements and disputes about
the parliament of Western Australia, and you have
said that there are disagreements. How would you like
to see those disagreements in relation to the parliament
of Western Australia removed?

MR HOFF: Western Australia, as big as it looks like, is just a
tiny portion of the globe, and the globe is a tiny
portion of the universe. So if there no agreement
in Western Australia, that has got repercussions in
Australia, that has got repercussions allover the
world, because the world has what I call shrunk. When
it started, maybe 6 billion years ago, maybe 3000 years
ago - I could not care less.-tThere were only a few
atoms, a few entities, and there were a few animals.
If you know the history of the world, then you would
agree with me in what I am saying here, in th
initial document, that life on earth of which we are
a modest part only had started about 3~ billion years
ago in the oceans. You can read that very intelligently
in that book ..• ? •. Carson, Seas Around Us. Well, that
is scientifically assessed by many, many scientists over
many, many years.

Religion is talking about - some religions - over
seven days. Well, there must be a very fast working
god then, but scientists are a bit slower than that,
and you most likely agree with me. They want to make
sure that they have something to do - first of all,
something to do, I repeat - otherwi se they have got no
work any more,

After that, about 3~ billion
their after a f

then you can realise that we as human , as
as birds, as animals, are all from that t
little in this ocean which was emanated as a
microbe and was mult f which in a sa
solution, like we all are. You are as as I am;
maybe a bit di We have all have our or ~n

as a very tiny proportion in a solution. We were
emanated from that salty solution another environment,
also salty. We were living there in the dark, either
in the water or in the soil or in a mother swamp,
until we were emanated in the environment to which we
belonged, and for which our genes or our soul, if you
want to be happy and say about soul - - lived until old
age, had to die, and follow another cycle of life.

That ,in simple form and simple words, the
saying which is embedded in the religions which have
looked at it 6000 years ago.

DR THOMSON: And you have said that in your SUbmission. Can I
bring you back to that of writing that yourave
in front of you? Down, right near the bottom of page 2:
Is that the way that you would see disputes and disagree
ments being resolved?

CS 378 B.C. HOFF 11.12.8
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MR HOFF: That is the beginning of beginning - two cells at
dispute. After 1, this world has grown up over 2000
years, 6000 years, or whatever - I couldn't care •
We are not living in the past. We are living in today's
knowledge. In today's knowledge we realise, all of us,
and the churches, and the scientists, and the legal
profession, that something has changed. Otherwise we
are lost by nuclear war, either nuclear war or biological
war, or chemical war.

MR COMMISSIONER: Mr Hoff, you would answer the
terms of your - - -

in

MR HOFF: That is what I want. That is the beginning to build it
up again, because we have to learn from nature and
nature has been created by an unknown force, which we
can't do. We can't even create nature 4 She has
created us.

MR COMMISSIONER: Do you wish to pursue any further point in
that?

DR THOMSON: No, I have not any further points on that matter.

MR COMMISSIONER: And further points in the submission that you
wish to pursue?

DR THOMSON: No, not at this stage, sir.

MR COMMISSIONER: Mr Hoff thank you - - -

379 B.C. HOFF 11.12.8
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MR COMMISSIONER (Continuing): - - - thank you very much. We have
your submission and we have the supporting papers.

MR HOFF: Would you like to know where I come with the expenses
to change - because expenses are very important as you
have heard from Senator Jack Evans; that supply bills
are very important. I have for you people here in
Australia quite a lot of money available to initiate
these changes. Very elegant, as I said, very economic
and socially acceptable so that is a point which you
do not touch but as I expressed also in my submission,
about any additions to it, we can start if you are a
little bit, what you call, proud of our country or proud
of being a West Australian; I am only an ex-Dutchie but
I am proud of this country.

DR THOMSON: That is why you would like to see these disputes
resolved?

MR HOFF: That is why I would like to see this country completely
rehabilitated, reconditioned out of the mutilation
which is under a gun ever since 30,000 years. You have
in front of you a booklet there Salt of the Earth from
which you can learn that Australia 30,000 years was under
ocean level. It was salty, it ~as completely salty. It
was poisoned - the soil. In lieu of losing land, like
we are doing now, we can gain land; we can be rich - rich.
Not only in money, we can be rich - and that is more
important - in mind by doing the right thing to mother
nature.

MR COMMISSIONER:
try to
me. I
papers
coming

Mr Hoff, I have a very
find the answers to the
thank you very much for
forwarded with it and I
down to give evidence.

limited task and I have to
questions that are put to
your submission and the
thank you very much for
Is there any

Is there any question of Mr Hoff's expenses?

DR THOMSON: I will ask him that.

Mr Hoff, have you any expenses that you have incurred
because you have come and given us - -

MR HOFF: Gentlemen, I have been working for seven or eight years
and never asked for money_ I don't work for money, I
am out for love. Maybe is that a good answer for you?

DR THOMSON: Thank you.

MR COMMISSIONER: Did you incur any expenses to come down, which
you would like to claim?

MR HOFF: Well, 30 cents for the bus - just forget it.

MR COMMISSIONER: Thank you very much.

WITNESS WITHDREW

AW 380 B.C. HOFF 11.12.84
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I

I have no-one to
an adjournment until 2.15.

and
642

MR COMMISSIONER: The commission will be adjourned until 2.15.

LUNCHEON ADJOURNMENT

AW 381 B.C. HOFF 11.12.84



A submission to the Commission

into deadlocks

1. The term deadlock describes a situation where equal forces are

opposed to produce a stalemate. In current Australian usage when applied

to relations between the houses of a bicameral legislature the term has

acquired the implication that such a situation is an undesirable one.

Thisappears to be the motivation for the establishment of the present

Royal Commission. Yet, if the term deadlock is replaced by such terms

as difference of opinion between majorities in the two houses, or more

accurately, the failure of a legislative proposal to secure the consent

of both houses, many of the perjorative overtones of the situation

described as a deadlock are removed.

2. It should also be noted that the terms of reference of the Royal

Commission seem designed to distort an appreciation of the real nature

of the inquiry. The Commission is purporting to inquire into relation

ships between the two houses of parliament as though the differences of

opinion between the houses themselves were a major problem. In reality

the Commission is inquiring into a clash between the executive whicL

controls a partisan majority in the lower house, and the upper house

which may have a partisan majority of a different colour. It is, in

other words, not an inquiry into aspects of the legislative process but

one into the relationship between the executive on one hand and the

legislature on the other. This is amply demonstrated by the fact of

the Royal Commission inquiry itself, whLch would be a constitutional

impertinence if it were simply inquiring into relationships between
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the houses of parliament.

3. There appears to be the assumption on the part of governments

that once executive approved legislation has been introduced into

parliament, parliament has no right to reject it. That is, there is

the assumption that the executive should be able to dominate the

legislative process through the mechanism of party discipline. While

this is an accurate description of a tendency in all British derived

parliamentary systems it is surely a tendency which should not be taken

for granted let alone encouraged. The so called decline of parliament

during the present century has been closely tied to this loss of a role

for the legislature in sC~Jtinizing legislation independently of the

wishes of the executive.

4. This weakening of the legislative function of parliament is

particularly noticeable in lower houses and has been resisted only in

bicameral systems where the upper house has been fortunate enough to

have a partisan majority at odds with the gOvernment of the day. As

the Senate has shown, only in such circumstances can effective
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legislative scrutiny be maintained, backed the sanction of refusa~

to pass government legislation and the establishment of independen~

committees of inquiry. Accordingly, the ability to create and maintain

deadlocks is a critically important and desirable characteristic of our

parliamentary process. Without the threat of so called deadlocks the

notion of an independent legislature must be forsaken.

5. It should be noted in passing that the logic of this argument

requires that upper houses do not have partisan majorities of the same

persuasion as the government of the day. For this reason changes to
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the present method of electing the membership of the Legislative Council

are desirable both to achieve greater equality of representation and,

by the use of proportional representation, to maximise the chances that

the governing party in the lower house will not gain a majority in the

upper house.

6. Three further points might be made. The first concerns the phrase

'let the government govern'. A great deal of nonsense is implied in

this slogan. The government, in its nature, has control of a vast array

of executive discretions established by existing legislation. Governing

is the exercise of executing laws not the making of them. The fact that

a government cannot succeed in getting some measure passed by the

parliament is in no way a restriction of its power to govern. The phrase

also implies that the executive should be relieved of the obligation to

convince the parliament of the virtues of its proposals, and of the need

to compromise in the interests of securing broader community support for

executive sponsored legislation,

7. The second point concerns the source of models for our

process. Although the origins of our process are Britis~,

strong elective upper houses are more congruent with the assumptions

about government held in the United States than in Britain. In the

United States, deadlocks are the normal state of affairs both within

the legislature, and between the legislature and the executive. These

differences of opinion are not only taken for granted but are relished

as the measure of a vibrant, active and effective legislative process.

Accordingly, it might be appropriate to put the complaints about

deadlocks in proper perspective and to see them for what they are -
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an attempt by the executive branch to suppress the independence of the

legislature.

8. Finally, there is the matter of disagreements between the houses

which result in the blocking of supply or similar measures designed to

force a government to the people at a time not of its choosing. While
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there is no reason why the choice of election date should be the monopoly

of the executive. it is clear that the present situation permits the

Legislative Council to force a government to the polls without the

Council itself having to stand for election. It might be appropriate to

amend the Constitution Act to permit some form of double dissolution but

this is neither an urgent nor a particularly important measure. The

present system has not been used to oust a government and has produced

an orderly series of elections every three years. The events of 1975,

while having traumatic consequences for the concerns of commonwealth

governments should not distort the constitutional priorities of this

state.

9. In conclusion, the answers to the questions asked in the

Commission's terms of reference should be

(a) No, with the possible exception of matters referred to in

paragraph 8 above; and

(b) Given the answer to question (a) no answer to (b) is

required with the exception of matters referred to in

paragraph 8 above.

Campbell Sharman
Department of Politics
University of Western Australia

29 November 1984



MR CO~~SSIONER: Yes, Dr Thomson?

DR THOMSON: With your permission, s , I would call Dr Campbell
Sharman.
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DR THOMSON: Would us your full name?

DR SHARMAN: George Campbell Sharman.

DR THOMSON: Your residential address?

DR SHARMAN: It is 44 Florence Road, Nedlands.

DR THOMSON: Your occupation?

DR SHA~~: I am a senior lecturer in the Department of
Politics at the University of WAG

DR THOMSON: For how long have you worked in the Department
of Politics?

DR SHARMAN: Since 1977.

DR THOMSON: Could you just tell us your academic qualifications?

DR SHARMAN: I graduated in law and arts in the University of
Adelaide and then took graduate degrees at the
University of London and in Queens
in Ontario.

DR THOMSON:
area?

were what

DR SHARMAN: There
the London
degrees in

of Economics
Masters and PHes

science.

DR THOMSON: Just for the
thesis.

of your PHd

DR SHARMAN: It was the Courts and the Governmental Process
in Canada, I think.

DR THOMSON: In your position have you
study federa:lism?

DR SHARMAN: Yes.

a particular

DR THOMSON: Does that include a particular study the Western
Australian legislative system?

DR SHARMAN: Not particularly. I have an amateur's
in the topic.

KB 382 G..C.. SHARMAN
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DR SHARMAN: ..

a look at
that a document by
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DR THOMSON: I understand that you are willing that that
submission be available public at the
commission ..

DR SHARMAN: Yes ..

29 ........ Document Dr Sharman ..

DR THOMSON: I wonder if you would just, firstly, in your own
words elaborate on your submission.. As you go through
I may ask some questions ..

DR SHARMAN: What I tried to do in the submission to
indicate there is in the term Mdeadlock~ an
implication that a difference of opinion between
the two houses is automatically a bad thing .. I
do not think that is the case.. The second point I
wish to make is that although the royal commission
is purporting or appears to be inquiring into the
relationships between the two houses, that
in reality it is an inquiry into relationships between
the executive branch and the legislature ..

DR THOMSON: Can I just hold you on that point on the first page,
paragraph 2 of your submission:

-In reality the commission is inquiring
into a clash executive
...... (reads) ....... the on
one on

IIW

Can I
a

terms not
but in political terms?

DR SHARMAN: Yes" One would not
term l'Icontrol~;

which controls a
one of

I mean

too much

KB 3 G..C.. SHARMAN .. ..
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DR SHARMAN (Continuing): - - - a party and it is, in turn, to a
certain extent controlled by a party, yes.

DR THOMSON: Could you then say that the lower house is controlled
by a political party which commands a majority of seats
in that house?

DR SHARMAN: No. The party in a contemporary mass party
the party is outside. Nominally the majority in the
lower house is comprised of people who owe allegiance
to a-particular party which has an organisation outside
the parliament which to greater or lesser extents controls
their goals and to a certain extent their policies.

DR THOMSON: I am sorry, I may have misled you. I was talking of
a political party in the sense of those people who hold
seats in the lower house of being the same political
persuasion. I did not mean an outside body. Would you
say that the lower house and the executive that sits in
that lower house is controlled by the members who sit
in that house comprise the same political party as the
ministers?

DR SHARMAN: Yes; I would not want to quibble about the term
"control". They are both part of the same political
party and the way in which an executive is chosen or found
in a British parliamentary derived s~stem is that the
executive is chosen from those people who have a
numerical majority in the lower house and that, in
contemporary terms, means belong to the same party or
the same coalition.

DR THOMSON: What I am
political
house which
of those who s

to is: Is not real the
of those sitting in the lower
t the po party comprised

in the upper house?

DR SHARMAN: Yes; it a matter stress. The form, indeed, in
many introductory texts in the first paragraph indicates
that the executive is dependent upon a majority in the
lower house, and that there is much truth on that. In
extreme terms, if the executive loses a majority in the
lower house then it falls but in reality the executive
- the members of the executive - owe their position to
the ability to control the members in the lower house;
both of them owe allegiance to party principles which
are held outside the house, so that to the extent to which
important decisions are made they are made by very close
consultation by the members of the lower house and the
members of the executive who are What I am
arguing is that they are basically of the same kind; they
are fused and the most important part of that fused
element the

DR THOMSON: Would you press as hard as you do in your
submission that a disagreement between the

houses ly a disagreement between the and

AW 384 G.C. SHARMAN 11.12.84
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the upper house, than a disagreement between
members of parliament who are sitting in both houses?

DR SHARMAN: ; I would, because may be exceptional cases
where there a genuine disagreement between the
houses which has nothing to do with the wishes of the
executive but that all, or the great majority of, cases
where the~e are major disagreements between the houses - 
it is because the executive has managed to pass something
through the lower house that it wishes to see made law
and the upper house of a hostile party that is in
majority objects so it seems to me it - - indeed as I
think I have said the very setting up of the ~oyal

commission indicates that it is the executive that has
most to lose from obstacles or construction or difficulties
or differences of opinion between them and the upper
house.

DR THOMSON: Just before I come to that aspect of your SUbmission,
we will linger a moment longer on this first point. The
executive could not get its bills through the lower house

AW 385 G.e. SHARMAN 11.12,,84
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DR THOMSON (Continuing): - - - the lower house unless other
members who sit in that lower .house are of the same
political complexion as the executive, voted with
the executives.

DR SHA&~AN: I think what you are driving towards, but it seems
to me that that is simply a description of the pro
forma requirements of the British parliamentary system.

DR THOMSON: It is not political reality.

DR SHAR~N: It is political reality in the sense that if'the
executive cannot do~at, but it is not the reality of
the relationship between the two houses. Perhaps I
could refer you to a well known article by Professor
Gordon Reid, written in a previous capacity, which was
entitled The Trinitarian Struggle. Although relating
to the Commonwealth parliament, he pointed out very
clearly that there were these relationships between
executive and the lower house, as representatives, and
the senate, and that for most purposes the house of
representatives and the executive shared interests 
the majority in that the house of representatives
shared the interest with the executive - and the major
struggle was in effect between the executive and the
senate. I am just using the same argument or trans
ferring it to the sphere of the state.

DR THOMSON: Do we need a reference to that article, where it
might be found?

?
DR SHAR~AN: I can provide It is in Mayer & Nelson - that

is, H. Mayer and H. Nelson, editors 
Politics, a Third Reader, published by Cheshire, I
think, as it was in the late 1970s.

MR COMMISSIONER: Before we leave that, it is in other words not
an inquiry into aspects of the legislative process but
into the relationship between the executive on the one
hand and the legislature on the other hand. I thought
I heard you say, in the upper house, on the other hand.

DR SHARMAN: Yes. I am, to a slight extent, overstating my case.
What my argument is, is that - as I hope I develop
clearly later on - the only functioning part of the
legislature, the only independent part of it, is an
upper house when it has a hostile majority from that
of the government.

DR THOMSON: Just at the bottom of your submission there, you
indicate:

"This is amply demonstrated by the
fact of the royal commission ....
(reads) .... relationships between
the houses of parliament."

CS 386 G.C SHARMAN 11.12.84
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If we take it that the commission's recommen-

dations carry no , other than being merely
recommendations, and if one conceded for a moment
that was an inquiry into the relationship between
the houses of parliament, would there be any difference
between that inquiry and a seminar which was conducted
into the relationships by, let us say, the law faculty
and the politics faculty. Would that seminar also be
a constitutional impertinence?

DR SHARMAN: No; and I admit I am touching on sensitive
The commission may be aware that the Minister for
Electoral Affairs distributed widely a letter challe~

ging the views of the precedence of the legislative
council - that, I think, he used the word II improper" •
The minister replied that this was incorrect because
there was no reason in law why the Royal commission
could not be set up. I think it is manifestly clear
that the government can set up a royal commission on
anything it sees fit, I suppo~e even cases before
the courts, although clearly people might object to
that.

It seems to me that the reason why I think it is
undesirable is two-fold. Firstly, if the matter were
purely - - -

CS 387 G. c. SHARMAN 11.12.
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DR SHARMAN {Continuing): - - - if the matter were purely
between relations between the houses, it
were simply the legislative process, then it seems to
me that is the proper place or bodies set up by
the legislature itself are the appropriate measures
to take advice. Secondly, as I have indicated
before, I think in many ways or the reality of
the relationship of the inquiry is to look into
relations between executive and the legislature and
that if the executive were genuine or consistent
in its approach to the topic it would have included
that in its terms of reference to the extent of
inquiring what ought is and what ought to be the
relationship between the executive branch and the
legislature. I think then it would be a perfectly proper
activity. To answer your point though it seems to
me that a royal commission is not just an inquiry
of citizens with no status in the system. A royal
commission now has the full authority of the
executive branch.

DR THOMSON: I am sorry to have interrupted you. Would you
like to go on with your submission?

MR COMMISSIONER: Could I just pursue that a little further?
Would it have made any difference to your view
if both parties and consequently both houses had
collaborated in the appointing of the commission?
Would it still be an inquiry into the relationship
between the executive and the legislature?

DR SHA&~: I suppose if the legislature had petitioned
the government of the day to set up such an inquiry
in this form then that would be fair enough but I
find it difficult to imagine why the legislature
should do that. It has ample powers to
establish to inquire into things and to
collect It seems to me the royal commiss
was set up precisely because the part of the leqislature
the government was most interested inquiring into
was precisely not willing to set up an inquiry in
the form which the government requires.

THE COMMISSIONER: Are you_suggesting that it had been
set up by both parties through both houses it could
not have been a royal commission?

DR SHARMAN: My understanding they would have to petition
the royal commission who is essentially an executive
sponsored body. By comparison the inquiry into the
electoral matters, and perhaps the role of the
upper house, I forget the - - it had a title
but the inquiry in New South set up by the
legislative council which touched on some of these
matters in the 1970s seems to me a more appropriate
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forum the kind of thing which this commission
is looking into given that the legislature had not
requested an inquiry this kind.

DR THOMSON: Just one question arising out of that, sir -
the terms of reference handed to you do not preclude
the situation where the council passes a bill and
sends it to the assembly so it is that type of
disagreement as that is covered by the terms
of reference.

DR SHARMAN: YesJ but our view that that is a, certainly
from the point of view of those setting up the
royal commission, very minor form of disagreement.

DR THOMSON: The commission's terms of reference do not
state that, do they?

DR SHARMAN: No. My complaint or my point of view is, as stated
earlier, that the substance of the royal commission
inquiry is into those circumstances where
the government of the day finds it cannot pass its
legislation through the upper house and hence there
is the deadlock. The mechanism by which this
deadlock established is the fact that it is passed
in the lower house and - - -
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DR SHAR1:1AN (Cont.Lnu i.nql e. - -" in the lower house and not
through the upper, but the reality that it is the
government that is thwarted.

DR THOMSON: Just to get this straight, my proposition~ that
the terms of reference themselves give no indication
of that. Your submission is that outside those terms
of reference, that is why the terms of reference were
given.

DR SHARMAN: I do not know why they were given. All I am saying
is that they are congruent with an attempt to indicate
the problem, that there was a disagreement between the
houses; whereas, in my interpretation, the problem or
the disagreement is between the executive of the day
and one part of the legislature.

DR THOMSON: Perhaps I can move us on to page 2 of your
submission, which I think flows on from your earlier
remarks:

"There appears to be the
assumption on the part
•..• (reads) .••. parliament
has no right to reject it."

Are you suggesting that that is the assumption upon
which the terms of reference are based?

DR SHARMAN: Yes.

DR THOMSON: Could I suggest - -

DR SHARMAN: I do not mean to read too much into the terms.
The point I am trying to make there is that the princ 1
characteristic of h derived parliamentary processes
in the twentieth century has been that the executive has
come to dominate the legislative process through the
agency of the mass party. Therefore, the executives
assume that once there has been full and frank debate
in the party room, parliament has no business to inter
fere.

DR THOMSON: Take that as given and that it is correct. Does
that assumption at all flow through into these terms
of reference? I say that because if one answered the
first question, HYes H, and moved onto the second
question, there is no need to devise a mechanism
that will mean that that bill which passed one of
the houses would become law. You could devise a
mechanism, a joint sitting, for instance, where the
council would prevail, or the house have rejected
the bill.

DR SHARMAN: Yes.

DR THOMSON: For the purpose of this inquiry, that assumption
relevant to the terms of reference or does it a
the terms of reference?
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DR SHARMAN: I suppose, but I see it being a peripheral matter.
I think the thrust of my submission that I am in
favour of deadlocks. I do not see why either house
should prevail.

DR THOMSON: Yes. That would be the situation. Neither house
would prevail, even if you had a deadlock resolving
mechanism, would it? - sometimes at least. The bill
would .•• ? .. unpass.

DR SHARMAN: I am not against sweetness and light or agreement,
negotiated agreements, between differing sections of
the legislature. What I feel is important is that
there not be a coercive mechanism by which the will
or desire of one house - and usually that is the one
with the government majority - shall prevail over the
opinion of the other.

DR THOMSON: So if you had a non-coercive mechanism, a mechanism
that did not always or even in the majority of cases
lead to one house's will prevailing over another,
would you be against such a mechanism?

DR SHARMAN: No, but I see no need for a special mechanism. I
think that occurs anyway. In systems where there are
co-equal powers between houses or close to co-equal
ones, matters, disagreements, are resolved, because
by and large - - -
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DR SHARMAN (Continuing): - - and large it is in the interests
of all parties to come to some solution most of the
time and indeed where there is no agreement, then it is
usually in the interests of one party that there be no
resolution in which case the difference of agreement
persists until such time as it is in everybody's
interests.

DR THOMSON: I will take you a little bit further down that page.
You indicate that the decline of parliament during the
present century has been closely tied to this loss of
a role, for the legislature and scrutinising legislation
independently the wishes of the senate - -

DR SHARMAN: Of the executive.

DR THOMSON: Sorry, of the executive and you go on, further down,
to say that this has been resisted only in bicameral
systems where the upper house has been fortunate enough
to have a partisan majority at odds with the government
of the day; as the senate has shown only in such
circumstances can effective legislative scrutiny be
maintained, backed by the sanction of refusal to pass
government legislation and the establishment of independ
ent committees of inquiry. Can I ask two ~uestions?

Firstly, in relation to the senate, there is a method
to resolve double dissolutions and secondly could you
have another situation - that is the situation which
apparently prevails in Tasmania - where the upper house
is to a considerable extent composed of independents
not filiated with either political party?

DR SHARMAN: I could mention three things; an 1
point, which a caveat what I said
here, is that in the Australian that
to be true; that is an process.
In some other , there
have been periods when a of opinion within the
lower house has led to a real legislative debate: in
other words, a minority government and to a certain
extent this occurred in Britain. It was essentially
unstable and I think that statement is still true. A
point I again wish to make is that there is no easily
invoked mechanism for resolving deadlocks, that
particularly does not involve the executive in considerable
cost to itself, so I would see the double dissolution
procedure for the resolution of disagreements between
the senate and the house of representatives as being
an exceptional way of resolving difficulties and not
affecting the generality of the truth of that statement
and indeed the changes - the recent changes-to the
Electoral Act in the senate affecting the increased
numbers - - senators from each state I think will further

the resistance or the reluctance of the
executive ever to call a double dissolution again. As
to Tasmania, I think that to a matter further
down and I think a matter that is quite independent of
the point I am making. That is, the composition of the
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upper house9 All comments thus far have to do
with upper houses, however they are chosen1 whether
they be nominated, elected on a broad franchise, elected
on a restricted franchise, independents or
of parties. The only requirement that the upper
house have a majority which is unsympathetic to the
government of the day or perhaps, even to put it more
accurately, they cannot be taken for granted by the
government of the day.

DR THOMSON: You can have that position even with a - - -
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deadlock

DR SHARMAN: Yes e

- that position even with a
mechanism ..

DR THOMSON: Are you saying - I may be foreshadowing what you
are saying - that you should not have a deadlock
resolving mechanism?

DR SHARMAN: I think the deadlock resolving mechanism ought
to be so awkward and generate such discomfort to all parties
as to b~ r@ferred to - - to be able to be employed at the
discretion of either party only in very exceptional
circumstances.. The normal way of resolving differences
between the houses should be by negotiation ..

DR THOMSON: So you are saying that if you have got, what I may
call, a weak deadlock resolving mechanism - by that
I mean one where the will of one house can easily
be made to prevail - that will weaken the legislative
function of parliament whereas if you had a very
cumbersome and hard mechanism, like 57, that does
not really have any effect on the senate's ability
to perform its review functions ..

DR SHARMAN: Yes, two caveats. I am not including in the deadlock
breaking mechanism a reduction in the powers of
either chamber.. The other caveat is, I think,
that deadlock resolving mechanisms however cumbersome
do have a tendency, depending on how they are designed,
to weaken the margin, the reviewing ability
of the upper house unless they are invokable by both houses
and of course in the senate they are invoked only at
the discretion of the executive; so I would seek
that as weakening the reviewing function of the
senate but not to a icant extent4

DR THOMSON: Both the deadlock
constitution, 57 and 8,
by the governor general .. Can I
bit further down, just briefly

DR SHARMAN: Could I

DR THOMSON: Sorry.. Yes?

the

DR SHARMAN: That next sentence - the one beginning Maccordingly" 
I regard as the guts of my case but the ability to
create and maintain deadlocks a critically
important and desirable characteristic of our
parliamentary process.. Without the threat of so-called
deadlocks the notion of an independent legislature
must be foresaken .. Perhaps I should add the rider
that I think British derived parliamentary institutions
have arrived at this situation largely by mistake
and it is certainly not to be found the original
group
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DR THOMSON: That was sentence I was coming to and thank
you for that~ The word flmaintain fl and focus
on that, would you the word that fiindefinitely"?

DR SHARMAN: No. I think it as it

DR THOMSON: What I am really trying to say do you mean
indefinitely or do you maintain until
can be reached?

DR SHARMAN: It does not worry me personally that deadlocks
may persist indefinitely. It requires two to
indulge in a permanent disagreement.

DR THOMSON: I wonder if we could move to paragraph 5 of
your submission. In that you advocate ch~,qes to
the present electoral system for the council as
that is desirable for two reasons - to achieve greater
equality of representation and, secondly, by the
use of proportional representation to maximise the
chances, the governing party in the lower house will
not gain the majority in the upper house.
Firstly as to the word nmaximise fi, could you maxkm~se

the position any more than it is already - - -
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DR THOMSON (Continuing): .- - - already: that is, at least when
the Labor party is in office in the lower house always
council has been on a different political collection.
Would you want to maximise - -do you mean to reverse
the situation so that when the Liberal party are in the
assembly, the Labor party would hold the majority in
the council?

DR SHARMAN: Yes. I would like to see that be a permanent
unsympathetic majority. I think a famous American
political scientist advocated a system whereby the
losers in any electoral contest would automatically
be the auditors of the position for which they had
just lost office. I do not think such a system would
be compatible with our view of government. I think
the major problem with the present legislative council
is that it only operates effectively when the Labor
party is in power in the lower house. I think the
quality of legislative scrutiny increases immeasurably
when the Labor party controls the government and I think
it is a shame that the Liberals are denied the benefit
of a similar scrutiny and I would like to see a system
whereby every government of whatever political persuasion
could not take a majority in the upper house for granted.
I believe too that both the schemes advocated by the
present government, in terms of the composition of the
upper house would tend to achieve this effect. The
first one could almost guarantee to do it; the second
one would be highly likely to achieve that effect.

DR THOMSON: What are those two schemes?

DR SHARMAN: The f st one was a statewide election of, I think,
11 members and the second proposal was one where there
was zoned proportional election by zones.

MR COMMISSIONER: The f st one as well?

DR SHARMAN: Yes: but the number as to proportionality
tends to increase, with the number of people to be
elected from the district. Obviously 11
members would have a quote of one-twelfth and the chance
of one-twelfth of the population having a view that
would differ from both the major parties is quite high,
but under both systems the balance of power in the
upper house would be likely to be held by a minor party
or an independent, which would have the desired effect
on the system.

DR THOMSON: On both ?

DR, SHARMAN: On both parties. I should also like to add here that
I think the present government1s attitude to the upper
house a little self-contradictory, or inconsistent.
As a person who thinks that upper houses are important,
I am in favour of them being strengthened by making them
as representative as possible, as I understand is the
government of the day. The government also to
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its powers and it seems to me that it may

difficult to both those at the same time.

DR THOMSON: You would
representation?

that dilemma by proportional

DR SHARMAN: No; I am not removing the dilemma. I wish to
strengthen the dilemma.

DR THOMSON: Just on your proportional representation point, do
you see that with one vote one value?

DR SHARMAN: I would prefer to see it move in that direction but
it seems to me the present system is manifestly
inequitable. I think movement in the direction of one
vote one value would be desirable and I believe that a
compromise in that direction might be forthcoming.

DR COMMISSIONER: With the whole state as one electorate, could
you have otherwise than one vote one value?

DR SHARMAN: No. The reason, I understand, why the government
moved to a zoning system was precisely to accommodate
the disquiet of minor parties and to a lesser extent,
the opposition, that that would politically disadvantage
the residents of areas far distant from Perth.

DR THOMSON: That possibility of it dividing the state into
regions is also open at least in respect of Queensland
under the second paragraph of section 7 of the common
waalth constitution, I think, so you could have an
anaiogy there.

DR SHARMAN: Yes. I see that as being a relatively minor technical
matter. The pr I wish to establish is -
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WITNESS (Cottinuing): - - - to establish is that if the legis
lative council is to have the political authority
that it needs to have the self-confidence to challenge
successfully the government, it should be as fairly
elected as is consistent with the varying political
goals that the state constitution wishes to achieve.

DR THOMSON: With a system of proportional representation, is
it your view that it is more likely that the government
whichever complexion it is, will not gain a majority in
the council?

DR SHARMAN: Yes, with again the caveat that proportional repre
sentation systems can be modified to achieve - - to
maximise their disproportionality. I am making the
assumption that the proportional system is itself
applied in a system of electoral law, which tends to
enhance its proportionality.

DR THOMSON: Given that situation, would you go on to say then
that the system of electoral distribution might in some
way be linked to the answer that you might give in
respect of the first term of reference?

DR SHARMAN: No. I see them as being linked only in terms of
political expediency but not in terms of the points
I wish to make. I would support an upper house with
strong veto powers, even if it were nominated, although
I think, as the Canadian senate shows, the ability of
such a chamber to use its powers is severely limited
by its lack of political representation.

DR THOMSON: So if you had a proportional representation system
that gave you a situation where the maj was not
of the same complexion, that may lead in a quantitative
sense to more disagreements betweenthe houses. Even
in that situation, you would not see a need - leave
aside supply bills and others - for a deadlock resolving
mechanism.

DR SHARMAN: No. Indeed, the importance of the proportional
is more for its likelihood to produce

disagreements between the houses than it is in terms
of fairness.

DR THOMSON: It seems to me that under your submission you could
possibly have two extreme situations, either the
council being merely a rubber stamp in the assembly
or, on the other hand, being completely obstructionist.
Are you suggesting two middle courses? The first one
you may be suggesting more strongly; that is, proportional
representation will lead to minority parties holding the
balance of power and,therefore, there could be some
negotiations with the minority party to resolve that
deadlock. Secondly, the other middle course is
the councilor the upper house, exercising its review
functions by way of committees, such as happens in the
senate.
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DR SH~~: No. I wish to those two points. As I
mentioned earlier, I am in favour of a situation
where there is disagreement between the houses or
the potential for disagreement between the houses,
as a precursor to negotiation based on the merits
of the case however they see them. I should point
out that the two extremes that you mentioned are
unlikely and politically costly to all parties. By
that, I mean a complete and continuing disagreement
between an upper house and the government of the day
is likely to produce severe political penalties for
whichever is the more unreasonable, I would have
thought in the short term rather than the long term.
If the upper house simply a cipher, then there are
political costs there, less obvious, but they will
eventually reduce, for example, the calibre of people
in the upper house, the self-confidence of the chamber,
and indeed the system will atrophy with the propensity
fbrthe government of theday to make larger areas than
it otherwise.would. So I believe that it is - - -
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DR SHARMAN (Continuing): - - - that for benefit
everybody including the government the day
that there be the expectation that there may be
disagreements or substantive legislative review
of government legislation. As for the committees
of inquiry, I do not believe that committees of
inquiry are really worth having unless they are
backed up by the ability of the upper house to
refuse to pass government legislation. I think the
experience of the house of representatives and
indeed committees of lower houses throughout Australia
have shown that by and large - and there are a few
honourable exceptions - matters are only referred
to them if the government does not care very strongly
about them and recommendations of such committees
that are referred to the government will perish
unless they correspond with existing government policy.
I do not share, for example, the apparent view of
the committee on committees which seems to be saying,
as far as I understand it - the interim report -
that the upper house could somehow trade off its
power to block legislation in return for an extensive
system of committees. I believe that system would
be worthless unless it is backed up by the power to
veto legislation.

DR THOMSON: I am sorry to be repetitive but
in my own mind - the one change,
aside for the moment questions of
you think would be desirable is a
representation.

can I just clarify
and I am putting
supply, that
move for proportional

DR SHARMAN: Yes; but that I would regard as being incidental
to your terms of reference. I do not regard that as
a deadlock resolving mechanism. It seems to me
that you say is a comment on the compos
of the upper house

DR THOMSON: If that is so, putting as the fact that such
a system of representation may inevitably leave the
balance of power in minor parties, what would you say
to someone who asked you or told you or asserted
that the history of the council has always been
one of the two extremes - either it has always been
a rubber stamp and the Liberal party holds the power
in the assembly, or it has always been obstructionist
when the Labor party holds the power in the assembly; that

one extreme or the other, it never anything

DR SHARMAN: I think as a shorthand that would correct but
only in the broadest terms. I think a deal
of legislation has been passed under the present
government and has under previous Labor governments
and similarly have been occasions when the
upper house has disp with
measures introduced by Liberal governments but. I
would agree that in my terms only operates
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DR THOMSON: At least at extreme of obstructionism
it has never reached that point and I think,to
use somewhat your words, we are at such crisis
proportions that we are all starting to worry about
the policital system" It has never reached
those proportions"

DR SHARMAN: Again I think obstructionism begging the question"
It happens to disagree strongly with the government
of the day" You could say the government of the day
is being obstructionist" If you are saying
there have been a series of disagreements between
the government of the day and the upper house
I would with you" My own assessment is that
the members of the upper house who have the majority
in the upper house, agonise considerably whenever
they are required to knock back government legislation
and I think it is appropriate that they do agonise
over it" I do not regard that as being ipso faco
obstructionist"

DR THOMSON: Just for the record - you would like to see that
situation in relation to whatever party held the - -

DR SHARMAN: Yes"

DR THOMSON: Given that that in fact has not occurred, your
preference, you are not seeing - and I am sorry to
interrupt - proportional representation as a means

getting to your preferred ition"

DR SHARMAN: As the most likely
to a situation where

MR COMMISSIONER: The question
would not you quite to

opposition in the upper
the majority, would be a
power, would it not?

way of
is always a

position
house would
question of

DR SHARMAN: There would be
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DRS~~N (Continuing): - - - outcomes. A very popular government
might have a majority in both. The vagaries of the
single member electoral district might produce - or
a strong differential voting; people voting differently
in different houses - a situation where the opposition
did have a majority in the upper house and the
government the majority in the lower. Thirdly, and I
think the most likely of those three outcomes, is where
it was held by independents.

I should also point out that the balance of power
is only useful if the major components disagree. If
the Labor party and the Liberal party agree on a
measure, then having the balance of power is of no
use to anybody. So I see the function of the balance
of minor parties as being perhaps two-fold, the first
necessarily increasing the nominal proportion of the
electorate who agree with a particular measure and,
secondly and much more importantly, providing the
opportunity for interested groups to influence the
legislative process by focussing their attentions
and their arguments on members of parliament, rather
than going to see the appropriate minister or the
appropriate public servant. That is what I am keen
to see,a legislative process which can be seen to
debate substantive issues and be a focus for genuine
political action.

DR THOMSON: One last question on this aspect: Given your pre
ferred position - that is, a different majority in both
houses - it would not matter which way the bill was
introduced, if it was a council bill that was rejected
by the assembly or an assembly bill rejected by the
council. You would still, in both situations, see
that as a proper parliamentary function?

DR SHARMh~: Yes, although the latter kind of lation I would
see as being of a different kind, a form of public
or an activity indicating the seriousness with which
the opposition or the majority in the upper house felt
about a measure, rather than with any serious expec
tation that it would become law, unless, of course, they had
developed~ long-standing tradition that legislation might
originate in either house or either party, but it seems
to me that that is a long way from the expectations of
the present system.

DR THOMSON: I wonder if we can move on to the seventh paragraph
of your submission. You talk about the United States.
Can I ask, firstly, whether you mean by that phrase
either or both the congress and state legislatures?

DR SHARMAN: Yes? I think both are - - Well, I could add to that:
also bills of rights. I think they are all mechanisms
which are designed to divide the functions of govern-
ment, set limi on of the governmental process.
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DR THOMSON: Without going too deeply into the comparisons and
dif , we accept, would we, that in the United
States there not a of responsible government,
at least federally?

DR SHARMAN: I would quibble with the phrase. I think their
government is as responsible as ours, or irresponsib
If you mean that they have a government which is not
chosen from the legislature, then I would agree with
you.

DR THOMSON: Where you say, "Deadlocks are the normal state of
fairs", is there not a means via conferences for

deadlocks between the houses to be resolved?

DR SHARMAN: Yes, but it is my understanding that they have grown
up ad hoc. The point I am making is that even with
such matters as - - -
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DR SHARMAN (Continuing): - - - as the budge~, the president or
the governor may have his priorities in his budget,
the upper house may have their priorities in their
budget and the lower house may have their priorities
in their budget and the final voting of funds is
dependent upon a compromise between all three and this
is regarded as being perfectly normal.

DR THOMSON: Again in the US situation the executive, although
it does not sit in the legislature, does endeavour to
get their own legislation through?

DR SHAm~N: Yes. It has to do
but not by coercion.

by negotiation and persuasion,

DR THOMSON: So again we have the analogy in the Australian system
and the American system of the executive trying to
dominate or get its bills through the legislature?

DR SHARMAN: I believe that to be an occupational hazard of
executives in general - they wish to have their way all
the time.

DR THOMSON: The only difference is that the executive formally
in the Australian situation sits in the legislature?

DR SHARMAN: No. I think there are major differences between the
two. The e~cutive, in your system, is dependent on a
majority in the legislature. To that extent, as I
mentioned earlier, it in many respects controls that
It is in a position to dominate the legislative
process in the lower house and does so.

DR THOMSON: If we accept your word that there are major
between the two, can we put aside the
States example and your sentence which says "In
United States deadlocks are the normal state

United
the
aff if?

DR SHARMAN: No; because what I am trying to establish is the
assumptions about government that people in Australia
have. The executive branch, and those in sympathy with
strong executive government, have consistently stressed
the British connection - stressed British traditions 
which of course are those of a completely dominated
legislature. I am saying that there is an alternative
and equally respectable and, I believe, more appropriate
set of assumptions which are congruent with United
States institutions but are not solely restricted to
those. I would like to see more of those assumptions
transferred to Australia and particularly as it app
to the legislative process. I would like to see the
assumption that there ought to be a legislative process
that was independent, was free of partisan dominance
by the executive party.

DR THOMSON: Can we do that given that are major dif
the two? Can we so easily trans those
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DR SHARMAN: Yes, manifestly. I do not think we have to transfer
those assumptions. We simply have to make them. If
you are saying "Is it possible to devise a hybrid system?"
the answer, I think, is "Yes, with some difficulty."
I think Tasmania has maintained a hybrid system for
many years. I think the senate well on the way to
being established as a hybrid system, since the late
sixties, although I fear that the changes to the
Electoral Act will, as they were intended to do, increasingly
restrict the ability of the senate to do that. I think
it is perfectly possible and indeed I hope to see it
in this state, whereby there is an assumption that
legislation must pass both houses and there is a
probability that both those houses or neither of those
houses - - I will start again. That those houses,
one of those houses, will not be controlled by the
executive.

DR THOMSON: That would entail a fundamental alteration of the
present system?

DR SHARMAN: No~ I do not believe it is at all. I think it
might involve only a different way of seeing the
present system. I think we do - - -
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DR SHARMAN (Continuing): - - - think we do have that system,
we do have a powerful and independent upper house
and we have done since 1890"

DR THOMSON: That may be so" I am not questioning your assumptiDn
about a powerful upper house .. All I am wondering is
whether we ought to transfer the American assumption
that deadlocks are the normal state of affairs,
where their governmental system has a major
difference from ours, into our system"

DR SHARMAN: I believe that the American system and the British
system are at present a long way apart. I do got
think they were in the late 19th century. Dicey
who had a very low opinion of the American constitutional
structure saw the paraphernalia of federalism and the
division of powers and the bill of rights as being
unnecessary as long as you had a parliament made
up of responsible people like Dicey who would debate
things on the merits and would vote according to
the suitability of legislation for the whole nation.
The problem has been the rise of the mass party which
has been the mechanism for subordinating the lower
house to the wishes of the executive and I think this
is why people in Britain, as I mentioned earlier,
are now looking towards many of the mechanisms which
Dicey poured cold water on precisely because they
fear that their governmental system is being unduly
dominated by the executive branch.

DR THOMSON: Can I ask you, in your readings - the American
situation, is it not true that there a number of
American scholars who see the inability of conaress
to pass legislation who have suggested that the
system change to a system of responsible government
so that the executive can in congress and

DR SHARMAN: Very true. have been a few notable
commentators, even a president of the United States
Woodrow Wilson, who were very keen on that. ~.d there was
a period of popularity for the British model in the
1950s and 1960s. I think the British model has fallen
into grave disrepute. Indeed there is an excellent
article on the changing fashionability of the
British model which I could provide to the commission
later, it is by Leon Epstein, which preci~ely on that
topic.

DR THOMSON: Can I put also there are presently who
are advocating the British model ly to
overcome the deadlocks that occur the
house of and the senate the
American
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DR SHARMAN: may be" I not think
body American

indeed I think they would ~c~~~n~n

unusual but everyone to his taste"

DR THOMSON: I do not want to pursue those matters further,
on that part the case"

MR COMMISSIONER: What about the proposals in Canada to change
the senate in Canada?

DR SHARMAN: Canada is an excellent example, I think, of-a
system which, both nationally and the provinces,
substantially has disembarrassed itself of
upper houses in those provinces that had them and
I think now has come to regret that at the
national level but the motivations for changing
Canada are very mixed and they are as much a concern
with making the government in Ottowa representative
of regional concerns as they are as being a check
on the executive" I think these mixed motives
may explain why it is so very difficult to have
proposals which are acceptable to everybody including - - -
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DR SHARMAN (Continuing): - - - to everybody including the
government of the day and I find it very hard to
imagine either of the major parties ever accepting
a proposal for change in the senate of Canada without
substantially reducing the price would be
substantially reducing its powers.

DR THOMSON: I will move along to paragraph 8 at page 4. There
are two principal questions; firstly, you talk about
the blocking of supply or similar measure. The
first question is what would you envisage as similar
measures? Secondly, you say it might be appropriate
to amend the constitution to permit some form of
double dissolution. I am wondering what form you would
see?

DR SHAR~: As I say at the end of that paragraph, I see this
whole concern with the blocking of supply as stemming
from concern with the situation in 1975. That I do not
think has direct or pressing application to the system
in this state. Consequently, I have not given very
much detailed thought to this. By "other measures" I
simply meant some legislative action which was designed
to force the governments to the polls. It might be
the denial of money - I assume it would have to be
something like that but the point being arranging a
situation where the government was constrained, either
by constit~tional provision or by that much less used
term of convention, by being forced to have an election
at a time not of the executive's choosing. As I
indicate. there, I do not really see why the executive
should have that monopoly so I am not averse to
governments being forced to the polls not of their
choos I see there is some rough justice that if a
chamber can inflict pain on another chamber and an
executive upon it that that chamber
should not inflict pain ly and therefore as
elections are the most painful form of activity, or
getting re-elected is a painf~l form of activity for
members of parliament, then I see some argument for
having some mechanism for a double dissolution. I think
it should be hard to invoke and I do not see the problem
as being a particularly pressing one; just as in 1975 I
would much have preferred the Governor General to have
stayed his hand and enabled negotiation to occur between
the majorities in both houses.

DR THOMSON: If I can just revert to my first question - by the
words "supply or similar measures" you are really talking
about other money measures; you are not talking about
electoral bills or constitutional amendment bills?

DR SHARMAN: No. I cannot imagine something that would force a
government to a poll without money but I just wish to
include all measures which constrain the government to
go to an election not of its choosin~ at a time not of
its choosing.
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DR THOMSON: And blocking supply you would say that the only

reason blocking of supply was an intention to force
the government to the poll?

DR SHARMAN: That is the way in which it has
think, by both sides of politics -

construed, I
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DR SHARMAN (Continuing): - - - by both politics.
In the future may other occasions but I assume
that would be the major purpose.

DR THOMSON: I have nothing further, sir.

MR COMMISSIONER: In the eighth paragraph in the last sentence
you to the constitutional priorities of the
state. What did you have in mind?

DR SHAro~: Perhaps more by negative implication than positive
implication. I think the events of 1975 have
had by and large and unfortunate effect on the pre
occupations of the national government with respect
to the senate and indeed constitutional priorities
in general. I think it is interesting that until
1975 constitutional issues were felt to be those
dealing with the balance of powers between the national
and statement governments. After 1975 there has been
this pre-occupation with the machinery of government
but I would like to see this state arrange its own
priorities. I think, for example, an amendment of
the Constitution Act to change the composition of
the upper house is a high priority and should be
regarded as such. My own personal preference would be
to see two things and perhaps related - one would be a
removal of the extremely obscure and complicated
way in which this state's constitution is split
between two Acts and consolidated into some single
provision, and the second one is that the state
constitution be regarded as an important document
the political priorities of the citizens of this state
and more attention be given to explicitly including
or expressing those values in the constitution as
a political document rather than simply an enabling
Act

MR COMMISSIONER: Do you see
or reality?

of supply as the POSS~~~k.

DR SHARMAN: It certainly is a possibility. I think it requires
a more than usually foolish government and a more
than usually stubborn opposition to invoke the
process and to that extent I would not look forward
to it but it seems to me that it does express,
in constitutional terms, substantially and
deeply It disagreements that occur in the political
process and it seems to me that that one reason
why you have a constitution, to make manifest
differences and indeed to focus attention on where
they can be resolved. In a perverse way, it seems
to me that not having a deadlock breaking procedure
may indeed encourage resolution of those conflicts.
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DR THOMSON: Just one question arising out that -

it not a political reality that supply will
blocked when the party holding the majority in
council thinks it will win the e.e~~.~u' is that
the only criterion?

DR SHARMAN: In very , yes 1 but there are many
other considerationse To name a
the costs that will incurred by using
such a brutal measure, the breach of tradition that
the state may have, the uncertainty in predicting the
outcome of elections, not to mention the fact that
given a fixed term for the upper house it is
highly likely that there would be an election for
the upper house out of sequence with the lower
house with the consequent problems that that might
present for the opposition. I do not think it is
regarded by any member of the upper house as part
of the usual repertoire for embarrassing governments
of the day. I think it would be regarded as - - -
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DR SHARMAN (Continuing): - - .- be regarded as an exceptional
mechanism to be used only in exceptional circumstances,
again, with no guarantee that they would succeed. It
seems to me that Mr Whitlam and the present premier,
should he be in such an unenviable position, might
indeed win the day by indicating that the disarray
and upset caused by the blocking of supply was the
fault of the upper house and that members of the upper
house, some of them, should change their minds and
support him. Again, I think it is a weapon with two
exceedingly sharp edges, not part of the usual reper
toire.

DR THOMSON: But will not all that merely be factors to be taken
into consideration to achieve the end goal, which is
attaining and becoming the government? One might even
say that the costs, having attained that goal, are
really no costs at all, because here we are, after the
1975 crisis, nothing having changed.

DR SHAID,Uili: I disagree, on both counts. I think the first
assumption is that there is somehow a neat distinction
between means and ends, which seems to me is manifestly
not the case, and the second one is that I think a great
deal has changed after 1975, for every component of the
governmental process at the national level. Indeed, it
is because ithas changed that it has altered the conduct
and the constitutional assumptions or the assumptions
made about the commonwealth constitution. It has
entirely shaped, reshaped, the terms of constitutional
debate.

DR THOMSON: Not entirely, has it, because there was some
suggestion in the recent federal election that the
blocking of the budget might be something to be
thought about

DR SHARMAN: And I think the reply by the leader of the opposition
was equally revealing.

DR THOMSON: But not binding.

DR SHARMAN: Nothing is binding. I think it very difficult to
envisage a situation when supply would be blocked again,
and it would be equally difficult to predict what
response the government of the day might take.

DR THOMSON: Given all those difficulties and all the costs, and
all of that, you sti~l would not recommend that there
be some mechanism to overcome a disagreement or a dead
lock over supply other than an election.

DR SHARMAN: No. My assessment is that there are people on both
s of politics who would agree that such a disagree-
ment over supply should involve the double dissolution
of both houses. My position would be one back from that.
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I would agree with that. I think that a reasonable
situation, but I would not mind if there were no
provision. I would not mind if the upper house had
the situation that has now, that the upper house
can force the government to the polls without itself
going, but I see that there is some perceived unfair
ness in the situation.

DR THOMSON: Your written submission does allow the possibility
that one might have a mechanism at least in respect of
supply. It concedes that, just a bit.

DR SHARMAN: It is explicit - - I think that that is a
I mentioned it mainly because it is always mentioned
wherever deadlocks are talked about, and also because
there is broad agreement, I think, that a double
dissolution procedure might be considered in those
extreme circumstances, but I would not wish it to
detract from my general position that I believe the
ability of the upper house to create and maintain
deadlocks is a vital part of the legislative process
in our state.

DR THOMSON: Could I just concentrate for a moment on your double
dissolution procedure? If there was a problem with the
supply - - -
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DR THOMSON (Continuing): - - - a problem with the supply,
the sage supply, would you only give the council
a limited time {cne month, two months) in which
to pass the measuxe - that is, the council could not
defer it or fail to pass it, would you impose some time
limit - and then as soon as that time limit was up
there would be a double dissolution and an
election?

DR SHARMAN: I must admit I have not given the matter detailed
thought. My inclination would be to leave it as open
as possible to allow as long as possible for the
matter to be resolved by negotiation between the
houses.

MR COMMISSIONER: On the question of supply, would you regard
that as a deadlock in the same sense as a deadlock
over another bill?

MR SHARMAN: Not really because I was working on the assumption
that a deadlock over - - disgreement between a
substantive piece of legislation has to do with the
merits of the legislation whereas the whole purpose
of blocking supply is to try and bludgeon to an
election.

DR THOMSON: I have nothing further, sir.

MR COMMISSIONER: Do you want to add anything, Dr Sharman?

DR SHARMAN: No, sir.

MR COMMISSIONER: Thank you very much for your submission
and your appearance.

DR THOMSON: I wonder if I might just ask an
for five minutes at this , sir?

ournment

MR COMMISSIONER: Yes, Dr Thomson. We

WITHDREW

SHORT ADJOURNMENT

1 ourn for
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MR COMMISSIONER: Yes, Dr Thomson?

DR THOMSON: I would call Mr Rg.

G 0 RG:

DR THOMSON: Could you tell us your full name?

MR RG: My full name, due to an instrument of change of name,
is Mr GO Rg r as the surname.

DR THOMSON: And your address?

MR RG: 40 Melrose Street, Leederville.

DR THOMSON: And your occupation?

MR RG: I am a composer/musician.

DR THOMSON: Thank you.

MR RG: I would like to interpret,the meaning of this blocking
of supply in the houses; of parliament. I look at it
as being in ;he legislative council. I do not look
at it in a manal sense. I look at it in terms of
people and, being a human being, I am here to ask
the question, in all hope, to get an answer, so that
I can 1 the truth. The meaning of the supply to
me is that supply is people in this land of Australia.
If the bible being the closed book, the open book - 
and the bib states that when a man and a woman marry
they become one. In coming to for a vi
or whether an living in this country or
peop sitting in unison talking to other - -
The question is: When two are married do
vote in supply, answer to supply, as one or as two?

DR THOMSON: So you would see some need for a mechanism to
dispute about supply, so that there one answer given.
Is that what you are saying?

MR RG: That is correct. If it is man and woman, there is man
and woman. Now, in a married situation, there a
question of who it is voting, whether we still retain
the preferential system. If a man and woman cannot
come to an agreement and they go, disjointed, to the
referendum, to the ballot boxes, to house of the
holy, then it is up to the legislator to - -

DR THOMSON: So you would see

MR RG: Put the situation correctly.

DR THOMSON: Some need to have a mechanism so that they can
and have a
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DR THOMSON: Fine. Have you anotherquestion?

MR RG: No. That is the main question.

DR THOMSON: Thank you, indeed.

DR THOMSON: I would like to call Mr Beahan to resume his
submission.

BEAHAN:

DR THOMSON: I would just ask you to take it up in your own words,
Mr Beahan.

MR BEAHAN: I thought I would like to pick up some of the loose
ends that we let go on Friday, and you may also wish
to ask questions, resulting from Friday's submission.

Firstly, in relation to recommendation 4 which was
raised by you in a question on Friday, on reflection I
see no inconsistency, as you drew attention to an incon
sistency, between page 12 of the submission and our
recommendation 4, because what both of them are saying
essentially is that there is no power or that we do not
wish the legislative council to have any power, to
reject or defer or the other words that we used, and
we agreed to include the words "fail to pass", which
makes it more comprehensive. However, that does not
preclude the council's right to consider, to inform
itself, to inform others, or to publicise, draw attention
to, the sorts of things that are in the money bill.
For that reason, because it is dealing with the question
of power, we see no real contradiction in those two
s

The other thing to say about that is that we are
not in the recommendations attempting to be finally
prescriptive and legally correct - - -
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HI 6 3.45

MR BEAHAN (Continuing): - - - legally correct. That the job
of the parliamentary draftsmen and our job in the"
submission is to try and draw attention to broad
principles around which you would base whatever
legislation necessary to bring these sorts of things
about. So that is in relation to recommendation 4.

DR THOMSON: Thank you, Mr Beahan. Given that situation where
the council can pUblicise its views and consider the
measure, would you be looking for some time limit
that would be specified in the constitution in relation
to this matter as to how long the bill would be with
the council?

MR BEAHAN: Again, we have not specified a time limit. The
New South Welsh one, I understand, is a month and that
would seem reasonable to us but again that is a
technical detail but obviously a reasonably short time
so that they are not holding things up. One month is
one possibility.

DR THOMSON: Thank you. I have no further question on that
proposal.

MR BEAHAN: The second point I wish to raise is in relation to
another question that you asked about those bills which
could reasonably have been axpected to be passed through
the WA parliament in a shorter period of time than
actually occurred, had a deadlock mechanism been in
place at the time. I have a paper which I would
like to tender

DR THOMSON: I request that that be marked as an exhibit, or
perhaps incorporated with exhibit number 3, s
Perhaps that could be as exhibit 31

MR COMMISSIONER: Exhibit 3 being the submission, the jo
submission?

DR THOMSON: That correct, sir.

MR BEAHAN: This not claim in any way to be an exhaustive
list, as it says at the bottom and in , just on a
cursory - - it does take quite a bit of research to go
into this obviously. A cursory look at the Hawke,
Tonkin and Burke governments shows that probably around
20 bills would fit into this description, from the
Hawke government, about 20 from the Tonkin government
and 5 from the current Burke government. The ones that
are listed here have been researched and certainly
would have been the case, as is indicated there. That
is as far as we could get in the time.

DR THOMSON: Thank you much. That 1 certainly add some
concrete to your propo s. I will draw from that then
that your proposals are not such an extreme measure that

bill that has ever been about would s
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into law under your proposals?

MR BEAHAN: No, not at all.

DR THOMSON: So in that sense you would say it is a moderate
proposal under which some bills, which there has been
a deadlock about, would have eventuated into law;
others would not have.

MR BEAHAN: Right. The third thing I would like to draw attention
to is again a reference in one of your questions to
one of our recommendations, or one of the reasons
behind our recommendation for supporting the affirmative
position in relation to the first term of reference.
It was where I mentioned that governments tended to
move towards administrative acts, rather than
legislative ones because it was simpler to do that
and while again there has not been time to do any
significant research on that I did note while looking
through your history paper that on page 17 and 18 of
that paper there is a very good example given there
from the original source of David Black; at 2.21 at the
bottom of page 17 he talks about the Scaddan government
against the considerable quantity of its legislation
wrecked by the legislative council where in one session
alone the legislative council killed 20 out of the 79
government bills. Then over the page, on the top of
page 18:

"In these circumstances it is
not surprising that the ••.•
(reads) .•.. was only made poss
ible by executive action."
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MR BEAHAN (Continuing): That in
exampLe , We not
but I draw
paper ..

than that

I would like to move on to your indulgence to
include in the transcript the - - at the minute on
Friday I in talking about about a
constructive role for the legislative council,
to Senator Evans@ submission to the Tasmanian Royal
Commission into the Constitution Act.. I said that
his analysis of that was as good as could be put
and better than I would have put.. I simply went
through the headings.. I would like to tender that
for inclusion in the transcript at that point,
if I may ..

DR THOMSON: The commission has a copy of the Tasmanian report
and all of the transcript including Senator Evans·
remarks and his written submission, if there was one ..
Do you want specifically that to be included as an
appendix to the ALP submission or are you happy - -

MR BEAHAN: Perhaps that is a way of doing it.. It is just to
make it clearer. A reference to a page number often
is not terribly clear whereas this an important
part of our argument that there is a proper review
function for a legislative council and I would like
to see it appear in the transcript somewhere ..

DR THOMSON: Would you prefer it in the transcript to be
or as a of the exhibit might be better ..

MR COMMISSIONER: Are we ing to include as of
exhibit?

DR .. ame

MR BEAHAN: That me ..

OR THOMSON: As the exhibit, I think, and
appear as a whole part your submission ..

MR BEAHAN: Yes ..

MR THOMSON: I would that to of number 3 ..

MR BEAHAN: were, Mr Commissioner, some
about timing and I do not know whether we
those or not.. You may to go into those but
apart from that I would like to make some brief
comments on your history paper, exhibit 22, and some
comments in to submissions from David
Black - would be very commments -
the submission from Australian Democrats, the
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National Party, Dr Gallop, and the Liberal Party.
I would then ask Phillip Vincent then to make
comments on two of the others -
Dr Sharman's papers and Dr Adams' paper.
I do not know what order you would like to take
them in.

DR THOMSON: Whichever order is convenient with you.

MR BEAHAN: Perhaps if we then look at the history paper to
begin with. I am referring now to the document
prepared by the commission and I think it is exhibit
22. I simply wanted to put on record the fact that
we think the commission has done an extremely good
job of presenting an historical summary here of the
evolution of the constitution and the relationship
between the houses in this state which I do not
think has been thoroughly done before and it is an
excellent document. I think what it does is to
support strongly the points that we make in our
submission.

It clearly illustrates, for example, the need
for a deadlock resolution mechanism: it, secondly,
forcefully endorses our submission that the second
chamber ought not to have the power to defeat
money bills: and, thirdly, we believe it repeatedly
demonstrates that parliament itself has tried and
failed to produce a deadlock mechanism on which
parliament itself could agree and therfore confirms
the wisdom of establishing this commission
and its appropriate role of considering that problem
separately and from outside in an objective fashion
Furthermore, it shows that the legislative council
has, on at least two occasions in the past, agreed
to a dispute to an outside judicial
a which contrasts with the op that has
been expressed by the president of the
council in relation to this commission - - -
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MR BEAHAN (Continuing): - - - this commission. I simply wanted
to make those comments the record because they do
support, in our view, our submission but also because
it really is a very good document that deserves some

DR THOMSON: Just the record, I would indicate the document
has not been prepared by the commission but merely by
the commission's staff and does not carry any endorsement
by you, sir, or the commission at all. It is a document
that has been prepared by the commission staff.

MR COMMISSIONER: Perhaps you could also say with what object in
view, Dr Thomson?

DR THOMSON: The object, sir, was merely to promote discussion and
comment and with the object of inviting corrections and
amendments and differing points of view to be put. I
have noted the comments which have been made expressing
agreements with the document and we await any other
comments as well.

MR BEAHAN: I will now turn to the submissions made by other
people and to begin with, some brief comments on the
submission from David Black. While I do not want to
take issue with many of the points that he raised, we
are in broad agreement with the position that was taken
by Mr Black, I do draw attention to two specific points;
one is that he makes much of the distinction between
ordinary annual services and other money bills and
recommends a one month delay only for treatment of
such bills by the legislative council that those
bills that deal with ordinary annual and
secondly makes the point that all other bills should
dealt with as in section 57 of the commonwealth
constitution but with the that there should be a
three month limit to that'problem that has
occurred at the federal level of stockpiling of bills.
I want to respond to both of those aspects of the

MR COMMISSIONER: I think he was more with them
stale - was that the word he used - rather than
stockpiling.

DR THOMSON: Yes; he was but the two have some inevitable connection
but I

MR BEAHAN: I would and Dr Thomson's explanation there
because they are connected, those two considerations.
Firstly, the idea of trying to define as prescriptively
as Mr Black does, this question of ordinary annual

, is something that has taxed the minds of many
legal people over the years. The constitutional
convention, for example, has been trying for some years
to reach agreement on such a inition and so far has
failed to and we bel that that definition almost
impossible to make - the division between what an
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ordinary annual bill and what another
form of money bill. I would like to draw your
attention to an appendix to our submission, at page
51, from the second reading speech to the Acts
Amendment ~arliament) bill 1983 by the Minister for
Parliamentary and Electoral Reform. At the top of
page 51 - I think this describes the sort of situation
that faced by a government with relation to any
money bills and which makes, I think, nonsense of an
attempt to distinguish between money bills in this
way. I quote the section:

"Loan tax appropriations and
similar bills together ••••
(reads) •.•• houses that this
bill is designed to reduce."

I think that draws attention quite clearly to the sort
of difficulty we in trying to make so prescriptive
a definition of what is meant by ordinary annual services,
and we would conclude that all money bills should be
treated the same, because of the difficulty of defining
it and because they are so interdependent and essential
to a government's survival.

MR COMMISSIONER: Would you include in that a bill which introduced
a new money commitment?

MR BEAHAN: Yes.

MR CO~~ISSIONER: What is it? Is it the 1965 - -

DR THOMSON: The commonwealth

MR COMMISSIONER: - - compact. I am not certain whether you are
familiar with that, Mr Beahan.

MR BEAHAN: With what, sir?

MR COMMISSIONER: The 1965 federal compact is trying to def
what are the ordinary annual services of government and
what should be included and what should not?

MR BEAHAN: No; I am not famil with that.

DR THOMSON: Perhaps it was swept up in Mr Beahan's remark that
the Australian constitutional convention has been
grappling with the definition of it and that compact
is part of the - - -
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DR THOMSON (Continuing): - a part of discussion about
what it should be. The compact, as you are aware,
sir, is an agreement, I think, between the houses as
to what it is at the moment, but the constitutional
convention has been grappling with that definition
as well as other definitions of it; so it is swept
up.

Perhaps I could just turn to the Acts Amendment
(Parliament) Act, second reading speech, to which Mr
Beahan was just re~C~?'i

MR COMMISSIONER: On what page is this on?

DR THOMSON: This is page 3 of the bill which is annexed to the - -

MR COMMISSIONER: What page is it in the ••• ? •• file?

DR THOMSON: Page 28, s I take it that that is the definition
of a money bill that Mr Beahanwould see as falling
within his proposal, relating to supply bills, and that
that is wi~er than David Black's proposal, which he is
criticising.

MR BEAHAN: Precisely.

DR THOMSON: So you would substitute that definition, the terms
"ordinary and/or services of government" in section
46, for your proposal?

MR BEAHAN: Yes. The second point I want to make in relation to
David Black's comments as a rejection of the concept
of the double ssolution as an effective way - and I
speak as a practitioner here - of dealing with the
problem of deadlocks. At the federal level, the capacity
for doub ssolutions under 57 has been
exploited political and has recently been highly

. We believe that a s
deadlocks must be

way of dealing with

If we look back at the al situation, in 1972
re was a half senate election, in 1974 a double

dissolution, in 1975 a double dissolution, in 1977 a
half senate, in 1980 a half senate, and in 1983 a
doub dissolution. It has been a mechanism that has
been over-used and we believe abused by that level of
government in recent years, and with considerable dis-
ruption. of the submissions have already re1"'''''"."..':'r1
to the 1975 conf and I think that is probably the

st and the most disruptive of them, but each
of those cases has been in own way disruptive.

The ience has also shown that bills
which create deadlocks tend to become buried in the
election campaign and have very little to do with the
real reasons going to that campaign. There was an

in David Black's suggestion of a three-mGnth
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limitation period to address that in part, but there
is no doubt that in all of those double dissol~tions

I have just mentioned and which I have experienced,
the stockpiling of the bills which led to the double
dissolution, then becoming the reason for that double
dissolution, ultimately had nothing whatever to do with
the campaign that was run during the election. They
are mechani~ms which merely provide excuses for govern
ments or oppositions to call or force elections, and
we object to them on that basis. That is all I have
to say about David Black's submission.

DR THOMSON: Just on that point, perhaps I could just summarise.
As I see your objections to section 57, you enunciate
three, I think. Firstly,57 was more destabilising than
your proposal. Secondly, you indicated that the bills
the sUbject of the double dissolution would be buried
in the election, and in fact I take you to be saying
that the election itself and the voters voting might
have nothing to do with those bills.

MR BEAHAN: That is correct.

DR THOMSON; Thirdly, that characterised the deadlock resolving
mechanism as merely a mechanism to call elections and
not to resolve disagreements about - - -
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DR THOMSON (Continuing): - - - not to
about a particular bill@ I wonder a fourth
possibility and that cost @Under
your proposal would it be costly to
a disagreement or a deadlock than under section 57
headings?

MR BEAHAN: Definitely costly and that another good
reason to hire you to help us with our submission
and ......

then that they are the reasons
your proposal rather than

OR THOMSON: So I take
why you would
the 57 mechanism.

MR BEAHAN: Yes.

DR THOMSON: If your proposal was not acceptable, would the
57 mechansim be a second option or a third option?
Have you thought ab6ut that?

MR BEAHAN: I have not thought about what order we put options
in and we would have to list those options if we were
going to order them but certainly it would be a second
best option or a third best option. It would be
down the list but it would certainly be better
than the situation that exists currently.

I would now move on to some brief comments
on the submissions by the Australian Democrats.
As I understand their submission it makes two or
points that I want to address myself to. Firstly,
that electoral reform and parliamentary
cannot I would simply endorse that
position of make point to
the malapportionment and gerrymandering with the
legislative council. we see as
although from same I
on , sue hand

The second point they make that
should be no over money bills and annual
I cannot the wording that was there so I
cannot clarify it. Again, we would that general
position. They make a point also about fact that
there should not be ministers in the legislative council
and while this an issue which is peripheral to this
legislation we would that as a fairly fanciful
thing, given the tradi Australian parliaments
also a proposition that would demand a lot more researcn
and analysis than was given in the paper and so should
not-really ly without a lot more work@

MR COMMISSIONER: Is to terms re:teJ::,e:rJlce?

MR BEAHAN: I do not think so,
to j We see some with
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the question joint sittings which , I guess,
another one of those options that we could put in
a and then put them into some priority order.
We have a problem with joint sittings, depending
on what the situation is between the joint houses.
If the government has a majority at a joint sitting,
an opposition in control of the second chamber can
cause a delay which then amounts to a suspensory
veto mechanism in any case. If the opposition in
control of the second chamber also commands a
majority at a joint sitting then the government
can be defeated and whenever the opposition chooses
they are capable of delivering an ultimatum. Either
the government accepts defeat or it must cause an
election to make parliament workable and this amounts
to deadlock resolution - - -

681
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MR BEAHAN (Cont.inuing); - - - deadlock resolut.ion
election which we ect. as both t.oo expens

t.oo cumbersome@ A joint. sit.t.ing may a
sat.isfact.ory alt.ernat.ive or may be one of those
mechanisms which is more sat.isfact.ory than ot.hers
part.icularly if it. was seen as a final resolut.ionary
thing aft.er an elect.ion as is the case under the
Commonwealt.h const.it.ution@ The thrust. of our
submission that. it. is t.he assembly t.hat. must.

the responsibilit.y for legislat.ive
and so we would oppose t.he concept. of a joint.

sit.t.ing for those combinat.ions of reasons@

They also refer t.o a referendum and we have
already indicat.ed that. in cert.ain circumst.ances
we would support. t.he concept. of a referendum
and for const.it.ut.ional mat.t.ers we would support. t.hat.
as well. That. is all I would wish t.o say about. the
Democrats' proposal.

I would now move on t.o Dr Gallop's proposal
which we felt was a well-argued paper - well-argued
and tightly argued - but. with some weaknesses@
To summarise the position in terms of the important
factors that I want to draw at.tention to - he t.alks
first.ly about. the legislat.ive council having no
power over money bills, and of course we would endorse
that",

He t.alks about const.itut.ional change of all t.ypes
being by but includes among const.itut.ional
matt.ers the Elect.oral and Electoral Districts Act
and Local Government Act. As I said on Friday in

to a question from Dr Thomson, a
a CO)lCE~pt

we would see

we
principles which apply to an

regarded as a constitutional matter,
Districts Act, Government

ACt., and things of that nature which are
technical matters applying principles, the
technical application of principles, are
inappropriate to put in a const.itution and would
simply make things more difficult and not less.

The of the view house
prevailing a general has simi
problems to those that I have already outlined in
the sense that it for a very slow solution
to the problem. If, example, the lation in

in months the term
long time to
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wait the resolution that conflict
if it has to go to the next election and then
become law after that and it assumes of course
that the political fortunes are the same at that
stage ..

I think I have already mentioned, have I not,
the legislative council having no power over
money bills? We of course endorse that ..
I think that is all I have to say in relation to
Dr Gallop's paper ..

In relation to the National Party submission
which is a brief one, our response is equally brief
for the same reasons that I have already outlined ..
We are not opposed to the concept of
conferences of managers and we believe that even
within the system that we propose such conferences
could still occur as part of the total batch of
mechanisms which attempt to resolve conflict
but with that clock ticking over the period of a
year until it eventually decides the issue.
Where it comes to section 57, I have already indicated
our attitude to that and that refers of course
to the National Party as well ..

In relation to the Liberal Party's equally
brief statement - -

DR THOMSON: Can I just interrupt there for one moment?
Just on your last comment that you do not see this as
interfering with the present arrangements - - -

693
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DR THOMSON (Continuing): - - - the con of managers, I take
it that that comment extends to-all of your proposals
on page 17 - that, that any of these proposals
are implemented, you would not see, either as "a necessary
consequence or as a deliberate consequence, the nulli
fication of any standing orders of either house in
relation to conference of managers or anything else
that might promote some resolution of a disagreement?

MR BEAHAN: Except where it comes to our recommendation 4, which
re to money bills, but in all other respects,
We would see the current standing orders and the
mechanisms that are included there as possibly being
part of a total package of procedures.

MR COMMISSIONER: But you exclude your recommendation 4.

MR BEAHAN: Yes. Money bills are a different case and we clearly
put that as a different case, right the way through.
The time limit would not allow - - Well, it is not
the time limit so much as the fact that we are saying
that while they can look at,publicise, and do other
things of that nature to money bills, they have no
power to reject them, so there is no basis for dis
cussion at a conference of managers. So I would see
that as being slightly different.

DR THOMSON: Basically, in relation to all your proposals, ulti
mately there will be a resolution at some point of a
disagreement. Until that resolution comes about - and
I include your fourth category, the supply category,
there still could be some conference of managers or
some negotiation between the houses, knowing that ulti
mately these mechanisms will fall into place and
will be resolved by these mechanisms?

MR BEAHAN: Yes. There might well be discussions held, even over
money bills. There might be a suggestion from
upper house which says, "Why didn't you have a look
at this?" - and that sort of discussion might take
p before the axe lls at the time limit.

DR THOMSON: What I am putting to you is that your submission
and proposals do not involve an inter with the
present ability to negotiate and have conferences?

MR BEAHAN: No. I drew attention to item 4, because I do think
that that aslightly ferent situation, where the
conference of managers getting to a fairly serious
level? When there is a dispute which does not seem to
have any resolution, it usually some time a
matter when the resolution is really unlikely to occur
and so it goes to that final point of a conference of
managers. I do not see that really happening with
money bills under the terms of our recommendation 4.
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MR COMMISSIONER: You do not see as a matter of practicality
or do you not want it as a matter of law.

MR BEAHAN: I guess it would not matter to us if it remained in
the standing orders.

The final submission I want to make some comments
on was the Liberal party's brief submission in the form
of a letter. The Liberal party statement to the royal
commission repeats the allegation that was made by the
President of the Legislative Council that it is improper
for the royal commission to be appointed without
initiative or agreement from the houses of parliament.
It also notes with concern the manner in which the terms
of reference were constituted.

We believe that the d~ci~ion to establish the
royal commission was a sensible one for a number of
reasons. Firstly, the opposition in the legislative
council has refused even a second reading of the Acts
Amendment (Parliament) Bill of 1983. The opposition
has made no move either during debate or since that
bill to establish any inquiry into it. Thirdly,
parliament itself has made practically no progress on
the problem since the advent of responsible government.
The whole idea of the commission -- -
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MR BEAHAN (Continuing): - - - of the commission to have the
question looked at, as I have said be , from outside
parliament by an authoritative and an independent person.
I make the further point that even parliamentarians
cannot be expected to inquire impartially into the
rules of their own game. For that reason, the
commission has a particular role.

Fourthly, opposition spokespeople have repeatedly
said that important constitutional changes ought to be
preceded by thorough discussion in an effort to reach
consensus. The royal commission provides every
interested person and group with the opportunity to
state a case and fits the terms of their own complaints.

Finally, on at least two occasions in the past,
the inability of the houses to resolve a dispute as
I have already indicated between them has led to agree
ment that the problem should be settled by an outside
judicial authority. This is one such authority and
I think it has a proper pl~ce as a result of that, if
only by precedent but also of course by law.

I also want to say that the opposition have chosen
a non-participatory role. They have chosen not to
participate as their response to the commission. The
excuse that they have offered in line with the
statement made to the legislative council on July 31st,
1984, by the Honourable Clive Griffiths, the President
of the Legislative Council. He claimed there that the
inquiry touched on internal proceedings in parliament
and without authorisation from parliament was improper
and an infringement of privi.c~c.~

On November 13th, 1984, the
mentary and re tab
assembly which luded advice from the Crown
on the merits in law of statement made by the
Honourable Clive Griffiths. examining the sub-
stance and ~~fi~·~S, the Crown Solicitor said
the President's statement - and I quote:

II •.•. ~s
in law".

ly without merit

Also, the terms of reference carefully refer only
to legislation, not to internal proceedings in par
ment, and I think it has been well put by a number of
submissions to this commission that the power to
establish the royal commission is quite clear under
section 5 of the Royal Commission Act.

DR THOMSON: I wonder, for the , if I might just interrupt.
I would take the view, sir, that this does not fall
within the terms of reference of the commission. The
commission, I would submit, should take the view that

has terms of reference and it has a commission, and
until that position is challenged in the courts and a
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direction issued from the courts - - I would take
the view that that matter does not fall within the
commission's terms of reference, and unless Mr Beahan
is submitting to the contrary, I would submit it is
outside the terms of reference. I did not interrupt
him before, because I thought he might be trying to
submit that this matter was within the terms of
reference, and I am not trying to stop him from saying
what he is saying, sir; but I just thought for the
record, I would make my submission, that this does not
fall within the commission's terms of reference. The
commission should proceed.

MR COMMISSIONER: I wondered why you were making - -

MR BEAHAN: It is simply in response to the Liberal p~rty's

submission, sir, in the same way as I have responded
to selected submissions. there are many of them that
are too brief and it seems unnecessary to respond to
them. However, we will be responding to all of those
that we consider it important to respond to. I think
the point needs to be made here that-the Liberal party
has chosen to boycott this commission, and we want to
draw attention to the fact that that is just what it
is. That comes out of their own submission - - -
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MR BEAHAN (Continuing): - - - own submission.

MR COMMISSIONER: It
the record.

on the record$ The Liberal party is on

DR THOMSON: I have no objection to Mr Beahan commenting on
like he has done in relation to other submissions. It
is on the record, It is available for public
comment. All I am doing at this stage is making Mr
Beahan aware of my position and my submission that I
do not consider it within the terms of the commission's
reference - -

MR COMMISSIONER: To inquire into the matter?

DR THOMSON: To inquire into this matter - it may be for someone
else to take court proceedings - whether in view of
that submission Mr Beahan considered it worthwhile to
proceed or not, that is a matter for his judgment,
sir, but I would make that submission.

MR COMMISSIONER: I wonder why you want to pursue it?

MR BEAHAN: As I have said, simply in response to their submission.
What we have tried to do in response to each of these
submissions is to draw attention to the logical inconsist
encies and positions, or the fact that there are
complications which we see in the sorts of proposals
that are put. What I am effectively doing here is
drawing attention to the inconsistencies and their
position because it a submission that is before
this commission

MR COMMISSIONER: Does that any way
have been to me as a

MR BEAHAN: Only in so terms erence to
terms of I suppose not, but so far as

~k~~'A is a submission before you, from the Liberal
party, I am responding to it.

MRCOMMISSIONER: you think your statements now, or the information
you are providing now, would help me to answer the
questions that have been put to me, please proceed with
them. If not, would be little point in your
carrying on.

I have said alreadv on record,
with one paragraph and~we·will

MR BEAHAN: Provided some of
I will simply final

it at that,

DR THOMSON: Yes. I wanting to stop you putting it on
record, s just that I would consider it outside
the terms rQ~Ar=,"~'~, both the Liberal party's
submission and Mr Beahan's to that submission but
if the Liberal party is on record I am happy for him to
go on I just wanted to put my view that is
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outside the terms of If he wishes to
proceed he can, s , sUbject to your ruling.

MR COMMISSIONER: I think the position you chose to adopt before
Dr Thomson intervened, would be quite acceptable.

MR BEAHAN: What I will do cut short what I was going to say
and simply finalise it in one paragraph, sir. Effectively
what we are doing is submitting that the Royal
Commission should regard the opposition boycott of the
inquiry as a calculated political move as just one more
example of the use of the second chamber for their own
political purposes, in this case to shelter from
scrutiny behind an interpretation of parliamentary
privilege, which has no foundation in law. I will
leave it at that, sir.

MR COMMISSIONER: Do you have any questions for Mr Beahan?

DR THOMSON: No, sir.

MR COMMISSIONER: There is one I would like you to pursue with
Mr Beahan, if you will. We have had mentioned to us
terms like manifesto, mandate, platform. If Mr Beahan
can help us in this regard to get on record what
these things mean - -

DR THOMSON: This morning, Dr Musk in relation to the 1983
tobacco bill indicated that it was part of the present
government's manifesto to pass such legislation and in
response to a question as to what he meant by that he
indicated firstly that there was talk about it at
election time; there were certain undertakings given
during the election and secondly when asked whether it
was in the Labor party's policy platform to introduce
such legislation he was not sure whether or not there
was such an express provision in the party platform.
Could you just, on that one sue for a start, clarify
what he meant by "manifesto"?

MR BEAHAN: Yes. Firstly, yes it is in the party platform and
the distinction between a party platform and a manifesto
is that the platform is the written documented policy
position on a whole range of policy areas that a political
party arrives at as a result - - -
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MR BEAHAN (Continuing): - - - as a a conference
and in the case the that is a
published document. It always published by
all political parties. That is a platform and
the planks in that platform are the various
components of it relating to specific policy
areas. That long-term, it might be between
conferences of two years or three years.

The is a selection of some of those
platforms to go to the people with at the time of
an election and it is simply a question of picking
what are going to be the issues that are politically
most suitable to take to an election, the sorts
of things that people are looking for at this time.
That usually in the form of a policy statement,
it summarised in the policy speech of the leader

'of the particular political party at the time.
Sometimes it is produced in a booklet as well which
fills that out a bit. What that has done is selected
from the platform a series of points which they
are going to go to the people at that election on
and that becomes known as the manifesto or the
policy statement.

DR THOMSON: In relation to any matter in either the manifesto
or the party document which are both public and
available at election time and before, would you
consider that in relation to those matters the
government has a particular mandate, a particular
reason, for wanting to introduce to secure the
pas of legislation?

The

not

mandates

J.la.cor party
political ..
but the government can
claim mandate and will tend not to be challenged on
it is the manifesto or the policy statement which

the selction of things that they are running
election on and are promising that ensuing

• ! would broaden it though in the case of
the Labor and perhaps other political
too to include those sorts of generalised positions
that come through the platform that show a distinction
between one political party and another so that

might stand in
W~••~~, concern those sorts of things.

mandate movements an
expenditure even if it

manifesto ..

is a
in social
spel t out in the

MR BEAHAN: The
one, of

MR CO~SSIONER: annual?

MR BEAHAN: No; simply
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MR BEAHAN: Because the platform is just much fuller.
It has got a statement on almost every policy
area that you can think of and in minute detail,
some of it quite embarrassing detail at times.
The manifesto is a selection of those to go to the
people with and

MR COMMISSIONER: For election?

MR BEAHAN: And a reasonable proposal for things that can
be implemented within a three year period.

DR THOMSON: The present party platform could conceivably
nava not been before the public before an election?
By that I mean, say, for instance you have just
a party conference and adopted a platform. It
would be the previous platform which the public
would have looked at before it voted at the last
election.

MR BEAHAN: That can happen. It is rare because we tend to
try and get our conferences before, well before,
our elections but it is not always of course
achievable so it can happen, yes, and you would then
have to go back to the old platform.

DR THOMSON: But the manifesto is always fairly closely be
the elections.

MR BEAHAN: Yes.

DR THOMSON: In relation to your proposals other than the
in relation to supply, there is no suggestion
there be any special or different mechanism for
resolving a deadlock or about
in the manifesto as different from something that
has just up and the wants to -

MR BEAHAN: No.

DR THOMSON: It uses the sarne mechanism so you are not claiming
because perhaps there is a mandate in respect to a
matter in the manifesto that there should some
different mechanism.

MR BEAHAN: I think you would get yourself into sarne definitional
problems that we have struck with that other issue we
were talking about •

MR COMMISSIONER: One other question I have, I think it arose
out of what Mr Hetherington said and again it
a slightly procedural one - he talked parliament being
prorogued and in the normal course of events I take
parliament is prorogued at the end of each year and
then at the beginning the next session everything
that came out of the previous parliament would have
to be revived by a decision - - -
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MR COMMISSIONER (Continuing): - - - by a
if going to continued

sion of house

MR BEAHAN: As I understand it.

MR COMMISSIONER: How does that then match with your first
recommendation?

MR BEAHAN: In what sense, s

MR COMMISSIONER: Well, the bill shall become law 12 months after
its third reading so in the normal course of events
the bill would have been through its three readings and
parliament would have been prorogued. What then would
be the status of the bill?

MR BEAHAN: We would see the clock still ticking over that period
and coming to its -.- when it comes to its 12 month it
carries over, in other words, a prorogation.

MR COMMISSIONER: So the provision would require that this bill
does not terminate when parliament is prorogued?

MR BEAHAN: Yes. The only time that might be difficult, and I
think it came up in questioning on Friday but I am not
sure that we clarified it completely, is if an election
occurs within that period and there is a change and
clearly there would be a need there for some sort of
mechanism for the new government in the assembly to
reconsider the proposal and if they did not agree with
it then it would lapse but otherwise - -

MR COMMISSIONER: You understand that same government is
continuing this would not terminate with the
being prorogued?

MR BEAHAN: That my understanding.

It would onlY
ability to

an election, when

DR THOMSON: I 11 just clarify point.
terminate - or would only
terminate that bill - following

a new government you said?

MR BEAHAN: Yes.

DR THOMSON: By a "riew government II do you mean a government of a
different political persuasion or do you mean - - as I
understand a re-election you are recommissioned
so the premier will form a new government?

MR BEAHAN: I would have thought a government of a new political
persuasion but I say that without really knowing the
legal technicalities that might be thrown up by that. The
fair way I would see it applying in a practical sense
would be if the same government were returned even if

newly commissioned - - then the 12 month time clock
would still be ticking away. the new government is
of a new complexion then it would have to recons that
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bill in the assembly otherwise you could have the
absurd situation of a bill put in the former
parliament, becoming law in a new parliament when
the new government did not want it.

DR THOMSON: I was going to raise these matters with Mr Vincent.

MR COMMISSIONER: I am sorry. Is Mr Vincent going to deal with
these matters?

MR BEAHAN: He might be better placed to do it.

DR THOMSON: He indicated to me that perhaps Mr Beahan was the
better person.

MR COMMISSIONER: Yes.

DR THOMSON: If the government is of the same political complexion
but the premier is a different person, or the cabinet
comprises of different people, would you call that a new
government?

MR BEAHAN: In a sense it would not matter, would it, because if
it is a government of the same colour and it has to
reconsider the proposal it is a thing that is simply
done, I would have thought; it is a technical mechanism.
They might have to look at all bills that have the
clock ticking on them.

DR THOMSON: You would give all governments that option?

MR BEAHAN: That may be the way to do it.

MR COMMISSIONER: In ef I at any while the ClOCK is ticking
the government could vary the bill?

MR BEAHAN: Yes <

MR COMMISSIONER: Would that have to go the 12 months then?

MR BEAHAN: I would think not, if there are minor amendments. I
mean, the whole series of processes that we talked about
before of conciliation and of a meeting of managers and
so forth - a conference of managers - might be taking
place to try and arrive at some solution and it may be
that the legislative council puts up proposals which are
acceptable to the assembly and some sort of a compromise
is reached.

MR COMMISSIONER: I was thinking of the government itself having
second thoughts.

MR BEAHAN: Yes; well, they could have second thoughts as a result
that process and presumably, unless it is a new bill,

if it is amendments to an existing bill I would see no
reason to stop the clock. If it is a totally new bill
as a result of those decisions obviously then you would
have to restart.

DR THOMSON: I presume you could get around these technical
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difficulties by just introducing a new bill, amending
the bill which running with the clock, so that - -

MR COMMISSIONER: The new bill would have to run for 12 months?

DR THOMSON: No. the amendments were agreed upon by both the
council and the assembly - -

MR COMMISSIONER: Assume they are not.

DR THOMSON: Then they would have to run for 12 months.

MR BEAHAN: I see. So the original bill, you are suggesting,
would run for 12 months and then the amendments would
run on a different time clock?

DR THOMSON: Yes.

MR BEAHAN: That is one way around it, I guess.

DR THOMSON: It is an awkward way because for 12 months you would
have a bill which is law which you wanted to amend and
those amendments would not corne in for another 12 months.

MR BEAHAN: MID •

DR THOMSON: Perhaps it could have some more thought, sir, and if
230 Mr Beahan wanted to follow up those problems either with

myself, in my capacity as counsel assisting the
commission, or provide us with some further written
material on his proposal, on these small and intricate
details, it would be helpful.

MR COMMISSIONER: We have in mind sitting some time early next
year when anyone would be able to appear by leave, so it
could even be brought up then Do you want to add
anything, Mr Beahan?

MR BEAHAN: No .

WITNESS WITHDREW

DR THOMSON: I recall Mr Vincent to resume his submission.

PHILLIP JAMES VINCENT:

MR VINCENT: Mr Commissioner, I simply wanted to make some comments
about two of the other submissions which have been
before you. That was the submission number 1 by Dr Adam,
the written sUbmission. I am not aware whether Dr Adam
actually gave evidence here. I was not present and I
do not know the substance of what he might have said
but my remarks will be confined to his written submission.

DR THOMSON: Dr Adam did not give any verbal evidence, as I am
aware.

MR COMMISSIONER: His was a very short SUbmission?

MR VINCENT: Yes. He makes some points which we feel should be
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answered. His first suggestion is that no serious
dislocation has occurred in parliamentary history in
this state through the absence of any mechanism for.
resolving these disputes. Our response to that would
be that there has been a aislocation in that there has
been serious displacement of legislation and that
legislative initiatives have foundered and that, in
itself, is a serious dislocation. We would just
reiterate the pattern which I put to you, sir, in
evidence earlier.

Further, there is still the possibility of a
future serious dislocation by constitutional crisis.
The next point he dwells on is the question of mandate
which you raised, sir, and he suggested that it has
little foundation - that term - and that an elected party
has only a mandate to govern in the best interests of
all the people of the state. That really begs the
question as to what are the best interests of the
people of the state and it would seem that the best we
can come up with is that the elected party, who has
announced pUblicly what their measures will be, are
able to perhaps best claim that they have the people's
backing. Presumably they believe that their legislation
will be in the best interests of the people and those
parties who lost the election cannot claim that they
ought be in a position to decide what is or is not in
the best interests of the people. The next point he
makes is that the system seems to have a design to it,
to expressly prevent hasty and ill-considered legislation,
and the innuendo is that the absence of a deadlock
provision is for. that purpose, and that the second
chamber has therefore historically reduced the incidence
of hasty and ill-considered legislation. We would
simply repeat some examples we put to you of - - -
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MR VINCENT (Continuing): - - - to you of the legislative council
rubber stamping legislation when there was a coincidence
of the majority of a particular political party in both
houses and I think some of the examples I gave were the
fuel and energy bill and the amendment section 54B of
the Police Act. The final point of Dr Adam's was that the
second chamber would eventually be accountable to the
people if it were too obstructionist. As presently
set up, our submission would be that the accountability

far too removed from the day to day consideration of
legislation to impact itself on the electorate and in
particular the long fixed terms and the provision that
half only are to retire, and also the malapportionment
of the electorates indicates that in fact the second
chamber is not so accountable as to make that a realistic
consideration. Those are the matters I want to
to in Dr Adam's submission.

DR THOMSON: In relation to one of those points, would you suggest
that the presence of a double dissolution mechanism in
section 57 of the commonwealth constitution, a mechanism
to resolve deadlocks, has in any way diminished the
senate's ability to consider on the merits, and not do
so hastily and inconsiderately, legislative proposals?

MR VINCENT: I would not have thought that has reduced the
power of the senate but as I indicated earlier I do not
consider it to be an appropriate form of deadlock
resolution.

DR THOMSON: The presence of a deadlock resolving mechanism does
not nece~sarily have the effect of decreasing an upper
chamber's vigilance and consideration of bills on their
merits. Would that be correct in your view?

MR VINCENT: No; it can still consider the bills on their merits
in perhaps a freer way than if were constrained bv
party political considerations as are now, to
obstruct or let through bills. I would just go on to
make several comments about the submission by Dr Sharman.
His first contention was that the word "deadlock" as it
appears in the terms of reference is a pejorative term.
We would submit that deadlock is a ectly conventional
term used these matters and is accurate for many bills
in Western Australia. It simply means a standstill
and that is exactly what happens. We would submit that
the stultification of a legislative programme by reason
of partisanship being a priority in the legislative council

not a good thing and it cannot be a good thing for
the people of Western Australia. It is the maintenance
of deadlocks without any means of resolution which is
the disturbing feature of the system, not the fact that
deadlocks may occur from time to time. We would suggest
that Dr Sharman has overlooked an and that is
that by being able to stop legislation that is dominance
in itself and that is the dominance of one house over
the other house in the system that we have. It merely
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happens that the executive is the initiator of the
legislation which then has to pass through the house
of assembly, only to be dominated in the final analysis
by the legislative council. If there are no means of
resolving deadlocks with the answer "no" always being
dominant, it is a recipe for entrenched conservatism
whenever there is a difference of political majorities
in the two houses.

We would submit that that is not necessarily a
good result. The second point that is made by Dr
Sharman is that the terms of reference disguise the
real intent behind them, and that is there is really
a conflict between the executive and the legislature
which is sought to be reviewed, rather than a conflict
between the two houses. In our system, the executive
simply happens to be contained within the legislative
assembly and it is not a case of the executive being at
odds with the legislature as a whole at all, but merely
the executive having its legislation passed by one
house and then the other house not agreeing. I would
suggest that it is not proper to see it as a clash
between the executive and the legislature in toto. It
is a clash between the legislative assembly having
adopted bills put up by the executive and coming into
collision with the legislative council. In this
regard it seems that Dr Sharman does make a substantial
error, in our submission, in confusing the executive and
legislative dichotomy as it applies in the United States
and in attempting to transpose it into our system.

In the United States I understand that the system
is that the executive is not comprised within the
legislature and is quite apart and is indeed appointed
in some of its members. The submission from Dr Sharman
goes on to assert that governments make assumptions that
they should be able to legislate and this has
contribu~ed to a decline in the role of the legislature,

where the second chamber resists. He does not
seem to argue for this blanket proposition but even if
that is true - that there has been a decline in
legislative perusal of legislation - the history does not
seem to indicate that there has been a perusal, as such,
behind the obstructionism of the legislative council
but merely it rather discloses an obstructionism based
on party politics, rather than sensible and proper
scrutiny of bills. I will quote one part of his
submission. He says:

"Accordingly, the ability to create
and maintain deadlocks is a
critically important and desirable
characteristic of our parliamentary
process."

Perhaps the fact of deadlocks occurring from time to time
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MR VINCENT (Continuing): - - - occurring from time to time may
be a useful function in that it does make a government
step back and just assess their legislation but the
maintenance of them is not necessarily a useful thing
and simply obstructs legislative programmes and can
end up being quite to the disadvantage of the electorate
as a whole.

With regard to his suggestion of greater equality
of representation through proportional representation,
the Labor party endorses the concept of proportional
representation for the legislative council and we endorse
the need for scrutiny of legislation by the legislative
council no matter what political party is in power.
There is no need, however, for an adverse majority in
the upper house before this can occur and all parties
perhaps should recognise the important and differing
role of the legislative council and that role has been
adequately referred to by my colleague, Mr Beahan. If
there is no deadlock resolution mechanism and
proportional representation is introduced with the
result as Dr Sharman predicted of a balance of power
residing in the hands of a minority group, the effect
could be to merely vest ultimate legislative power in
the hands of such a minority group holding the balance
of power in the upper house, which we submit would not
necessarily be a good thingr

MR COMMISSIONER: Has it worked recently in the federal sphere?

MR VINCENT: I would suggest that there have been certain crises
but there .again there has been the deadlock resolving
mechanism that it has, not that it is a
very good one. I would to the s of hav
just one without the other. I think
representation without a
could be a

DR THOMSON: Is that because the ultimate legislative power would
then rest in the hands of that minor party?

MR VINCENT: That is so.

DR THOMSON: Whereas with a deadlock resolving mechanism ultimately
when you are put to the test you can use the mechanism?

MR VINCENT: That so; the ultimate power 11 rests with the
government which has the confidence of that lower house.

DR THOMSON: Ultimately the resolution of the deadlock is not in
the hands of a minority party; it in the hands of
the procedure that is used to resolve the deadlock?

MR VINCENT: The procedure to resolve the deadlock works its will,
yes, in the way it is constructed to, in our SUbmission,
vest the legislative assembly with that power.
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DR THOMSON: What I am putting to you, I am sorry, is that the
mechanism may not always it in the favour of
the majority in the council. l am not particularly
focusing now on your particular mechanism that you
are proposing but there are a number of mechanisms 
a joint sitting, a referendum - that may not result
in the bills being passed. You have given us some
examples today of some bills that would not have been
passed under your proposal. The difference is that
if there is no mechanism and there is a minority
party that holds the balance of power, that minority
group resolves the deadlock, whether they want to
agree, disagree or amend - - -
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DR THOMSON (Continuing): - - - or amend. There a deadlock
resolving mechanism that an independent and mutual
mechanism. Is that the difference?

MR VINCENT: Yes. The mechanism is already in place and
works automatically.

DR THOMSON: Is that a vital Is that why you need
the deadlock resolving mechanism because you do not
want the resolution left in the hands of a minority
party?

MR VINCENT: Yes; that is one of the reasons, yes - particularly
in the upper house.

DR THOMSON: I am premising all this on the proportional
electoral system.

MR VINCENT: Yes. Once could, even with a deadlock resolution,
envisage a situation where the lower house perhaps might
have a minority party with the balance of power in
that house, which could still hold considerable sway
over the outcome of legislation. What we would be
pointing to is that that certainly should not occur in
the legislative council.

DR THOMSON: You say that because governments are made and unmade and
ministers t in the assembly?

MR VINCENT: Yes;
spoke.

the very reasons about which Mr Hetherington

MR COMMISSIONER: Can I put another question to you? From a
point of view a government can be assured of

legislation the lower house. The
upper house then acts as a check, not on the
lower house but on the executive. This, I think, i
partly the basis from which Dr Sharman What
is wrong with that?

MR VINCENT: There is nothing wrong with the idea of the upper
house perusing the acts of the executive and having the
executive think again about its programme but where the
error occurs in Dr Sharmanls submission is, as we would
submit, that he does not distinguish the fact that the
executive, having put up the legislation, has then taken
the next step and got it through the house in which
has to retain confidence to govern, so then is no
longer merely a question of parliament against executive;
it is executive having shown that is has the confidence
of that lower house and then being frustrated along with
that house by the upper house.

DR THOMSON: I wonder if you meant Mr Vincent to distinguish
between an absolute check and a qualified check when you
said the upper house would have a check on the lower
house and the executive. I wonder whether you were
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referring to an absolute check or a qualified check?
By "qualified check" I would mean some means such as
a deadlock resolving mechanism whereby after council
had so applied the check, that check could be overcome
either affirmatively or negatively by use of a deadlock
resolving mechanism?

MR COMMISSIONER: I just wanted to find out what Mr Vincent's
response would be.

MR VINCENT: Yes. I think in my answer, sir, I did envisage the
difference between an absolute and a qualified check
and in using the word "check" I tried to elaborate on
what I meant by that.

MR COMMISSIONER: You accept that there can be a check subject
to resolution in some form - - -
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MR COMMISSIONER (Continuing): - - - some form and you added your
point that it is no longer in fact purely the act of
the executive, but it has now been adopted by the lower
house. Is that right?

MR VINCENT: Yes, that i5 so. By "check" I would mean fulfilling
all the functions which an upper house can fulfil quite
properly in perhaps an expanded role, if anything, but
not having the ability to actually obstruct legislation.

MR COMMISSIONER: Are you going to take Mr Vincent over the
recommendations at all?

DR THOMSON: No, sir, I had not contemplated that.

MR COMMISSIONER: Are you quite happy with the recommendations as
they now appear?

MR VINCENT: Yes~ I thought

MR COMMISSIONER: The difference between refusing to pass and
suggesting amendments?

MR VINCENT: Yes. I think that amendment which has been accepted
by Mr Beahan is an appropriate one. I would not want
to tamper with the recommendations further but would
say - perhaps repeat what Mr Beahan has said - that these
recommendations are general propositions drafted by the
Labor party for consideration. They cannot, by their
very nature, I think purport to be an exhaustive technical
enunciation of the philosophy which inherent in them
and perhaps in the end it would need to be the
oarliamentarv draftsman who were able to envisaqe all
the contingencies which would need to be addressed.

MR COMMISSIONER: Are you happy with that

DR THOMSON: Sir, I think you indicated to a submiss~o~

of mine when Mr Beahan was making a submission that the
matter would remain open if some consideration needed to
be given to some other detail and if that consideration
was given, the commission would be willing to receive
written or verbal elaboration of that detail at a
future hearing of the commission. I was happy to leave
it on that basis, sir.

MR CO~~ISSIONER: Is there anything else you wish to add, Mr
Vincent?

MR VINCENT: Nothing else, sir.

WITHDREW

DR THOMSON: At this stage I might indicate, sir, that no other
persons or organisations have indicated either to myself
or to the executive officer a desire or request to give
evidence, written or verbal, to this commission.
I would add that I would contemplate one further public
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hearing date at which any persons or organisations
wishing to do so may give written or verbal evidence
to the commission. I would envisage that a further
public hearing for that purpose be held on a day in
January 1985; the day will be advertised in the
newspaper with a request for persons to contact the
executive officer. If that is agreeable to you, sir,
at this stage I would merely request that the
commission adjourn sine die.

MR COMMISSIONER: The purpose will be to give people an opportunity
to read the transcript and further submissions that have
been made?

DR THOMSON: Yes~ that would be the case.
these hearings, the submissions
be available for public perusal
office.

As has been throughout
and the transcript will
at the commission's
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MR COMMISSIONER: Yes, Dr Thomson?

DR THOMSON: Thank you,

Since the last hearing of the commission an
advertisement~has been placed in a number of papers
advising that today, the 14th of January 1985,
would be a final hearing of the commission, and inviting
any interested person to contact the executive
officer to make arrangements either to come and view
the various documents and transcripts or to submit
a written submission to the commission. That
advertisement appeared in The West Australian
newspaper of the 19th of December 1984, the
2nd of January 1985, and the 7th and 9th of January.
It also appeared in The Australian newspaper on the
same dates.

Arrangements were also made for the advertisement
to appear in 28 local West Australian newspapers,
and just for the record I would indicate that they
were the Great Southern Herald, the Esperance Express,
the Busselton Margaret Times, the Warren-Blackwooa
Times, the Coastal Districts Times, the Geraldtor
Guardian, the Collie Mail, the Darling ~1vertiscr,

the Stirling Times, the Albany Advertlse~, p,~~t

Newspapers, the Eastern Suburbs Reporter, ~he

Community Express, the Community Guardian, the
Wanneroo Times, the Current News, the Midland-Kalarnunda
Reporter, the Southern Gaze~te, th~ Kalgoorlie Miner,
the Kimberley Express, the Mandurah Telegraph, the
Midland Telegraph, the Narrogin Obs~rver, the North-West
Telegraph, the Northern Advertiser, the Wagin Argus
and the Wheatbelt Mercury. That adverisement also
indicated that the commission would accept reverse
telephone charqe calls from the countrv.- As a resul~
of that, there-was one from
As a result of the , a number
were received for the commission's papers,
and those were sent to people who them.

I would also like to refer to the fact that a
letter has been received from Sir Charles Court, and
Sir Charles Court indicated that that 'letter could
be included with other documents and submissions
received by the commission. At this stage, I would
just like to tender that letter for inclusions with
other documents.

I .

EXHIBIT 39 Letter from Sir Charles Court.

DR THOMSON: I would also tender a written submission received
from the Honourable Senator Gareth Evans.

EXHIBIT 40 Submission received from Senator
Gareth Evans.

RB

1 See page 714A
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DR THOMSON: At this stage, with your permission, s , I would
like to call Mr Stapp.

HILTON STAPP:

DR THOMSON: Would you tell us your full name?

MR STAPP: Gordon Hilton Stapp.

DR THOMSON: I believe that you reside at the corner of
Amherst and Canning Roads, Canning Vale.

MR STAPP: That is correct.

DR THOMSON: Would you have a look at this document?

MR STAPP: Yes. It should be three pages.

DR THOMSON: Is that a document prepared by yourself and submitted
to the commission?

MR STAPP: Yes, it is.

DR THOMSON: I tender that, sir.

EXHIBIT 41 Document prepared by G.H. Stapp.

DR THOMSON: I believe, Mr Stapp, that you have an interest
in parliamentary and local government matters.

MR STAPP: Yes. I stand as an independent on a fairly
regularbas , and I take a lot of interest in local
government politics and campaigning,

DR THOMSON: You stand as an the -

MR STAPP: For the state

DR THOMSON: In what electorate?

MR STAPP: Usually Gosnells.

DR THOMSON: And you have done that, can you give us an
indication, how many times?

MR STAPP: It is three or four times now.

MR COMMISSIONER: [)'iJ you stand as an
government?

MR STAPP: I do not take so much interest in local government,
but I have stood for local government as well, yes.

MR COMMISSIONER: You have stood for local government?

MR STAPP: Yes.
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MR COMMISSIONER: You have stood three or four as an
independent for the lower house of the state government?

MR STAPP: Yes, that is right. I am more interested in the
information of local government than becoming a
councillor.

DR THOMSON: I believe that you have perused the various
submissions the commission has received and the
transcript of previous hearings.

MR STAPP: Yes, I had a quick look through those. Yes.

DR THOMSON: Would I be correct in saying that yo~ believe
that there ought to be some mechanism to resolve
deadlocks between the legislative council and
legislative assembly?

MR STAPP: Yes, but such a mechanism must gain satisfactory results
to the community not to the parliamentary parties. I
object to the parliamentary parties using crisis
situations to gain power. We need stable government
not gimmick government.

DR THOMSON: So, if ! could go to your submission, you would
not see the method of a double dissolution as being
the appropriate mechanism to resolve deadlocks?

MR STAPP: No, not necessarily the appropriate method because
you could have a situation where an upper house, very
shortly after an election, decided that through a
set of circumstances or a crisis situation that it
could on the lower house and cause an
election which should not occur. It would become a

method of r.athe r
than the that issue.
Let me -that is unless the
of the feels that that is the so.Lutn.or.,
I am not the double dissolution should be
abolished or anything like that, but I object most:
strongly to the upper house controlling the politica_
situation and virtually pulling the at its
pleasure.

DR THOMSON: So, unless it was the premier's desire, you would
not wish there to be a method by which both houses
could be resolved over a bill in respect of which
there was a deadlock?

MR STAPP: Obviously the upper house is in the position where it
in fact would not be seriously challenged by the
public. Its boundaries are such that it is quite
impossible for the lower house government, if it was
a Labor government, to seriously be able to bring the
upper house to book and, more importantly, it would
be quite impossible for the electorate to do so.
So therefore, unless it is the premier's wish, that
he feels that is the mos~ appropriate answer, it should
not be used.
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MR CO~MISSIONER: It is the answer to you forcing the lower
house to the electorate?

MR STAPP: Yes.

MR COMMISSIONER: Has the upper house ever done that?

MR STAPP: It has on the federal level. I am not so aware of
it on the state level here. It is a potential which
has been exercised at federal level and no doubt
would become an opportune thing to do at a particular
time.

DR THOMSON: But would you see it as appropriate that if the
upper house did do that, exercised that potential,
it should also face the electors?

MR STAPP: I believe that house that is creating the problem
should face the electorate or be in a position to
refer that matter to a referendum of the public, and
the same applies to the lower house, and the public
themselves should not be put in that position~ w~ do not
want elections every five minutes, and what happens
in reality is that parties are extremely good at
using individuals or weaknesses of i~dividuals in
their opponents' camp, or promoting an issue which
the public probably has not even been consulted
about, to gain political advantage. It creates
hysteria and an emotional situation and I think the
public really should not be put in that position.
That is not desirable or beneficial to the community.

DR THOMSON: Your written submission tends to favour, if I
read it correctly, a referendum solution in respect
of deadlocked bills.

MR STAPP: Yes, and I think this should be an option for the
premier, the leader of the upper house, and particularly
the public, because what is in fact happening is the
upper house is allowing some things through and then
blaming the lower house for bringing them up - and
which it did bring up but, of course, it did not stop
them. I use one example. This is a conservative
state and the death penalty in this state would not be
upheld by the public, but the upper house allowed that
to go through because politically it was expedient
for them to do that. There are other issues of that
nature too, where the upper house is acting in a
political manner for its own lower house colleagues'
benefit and not acting in the public interest. When
there is a doubt in the eyes of the premier or the
leader of the upper house, the public should be the
arbiters of situation. If the public cannot get
satisfaction from either of those groups, it should
be able to put itself in the position of arbitrating
on the matter, whether the parliament likes it or not.
That is the situation that exists in other countr
Sweden, Switzerland, and a number of states in the
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United States. We are getting far too many pieces of
legislation which are acting, I believe, very much to
the detriment of the community and we have no way of
checking this legislation. In fact, we have got a
situation where our lower house is permanently deadlocked
because there is no way on earth that the opposing
factors in the lower house can ever gain control of
the upper house. We have in fact a permanently
deadlocked lower house and legislation is watered
down, or changed, or altered, or made inoperative,
or foolish for political expediency. We, the public,
should be in a position to say yea or nay on any
matter if it so pleases us. I come from a country where
we do not have an upper house - there are arguments for
and against upper houses - but I do not see why we
should have lesser rights in this country than the
countries of our origins. For instance, in England it
is not possible for the upper house to behave in the
manner in which our upper houses behave here. I would
point out that the Magna Carta was brought into effect
by force of arms, and I believe this Royal Commission
is a deliberate attempt to make sure that such a
situation never occurs here.

We need reform, and we need it now, before we
have major crises coming on our hands, or uneconomic
situations which will create a situation where it is
possible to create a crisis within the community, to
cause change. I think this is most undesirable and,
if I use the example of Sweden, I have noticed that
Sweden has not been to war since 1815. They have
this of the able to control
their not - and
let us and
the public. They are are
skilful at doing what
and tha t is not or thE
~~v~~c's interest

MR COMMISSIONER: Mr
or

system, just the
within the terms

written submiss~or

of a uni-cameral
one house. Do you think that is
of reference of the commission?

MR STAPP: No, I just used that as a point of fact, you know,
that an upper house is not essential, but I do not
think it is within the terms of reference of this
commission. I think it is better to take small steps
quietly and sensibly than major steps and cause more
difficulties than you already have. I think most
people in this state are used to two houses of
parliament and would find it a bit radical at this
point in time.

DR THOMSON: I would like to just take you back to your proposal
for a referendum. The terns of reference of this
commission only go as far as bills in respect of which
there a deadlock or a disagreement.
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MR STAPP: Yes.

DR THOMSON: So if we can put aside bills like the one you
pointed to in relation to the abolition of capital
punishment, because that bill passed both houses of
parliament, you have indicated that to initiate a
referendum you would require either the premier
calling that referendum, the leader of the upper
house or the public.

MR STAPP: Yes, you would have to work out a formula acceptable
to the community. Usually about 5 per cent of the
population seems to be the standard procedure but
other countries have fairly low figures - something
like 300,000 signatures causes a referendum,
whether the parliament likes it or not. I think
this is important. We have parties playing games in
parliament; this is why we get deadlocks.

DR THOMSON: So, if I could just go through this carefully,
to start off a referendum you would require a petition
signed by a certain percentage of the voting population.

MR STAPP: The population, or the premier deciding there should
be a referendum, or the leader of the upper house.

DR THOMSON: How would you determine whether or not a particular
bill is a bill in respect of which there is a dis
agreement or a deadlock?

MR STAPP: Yes, we are confined, of course, a disagreement is a
deadlock; the public would not feel so confined. There
would be a disagreement or a deadlock the houses,
would there not?

DR THOMSON: But how would you know that

~.1R STAPP: Because
etcetera.

would not pass lation in total

DR THOMSON: If you had a bill which was passed, let us say,
the council and it was sent down to the assemb f

and it was in the assembly, let us say, six months
and it was an adjourned second reading debate, would
you consider that a bill in respect of which you
could implement your recommendation?

MR STAPP: Yes, because six months is a very long period in time
and they could have either sent it back or suggested
amendments, which could be rejected by the lower
house because of this, and the legislation would
then be deadlocked because the upper house has not
accepted it in total, nor has the lower house accepted
the changes.

DR THOMSON: What about if it was four months?
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MR STAPP: No, I do not think four months sufficient. You
can holiday in parliament up to about three.

DR THOMSON: So are you including within that time period of
six months periods between sessions of parliament?

t-iR STAPP: Yes.

DR THOMSON: And you would have the same system working if it
was a bill passed by the lower house and sent to the
upper house?

MR STAPP: Yes.

DR THOMSON: What if the bill was passed but with amendments in
one house?

MR STAPP: That would not be a deadlocked bill, would
longer?

, any

DR THOMSON: It goes back down to the other house, I am suggesting,
but with amendments.

MR STAPP: I am sorry, I have assumed you have sent it to the
lower house and they have accepted it.

DR THOMSON: If they have not accepted it?

MR STAPP: No, it would become a deadlocked bill. A reason for
that is, of course, that by subtle changes in a bill
you can make it totally ineffective, the objective
could be changed, what the inal objective was.

DR THOMSON: Would you have anyone arbitrate as to whether a
lar bill was a deadlocked bill or not, or

would it just be when there was 5 per cent of the

MR ST.~P: Or the
dec
will find
them down

or the leader of the upper house
is a deadlocked bill, yes. I think you

that the politicians, although I run
a bit, are not comple"tely irresponsible.

DR THOMSON: And would you allow more than one bill to be the
subject of a referendum?

MR STAPP: Yes, by mutual agreement of both houses they could
delay holding a referendum so that they had three
or four bills together, or if an election was close
they could run it at the same time as the election.
The idea is not to expend money but to have good
government.

DR THOMSON: What if it was a referendum that was called
pursuant to 5 per cent of the population signing a
petition?
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MR STAPP: Then it would be over to the originators of the
referendum to decide whether or not they would
insist on an immediate bill or whether it would be
included with other bills. They may well decide
that they merely want the thing delayed until the
next election.

DR THOMSON: To take it a step further, the result of the
referendum - would that be an absolute majority or
a two-thirds majority?

MR STAPP: I think it should be about a 60 per cent majority
because of the simple reason we do not want a divisive
set status affair, we want an absolute majority with
clear-cut instructions to the parliament. Parliament
then decides; if it less than 60 per cent it can act
according to its conscience and delete the bill
altogether or, between agreement of the two houses,
proceed on a mutually aqreeable pattern, but it
should not be a fifty~f ty m~jQrity, only gives you
two warring camps in the community.

DR THOMSON: And once the requisite majority has been attained
at a referendum - -

MR STAPP: It becomes binding on the parliament.

DR THOMSON: Would that bill then become law?

MR STAPP: Law, yes.

DR THOMSON: Without anything else occurrina?

MR STAPP: 1 of course can be amended, but I
are

can make moves and

DR THOMSON: So the bill -

MR STAPP: It would become law, fact.

DR THOMSON: - - would become law and it would be a p
legislation like any other legislation.

e of

MR STAPP: Correct.

DR THOMSON: Which can subsequently be amended by parliament,
passage through both houses of parliament.

MR STAPP: Yes, passage through both houses.

DR THOMSON: Would your proposal include amendments to existing
legislation in respect of which there has been
deadlock?

MR STAPP: Yes, or replacement of the existing legislation with
something more appropriate.
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MR COMMISSIONER: You would almost describe as a deadlock any
bill which is introduced and which passes one house
but not the .other?

MR STAPP: It goes to the second house, who makes amendments,
and sends it back to the originating house, who cannot
agree with those amendments.

MR COMMISSIONER: So a bill which passes one house, fails in the
other or does not pass in the other, is a bill which
is deadlocked?

MR STAPP: Yes, unless the lower house wishes to withdraw it,
or the originator wishes to withdraw it. There may
be valid reasons why it is not proceeded with.

DR THOMSON: In respect of your proposal, would you differentiate
between different bills in terms of their SUbject
matter?

MR STAPP: Yes. I think budgetary bills must pass unencumbered.
There is good reason for that. Government could come
to office, be in office a few months and if you simply
stop them having supply they cease to be a government.
That quite unacceptable, almost an anarchy type
situation.

DR THOMSON: So you would exclude from the category of bills
that can be SUbject to a referendum bills relating
to money and supply?

MR STAPP: To supply - parliamentary budgets.

DR THOMSON: You would exclude those from the referendum orc)Ce'duI~e?

MR STAPP: Yes. That does not mean to say that the lie cannot
decide that find 1e an~

challenge it. could use that method to
a ic ect but r r money
supply bills should be sacrosanc~.

DR THOMSON: And with money supply bills being excluded from
the referendum procedure, if there was a deadlock
in respect of those bills

MR STAPP: There would have to be a double dissolution.

DR THOMSON: You would see that - -

MR STAPP: Hang' on a minute, money bills should never be
challenged in the upper house. I do not think they
can be, can they? Somebody would have to - -

DR THOMSON: If they can be - let us ass~~e that they can be 
would you want any mechanism at all to resolve a
dispute?
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~~ STAPP: Back to the referendum then.

DR THOMSON: You would have a referendum over supply bills?

MR STAPP: Yes - only under those conditions - but I do not
believe supply bills should ever put in that
position so, quite frankly, I think supply bills
should be excluded from becoming deadlocked bills.

t.ffi COMNISSIONER: So the supply bill is passed through the
lower house. What happens then?

MR STAPP: It goes to the upper house. It should automatically

MR CO~~ISSIONER: And if the upper house does not pass it, what
happens?

t.ffi STAPP: Well, it should not be in the position where it does
not pass it because we would have a situation where
we would have governments falling very rapidly after
an election.

MR COMMISSIONER: Then you say it does go to the upper house.
Why does it go to the upper house?

MR STAPP: Because that is part of the parliamentary process
of this state.

MR COMMISSIONER: It goes to the upper house and the upper house
must pass it?

MR S7APP: Yes, I believe that should be the case.

DR THOMSON: Would there be any other of bills - fo~

instance, health bills - that vou would exclude froIT
the process:

t.ffi STAPP: No. I think that the gov::::.::;""'TIent process,
which is the bill, must remain intact under
all conditions,

DR THOMSON: Can I just take you for a moment to the suggestion
that has been put to the commission, which you may
have seen when you read the transcript - the procedure
known as a conference of managers?

MR STAPP: Yes.

DR THOMSON: Do you think that is an adequate procedure to
resolve deadlocks?

MR STAPP: No, because the community has quite different attitudes
and philosophies than a parliament on very many
occasions, and the establishment - for want of a
better word - really should not be interceding between
the community and its parliament. Let us face it,
this parliament is the community1s parliament; it is
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not the civil servants' parliament or the parties'
parliament, although they dominate it. It is in fact
the community's parliament and I believe our politicians
are quite mature enough to know when they have gone
too far, and the only people they should answer to
are the public.

This is the fact: we have a parliament which is
permanently deadlocked and it is at the pleasure of
the upper house whenever they feel like pulling
the pin, and that is always based on whether they
think they can win a lower house election or not.

DR THOMSON: And if that situation changed so that a government
had control - by "control" I mean an absolute majority
in both houses - would you still require your
mechanism to resolve deadlocks?

MR STAPP: Yes, even more so, because you will notice at the
federal level as soon as a position has been reached,
after our disastrous experiences in 1975, which had
a far more long term impact than most people realise,
we the public will not tolerate an absolute majority
in both houses. I do not think you will ever see
an absolute majority of either of the major parties
ever again in the upper houses. One 1975 in a
century is enough.

MR COMMISSIONER: Would you never see a Liberal party, or non
Labor parties in coalition, having the majority in both
the assembly and the council?

MR STAPP: They do now, whenever the Liberal party - - The
electorates are such that it is impossible for

else to time the Libera:
coalition wins the lower house it Iv has
the upper house"

MR CO~1ISSIONER: And when that situation arises are there still
deadlocks between the two houses?

MR STAPP: It is extremely rare.

MR COMMISSIONER: So the houses at that time are not in what
you would call permanent deadlock?

~~ STAPP: Correct - and not necessarily passing laws that the
community wants either.

MR CO!1MISSIONER: How would your referendum procedure apply
then?

MR STAPP: We could then change laws which did not suit the
community, whether the upper house and lower house
like or not. Our parliament should be responsible
to the community, not to the parties.
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DR THOMSON: Could I just ask two questions flowing out of
that? I take it that you do not see your proposal
as depending upon the state of the parties in either
house?

MR STAPP: No, no, it should not be dependent on that at all,
because parties are made up of people and individual
clashes and so on and so forth. I think it is far
too shallow a basis to work on.

DR THOMSON: Secondly, the reason why I brought you back to the
terms of reference when we originally started talking
about this is that, as you first elaborated it, your
proposal - as I understood it - went to not only
referendums about deadlocked bills but referendums
about initiating new legislation.

MR STAPP: Yes. I know that is outside the scope of this
Royal Commission but reform has to start somewhere
and I think the obvious place is to the parliament
itself and deadlocks. That is the first major
problem. You see, we do not really have deadlocks,
we have political power plays.

DR THOMSON: I have nothing further to ask you.

MR COMMISSIONER: Is there anything you would like to add,
Mr Stapp?

MR STAPP: Yes. I appreciate very much that this Royal Commission
has been called. I think it should be the starting
point of a reform, which I hope will proceed with the
reform of parliament itself, and I repeat again that
I do not see why we should have a lesser form 0:

than anybody else in the world: in fact,
we should be able to do better than our s of
origin. I very much that the commission
has been cal state of calm, common sense, anc
with obvious s Thank you, si=.

MR COMMISSIONER: Is there anything else you would like to
raise?

DR THOMSON: I have raised the question of a certificate of
costs with Mr Stapp, and I would ask him now whether
he wishes me to apply for that.

MR STAPP: Yes, I would appreciate that.

DR THOMSON: I understand Mr Stapp has made at
visits to this commission, sir - f
the documents and again this morning
respect of those expenses

MR STAPP: Only petrol expenses.

DR THOMSON: I am just wondering what to fix.

least two
tly to peruse
- and in
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MR STAPP: $10.

MR COMMISSIONER: I think if Mr Stapp were to confer with the
executive officer they could come to some provision
relating to the expenses and then I will certify
those. Thank you, Mr Stapp.

MR STAPP: Thank you, s

7 2~)

WITHDREW

MR COMMISSIONER: Yes, Dr Thomson?

DR THOMSON: I wonder if at this stage - I have no further
witnesses who have indicated they would like to appear
this morning or subsequently - I could ask the
executive officer to just walk outside the precincts
of the court and ascertain if there is anyone who
wishes to give evidence.

MR COMMISSIONER: Yes.

DR THOMSON: Subject to that, sir

MR COMMISSIONER: You have by now then, as far as you are
aware, subject to the executive officer's return,
submitted all the documentary evidence you propose to
submit and given all those who wish to appear at the
public hearings an opportunity to make their oral
submissions?

DR THOMSON: I have on the second count, yes, given that
opportunity to all members of the public who wish
to appear, and they have done so. On the first
matter, I indicated in openincr to the commissior:
that various documents were being bv the
commission1s staff and that there was an ongo~n~

process of amendment and evolution of those
documents. That process is still continuing and
would hope that it will continue in the next week
or so. That process really involves correcting
factual errors that have been drawn to the commission
staff's attention. I would hope that those documents,
when they are finally finished, will be finally
published in a volume, together ..vi th the commission I s
report. Apart from that aspect of it, there would be
nothing further that I would wish to tender to the
commission.

MR COMMISSIONER: Thank you, Dr Thomson. Is there anything
else you wish to say before we conclude?

DR THOMSON: There is only one matter that I would like to
comment upon, and that is really to thank the
commission's staff for their invaluable and extremely
helpful efforts and work put in over the last few
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months, in particular the executive officer who has
handled all the administrative arrangements extremely
competently and helped me a great deal in that
respect. I would like to thank the research officer,
Mr David Hyams, who has been working diligently on a
number of papers and assisting me to col references.
I would like publicly to convey my thanks to him, and
also to the secretary-typist to the commission,
Mrs Virginia Moon, who has been responsible for
typing the documents and correspondence. For her
assistance also I would like to record my thanks.

I might indicate also that the commission premises
will still be open to the public - I say that not in
respect of any further input or submissions that I
would wish to receive, but if the public is interested
in obtaining a copy of the papers that have been
prepared or viewing the transcript, I would think
that the executive officer could make those available.
It would merely be at that stage, sir, just for their
information and edification rather than that I would
be seeking any further comments or submissions. I
think there has been ample time for that. The
commission offices will be open, sir, for a week or
so for any interested persons to view those documents.

I have nothing further to add, sir, and I would
formally request that the public hearings sessions of
this commission be brought to a close.

MR COMMISSIONER: Thank you, Dr Thomson. I would like myself
to be associated with your comments about the staff,
to endorse what you have said. - I can see no obj
to the commission offices being open for as lone
as the commission continues for the documents wh i.cr,
are Ie for pUblic to be still sc
available, though I confirm what you have saic
relating to any further submissions, and larl
to any further oral submissions.

Having said that, let me now say that tne open
hearings of the commission are concluded. Thank you.

HEARINGS CONCLUDED

RB 463 14. L 85
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47 Williams Road,
Nedlands. ~.A. 6009

6 September 1984

The Executive Cfficer,
Royal Commission into Parliamentary Deadlocks,
Level 7, Central Law Courts,
30 St. George's Terrace,

Dear Mr. Wahl,

I request that you should convey this letter
to the Royal Commission as an individual submission.

1. I submit that no serious dislocation of the activities of
the ,;estern nustralian Parliament has occurred which requires
any substantial change in the laws of this State to avoid
or overcome Parliamentary de~ocks. The ?arliament has
operated in the same manner as Parliaments in other States
and countries using the ~estminster style for a very long
period, and government has proceeded without major disturbance.

2. The case for a change i~ present ~rrangements seems to rest
on the desirability of permitting a ?arty currently enjoying
a majority in the the Legislative ~ssembly to pass into law
measures which are opposed by a Le slative Council dominated
by an opposing Party. T~is is based on the assumption that
the govern Farty has a 'mandate' to nass a certain law.

3. The notion of any having a 'mandate' for particular
actions has little :ol:n~~tion. Electors do not read and
uncerstand all the progr&mmes offered at election-time, and
indeed often vote ror a ?arty which orfers some proDosals which
they strongly op,ose. An elected Party has a macuate ~o

gover~ in the best interests of all the people of the 3tate.

4. The system of government in ~ost ~~stralian States and in
the ?eueral ~arliament is expressly constructed to prevent has
and ill-considered legislation. Lon€ experience in rlustralia and
elsewhere has shown that governments of all political persuasions
occasionally rush into legislation which has extremely harmful
unforeseen results. The existence of a secon~ chamber to review
legislation cannot entirely prevent such legislation but it
greatly reduces its incidence.

5. Contrary to some wild statements heard on t~is issue, second
chambers are not ven to wholesale rejection of le slative
proposals. They operate in full public view, and must, after all,
face the electors themselves in due course. If they consistently
block important le tion, the ,ihol~ governmental system becomes
inoperative, and they must justify themselves to the electors,
a difficult task with an nustralian electorate tr" itionally
impatient with frequent elections.
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6. The Royal Commission should consider whether so-called
'Parliamentary Deadlocks' are necessarily detrimental to the
processes of good government in \iestern Australia. At first
glance, it may appear wrong that a proposal for new legislation
should simply stop because the two chambers of the Parliament
cannot agree about it. The very word 'deadlock' has an ominous
sound, suggesting a malfunction of the system.

7. It is my view that such disagreements between the two
chambers are, on the contrary, a healthy sign that democracy
is functioning in this State. A governing Party has almost
always been elected by approximately half of the people of
~estern Australia, with almost half the people voting against it.
It is, among other things, a sign that the voice of the segment
comprising slightly less than half the population has had some
influence on proposed legislation.

8. Perhaps the Royal Commission should also ask whether any
great harm is done to the people of this State if, on one or
two measures placed before Parliament each year, disagree8ent
between the two chambers is so serious tha~ these measures
cannot proceed at that time. (If they have strong s~pport from
the people as a whole, there is not the slightest doubt that
the negative chamber will be forced to allow the measure to pass
in due course.)

9. If there were minor procedural ch~nges designed to secure
agreement between the two Houses on details 0: legisl&tion, no-one
could object to the Royal Commission recommenc such changes~

If, h o wev e r , changes s;;ggested by the ~~oyal Commission v e i:e designed
to reduce or eli~inate the much-needed review Dowers of ~he

second House, many members of the., estern .cu s t r-a La an c.ommuna
would be serlOU concerneu.

the open hea=ings of the Cosci~ ~~~.

adequately renre3ented ~~ thi3 letter~

I woule be g.ateiul
consi~er ~he Doints raised above.

tne Corami a s a cn wo u Lc

Yours fai



INTRODUCTION

I am a Senior Lecturer in Surgery and a Vascular Surgeon. A very
high proportion of the patients I treat with arterial blockages
suffer from a smoking-caused condition.

In 1983 I became so concerned about the increasing numbers of
children taking up smoking in Western Australia that I wished to
do something to try to stem the inevitable increase in patients
suffering arterial diseases in this State in 30-50 years' time.
r did this in the knowledge that cigarette advertising and sports
sponsorship are specifically intended to give cigarette smoking a
healthy, virile and exciting image, Which is guaranteed to be
attractive to children. Because, in many cases, smoking becomes
an addictive habit, a high proportion of Western Australian
children starting to smoke will continue to smoke for the next
40~50 years.

COMPREHENSIVE SMOKING CONTROL PROGRAMME

I therefore resigned my position for SlX months from July 1983 and
worked for the Australian Council on Smoking and Health. The Council
was concerned with the introduction of a comprehensive smoking
control programme for Western Australia. Passage of the Tobaccc,
(Promotion and Sale) Bill, 1983, was the most L~portant, bU~

controversial, part of a World Health Organisatlon and Australla~

Medical Assocation recommended programme, WhlCh would have ernbracec
lncreases in tobacco price, Quit programmes, educatlonal programmes
and legislation to control advertislng and prOmOtlOn of clgaret~es

The Western Australlan Gover~~ent was the first Engllsh-speakln~

government prepared to attempt to introduce such a programme.

Your Commission will be aware that this legislation was introduced
by a democratically elected Government, elected by the maJority of
Western Australians. The legislation passed through the Legislative
Assembly.

The Liberal Party opposed the legislation. No doubt some of this
opposition was political in nature and some was ideological. In any
event, the Opposition-dominated Legislative Council was able to
emasculate the Tobacco (Promotion and Sale) Bill, 1983 so that it bore
no resemblance to the original Bill presented to the Legislative
Council.

Your Commission will be aware that many pieces of legislation enacted
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by an elected Government may be unpopular (such as increases in
taxation). The legislation with which I was concerned became
unpopular in Western Australia through the editorial opposition of
the newspapers, the opposition of some sporting bodies in the State,
and an extensive advertising campaign carried out in all media by
the Tobacco Institute. This powerful display of financial muscle from
the Tobacco industry and its allies did indeed swing public opinion
away from supporting the legislation2. To what extent this change "in
public opinion reinforced the Liberal Party's opposition to the
legislation is unclear. However, in effect, an elected Government
was unable to pass its legislation because a minority Opposition party
had blocked i~because of the Parliamentary system which provides no
means for overcoming or resolving deadlocks or disagreements between
the Legislative Assembly and the Legislative Council.

There can be no doubt that in the case of
the Tobacco (Promotion and Sale) Bill, 1983 the Western Australian Goverment's
ability to govern was eroded.

GOVERNMENT

I would submit that in a democracy any given political party is
elected on the strength of its political platform, and when elected
to Government the majority party should have a mandate to introduce
legislation foreshadowed in its electoral platform.

ILITY OF POLITICAL MANIPULATION

It is not my place to suggest methods of overcoming Parliamentary
deadlocks. I would, however, submit, in relation to the Tobacco
(Promotion and Sale) Bill, 1983 that it was a tragedy for the Western
World that political expediency aided by our peculiar Western
Australian deficiencies in parliamentary procedure came before the
health of the people of Western Australia. If this legislation had
passed, as it should have done, it is likely that other English
speaking States and Countries may well have followed suit, and acted
to legislate against cigarette advertising and promotion. The current
inability to overcome or resolve deadlocks or disagreements between
the Legislative Assembly and the Legislative Council is unsatisfactory.
In the case of the Tobacco (Promotion and Sale) Bill, 1983 this
weakness was manipulated by the Tobacco industry, and had this
manipulation extended to the Liberal Party in Western Australia it would
have reduced our Parliamentary processes to the equivalent of those of
a Banana Republic. Parliamentarians of all political hues must be
concerned that our current inability to resolve Parliamentary deadlocks
exposes Parliamentary Parties to the possible odium or temptation of
political bribery.
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SUMMARY

Therefore I submit that the current inability to resolve Parliamentary
deadlocks in Western Australia is a threat to democracy, it provides
the means for a Minority Opposition Party to impede Governmen~,

and it exposes Legislative Councillors and other Parliamentarians to
the risk of manipulation. I have no doubt that the Laws of this State
require amendment to provide a means of overcoming or resolving
deadlocks or disagreements between the Legislative Assembly and the
Legislative Council in relation to Government legislation.

W. M. Castleden
MS., FRCS., FRACS.
Senior Lecturer in Surgery
Consultant Vascular Surgeon

REFERENCES ATTACHED

1. ADVERTISING, CIGARETTES NJD YOu~G SMOKERS, W. M. Castleden,
The Medical Journal of Australia, March 5 1983

2. T.V. RETURN FOR CIGS? Article by Pat Rogers published In
B & T (advertising, marketing and media weekly)
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MORE is there to write about smoking? And why
a vascular surgeon presume to write. about

dvertising, cigarettes and young smokers when his principal
is the management of elderly people with symptoms

signs of advanced atherosclerosis?
I feel that far too little is heard from physicians and

'JIgt::U11:S whose pati~nt population consists almost entirely
people who smoke. In my field, no less than 97% of male

with intermittent claudication have nicotine-stained
I I believe that doctors in similar clinical situations

constantly emphasize the magnitude of smoking ill
in their selected groups of patients.

Furthermore, I think we have to face up to the cigarette
ilvt~rtisernel1t issue for the sake of our families. I have no

that my 14-year-old daughter is a prime consumer

target of the tobacco executives and their advertising agency
employees. Although there appears to have been some
decrease in smoking among middle-aged men,' smoking
among teenage girls is increasing dramatically. J Why should
our young women be starting to smoke at such a rate? The
advertising industry in America and Australia has assessed
the increased purchasing power of the wage-earning woman,
and has identified her as "the hottest marketing target
today".' Could it be that specific advertising campaigns aim
to recruit women in the knowledge that they become more
severely addicted to cigarettes and are, therefore, less able to
give them up?'

Now that adults are not only dying from tobacco-related
disease but actually exercising their free will and giving up
their cigarettes, the tobacco companies are recruiting
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younger smokers. The cigarette industry claims that it only
endeavours to persuade persons who have already chosen to
smoke to change brands, and does not attempt to induce
non-smokers to start smoking. This is nonsense. There is,
moreover, ample econometric and psychological evidence
that cigarette advertising does increase overall cigarette
consumption. In particular, a child's decision to try a
cigarette (or any of a myriad of other products) is mostly a
social decision which can be readily influenced by
advertising, I

Furthermore, an advertisement's suggestion to those
who smoke that smoking Brand A will confer certain
positive benefits over Brand B, inevitably leads to the belief
that smoking in general bestows the same positive benefit as
shown in the advertisements for Brand A. Thus,
advertisements affect the daily decisions faced by smokers.
The facts that teenagers buy the most heavily promoted
cigarettes, that 80% of children consider that cigarette
advertisements are influential in encouraging them to smoke,
that boy smokers most often smoke the brands portraying
male images (for example, Marlboro), and that girls show a
strong preference for brands marketed to women (for
example, Alpine) demonstrate that advertisements are
effective with these young consumers!

The saturation of billboard advertising and sponsorship of
sporting events acts as a repetitive, positive, external cue to
buy cigarettes. Because of the importance of this repetitive
cueing, the tobacco companies have become deeply involved
in sports sponsorship. Each time the tennis player serves, the
cricketer bats, or the racing car driver heads down the track,
his brand of cigarettes stands out. Sporting events, of course,
appeal to young spectators.

Can straight-forward health information significantly
decrease cigarette consumption or affect a person's decision
whether to smoke? One of the reasons why people smoke,
despite publicity detailing the effects of smoking on health, is
surely that few believe "my smoking is dangerous to my
health". But even the straight health facts on smoking can
alter public auirudes and significantly decrease cigarette
consumption.' The hostile reaction of the tobacco industry
to proposed anti-smoking advertising on television in
lismore, New South Wales, in 1979, suggests that the
industry is well aware of the hazard to its wealth posed by
counter-advertising. Regrettably, linle can be expected of
ami-smoking advertising when no one is prepared to pay for
it. The Federal Government has had no specific budget for
education against smoking since 1975-1976.

In November, 1982, Western Australia was subjected to a
heated debate concerning a "Smoking and Tobacco Products
Advertisements Bill", introduced to the Western Australian
Parliament as a private member's Bill by Dr G. T. Dadour,
who is a local general practitioner. The Bill sought to abolish
the advertising of cigarettes in Western Australia. The
tactics used by the tobacco industry to persuade
Parliamentarians to vote against this Bill were awesome. The
campaign in Parliament started with the distribution of a
slick booklet entitled "A case for the continuation of the
right of cigarette manufacturers to advertise their brands".
The industry encouraged the tumour that the Benson &
Hedges Ashes Test Match might have to be moved to
another State. In the final week of the Parliamentary debate,
newspaper publishers accepted (and in certain instances
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actually supported) full-page advertisements, which claimed
that the individual's freedom of choice was under attack by
Dr Dadour's Bill, These advertisements listed a string of
supposed effects of the Bill; allowance had already been
made for countering these effects by Dr Dadour, his legal
advisers and the Parliamentary draftsmen. However,
publishers and editors, by and large, made no attempt to
inform the public of the troth.

The effectiveness of this type of propaganda can be
gauged from the following comments by two staff members
within my own hospital on the day after the passage of the
Bill through the Lower House and following a vigil at
Parliament by 150 doctors: "I suppose you are happy
now that we can't read the Women 's Weekly or The
Bulletin any more", and "The day this Bill passes the Upper
House will be the day that the jackboots come marching into
Western Australia". Although several smokers on the
hospital staff expressed their hope that passage of the bill
would reduce the pervasive influences on them to keep
buying cigarettes, others seem to have lost sight of the health
hazards of smoking.

The Bill failed to pass the Upper House of the Western
Australian Parliament. Thus, Western Australia lost a
chance to lead the world in this important public health area.
To paraphrase the British Medical Journal of February 6,
1982, (in referring to the Government agreement with the
tobacco industry on sports sponsorship]: "The members of
the Western Australian Government who allowed the Bill to
be thrown out will stand indicted as the guilty men of public
ill health when the history of the twentieth century is
written". '

Although nearly 100% of my patients with peripheral
vascular disease suffer from a preventable condition, I have
to ask myself, what can be done to alter such a sorry
situation? Will the situation be the same in 1993,2003,2013
and 2023? Research is not the answer. We already know the
simple cause and the even simpler prevention. The passage
of Dr Dadour's Smoking and Tobacco Products
Advertisements Bill would have been a step in the right
direction. No doubt such a bill WIll pass somewhere, but it
will not be without another unedifying and alarming show of
force by the arrogant tobacco and advertismz lobbies.

People not only need to be educated about the health
effects of smoking but also about the power and wealth of
the lobby that wants people to smoke.

W. M. CASTLEDEN,
Department of Surgery,

University of Western Australia.

I. Castleden WM. House AK. Faulkner K. Wan A. Haernogjoom, >mokmg and
penpnerat vascular disease. J Roy SocMea 1981:74: 586·89
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5. Fisnoem M. Consumer benets and behaviour wllh respect to crsareue smoking: A

cnucat analysts of the public luerarure. Report to Congress of the Federal Trade
Commission.Wastnngton 1976; Dec 3I

6. Fisher 0, Codde J, Armstrong B. Primary schools' srnokmg prevention programme.
Report No.1 National Heart Foundauon of Austraua IWestern Australia dlVlSlOni.
1981

7 Tooacco sponsorship of SPOft: ttunk again, IEd'tonaJl. B7MedJ 1982:284: 365.
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SIR CHARLES COURT, A.K., K.C.M.G., O.B.E. 41h FLOOR.

PERPeTUAL TRUSTEES BUILOING
89 ST GEORGE'S TEFiRACE.
PERTH

WESTERN AUSTRALIA 6000

27th November, 1984.

:vI['. R. A. Wahl,
Executive Officer,
Royal Commission Into
Parliamentary Deadlocks,
Level 7,
Central Law Courts,
30 St. Geroge's Terrace,

W A 6000.

Dear Sir,

Re: 1 Commission into Parliamenta Deadlocks

I refer to your 12th September letter in which you advised
me that a Royal Commission Into Parliamentary Deadlocks had
been appointed in Western Australia.

You invited me to make a submission on matters within the
terms of reference.

thought including the
and I have come to the
the Royal Commission is

matter careful
of reference

appointment of

I have given the
Commission's terms
conclusion that the
ill-advised.

I do not think the Go·vernment should have moved for such a
Royal Commission because thev would know that under the
we s t.m i n s t e r system. matters between the two Houses of t.h e
State Parliament and particularlv deadlocks or disagreements
between the Le£islative Assemblv and the Le slative Counci
are matters for the two Houses to determln

I view
outside
matLers.

with grave concern anv
of the Parliament should

s u z ze s lon
o

hat someboc\
o r e s c r r o e sue

Under no circumstances should there be any outside influence
or interference nor any involvement by the Judiciary. As
I see the Commission and its terms of reference. these ace
distinct possibilities implied in the suggestion that the
laws of the State should prescribe a means of overcomlng oc
resolving deadlocks or disagreements between the two Houses.

wh a t e v e r the p r o b l.e ms mi, t be. including the i r-r- i.t.a c i.o n s
and d e I a v s that it might cause Go v e r nrne n ts . both o r- either
of the Houses, it is no reason to p r-om o t e outside
interference o r run the r i s k of such o u t.ss i d e interfecence.
oc involvement by the Judiciary.

TELEPHONE. OFFiCE ·091 322·4J87 qESIDENCE '091 386· 1257 TELEX 94506
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If the present Standing Orders have any defect which r.n
practice is considered to make it impracticable to resolve
deadlocks or disagreements, then it is competent for both
Houses to agree on changes that could be made.

For example, if the provision for unanimity at a Conference
of Managers is impracticable then it may be that if it
was the wish of both Houses this provision could be
amended so that the deadlock or disagreement could be
resolved if there was agreement by all except by one of the
members elected to the Conference of Managers.

1n itself but experience shows that
prove impracticable, the provision

could avoid the problem of one
the rest.

This might appear minor
whilst unanimity might
for one dissentient
individual frustrating

I am not advocating this as being necessary, but I put
forward purely as an example of how agreement could
reached, but within the Parliament itself rather than
outside interference or direction.

it
be
by

not referring to a majority being .i n a ar-e e me n t ,
not be a p p r-o p r-i a r.e in the circumstances.

provision for one di ssenter~ is a di f f e r e n t thing
and could have a practical significance.)

(N. B. I am
This would
Ho we v e r . a
a I together

I am b as i.c a I Lv opposed
Commission bein z a p p o in t e d
that: 1 wo uI d be f Ii r;

to
and

the w h o l
r- 11 e r e r I.) I' VI.) I.I

a (I

once t

vv a p p re
an D ,

01 ommLs51

.c\lso. a c k n o w I e
a p ro Li m in a r-v Ta bl

subiect deadlock

y o u r: l.l h '\ v e mb
or the numh IS

() r' 01 S c·l ~' r: f::'e m {-',~ [I ;

(.0] L

:-, Iv h

r I n

n \

I c a n n o understand the 5i'2nll cane h i», i n r o rm l

It LS r-e a s o n a b l.e to as.Sllme that In til 11 'II d Fdl'llamen
o p e r a ci ng under' a bi-cameral .s v s t.e m . t.h e re will be v a ry i ng
numbers of disagreements and deadlock5 between the two
Houses from time to time. It LS something that 15 basic to
the two Chamber' system. I believe i t to be an i.mp o rt.a n t;
part of the legislative machinery of this State;

Yours sincerely,



Submission to Royal Commission into

Parliamentary Deadlocks

Senator Gareth Evans Q.C., Federal Attorney-General

1. Although questions of democratic principle must be the

starting, and indeed finishing, point for any

consideration of the working of constitutional machinery,

political reality demands that account be taken of

existing power relationships. The Western Australian

Legislative Council, with its established role in Western

Australian political life, its formidable technical

powers, and long history of aggressive exercise of them,

seems unlikely to agree to any reduction of those powers

unless, in return. its enhanced role as a House of Review

is recognized. Few institutions submit voluntari to

what they perceive to be a major reduction in status.
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2. If, as I believe, there is no acceptable solution to

present problems in the relations between the two Houses

short of at least some direct or indirect diminution in

the Council'S existing powers, this is only likely to be

achievable in the context of a basic re-evaluation of the

Council's constitutional role. An understanding has to be

developed, both within the Council and in the community
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at large, that the Council's constitutional future is as a

genuine House of Review, that it is not necessary to the

effective exercise of that role that it retain ultimate

power of life or death over Governments or any of the

bills Governments seek to enact, and that the respect and

influence it enjoys is more likely to depend on the way it

scrutinises and throws the spotlight upon deficiencies in

the legislative and executive process than on the extent

of its formal veto powers over the Assembly.

3. Unless the argument is quickly moved on to this plane 

and the Commission's report will be crucial in this

respect -. so that the Council is seen. and sees itself, as

likely to gain more long term credibility than it will

lose from the redefinition of its role, then it will be

extremely difficult in practice to secure any significant

change.

4. I believe that the credibility of the Council depends on

the removal of the grosser forms of its destructive power

and the development of its constructive powers.

5. I believe that there is, just as with the Australia

Senate, a very constructive role that the islative

Council can playas a House of Review, even if shorn of

some or all of its present powers. The main elements in

that role, not all of which appear to be presently being

exercised to the fullest possible extent, may perhaps be

described as follows:

(l) Improving Legislation: conducting Committee

enquirie~ into the justification for legislative

proposals; throwing the spotlight of pUblicity on

ill-motivated or poorly reasoned proposals; using the

threat of delay to force reevaluation of a hastily

conceived proposal; delaying the passage of measures

to enable public comment to be made and, if
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appropriate. indignation aroused; scrutinising and

reporting on the extent to which legislation (or

delegated legislation) proposals infringe civil

liberty criteria: . drafting and suggesting specific

improvements in the text of Bills.

(2) interrogating Ministers

at Question Time on the administration of their

portfolios (with Ministers from the Assembly

attending the Council by roster for this purpose);

questioning Ministers at Committee hearings; exposing

weaknesses and defects in any Government policies and

programs in debates. urgency motions. grievance and

censure motions and parliamentary proceedings

generally.

(3) Monitoring the Bureaucracy: through a more developed

committee system. demanding the production of

detailed information. written and oral. from

departments and statutory authorities as to the basis

of financial estimates; investigating the efficacy

of program administration: ensuring the

accountability - and justification for existence - of

statutory authorities.

(4) again through a devel

committee system. and the production of reports.

examining new areas of pUblic policy and recommending

appropriate legislative or executive action;

introducing Bills, especially on inherently

non-partisan matters (e.g. most law reform issues).

6. The Western Australian Legislative Council's unequivocal

power to reject all classes of Bills. the absence of any

deadlock resolution machinery, and the fact that the
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Council can as a result force the Assemb to an election

without having to go to the people itself. undoubtedly

makes it one of the most powerful Upper Houses to exist in

Westminster systems anywhere. Both democratic principles.

and the devising of a rational method of conflict

resolution. demand that the present very large area of

potential conflict between the two Houses be very

significantly. if not completely. reduced.

7. There are two basic considerations justifying this

assertion. One is that the Legislative Council is. for

one reason or another. a manifestly less representative

body than the Assembly. Using. for example. the

internationally recognised Gini index (which measures the

extent to which enrolment in each electorate varies from

the overall average) the Western Australian Legislative

Assembly is fairly constructed. whereas the Council is the

least fairly constructed of the Upper Houses in the

Australian States. Moreover. with the method of elections

employed for the Council, it has at any given time less

claim to be exercising an up to date mandate from the

people than has the Assembly. No legislative chamber can

credibly claim to be acting as a 'democratic safe net'

protecting the people against the excesses of anothe

chamber - unless it is itself at least as democratically

constituted as the chamber whose behaviour it attacKS.

8. The other relevant consideration is inherent in the very

existence of a formally powerful second chamber, and not

at all easily remediable. The problem is that in these

circumstances the Government of the day is the servant of

two masters, responsible to, and dependent for its

survival upon, the whims of not just the Lower House but

the Upper House as well. As has now been appreciated in

the case of the Senate, bicameral responsibility and

traditional Westminster style responsible government

simply don't sit easily together. Unless the Upper and
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route were to be chosen by the Commission, is for a more

precisely written version of the present Commonwealth

section 57 (in particular avoiding the ambiguity of

"failure to pass" terminology), combined possibly with an

additional option available to the Governor if so advised,

viz. a Joint Sitting of the two Houses in lieu of a

double dissolution rather than only after it as at

present: see, for example, the recommendations of the

1959 Joint Committee on Constitutional Review in relation

to section 57.

12. The Tasmanian Royal Commission into the Constitution Act

of Tasmania recommended an approach that was a mixture of

the Blunt and Direct approaches. It recommended that an

appropriation or supply Bill for the ordinary annual

services of the government be SUbject to the Royal Assent

if not passed by the Legislative Council within six weeks

of its transmission to that Chamber. In respect of other

Bills it recommended a deadlock resolution mechanism which

involved the dissolution of the Assembly alone and,

following a meeting of the new Assembly, the presentation

of the deadlocked Bill concerned for Royal Assent without

further reference to the Council. The Constitution Act of

Tasmania has not, to this point of time. been amended to

give effect to these recommendations

13 . It is suggested that careful attention be q i ve n to

adopting in Western Australia a system of Fixed Term

Parliaments, at least partially along the lines I have

advocated at Commonwealth level in my 1983 Bi i i . The

attractions of such a proposal, apart from the inherent

advantages of a more stable electoral cycle from the point

of view of government planning and policy implementation,

opposition policy development, party campaign coffers, and

voter sanity, is that it involves something of a
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Lower Houses are elected at exactly the same time and on

exactly the same franchise (in which case the problem of

democratic principle would be solved, but by the same

token the issue of differently constituted majorities

would then be unlikely to arise), there will always be the

risk of unworkability, with the immediate cause of the

tension being the attitude of the less democratically

constituted chamber.

9. There are at least three separate general approaches

possible in dealing with this situation, briefly described

below - for want of better working titles - as the Blunt,

the Direct and the Indirect. For present purposes I am

concerned not so much with matters of detail - which it

will be amply within the capacity of the Commission to

explore for itself - but rather with identifying the kind

of strategy which might prove ultimately most successful

in the real political world we inhabit.

The Blunt Approach: No Deadlocks

10. If, as would be my personal preference. the Council had no

power to block supply or other Bills on which the survival

of a Government effective . and its powers in

re of other class of Bills were reduced to Lords-like

delay (though preferably for no longer than six months)

there would simply be no need for any deadlock resolution

machinery. As indicated above, I believe that a chamber

shorn of these powers would still if it were so minded 

be able to act very effectively as a House of Review.

11. The second basic alternative is to devise an appropriate

deadlock resolution meChanism, preferably one less

uncertain in its application than section 57 of the

Commonwealth Constitution. My own preference, if this
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trade-off, or mutual e of , for the

contending political sides. The Government of the day, so

long at least as it retains the confidence of the

Legislative Assembly. is guaranteed its full term of

office and cannot be forced against its will to an early

election, by the Councilor anyone else: but in return

for that security the Premier and his Government lose the

power to manipulate election dates to suit their own

political advantage. The political system as a whole

would benefit from the greater stability and continuity

associated with the removal of the Premier's snap election

power, and it may be that the Legislative Council - even

if its non-government members do not see an immediate

partisan advantage for themselves in such a system - would

be prepared to endorse it on this basis.

14. Victoria has recently enacted a version of a Fixed Term

Parliaments scheme (Constitution (Duration of Parliament)

Act 1984 - to corne into effect on 1 January 1985). Unlike

my 1983 Bill. the Victorian Act expressly provides for

rejection of supply by the Upper House as an ion to

the fixed term rule. Another feature of the Victorian Act

is that the fixed-term element applies on to the first

three years of the Assembly's maximum four-year terTh.

15. Although the Victorian Act is a worthwhile reform. I d

not consider that it is as satisfactory an to tne

problem of parliamentary deadlocks as my 1983 Bill. The

Victorian Act does not provide a disincentive against

manipulation of the exceptions to the fixed term rule. My

Bill was directed at discouraging misuse of the exceptions

by either Governments or opposition by establishing a

3-year cycle for elections and requiring an "early"

election to be followed by a regular electon. In addition

to an early election following a "no confidence" motion or

rejection of supply, the Victorian Act allows an early

election where a Bill which is declared by the Assembly to
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be "of special importance" is twice rejected by the

Council. Theoretically at least. it would be possible for

a Government to manipulate the Victorian exceptions

relating to Bills of special importance and 'no

confidence' motions. The only disincentive against an

Opposition-controlled Council rejecting supply is that

half the Council would go to the polls with the Assembly.

16. I note that plans for fixed-terms Parliaments are also

under discussion in South Australia.

17. The basic elements which would seem appropriate in a Fixed

Term Parliament System for Western Australia might be

identified as follows:

(1) Basic Fixed Term Rule

3 year (as at present) or 4 year Legislative Assembly

terms with elections held on a

constitutionally-specified date every third or fourth

year. This is to be varied only in two specified

exceptional circumstances'-
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( 2 )

Where the Assemb is dissolved in the event 0

formal resolution of no confidence (of which 24 hours

notice has been given) being passed, and no further

confidence resolution in an alternative Ministry is

passed within 7 days.

( 3 )

Where a sustained deadlock has developed, which the

Government of the day chooses to break by advising a

double dissolution (in accordance with a mechanism

along the lines of that mentioned above). Assuming
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that any deadlock machinery which was introduced made

provision (as I believe it should. as an incentive to

compromise) for a gap of at least 3 months between

successive presentations of the contested measure. it

may be further assumed that. as has been acknowledged

at the Commonwealth level. it would be simply not

practicable to call this machinery in aid to resolve

a supply crisis (at least in the absence of a

convenient "stockpile" of other contested Bills).

And under these circumstances it may be further

assumed that. even in the absence of a formal

prohibition on its power to do so, the Legislative

Council would simply not in the future wield its

ultimate supply-denying weapon: there would simply

be no point in incurring the political obloquy that

would result from forcing a financial crisis in

~ircumstances where a fixed term rule applied and

there was as a result no constitutional possibility

of forcing the Government in the Assembly to an

extraordinary early election.

1983 Bill tes a series of provision5

ensuring that, as a general rule, House and SenaLE

elections are held simultaneous Senate terms are

set as two terms of the House of Representatives.

The only exception to this rule occurs where there is

an early "no confidence" election for the House of

Representatives. After such an election the new

House of Representatives serves out only the

remainder of the 3-year term of the previous House

and thus, at the end of that term. elections for both

Houses come back into phase. In summary, therefore,

the position so far as the Senate is concerned is

that senators' terms remain fixed except where (as at

present) there is a double dissolution.
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The over~helming consideration here ~as the practical

desirability, given the huge cost and complexity of

federal elections, of avoiding multiple recurring

elections if at all possible; a secondary

consideration ~as the political desirability of

ensuring so far as possible that the Upper House's

"mandate" ~as coterminous ~ith that of the Lo~er

House.

I understand that in Western Australia it is the

practice to hold Council elections on the same day as

elections for the Assembly. But the provisions of

the Constitution Acts Amendment Act 1899-1983 ~hich

ensure that ne~ly elected Councillors do not take up

their seats until a specified date means that, as

~ith the Australian Senate, there exists in Western

Australia the potential problem of 'lame duck'

Councillors. Both this problem and the 'mandate'

problem mentioned above are addressed by a fixed term

system. The introduction of such a system ~ould seem

an opportune time to recast and streamline the

Legislative Council electoral system.

18. I make no comment for present purposes on the desirability

or other~ise of retaining the present t~o-member Counci

Electoral Provinces (exc to say that one would

certainly hope that the boundaries for the Council are

more equitably dra~n in the future and, further, that a

State-wide constituency choosing members on the

proportional system of voting is a more acceptable

alternative. for a variety of reasons, in the case of a

true House of Revie~). But it ~ould seem desirable that

the Councillors' terms be the same as those of members of

the Legislative Assembly and that elections for the

Council be held simultaneously with those for the

7~O
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Assembly. Failing the a ability of 4 year Assembly

and Council terms, I would prefer that Council terms be

retained at 6 years with one half of the Council retiring

every 3 years. Thus the Council election cycle would

coincide with the ordinary Assembly election cycle, until

an extraordinary Assembly election intervened.
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Chief Executive Officer
15th Floor, A.C.I. House
200 Queen Street
Melbourne. VIC. 3000
Tel. 03-677240

Mr. James A. Thomson,
Counsel Assisting,
Royal Commission into Parliamentary Deadlocks,
Level 7, Central Law Courts,
30 St.George's Terrace,
PERTH. W.A. 6000.

Dear Jim,

Secretariat
Tel. 03-677249

JCF:LK

October 11, 1984.

When I read your letter inviting me to make a submission to your
Royal Commission, I must admit that I was tempted. However, on
reflection, I feel that everything that can be said on relations
between Lower and Upper Houses and the resolution of deadlocks
was said to the Tasmanian Royal Commission.

I must confess that I do not get upset at the sight of an Upper
House disagreeing with a Lower House, so long as there is some
means of bringing the matter to a head, and I think the fairest
way of preserving real power in an Upper House but, at the same
time, making them responsive to the electorate, is a double dissolution.

I am forwarding a copy of the Constitution (Duration of Parliament)
Bill (No.2) which has now been passed by the Parliament, and will come
into operation on January 1, 1985. It was part of a whlcr
extended the basic term for the Assembly from three to four "ears
provided that the Assembly must continue for the tnree years unless
cer t.a i.n special cond i t i.ons arose "and the f i x ed s i x-sve a r te=
of Councillors to two Assemblles.

It was all done by agreement between the partles and really arose out
of the dlscusSlons at the Australlan Constltutlonal Conventlon over
Fixed Terms and the Senate and Supply. 'I~hether t.ne pacxaqe max e s for
more responsible and responsive relations between the Houses remains
to be seen.

Although I don't want to make a submission, I would be only too happy
to make technical drafting type comments on any detailed proposals
which the Commission may be thinking of adopting.

J.C. FINEMORE, O.B.E.,Q.C.,
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER.

Enc: Copy Constitution (Duration of Parliament) Bill (No.2).

;JC4556



[Revised format-in substitution for print previously circulated)

EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM

I
ClauseNo.

Clause I (I)

Clause I (2)

Clause 2

Clause 3
Clause 4

Clause 5

Clause 6

Eticct ofAmendment

Title of Act.

Act to commence on I January 1985.

Division of Act into Parts.

Defines "Principle Act" for Part I. of Act.

Specifies the circumstances in which the Legislative
Assembly can be dissolved by the Governor.

These circumstances do not apply 10 the existing
Legislative Assembly. The circumstances are-

(a) if three years has elapsed since the last election;

(h) if the Bill of special importance procedure is
utilized;

(e) if the Legislative Council rejects a Bill for the
ordinary annual services ofGovernment;

(d) if the Legislative Assembly passes a Vote of no
confidence.

Ordinary annual services of government are defined to
exclude capital works. new initiative and
appropnauons relating to Parliament.

Amends term of office of Members of Legislative
Council as follows:

(I) From election until the expiration 0' dissolution
of 2nd Legislative Assembly after election.

(2) Member elected at periodical election except the
first periodical election after the commencement
of the Act 10 hold office from polling day.

Member elected at first periodical election after
commencement of Act to hold office from 15
July 1985 until expiration or dissolution of 2nd
Lcgrslative Assembly after election.

(3) Member elected bv bv-election to hold office from
declaration of ~II unul exmrauon of term of
previous Member

(4) Retiring Member eligible for re-eiecuor,

(5) (a) Term of office of Members due to reure on
14 Julv 1985. to expire on the expirv or
dissolution of Assembly next occurring after
commencement of the Ac:

(hI Term of office of Members due to reure on
26 June 1988. to expire on the expiry or
dissolution of Assern blv elected at first
election after commencement ofAct.

Amends period ofduration of Legistauve Assembly:

(I) Present l.earslauvc Assernblv 10 conunue until
27 April 1985. unless dissolved earlier.

Section ofAct Amended

Section 8 of the
Constitution Act 1975.

Section 28 of Constitution
Act 1975

Section 38 of Constuuuon
Act 1975.

9-[473]-IOOO/2.8.1984-70413/83-{ Revision No.6) (922)
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Clause 7

Clause 8

Clause 9

Clause 10(u)

CIaUSl' I () (/I)

Clause I I

Clauses I '
and 1.\

Clauses 1-1. 16
and 18[0
2.'

Clause 15

Clause 2-1

(2) l.cg rsla u vc Assc rnhlv clcctcd after
commencement of '>'l't to cxrs: lor lour vcars
from date of tirst mccung unless dlss~" cd
earlier.

Establishes the Bill of special importance procedure
which requires a Bill tu be rejected t" ICC b~ the
l.cgislauvc Council wuhrn four months and the
Legislative Assembly 10 pass a motion that the Bill
IS of special importance. Re-enacts the prov rsions of
the -\ct which provides that a Bill will be deemed to
be rejected b~ the Lcgislauvc Council if It is not
passed within two months,

-\n\ member otLcgislauvc Council at commencement
or Act whose terms or office ceases at an earlier date
than previously specified bvAct. because or operation
or amending Act, to be regarded, for purposes or Part
II. of l'urhanicnturv Sulur, .. ·\ JnJ ,)'Il/?Cn.IlIIl{fI.1l!lll,'

It I 1968-" Par liamc n ta rv Co nt r rbu rorv
Superannuatlon"-ascontlnuing to hold officc untl'l
previously specified end of term or office. II' he
contests the pcnodical elccuon but fails to be re
elected.

Defines "Principal Aci" lor Pan I!. of Act,

Substitutes new Interpretations for "President." and
"Speaker",

Repeals interpretation or "Conjoint Electron" and
inserts interpretation or"Slmultancous Election."

Repeals provrsion rcstricung thc opcrauon of Sccuons
or -\ct relating to "Conjoint Elections".

Brings provisrons or old Sections 1-19, 150. and 151
together In one new Section 1-19, with foilowing
alterations:

(I) Wrus for Periodical Lcgislauv c Council elections
to be Issued bv Governor I nOI Prcsidcnt : within
seven day; after cxpirauon or divsoluuon
l.cgistau . c' -\ssc'mbl.

121 Wnts for an Asscrnblv General Elccuon and toe
corresponding Council Pcnodical Etccuon to IY

Issued on same d~

13) Prcsrocru 10 gJ\C notice nrror \0 Issue of\', rn
Lcarslau \ c Council b\ -crcruor

\', rus for -\ssemhh Genera! Elccnon and Counci:
Pcriodrcal Elccuon issued on same ca-. 10 ll\ <arn.
da\ for normnauons and same da- for poihru; i n JL
cases

Subsututc ex pression "Simultaneous Election" for
"C'onjomt Elccuon'

Requrrcs Lcgrslauvc Council and Lcgrslauvc Asscrnbl.
clccuon , at a srmuliancous election to be hl'id on the
same dale

Pros Ides thai a sunultancous electron for Lcgislauvc
Council members whose term IS to expire on I-I Juiv
1985 will IX' held With lirst Asscrnblv election held
under the amended law

B\ Autnoru y F 0 Atklnwn Government Printer Melbourne

Section 60. 07 or the
(·IIII.\/i/UI/O/l 1<"1 1975,

Section 3 (I) of ri..
( onst nu u on lei
uncndnicnt let 1958.

Section 12) of Th«
('01/\/ilU//U!1 /(/

IIII cndn. ('11I let 1958.

Sccuons 1-19. 150. and 151
or F!/(' (',lilslilll/l(/ll 1<'1
uncnanicnt 1<'11',)58

Section ! ,.

SCCtions I'" (I) 155 131.
IlC",. 231'"" 25~ leI. 268.
270 I~) 300", 3 I I I I" I

Section 155.
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Read 10 4 May

(Brought from the Legislative Assembly)

(No.2)

A
for

An Act to amend the Constitution Act 1975 and The
Constitution Act Amendment Act 1958 with respect to
the Duration of the Legislative Assembly, the Tenure

of Members of the Legislative Council and the
Dissolution of the Legislative Assembly and for other

purposes.

BE IT ENACTED by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty by
and with the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and
the Legislative Assembly of Victoria in this present Parliament
assembled and by the authority of the same as follows (that is to

5 say):

Short title ami commencement

1. (1) ThIS Act may be cued as the Consutution (Dural/on
Parliaments .-JCi In4

(2) This Act shall come Into operauon on 1 January 1985.

10 Division into Parts.

2. ThIS Act IS divided Into Parts as follows:

Part I.-Amendments to the Const uution ACI 1975.

Part ll.i--Amendmems to The COI1Sl/lUlIOn ,.JCI Amendment ACI
[958.

1-[473]-100012.8.1984-70413/83 (Revision No.6) (922)
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No. 8750.

Reprinted to
NO. 9959.

Suosequenuy
amended by No
10029.

PART L-AMEND!\IE:"/TS TO THE CONSTITUTIO:,,/ ACT 1975

Principal Act.

3. In this Part the Constitution .-lct 1975 is called the Principal Act.

Dissolution of Assembly.

4. Section 8 of the Principal Act is hereby amended as follows: 5
(a) In sub-section (2) before the words "The Governor" there

shall be inserted the words "Subject to sub-section (3)": and

(b) At the end of the section there shall be inserted the following
sub-sections:

"(3) On and from the coming into existence of the Assembly first 10
elected after the commencement of the Constitution (Duration of
Parliament) .-lct 1984 the Governor may not dissolve the Assembly
unless-

(a) a period of three years has elapsed since the day of its first
meeting after a general election: 15

(0) the dissolution is authorized under the provisions of section
66:

(c) the Assembly has passed a Bill dealing only with the
appropriation of the Consolidated Fund for the ordinary
annual services of the Government and the Council rejects 20
or fails to pass the Bill within one month after It IS sent up
to the Council and the Governor by proclamation declares
that the dissolution is granted in consequence of the rejection
or failure: or

(d) the Assembly has passed a resolution expressing a lack of 25
confidence In the Premier and the other Ministers of State
for the State of Victoria.

(4) In sub-section (3) (c) a reference to a Bill dealing only with the
appropriation of the Consolidated Fund tor the ordinary annual services
of the Government is a reference to a Bill which deals onlv With the 30
appropnauon of the Consolidated Fund for the ordinarv annual services
of the Government ofa particular year onlv but does not Include a Bill
to appropriate moneys tor-

(a) the construction or acqursiuon of public works land or
buildings: 35

(h) the construction or acqursiuon of plant or equipment which
normally would be regarded as involving an expenditure of
capital:

(c) appropnauons for services proposed to be provided by the
Government which have not formerly been provided by the 40
Government: or

(d) appropriations lor or relating to the Parliament.
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(5) There shall be endorsed on every Bill dealing only with the
appropnauon of the Consolidated Fund for the ordinary annual services
of the Government when it is sent to the Council. the certificate of the
Speaker signed by him that it is such a Bill.

(6) A certificate of the Speaker given under this section shall be
conclusive for all purposes and shall not be questioned in any court of
law .".

Amendment of section 28.

5. For section 28 of the Principal Act there shall be substituted the
following section:

Tenure of members.

"28. (I) Subject to this Act. a member of the Council shall be
entitled to hold his scat until the expiration or dissolution of the second
Legislative Assembly after he has been elected.

(2) The period during which a member of the Council elected at a
periodical election is entitled to hold his seat therein shall. except in
the case of a member elected at the first periodical election for the
Council held after the commencement of the Constitution (Dura/ion of
!'iJr!IIlI//('I/I)JcI 1984. commence from and including the date appointed
for taki ng the poll at which he is elected and the period during which a
member of the Council elected at the first periodical election for the
Council held after the commencement of the Consutution (Dura/ion of
!'iJr!IIlI1l('I/I).Je/ 1984 is entitled to hold his seat therein shall commence
from and including 15 July 1985.

(3) A member of the Council elected to fill the place ofa member
w hose scat becomes vacant otherwise than by the expiration or
dissolution of the Assembly shall. subject to this Act. be entitled to
hold the scat from the declaration of the poll until the day upon which
hIS predecessor would have ceased to have been entitled 10 hold tne
seal.

(4) Every rcurmg member of the Council shall if n01 otherwise
dis-cnurlcd be eligible to be re-elected.

(5) In the case of a mem her of the Council holding a seat at the
commencement of the (01/11I1l/1I01/ tDurutton ofParitamcnt) Ac/ 1984-

(u) If the period of his cnntlemcru io hold his seat would under
the provisions in force before that commencement have
expired on 14 July 1985 that period shall expire upon 14
Jul , 1985: or

(/J) ifihc period of hIS enutlcmcnt to hold his scat would under
the prox isrons In force before that commencement have
expired on 26 June 1988 that period shall expire upon the
L'\plr\ or dissoluuon of the Legislative Asscrnbly elected at
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the first election for the Assembly held after th-at
commencement.

New section 38.

6. For section 38 of the Principal Act there shall be substituted the
following section: 5

Duration of Assembly.

"38. (I) The Assembly which is in existence at the commencement
of the Constitution (Duration or Parliament) .-Iel 1984 shall continue
until 27 April 1985 unless sooner dissolved by the Governor.

(2) The Assembly (other than the Assembly to which sub-section 10
(I) applies) shall exist and continue for four years from the day of its
first meeting after a general election unless sooner dissolved by the
Governor. ...

New sections 66 and 67.

7. (I) For sections 66 and 67 of the Principal Act there shall 15
substituted the following sections:

Bills of special importance.

"66. (I) If-

(a) the Assembly passes a Bill and the Council rejects it:

(h) after the Bill has been rejected by the Council. the '-\ssembly 20
resolves that the Bill IS a Bill of special importance:

(e) the Bill IS again passed by the Assembly and transmitted to
and received by the Council endorsed with the resolution
of the Assembly referred 10 In paragraph (h) and IS rejected
b\ the Council: and

(iI) not less than four months and not more than eight months
has elapsed between the first rcjccuon of the Bill b-. the
Council and the second reJectlon-

the Governor ma, notwuhsrandmg anythmg In this '-\ct but subject to
sub-section (2) by proclarnauon dissolve the Asscmbiy . 30

(2) The Governor shall not pursuant to the power conferred by
sub-section (I) dissolve the Asscrnbi. after one month has elapsed
since the last rejection of the Bill by the CounCIL".

Rejection of Bills.

"67. (I) A BiI' shall be deemed 10 be rejected bv the Council If 35
ha . ing been transmitted 10 and received b\ the Council nut less than
two months before the end of the scssron-e-
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(u) it is not within two months after being so transmitted,
passed by the Council: or

(h) (where the case so requires) the second and third readings
are not. within two months after it has been so transmitted.

5 passed with the concurrence of an absolute majority of the
whole number of the members of the Council-

either without amendment or with such amendments only as may be
agreed to by both Houses (and for the purposes of this and the next
succeeding sub-section any omission or amendment suggested by the

10 Council pursuant to section 64 shall be deemed to be an amendment
made by the Council).

(2) A Bill shall be deemed to be the same Bill as a former Bill
transmitted to the Council if. when it is transmitted to the Council. it
is identical with the former Bill or contains only such alterations as are

15 certified by the Speaker to be necessary owing to the time which has
elapsed since the date of the former Bill or to represent any amendments
which have made by the Council in the former Bill.

(3) Where the Assembly has resolved that a Bill is a Bill of special
Importance that Bill may be re-introduced and dealt with in the same

20 session of Parliament in each House of the Parliament notwithstanding
any standing order. rule or practice to the contrary.

(4) A certificate by the Speaker given under this section shall be
conclusive for all purposes and shall not be questioned in any court of
law.".

25 (2) Section 68 (I) (2) (3) and (4) of the Principal Act shall be
repealed.

8. Where a jscrson who was a member of the Council at the
commencement of uns -\ct ceases b\ reason of the operauon of tnt·

30 amendments to the Principal -\ct made by this Act 1O be en tilled to
hold rus scat at a date earlier than the date upon which he would have
ceased to be entitled to hold his seat as a member of the Council If this
Act had not been passed he shall. t+-h€ 13 6 Cal'laH3Sle for eieC1l81'l al l~':

nc,,<+pCl ,odieul c1cltlOii 101 tllat liltlilbCI DC llie CatiRIOI!.,;aoo he fali.~ I{)

3S «t(:_~'k'Chid JS J i1iCiiibci o~llic ('uufi8~h€pUFplQ.li 5 Gf!Jan II of"'"?
the P~V,'II;{II/(I!)UUT Sa-ltll WI aild .'ill!,," (!;f,f1idflOIl . lei I 06~ be Qe\!~

to Ray€' ceased 10 be J Ii it'lli LxI of tlie LegtSil:lll'+e CounCIl Ul'8R the d-&>.
\lliU-bl' \'\'mdd i:tfM C CLosed It) be a lllClli Lx, of IFle Coul+GolJ If this Act
had not been passed.
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Reprmted to
No 9216

Subsequently
amended by Nos
9427 9576
9581 9753.
9788.9826,9945
and 10029

PART 1I.-A!\lEND1\1ENTS TO THE CONSTITUTION ACT
AME:'-iD1\IENT ACT 1958

Principal Act.

9, In this Part The' Constitution Act Amendment Act 1958 is called
the Principal Act. 5

Amendment of interpretations.

10. Section 3 of the Principal Act is amended as follows:

(a) In sub-section (1)-

(i) the interpretation of "Conjoint election" is repealed:

(ii) for the interpretation of "President" there shall be 10
substituted the following interpretation:

. "President" means President of the Council and
includes any person acting as the President of the
Council. ':

(iii) after the interpretation of "Schedule" there shall be 15
inserted the following interpretation:

. "Simultaneous election" means a general election for
the Assembly and a periodical election for the
Council the writs for which are issued on the same
day and for which the same day of nomination 20
and day of polling are appointed.': and

(iv) for the interpretation of "Speaker" there shall be
substituted the following mterpretanon

means Speaker of the Assernblv and
Includes any person acung as the of the I

Assernblv .': and

(h) Sub-section (2) is repealen.

:\ew sections ] 49, I SO and 15 .

II. For sccuons i4lJ. 150 and is I of the Principal Act there shall
be substituted the following sccuon: 30

Writs for Council and Assembly elections.

"i49, (I) Wntsfor-

(a) e very periodical election of members of the Council: and

(ll) ncr) genera! clccuon of members ofthe-\ssembl\-

shall be Issued b\ the Governor within seven days after the expiration 35
or dissolution of the Assembly (as the case requires).
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(2) Whenever the Assembly expires or is dissolved and a periodical
election of members of the Council is required writs for the two elections
shall be issued together on the same day.

(3) A writ for an election to fill the place of a member falling vacant
5 otherwise than by the expiration or dissolution of the Assembly shall-

(a) In the case of a writ for the election of a member of the
Council be issued by the President: and

(h) in the case of a writ for the election of a member of the
Assembly be issued by the Speaker-

10 within one month after the occurrence of the vacancy.

(4) Where there is no President or Speaker (as the case may be) to
issue a writ under sub-section (3) the writ shall be issued by the Governor
within one month after the occurrence of the vacancy.

(5) At least two clear days before the Speaker or President (as the
15 case requires) issues a writ under sub-section (3) he shall give notice in

writing under his hand to the Minister of his intention to issue the
same and the Minister shall forthwith publish a copy of that notice in
the Government Gazette.

(6) Every writ issued under this section for an election for members
20 of the Council-

(a) may be in the form of the Fifth Schedule or to the like effect:

(h) shall be directed to the returning officer of the province:

(e) shall name the day of nomination and the day for taking
the poll in the event of the election being contested: and

(d) shall be returnable to the Governor or the President
(whosoever has Issued the same I. on such dav wutun 2:
cJeardaysafter the dayof pollingas IS .appointed th:,
Governor or the President (as the case may be). ana Ie.
named inerein

30 (7) wrIt Issued under th ISSeC!lOn for an eiecuon of mernoers
of the Assernbiv-c-

ILl) may be In the form of the SIxth Schedule or to the like
efiec:

(hi shall be directed 10 the returning officer ofihe district

35 Ie) shall name the day of normnauon and the day for taking
the poll In the event of the elecuon being contested: and

(d) shall be returnable to the Governor or the Speaker
(whosoever has issued the same). on such day within 21
clear days after the day of polling as is appointed by the

40 Governor or the Speaker (as the case may be) and IS named
therein. '".
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Amendment of section 153.

12. In section 153 of the Principal Act after the expression "153."
there shall be inserted the expression "( I)".

New section 153 (2).

13. After section 153of the Principal Act there shall be inserted the 5
following sub-section:

"(2) Where in the case of a general election of members of the
Assembly and a periodical election of members of the Council writs
have been issued on the same day. the Governor shall appoint the same
day of nomination and the same day of polling for both elections.". 10

Amendment of section 154.

14. In section 154(I) of the Principal Act-

(a) the words "general or" shall be repealed: and

(0) for the words "conjoint election" there shall be substituted
the words "simultaneous election". 15

New section 155.

15. For section 155 there shall be substituted the following section:

Simultaneous elections.

"ISS. At everv simultaneous election all elections shall take place
on the same date.' 20

Amendment of section 1

16. In section 187-\ of the Act for the words "coruoin
election" there shall be substituted the words "simultaneous election

of Part Y. Division

17. Division 14 of Pan . of the I-'nnrln'l

Amendment of section 235

Act shall be repealed

18. In section 238-\ of the Principal -\n for the words "conjoint
election" there shall be subsn iu ted the words "51 m ulianeous eiecuon".

Amendment of section 252.

19. In secnon 252 (e) of the Principal Act for the words "conjoint 30
election" there shall be substituted the words "simultaneous election".
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Amendment of section 268.

20, In the micrprctauon of "Election" in section 268of the Principal
-\ct for the words "conjoint election" there shall be substituted the
words "simultaneous election",

5 Amendment of section 270.

21, In section 270 (1) of the Principal Act for the words "conjoint
election" there shall be substituted the words "simultaneous election",

i.I,
i
I
\
1
I

Ii
i
\

i
I
;

r
!

10

15

Amendment of section 300\,

22. (I) In section 306 \ of the Principal Act for the words "conjoint
election" (wherever appearing) there shall be substituted the words
"simultaneous election",

(2) In section 306-\ (I) of the Principal Act for the words "conjoint
elections" there shall substituted the words "simultaneous elections",

Amendment of section 311.

23, In section 311 (1-\) of the Principal Act for the words "conjoint
election" (wherever appearing) there shall be substituted the words
"simultaneous election",

Simultaneous election for Council Members whose term expires on 14
July 1985.

20 24, Notwithstanding anything in any Act on the first dissolution of
the Assembly after the commencement of the Constitution (Dural/on
otPorlunncnn lei 1984 wrus for the periodical election of members of
the Council whose term of office expires on 14 J ulv 1985 shall be issuec
on the same day as the wrus for the general election of the -xssembi
are Issued and there shall be a simultaneous election for the Counci
and the Assern bi \

B.... Authoruv F D Atkmson Go .... crnment Primer Melbourne
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of the Opposition

30th November, 1984

Mr. Rod r
Officer,

Commission into Parliamentary

7,
~Qn~~~ Law Courts,

George's Terrace,
W.A. 6000

30 St.
PERTH.

Dear Mr. Wahl,

As the period within which submissions could be made to
Royal Commission into Parliamentary Deadlocks was

extended until 30th November, apparently in order to
the Opposition to make a submission, I believe

to be appropriate that the reasons why no such
ss has been made by the Opposition should be

communicated to you.

It must be made transparently clear that our decision
should no way be interpreted as a reflection in any
degree on the Royal Commissioner for whom I and the
Members of the Opposition have always had the greatest
re

It is solely due to the manner in which the Commissioner
has been appointed and the Terms of Reference it has been
given.

I be grateful if you would communicate the burden
of letter to the Royal Commissioner.

I be it unfortunate that the Government has
con the Royal Commission with the existing Terms

Reference.

Term of Reference implies that the laws of this
state do not prescribe a means of overcoming or resolving
deadlocks or disagreements between the Legislative
Assembly and the Legislative Council in relation to
proposed legislation.

I know from my own experience and observation that the
laws of the State already prescribe a means of overcoming
deadlocks and disagreements.

III> ... '" /2
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Any implication to the contrary is regrettable.

The second Term is to seek the opinion of the Royal
Commission as to what method or methods of overcoming or
resolving deadlocks or disagreements should be prescribed.
This clearly requires the Commission to give its opinion
on the particular means of overcoming deadlocks and there~

by seeks a value judgement by the Commission.

It is also a cause of regret that the Government has not
approached this question in a truly independent manner
worthy of the work of a Royal Commission.

It is assumed that one obvious method of overcoming dead
locks or disagreements, as appearing in the 1984 Platform
of the ALP, namely abolition of the Legislative Council
would not be considered by the Royal Commission to be
within its Terms of Reference. The expression "deadlocks
or disagreements" should only encompass situations where
one House disagrees with amendments made by the other
House or where neither House will give way over respective
amendments and a Conference of Managers is requested.

The facts must be faced that we have a bi-cameral system
and that deadlocks and disagreements over current proposals
for legislation are likely to occur from time to tlme.

Had the Parliament been consulted it mav have considere:
that the question could have been addressed Terms c
Reference couched In more e to Ilt tn~

circumstances. More appropr late Terms could nave Deer'

"On the basis that thlS State nas a Dl-camera.
system and that deadloc sand/or dlsaareement
between the two Houses of Parllament are likel
to occur from time to time in relation tC
proposed legislation current before Parllament,
in what manner may the existing laws of the
State which provide or purport to provide a means
of resolving such deadlocks and/or disagreements
be altered for the public benefit and advantage?"

This would recognise that there is in fact a bi-cameral
system within the Parliament of Western Australia and
that there are some means of overcoming deadlocks and
disagreements prescribed by law at the present time. It
would, however, also require the Royal'Commission to
exercise professional judgement in seeking to put before
Parliament manners and methods whereby the existing law
may conceivably be improved.

. ... /3
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Mr. Rod Wahl 7'; \

This would entail the Royal Commission studying the methods
of overcoming deadlocks ~nd disagreements used in other
States and countries where there is a bi-cameral system.
Although no exact parallel involving two elected Houses of
Parliament may be found that does not mean that appropriate
recommendations for the guidance of Parliament could not
have been made.

Any such Terms of Reference ideally should be based on a
resolution of both Houses of Parliament, as this would then
clearly indicate the desire of Parliament to have some
expert advice in this area.

Unfortunately the Government decided to proceed without
consulting either the opposition or the Legislative
Council.

In the circumstances I trust this letter will make it clear
that the Opposition had good reasons for not making a
formal submission.

Yours sincerely,

Ib~
W.R.E. HASSELL,
LEADER OF THE OPPOSITIOL:



The Liberal Party ofWestern Australia

BARRIE J. PAYNE

29 November 1984

Mr R A Wahl
Executive Officer
Royal Commission into Parliamentary
Deadlocks
30 St George's Terrace
PERTH 6000

Dear Mr li'1ahl

Thank you for your letter of 21st of September inviting our
submission to the Royal Commission into Parliamentary Deadlocks.

Without any disrespect to the Royal Commissioner whose ability
and impartiality easily warrants the high respect he enjoys in
the community, the Liberal Party is concerned that this Royal
Commission has been established by the State Government 1,,,Ti thout
reference to the two Houses of Parliament.

As a matter of principle the Liberal Party believes that it __
improper for a Royal Commission to be appointed th2
Administration without the initiatlve or even the agreemen __
both Houses of Parliament in a matter of Parllamen deadlocK::'
which can only be resolved legal the Legislatur

The Liberal P also notes with concern ~ne manner In lC~

the Administration has constituted the al Commission's terms
of referencE:.

For these reasons the Liberal Party of Western Australia asks the
Royal Commissioner to note our objection in principle to the
actions of the Administration and our intention to make no
further representations to the Royal Commission.

Yours sincerely

~
BARRIE JiE
State President



4th December, 1984.

Professor E.J. Edwards,
Royal Commissioner,
Royal Commission into
Parliamentary Deadlocks,
Level 7,
Central Law Courts,
30 St George's Terrace,
PERTH, W.A., 6000

Dear Professor Edwards,

(09) 3878099

7iJ
10 l~ nno .. i ,d

22 Charles Street, South Perth 8151

Thank you for informing us of the extension of time for making
submissions to the Royal Commission.

The National Party of Australia has begun a review of the role
and privileges of the Legislative Council in Western Australia,
in view of the calls from a section of the community for
Constitutional change.

The inclusion of deadlock provisions in the Constitution Act is
a means by which constitutional change may be more readi
brought about. The NPA is of the opinion that, before such

ion .should be included in the Constitution Act, the whole
question of the House .ro.le should be addressee

It would be to introduce a mechanism for constitutional
to full consideration of the need, if any, and tne

direction such taKe.

Nevertheless, the inclusion of deadlocK Slons In tne
Constitution Act is one aspect that wil be examined by ou~

Constitution committee within the wlder context of ltS review v~

the role and privileges of the Legislative Council and we will
read your Commissions findings with interest,

Yours sincerely,

J.W. Ferguson,
Deputy General President
& Director of Policy.



At ten ti a'l-.',r Ii.A. \vahl
2xecutive Officer.

IO'J.r rlef A5/84

72 Jal;,es street
Cosnells 6110.

Dear Sir,
I am in receipt of your letter dated 27.9.84 reference as above

wi th Illy su ou.i s s i ons being as fo110w8-:

Reference (a) I would agree that the La.cs of this S ta te prescribe a

meaus of overco,.,i"g or resal Yin,; oeacLock s or disagl'eei_en ts b e twe en the

Lower and Upper house of ;;;; ta te Par Liamen t ,

Reference (1:;) Option 1. '",here a bill has been rejected twice 1)~' the

Legislative Council and retur:;ed to the Le gi sa t.i ve As s ec.bl y , if it is

passed for the thi:::,d tL.e by the Legisla ti ve As s en.b l.y the hill is

au t.on.a t i caLly passed.

Cp t i on (2) where a bill has b e en rejected twice by ke Legislative

i t b~ pu t to the COJtbined vote of both Houses wi th tr.e 1?ill being ed

or resultant on the ~ombined vote. 3hould a deadlock still

prevail the casting vote resting with the Governor of the state.

I am 1..rilling to appear at the men Honed :learings.

YO"?i~r~
? Norris.



S. W. PARKiNSON
Pf.R:.c.e., F.ltt.C:.I!ll.II., F.R.A.C.$.

\

311 ORD STFlEI!:T 7 5
WEST PERTH. W.A. 1I0011S

V. R. PARKiNSON Tel. 3215212

Res. 386 2518

5th October, 1984.

Deadlocks

Wahl
Officer

into Parliamentary
7, Central Law Courts
George's Terrace

WA 6000

which

Yours sincerely,

I would be happy to appear before the Commission if they wish to
discuss the pririci.pl.e

Would you be kind enough to submi. t before the Commission this
letter.

the
most

Level
30 st
PERTH

Dear Mr.

Mr. R.

I believe that in the interests of democracy should the deadlocks
the Commission is enquiring into occur, then it is usually on an

to the population. As such, I would think the correct
to do in a democracy would be for the poli tzi ai sns then to allow

to have a referendum on the disputed point. presumably, in
cases a referendum of this nature could take place at the next

"".... "" ........... ..,..., unless there were earlier pressing needs.
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30 November 1984

Mr. Rod Wahl,
Executive Officer,
Royal Commission into Parliamentary Deadlocks,
30 St. George Terrace,
PERTH 6000.

Dear Mr. Wahl,

I have only just had drawn to my attention your
a d v e r tis em e n tin yes t e r day's " fJ. u s t r a ian". t·; 0 tin g
that you commence hearings on 4 December, it appears
that there is an imminent closing date for submissions.

I therefore do not have time to obtain
full Terms of Reference.
maKe a Submission and G
is P ssi

~ ..Trom yeu tne

on, wh rn was c ncerne e

'i 7: c:

S2 e s

... s S -'- n amat(e '-' Swas lDV tel]
tne R ya

u

ane v ur C m~issl ners w u
insult 0'-' accept t is from me, a Lt.n o
for an entirely separate enqu ry.

e n c r o s e a cc p y

p r-e p a r e o

tne
mrn i s s i '"1n yalfor t

The points made in re ation to the rcl~~

Houses are likely to be equally relevant
on that basis that I submit it.

f Upper
and t is

Once again
apparently

my apologies for
missed noticing

the
the

t at 1 ha v e
earlier a vertisements.

/J
Y#s ¥Jlcerely,

(/ (0
P·~TER R.AE
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My full name is Peter Elliot Rae and my home address 1S
230 Penquite Road, Launceston, in Tasmania.

I hold a Bachelor of Arts and a Bachelor of Laws with
Honours conferred by the University of Tasmania.

The history of constitutional development from Ancient
Greece and Rome to Australia, together with political
science, formed the majority of my subjects studied for my
Arts Degree. British and Australian Constitutional Law
and Jurisprudence formed part of my studies for my law degree.

I have been a member of the Senate in the Australian
Parliament since 1968. During that time I have been Chairman
of the Government Senators'Constitution Review Committee,
a delegate to the Constitution Convention and also to its
Standing Committee D in relation to the question of
deadlocks between the Federal Houses.

I am a member of the Consultative Committee for the
Australian Constitutional Reform Project.

I was a co-author of, and National Spokesman for,the
"No" case in the 1977 Referendum to change the balance or
power between the Senate and the Executive Government.

Since 1977 I have been the Chairman of the Senate Stand
Committee on Finance and Gcvernment Operations. The
Committee has been involveJ in an in-de h s of matters
relatin t the relationship between. and accountability of.

;':ccutlve government, the Pa r l i amen t , and in particular t
enate 3S a House of Revie~

was als a memDer of the Senate Standing Committee
nsticu[lonal anJ Legal Affairs 1976-7~,
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A.

1. I still hold to the perhaps quaint notion that it
is possible to enjoy responsible government even
in a society as complex as the post-industrial
society which is Australia today. I also hold to
the quaint notion that the rights of the States
as entities should be preserved and that they
should enjoy effective workable democratic
Parliaments with responsible government.

2. With the growth of the bureaucracy, the relative
demise of responsible government has been witnessed
in Australia. This is not a desirable tendency and
is one which needs to be positively resisted, other
wise we shall arrive at the situation where the
bureaucracy runs the country totally, using the
Ministry as the mouthpiece and the Parliament as
the imprimatur.

3. I believe democracy as we know it, and as most
Australians would wish to enjoy it, is not, and
should not be, a paternalistic system, but rather
a system of checks and balances. The ultimate
power must remain in the hands of the electors.
This applies not only to the Australian National
Parliament, but to the Parliaments of each of the
States.

4. I believe that Queensland, having no Upper House,
is an aberratlon, which does not re£lec~

modern desire of the average Australlan Tn~

Queensland Parliament lost its house as _
result of a number of matters which no
app in Tasmania. Those matters include the =ac~

that it re~ained anachronistic ~ne

of maJor change. It endeavoured to COntlnUe tc
operate upon a basis which was unacceptable to tne
notions which had been accepted throughout Australia,
i.e. of a movement towards the adult franchise,
removal of special property rights and qualification,
elected rather than nominated membership, and the
li:::e.

3.

~. The bicameral system has been continued and refined
by each of the States, both before and since the
coming into b0ing of the Australian Constitution.
It was a matter of a great deal of the debate at the
ti~e of the Constitutional Conventions for the
creation of the Australian Constitution. It was the
clear pr~f2rence of the majority of delegates .

. . /2



2.

It has led to the refinement and development of
the balance between Upper and Lower Houses in Gach
of the States (other than Queensland) since that
time, with each of those Upper Houses moving towards,
and becoming, the subject matter of election by full
cPultfranchise. I don't propose to go through the
history of that development but rather to draw
attention to it, and to distinguish between this
development within Australia and the situation in
other parts of the world which is a reaction to
non-elected Upper Houses representing as they have
property rights, and other forms of privilege upon
a paternalistic basis. Our Upper Houses have taken
an entirely different form of the application of the
checks and balances principle.

6. Arguments which prevail in the United Kingdom in
relation to the House of Lords, which is still
constituted partly hereditarily and partly by
appointment, and in relation to the Senate in
Canada, which is wholly by appoin~ment, do not
apply to Australian Upper Houses with full franchise
elections.

7. I believe it is important to bear in mind that
distinction, as much of the writing and though~

and prejudice in relation to the bicameral system
is still substantially affected by the considerations
which relate ~o the demand for the application o~

democ~atic principles, the ica~ion of full
electec representation of all of the citizens of tn~

COIT1ITlUn =- :::.~:

F'1 ') ( IluL

It l S ( I 3 ubrni, "C I ~o draw ~his dlsLlnc~lo:

oecause many of tG8 questlOns related ~o ~ne ?ower
of a~ L~per House wltn to money bills QerlV~

f~om ~n8 problems WDlsn arose, ~ar~lcular lD ~ne

nineteenth centJ~Y! wlch Lh.~ dis~~~ctlon ~et;vee~

popula~ly elected _ower nouses In contes~ Wlt~

a9~Qi~t2d, or ~e=eciitary, r ~--:Ollses ~ I rna. :<. '2
cne point again thac, since we have ceveloped past
that stage in Aust~alla, then many of those
preJudices, many of those arguments, no longer have
any application. to the Australian scene, although
they do still apply in our sister countries, the
United Kingdom and Canada.

9. The point of the reference to our system not being a
paternalis~ic system, but ra~her a delegation with
ctecks and balances, is that the checks and balances
are provided by an Upper House, acting as house of
review. The aDili~y o~ an Upper House LO force a
gov~rnffient to an ~lection before its due time is an
essential aspec~ o~ checks and balances and for
re~alnlna the ultimate power in the hands of the
e Le c t.o r s ~

.. /3



3.

10. In summary, I believe that to be effective, a house
of review needs to have the power to give to the
electors the opportunity to make the ultimate
decision. It must have the power, in the ultimate,
to call an executive government to account. As we
have recently witnessed, giving the people a
decision by way of referendum is not an adequate
means to solve the problem. The questions are
framed by the Government of the d~y (with or without
the approval of the Opposition) and then placed
before the people. The nature of the question does
not necessarily reflect the questions upon which
the people and possibly the parties, or individual
members, or would-be members of Parliament, would
wish to have as the subject matter for decision.
The far more effective means is to have deadlocks
broken by a mechanism whereby the decision as to
who should be in government and who shall be in
Parliament is re-submitted to the people. By this
means the people may make choices according to
their own view of how those individual delegates
will carry out their function as delegates of the
people.

11. To ensure that there is an adequate review of the
operation of government with the ultimate
determination being in the hands of the people, it
is necessary to have a house of review which can,
in an extreme situation, force a government to the
people.

12. I shall outline further shortly what should
in that clrcumstance, but make tne pOlnt that Wl~~

that power placed In cns hands of a house of reVle~

goes a correlative to ensure that not l
~ne government of the ,and the whole ~owe~

House, made accountable to the , out so toe
is t.he House ~ In a o i.c arne r a I s y s t.ern no r; O~_-.

the execu~ive but so coo che calanc power, tne
Upper House, must be ful and directly accouncaole
for their actions~

13. Accordingly, I shall be outlining views in relation
to the question of the way in which che Legislative
Council in Tasmania, with the power co send a
Government to the people, should also be subject to
dissolution to ensure its accountability to the
people as a whole.

14. I turn ~o another aspect. I sub~it that
accountabil involves the public right to know the
details of the proceedings of the Houses 0:
?~rl~amen~ leading to their decisions. This must,

.. /4
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4.

inter alia, involve the people being able to know
what has happened in the public debates in the House
itself, but mGst also involve people knowing the
basis upon which decisions have been reached where
the Committee process is used to assist the decision
making process. The holding of Committee hearings in
secret, and the refusal to publish the transcript of
the evidence taken by a Committee, which reports to
the House of Parliament, must be regarded as extremely
suspect in our type of Parliamentary democracy. There
can well be occasions when the taking of evidence in
camera is justified in the protection of individual
rights, commercial confidentiality, Crown privilege, and
Defence or National Security matters, but on~y where
it can be identified that it is for that purpose should
it be permitted. The general taking of evidence in.
camera is anathema to all the principles of open
Government. It is anathema to pub~ic accountability of
the individual Parliamentarians as well as to the public
accountability of all members of Parliament as a
corporate whole.

15. Accountability in respect of issues which may create a
deadlock causing there to be an election becomes all
the more important If the people are to make a proper
and informed judgment upon those issues.

16. Another aspect of the bicameral system which, I submit,
needs to be borne in mind, is that one of the objectlv2S
(as well as achieving scrutiny of government and of
achievlng the other asoects of the rev lew role In tne
total Parllame p r oc e s s l , lS the achievement of ?:

balance between the twO cQncep~s of fa) ensurlnc

.....( 0 )
U '_

workable acvernQent and (0; ens~r tnerepresentatlc~

wnere yo ~ave ~ ~on~lnual nee~ ~cr varleci coall~~o~

arisi~c from an elec~c~3~ system WhlCh eG3~~Est~a~

vi=tual every ~inorlty group In the coun~r~· rece~ves

some reDresentation in the Pdrlia~ent. There are ma~

international examples of the problems which can arise
from this situatlon. However, if you lean too far
towards a system which provides simply for workable
government, you fi~d that there is little opportunity
for the views of minorities to be put forward. There
may also be a tendency for authoritarianism to
i nc r e a s i nq Ly rnak e its presence felt in the cornmun a cy
and in the gO'lernment of the community.



18. As a result of the Hare-Clark system of election,
which was originally introduced just before the turn
of the century, and has been in full force and effect
in Tasmania since 1906, so far as the House of Assembly
is concerned, there is a tendency for government in
that House to be relatively unstable. Minority
governments, coalition governments, or changes of the
balance of power within the Parliament, have occurred
relativ~ly frequently.

19. In contrast, we have a situation where the single member
electorates of the Legislative Council represent
geographic areas. However, this fails to provide
representation for minorities, unless there happens to
be a geographic area where an overall minority is in a
majority.

20. The Legislative Council system does virtually nothing
to provide for representation of minorities.

21. It may be regarded as regrettable that this system has
been chosen for the State of Tasmania. I believe that
the system which applies to the Commonwealth of
Australia is far more appropriate, although it is not
perfect by any means. In the national Parliament, t~e

House of Representatives tends not to provide for the
minorities to be represented. From this, you are more
likely to obtain workable government. However, in the
Senate, using the proportional representation systec
of votina, there is opportunity for parties, anc
_.._._~_ndentsf to obtain election~ They are able tc
p r e s en c rm no r i t y v i ew s in that Charnoe r ,

I:-: :ny v i e w t:he bal2:lCe De;:~N~eer: e r r i c.i.enr; go\.re.:-nD2.:'"':
and ~u:~y represe~caclve government is best ach~2v2~

nav
- - .. . ,

tne orOVlSlon :~~ ~lnor~tles kn t~e DO~3c

reVle~ ratner tnan ~n ~~e nouse of covernmeu_.

23~ nOwever, ~t a??ears co mE t~a~ the terms of re=erence
Ec~ Lnis ~oyal Co~~issio~ do no~ inc~~de tne
consl~eration of S'Jch aspects. Rather, they ta~e ~he

?rese~t situation as the bas~s from which the matter
\:i ill be r e v i.ewed arid t he r e c omme nd a t. i on s wi Ll be made.
Accorci~s:y, ~ no fu=t~er cor~ent abouc t~ac

as~ec~ of the balance of the functions to be served by
the ~2spective ~ouses.

c.

24. T~ is iD90r~ant to note at t~e out3et that ~t present
t;-J.~ t'2_~::\S 0: ti1e .i s La t i.ve Council Mer:-J:ers are for
s i x ~l=2r3, ""-lit.h t h r e e memoe r s c om i.r.q up for e Le c t Lo n

each year, ~xce?t ~n one year of a six-y2ar period,
~;h2n four vacanc~es ccc~r.

. /6



6.

25. Th2r~ is no power for the Governor to dissolve the
Legislative Council. In my submission, this is a
major defect in the existing Parliamentary system in
Tasmania.

26. As the nature of economy and society which we experience
(whether we enjoy it or not is another matter) has
become increasingly complex, so too have the nature of
government and the operation of Parliament become
increasingly complex.

27. To retain the development of Parliamentary government
on a basis of full ministerial responsibility, it has
become increasingly important to ensure that we develop
a system for ensuring full accountability. It has
become essential that we develop systems to enable the
Parliament to scrutini~e and publicise in relation to
the activities of both the Parliamentary arm of the
Executive and administrative arm of the Executive, that
is, the Government (or the Ministry) and the bureaucracy.

78'1

28. As governments are made as a result of the balance within
the Lower House, the function of scrutiny and the
ensuring of accountability must rest primarily with the
house of review, or Upper House. It is unlikely, within
the party system, that there will be full accountability
and scrutiny ensured through the operation of the Lower
House. The concentration in the Lower House is upon the
political policy decisions, together with the questions
of the individual representation of particular electorates,
and particular community groups and interests.

Ie 1S the more convenlent ane more accrocrlaca
use ~o ensure, c~roucn

-'=;~.~l-tee 5ys-..=.eIT\, t.h a t t; .a t; accoun t ab i Li t v ar.c s c r u t a r.
func~~on lS Iu~r 11 _

l~efficlerl~ ffiaans of eG~~3VOUrlnq ~o ensu~e scrU~l~

ana accountabili~y

~~e pOlnt nee~s to made that the e:~2cu~ive of today
d~als wit a far larger proportion of cne ~ot31 w2a~th

o f the cornmun i t y a nd rriax.e s far rno r e decisio~3 on behalf
of the .i nd i v i c ua I meruoe r s of the community in forcing
various forms of actions and forms of expenditure than
ever beiore. Accordingly, it is increasingly important
that chose decisions be subject to question, that those
decisions be investigatecl and revealed in detail to the
cornmun i t y I tr-.an has been the case ever before.

F'o r ~:srnani:J.,~=-i.~ '-'cDpF~r body to fulfil that function,
l-=.~'t:--o~lSh t:-:2 c eve Lo r.rr.e n t of an adcquat2 and open
=L.D~~;ittc ~~ste~ is, I believe, the islative Council~

" . /7



7.

33. The power to ensure effective accountability and an
effective and efficient system of scrutiny is the
power to (using an Americanism) "b Low the whistle".

34. However, the quid pro quo for the retention of the
power which enables effective scrutiny to take place
is that the House which enjoys the function of ensuring
scrutiny should itself be accountable to the people as
a House, as well as the individual members being
accountable individually, i.e. joint and several
accountability for the actions taken by the House.

35. Without adequate power an Upper House will be treated
with contempt by the House of government. After all,
it is the Lower House which has virtually all of the
resources available to it. It has the primary control
over the resources available to Government, both
financial and of the total Public Service. The control
of information, which today is so necessary, can be
carefully monitored by an executive to the detriment
of the public and to the detriment of the Parliamentary
System unless the Upper House can ensure that it enforces
the free flow of that information.

36. In my view, Freedom of Information legislation, regarded
by some as so important, is of less importance than the
ensuring.of an effective Parliamentary Upper House
Co~~ittee System. This is because of the likelihoo~

that Freedom of Informa~ion legislation is either 0=
historical assistance long after the event, or
alternatively, ~s likely to be for the advantage anc
use of individuals or small groups minded toward;::.
li~laation rather than for the good government of =~~

C8~~unltv as a who ~

;;; 'I'rre c ap a c i t y f o r mob i r a s a t i on of pressure t.owa r c.s l.:.:.:.:'

achieve~ent of indivldual 00 eC~lves on the Dar~ or t~e

executive, 2ltner lD the Pari or in ~~~

bureauc~atic arm, together with the garneri~g c:
available ise to pu~ forward a~d support t~2

?articular policy decisio~, are matters where the ~o~e

of the house of governllient is extremely weighted to
their advantage as opposed to that of the house of
re'1 ie\·} ..

38. There a re a large numbe r of reasons why, in my sub
r:\ission, the role of the house of review needs the
suppor~ of the ulti~ate sanction which it can bring co
bear, C~1t is, of forclng a government and the whole
Lower Hcu e to an election. There must be the quid
pr~ quo w ich is essential to a balanced system of
accountab lity - that is, a power of double dissolution .

. . . /8
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8.

39. A neutered house of review is a worthless and costly
encumbrance on the Parliamentary system. A house of
review which is not fully responsible to the people
is a dangerous and autocratic institution inappropriate
to a modern democratic Parliament.

40. The appropriate balance to ensure accountability with
responsibility, is to ensure that there is retained a
full right in the house of review to take and maintain
such action as may ultimately lead to a deadlock between
the Houses. There must also be provision to ensure that
where a house of review, determined that the position is
of such seriousness that it must hold to the position
which it has taken, in other words, to hold to the
deadlock, must then be required to explain and justify
itself to the people and both individually and
corporately subject itself to the judgment of the people.

41. A house of review which wantonly, and without a capacity
to explain the reasons for its action, or one which is
out of touch with the feelings of and the general will
of the people, will pay the penalty in two ways:

(a) its individual members may, upon dissolution and
subjecting themselves to re-election, incur the
ultimate Parliamentary sanction in not being re
elected, and

(b) the House itself, and its powers, wlll come under
inevitable attack. That attack may be successful
if it a8pe~rs to the people that the house 0:
review has exceeded its ~roper funCtlC~~ The nous~

be s~b c~to abol ~lOD {2

LeOlS ae ve oune
of review caD ~hen

was the Queensland
curLallDent of lLS
of Lor;:

cowe r s as nas Deen tne Hous

A house o~ re ew WhlCh doe no~ nave u~~ Dowe
rejecc ~oney ~ 115 is a neutered house, as lS a nOU3

which an be dissolved at the whim of the executl~!S

These are the two essentials for a house of review LU

have adeq~ate power and independence to ensure full
scrutiny and accoqntability of the executive government.

In my submlssion, the foregoing outlines the situation
in which there is a protection of the system against
the excesses which may otherwise come about on the
9art of one or other of the Houses of Parliament .

. . . /9



9.

45. It is a means by which there is ensured that the
ultimate in a Parliamentary democracy is achieved,
that is, where in the event that the Houses in a
bicameral system cannot agree, then the ultimate
decision is taken by the people. It enables the
people as a whole to effectively decide who they
believe is right, and who they wish to continue
the government of their State or nation. It also
ensures that the individual representation in
either House is subject to consideration by the
people in the light of the actions which those
individuals have taken in relation to the particular
imbroglio.

46. While this may not be as effective in absolute terms
as one would hope, it is the best method available
at the moment. It attempts to ensure that, just as
we have recognised the importance of lifting the
corporate veil to ensure accountability and propriety
in the administration of our corporate sector, so too
We can aspire to achieving efficiency and propriety
in the administration of the public sector by a
substantial lifting of the veil and the opportunity
for assessment to be made on a contemporaneous basis.
At the moment there is no immediacy in the accountability
of the individual members of the Legislative Council.

D.

47. The existlng powers of the Legislative Council in
relation to mOuey bills are similar to those which
were deslgned for the Australian Senate by the
founding fathers. They have been re-appraised a
number of tl~es in the past 125 years Slnce Tasmania's
blcameral Parliament came into being In 1856.

48. As mentloned above, any further curtailment of L~OSc

powers ~ould, I belleve, substantial curtall tne
real powers of the islatlve Council. Far from
achleving a development in efficlent gover~~ent, a
further curtailment would lead to a situatlon where
the Leglslatlve Council may become no more tnan an
e x pe ns i ve anachronism, powerless to effective
enforce ltS role in the total system of Checks and
balances - a ~atchdog with a limi bark and no bite.

49. A particular ?oint which is, I believe, often overlooked
in relation to the debate on the powers of an Upper
House in relation to money bills, is that the original
concept of the rights of the Lower House with regard
to tcixatlon and ~~e determination of expenditure,
lerived from the position where there was an objection
to c~e ~owers of ehe non-elected Upper House against
the rowers of the popularly elected Lower House .

. . ·/10



10.

SQ. ~hat argu~ent no longer prevails.

51. The argument now must be related to efficiency of
government and accountability in government.

52. The principal reasons for ensuring that the powers to
impose taxation and to decide upon expenditure remain
with the Lower House are nothing to do with its popular
election, but rather are to do with the fact that
elections for the Lower House are intended to be taken
upon the basis of the people selecting the policy and
program of a party which will be in a majority in that
House and will thereupon proceed to form a government
and implement policies of taxation and expenditure
which it has outlined in its manifesto and for which it
has an electoral mandate.

53. In my submission, that situation should remain unchanged.

54. The questions now relating to money bills and the powers
of the two Houses should relate to effective and
workable government; what is a proper role for the house
of government and what is a proper role for the house of
review in a fully elected bicameral Parliament?

55. The provision that the house of review should not have
the right to initiate money bills (other than appropriat
ions with regard to the operation of the Parliament, and
in particular of it3 own House) are sustainable. I don't
stay to debate the question of whether there should be any
power to initiate money bills but rather to stress that
there should not-be cause for the initiation of money
bills in the house of reVlew. It is not a larlv

ant Dower ~o retalD tor an e£fectlve UODer House.

So. Eoweve~ ~~2 po\~er co re~ect money bills C~ to reque -
amenc~en~3 ~3 c£ funda~e ~a~ r~ance :or tne r asc~

There must e:~lst both the capaClty to enforce tne sCrUtlnv
and accoun~aDl:l of the e~{ecutive and also the power
~0 ma~~e re~~ests for the re-considerat~o~ of the proposed
expen~l:~r2 of PUD~lC funds« It is for at least those
two reasons that the full power to reject or to request
amendment should be retained.

However, in relQtion to money bills it is necessary to
loo~ at what sceions by the Upper House should result in
double diss lution and ,vhat actions should be subject to
di~f2cent provision. In other words, what amounts to
r e e L deadlock and what arno un t s to a government being
~r~strated rather than prevented from being able to
?crate in a gen?raL sense. Refusal of Supply obviously
~~~:3 into ~he fi~st c~t2gory~

,1'1 .,
••• I .i, 1



11.

In relation to chi~ the question of the definition of
the Ordinary Annual Services of government becomes of
extreme importance.

78:1

60.

61.

62.

63.

It is necessary to identify what amounts to Supply
and what does not. The Constitution Act 1934 5.39,
does not assist in this regard.

With the development which has been particularly well
outlined in some recent writings,. including the
Occasional Paper No. 18, prepared by Professor Harris,
of the James Cook University in Townsville, and
published by the Australian National University
Centre for Research on Federal Financial Relations,
which paper is entitled ~The Structure of Public
Sector Borrowing by the Australian States~, we are able
to see that the provision for funds for governments has
changed quite dramatically in form in the past ten years.

The situation is now that a very large part of the
funding of public projects and provision of services
at a State level and, for that matter, at a Commonwealth
level, takes place through borrowings which are under
taken by Statutory Authorities which are outside the
general provisions of the Budget.

In these circumstances, it has become increasingly
important that chere should be a structure for the
scrutiny and review of the activities of Statutory
Authorities and not ~erely for the examinaticn of the
estimates provided in the Appropriation Bills.

64. Accordingly, there is a need for:

(a) a sys~emcf rev~ew of ~~e approprlacions

p r o pe r : aric

(b) ~ne e:~a~l~3tion 0: the operat~onr

cluclng t~e flnancl31 ?erfor~ance as
well as t~e bor~owlng req~irements! of
eac~ o~ tne Stat~tory A~thorities~

63. I do not ~ave the tigures avallable for the percentage
emr10yGent in the public sector in Tasmania between
the Public Service prorer and the Statutory Authorities,
but at a Federal level (from the figures rrovided in
a survey conducted by Lhe Senate Standing Co~~ittee on
Finance and Government Operations), the proportions are
tha t t.wo OLl:: of every three Cornrno nwe a I th Government:
~mployees arc em~loyed c~ro ~ Statutory AuthoriLy.
?rom t~~ l~~~r~ation whic~ I do have, it would appear
t.l-L~t. ::~.~2 si~...;aLioTl in ;l:'..3.s:nar.ia is certainly mcving in
l:.~:6:: di:ec~':'<)n.

. .. /12
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66. From th2 work which the Senate Finance and Government
Operations Committee has done so far, it appears that
there are very significant developments in relation
to the management of the national economy, and there
would also be equally significant developments in
relation to the economic management in each State
in Australia, arising from the changes in the balance
between Budget and non-Budget expenditures and
deficits.

67. These factors make all the more important the review
role to be conducted by a house of review.

68. In relation to the powers to be given to such a house
of review, the foregoing developments make all the
more important the distinction between what are the
Ordinary Annual Services of Government and what are
not. The first must include those appropriations
which enable the Government as such to continue to
undertake the normal functions within the Departmental
structure. The second should include items which are
new programs, public works, and the activities of
Statutory Authorities.

69. It ought to be remembered that the Statutory
Authorities are, in many instances, substantially
self-financing, or able to be financed outside the
Parliamentary appropriation through sale of goods,
service charges, and through depreciation and borrowlngs.
Alternatively they are sub=ect to Special Appropria~l~ns

r a t h e r than ~;le ')rdinary Ar.nu a l SerVlce

79tJ

70. The cuestlo~ of the de£lnl~lon of rdlnary Annual Servlces
of Gove=~me~t and ~t3 rela~lonsn to ~he aU2S~lons

a?~ro?r~ate pro\' 3lC!~ ~ = deadloc oecween ~wo ~ouse

2-:1 tile o i.c arne r a I sYSterrl:3.re se:=. ~ ~~ a paper ftlnl::.
~ave ~re~ared aGe s~Dmitted to Standlnc Corr~i~tee D 0:
t~e Cons~ltutional

as an
:-lve.~':..l.on .

ndix to th~s s~b~ission~ I would wi s r, t.c
incorporate that paper in this s~D~i3sion~ I~ surr~ary,

it s e t s o u r, a nurnc e r of the que s t i.oris w i.t.h which I
bell2'o"e this Royal Commi s s i ori may be concerned, and
ways In which the problems for resolL:tion at a Federal
C'onsticCltional level could be applied in relation to
the positlcn of tte two Houses of the Tasmanian State
~' .J.eli 21I:'ie n t ~

~ ~'~C2n of the Ex~cuti tive Council

ave 'jtlined ~1~' v~e~s lD relation to the
J:~t.:"~·~C;_: ,". th~? house of r e v i ow ensuring that it
?~S a s'::'~,;l=J~r7'l '.vh ic h e n a b i e s the f'..l11 scrutiny of

G~vern~~.~c 3CtlVity. ~his should i~clude, in 9articular,
~ nanc 31 3ccivi As wei , the system should enable
~. "~'- ~ Sc:; f r e v il~':\'¥' to ma k e a p p r o p r iate j udgmen ts in
~~2 GC .er areas o~ ~ts review function in a complex
e~nno ~gica11y-based society and economy .

. . . /13
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72. To enable this to happen, it is necessary for the house
of review to have a highly developed Committee System
which goes far beyond provision for ad hoc select
committees, to be formed as the occasion appears to
arise.

73. A Committee System appropriate to a house of review
should include a provision whereby the Estimates are
SUbject to examination, in public hearing, and where
the Minister in charge, as well as the Public Service
officers who are able to answer directly to the items
concerned, may be examined. It is essential that a
transcript is taken and published.

74. I believe that detailed, and standard form, Explanato~y

Notes in relation to the Appropriations and the
comparable prior estimates and expenditure are essential.
These are prepared for the purposes of the submission of
departments to Cabinet. The experience in the Federal
Parliament has been that since these have been made
available, through the Senate Estimates Committees,
there has been no reason demonstrated as to why they
should not always have been made available. They
certainly save a great deal of time and provide a great
deal more information to both the Parli~ment and the
public as to what is happening in the Government than
would otherwise be available.

73. The detailed, and public, :ollow up of the Reports of tne
Auditor-General is another important aspect of this
functicLa

791

,':) . problems ~~lcn bese~s the whole process c.
In Austral:'2, and In ~he similar democracl2s

around ~he world, is ~n3C of program evalua~lon~

a ~28 ofendeavourl~g ~o qet behlnd the vei~ 0:
Gove:-r'i~rr:e~\: ad::1l.i1lst.ra::ion, to find ouc the £u l cost: a n c
e:=~ctiveness of ?a~tlcular programs 4

s~rc3C aC~03S a ~a~se ~usber of
cost is ofte~ hidden

These are of::.er.
and the £u':'~

j fa It is ~ot only co the Pa~liament and the ?ublic t~3~

~hat cose is hidden b~t ~oo often it is substantially
:--iic.den f r orn the .i nd i v i.c ua ; e x e c u t.Lve mernbe r s who deal
~ith the 3udgec pro~osals.

78. ~ot only must ~here be an Estimates examination, but so
~oo is there a need to have a system whereby both the
expenditure of :uncis and the operating efficiency of that
very large sector of government activity, namely
Statutory Authorities, is conducted.

It is 2ssential, therefore
cO'/cr both t~e E3~ima~es Q

t~2 :i~3ncial ~c~ivities 0

that the scrutiny system
Government depart~ents and
Statutory Authorities .

. . . /14
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ao. A~ we~~, it is appropriate to ensure that a house of
review has a system whereby it is able to investigate
other areas of government activity and to make recom
men0ations in relation to potential policy developments.
These should be outside the immediate area of Party
disputation and should rather be forward-looking, that
is, reviewing the need for future policy, as well as a
second aspect, which is reviewing how, in practice,
the policy adopted by the people through its acceptance
of the platform of the particular party which has won
the election, has been implemented. The cost-effectiveness
of that implementation also needs review.

81. Another aspect of the needs of a house of review is in
relation to considering particular legislation, that is,
legislation which has been proposed by the house of
government or within the house of review. Other areas
include such matters as the continual scrutiny of
delegated legislation as well as the continual scrutiny
of all proposed legislation with respect to certain
fundamental rights in the community to ensure that there
is not, even by inadvertence, an infringement of the
rights and liberties of the citizen.

82. All of this requires a Committee System which applies
itself to the consideration of the particular issues
as well as those which, upon an ad hoc basis, appear to
arise. I wish to emphasize the descriptive word "sys,.e::-:".

83. For the operation of a Committee System withln a
Parliament and to ensure that nere is full accountabili
for the operation of that syst2rn to the ?eople, tta~

system must, as I have prev men~loned, be conc~c~cc

i~ a public way, other than n special occaSlons ~n2~

there lS 3 special re3SO~ r not. cia s

.e a r a ric s l-lC,

be one lD \\l:::' _ :-. -=-~.~

_u also De one ....

tr3nscri~)~ of evidence
av a i I ab c:, and

lS rna d e o ubLi c Lv- -

(b) the reports are pubL1shed and freely avallable.

It 1S only by this means that the Committee System is
freed from the accusation, however unjustified, that
it is operating a~ something in the nature of a Star
Ch amc e r .

6~ The recent inqciry by the Legislative Council in
rela ion tc Ch2 ro?osals for the construction of dams
on : e Gordo~ River in Soul ~~est Tasmania is an
cxce l~~t e~:ample of the problems which can arise~

... /is
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87. There was no transcript of evidence. No person who
was interested in the issue was enabled to know what
evidence was being given to the members of the
Sel~ct Committee established by the Legislative Council.
Accordingly, there was no opportunity for interested
citizens, or groups within the community, to endeavour
to enlarge upon or rebut any of the particular evidence
which may have been given to the Committee.

88. The Committee did not, at its conclusion, publish a
transcript of evidence whereby, at least retrospectively,
people were able to judge the nature of the evidence
which had been placed before the Committee.

89. As the Report itself was of a length of about seven-and
a-half pages and contained virtually no reasons, it is
well-nigh impossible for the general public to make any
judgment upon the basis for the Council's decision, which
led to deadlock and was apparently taken upon the
recommendations of its Select Co~~ittee. That deadlock
resulted in the creation of your Royal Commission.

90. In my submission, it is scandalous and self-destrictive
in current terms of Parliamentary, institutional and
public concepts for a House of Parliament to hold a
secret inquiry into a matter, act upon its findings,
then force a deadlock with the other House and an
eventual referendum with all its attendant costs and
social division, without ever enabling the public to
%now what were the secre~ reasons for the particular
positlon taken by a Committee of the House which created
that situatlon.

91. It lS even more scandalous that none of the evidence
taken by the Co~mlttee has been made aublic and ~herefore

t.ha t; no mernber 0: the lie has been3.ble "Co q a u c e ai~~~

of the evidence which nas been glven and which tas ~2~

the Committee to the conclusion which It reacnec.

92. I wish to emphaslse that I am noc, In any wa~, _
the integrity or the i~dividuai ~e~~ers of the Co~ittee!

nor am I suggest that the r e c ommerid a t Lo n s wn i c i: tliey
made were either Justified or unJustified. I am s
using that matter as an example of the problem of the
lack of accountability which may arise when a house of
review uses a secret Committee process to come to
concl~sions. It is magnified when they create very
significant social division and disruption of the
processes .of government as well as creating very
substantial problems for the smooth working of a
Constitution.

93. I return to the point made earlier. For ~ house of
review to be glven very substantial powers to carry
out c~e ~G~cti~ns which I have outlined, and which I
be Li.e ve co .:J€ e x t r eme l y .... "Cant be carried out, t he n
th~t house ~ust ~13o ensure t~at it, too, lS

accou~~able co t~2 electorate as a whol'~$

.. " ~ / l6
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34. Accordingly, t~le way in which the Corunittee process
has operated should be known. The questions which
have been asked by individual members, the evidence
which has been given by each of the witnesses, and
the reasons for the decisions which have been arrived
at, as well as the presence or absence of opportunity
to support or rebut particular aspects of the evidence,
are all important aspects of the basis upon which the
people can make judgments.

95. Unless this is the case, there is neither a basis for
ensuring accountability on the part of the individual
members of the house of review nor a basis for the
accountability of the house as a whole.

96. If the argument is put that the House separately and
independently of the Report of its Committee came to
conclusions, then the investigation by the Cowmittee,
and its Report,were a total waste of time. It is in
my experience likely that a house of review will take
notice of a Committee which has been specially engaged
in the task of investigating and reporting in relation
to a particular, and complex, matter. One wonders what
is the value of that Report unless it contains full
reasons which are made available to the public. If
there has just:. been some private discussion on a basis
of telling other members of the House, "You can trust
us, and you really should do what we have recomrnended" ,
thon its value seems somewhat limited. If it goes
beyond saying that, then what it says ought to be
publicly knowr. .

73 "''. / ~

necessit'l for there to je ~~ue accGuntabili

In conclusion, let me r :er aaain to ~he

an effec~i~!e review function and to the

out that rev~ew fUnC~lOG. However, there is

rtance

hCUS2 of review for the actlons which it has ta~en

in the c3~ryi~g out of l~S runctlons. Scruc of
governse~~ o?er~~io~ t.rie r wi t n (a)
consideration, as 3~ a =:ec~ of revie~', of the ~uture

901icy needs o~ chc s~atc or nation, and (b) the
efficiency and effectiveness of the lementatlon
of the po~icies of the government of the day are
essential fcnctions for the house of review in a
b i.c ame r a I system. ' Powe r to e n s u r e that this is possible
is an essenLia~ element. Accountacil ty of the house
itself is the condition for that power~

9 ~n su~~ary I submlc that the Leglslative Council in
~as:-",3.nia s hou Ld r e ta i.n .i t.s full morie y bill- ;:·o\y"ers but
t~~at the qui~ ?ro (~·~O ~O~ ~hose money ~ill powers '~USt

82 un accounL2Dil~ty the islative Counc~l

'~~r:::,:~·tly to tne ;JEo;:,le in the instance whe r e the
e~(2rcis~ of its powers c~eates a deadlock~

99. For the islative Council to carry out its lmportant
function 0 review a:l.d, in particular, the scrutiny

... 117
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of all aspects of government, it must also be fully
accountable in relation to its actions. It needs
to develop a Committee System to undertake the
scrutiny of Government expenditure, both through
departmental appropriations or through the financial
activities, including borrowings, of Statutory
Authorities.

100. For this to happen it needs to have a Committee System
which enables the taking of evidence from Ministers,
and directly from Public Servants, and those associated
with the conduct of Statutory Authorities. There
should be not only a published transcript of evidence,
but the hearings should take place in public, other
than in exceptional circumstances.

101. Not only transcripts of Conuni ttee proceedings .should
be published, but also the Reports of Committees should
give summaries of evidence and full reasons for findings
and recommendations.

102. I submit that there must be a provision, similar to
the Commonwealth Constitutional provision discussed in
~y paper appended to this submission, for double
dissolution to ensure the accountability of the
Legislative Council.

103. To enable an effective system for the resolution of
ceaclocKs ar.d the identific~tion of circu~stances

leadinc to double dlSSolutlon, a definition of
Ordin~ry Anneal ServiCeS anc associated matte~s

shoulJ be Drovided in the ConstltUtlOn Act



S SUBMISSION BY SENATOR P

1. To assist in understanding the point made in my
submission in relation to the importance of Explanatory
Notes in the Estimates Committee function of the Senate,
I wish to produce copies of two examples

(a) A department with a major degree of detail,
na~ely, the Department of Administrative Services;

(b) A department with less detail - namely the
Attorney General's Department.

2. I understand the point has been made by some witnesses
that a provision for double dissolution in circumstances
of certain deadlocks could lead to the party politicis
ation of the Legislative Council.
I recognise this is a possibility, but only if the
Legislative Council has itself created the circumsta~ces

in which that result becomes likely or inevitable.
If the electorate believes that the Legislative Council
acted properly in creating the deadlock, then in a relat~

ively sm~ll and sophisticated electorate such as Tasmania,
it is likely, in fact, highly probable, that the elect
orate would re-elect the Legislative Council who so acted.

If the view was that they had acted irresponsib ,then
it could be that partv candidates could win elections
That is one of the matters which the LezislativE
Councillors would have to take into account whe-
exercis their ri~ncs to rejecc Supplv and creac
cir~L~scances leac ng co the e d i s s o Lu t Lor ..

4.

I understand t na t the proposal for a :)usDensorv \ et
nas f)een ~ace. 5uch a pcoposal is merely another way or
savin; chat vou do not believe in the bi-ca~eral system.
There is no equali between Houses, nor any capacity
on the part of the Upper House to fulfil its function to
ensure 3 proper review of all aspects of government.
A Suspensory Veto can encourage irresponsible blocking
of lesislation by an Upper House without effective
result, but in a futile attempt to playa role. It
is far preferable that they have the full responsibility
for tnejr actions, including the risk of having to
"pLace cheir job on the line",

I :ur-her understand that ic has been suggested that
if t h e r e is to be a do ub I e dissolution, then the
di~s)~L::.ion should invoLve elections for the two Houses
held ~t a spacing of several weeks or several months .

. . . 2/
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i ~ould submit the suggestion has no merit. If the
issue were sufficiently important for the Legislative
Council to force the situation of deadlock over Supply,
then that is likely to be a major issue upon which people
should be enabled and invited to vote as soon as pract
isable. They should have an opportunity to pass judgment
upon members of both Houses at the same time and upon
the same basic issue. To suggest that the Legislative
Council should not have to face e lee tion unti 1 some
subsequent period of time has elapsed is to create two
problems :

(a) the likelihood of the renewal and continuation of
the deadlock if a government is elected which wishes
to pursue the policy which created the deadlock in
the first place;

(b) that the Legislative Councillors may be able to
avoid judgment upon their actions in creating the
deadlock and dissolution by reason of the fact that
time has passed, and other issues have come to the
fore in the minds of che electorate. I would expect
this proposal to increase the likelihood of the
party politicisation of the Legislative Council.

5. Professor Townslev stressed the seriousness of the
lack of information made available to the Legislative
Council. I suggest that this emphasises the great
imoortance of :

(a) an adeauate Co.r.m i c t e e Sv s t ern for the
Council to oDcain informacion,

is lat i "e

(D; the po~er in che Legislative Council to rore
the governmenc or t n e ciav co provide i nf orrna c Lor..
A Legislative Council without full powers in
relation co Supoly is unlikely to be able to farce
an unwilling g V2cnment to provide informacion.
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THE SENATE AND SUPPLY

Revised proposals under consideration by Standing Committee D 

observations, reservations and reco~~endations thereon by

Senator Peter Rae.

Introduction

1. Standing Committee D of the Australian Constitutional

Convention has under consideration a redraft of ulterations

to the Constitution relating to the Senate and Supply. In

accordance with the decision made at the meeting of Standing

Committee D on 2 October 1981, I now circulate a paper in

support of the motion of which I gave notice at that meeting,

viz:

That the revised draft be further revised to include
a provision to the following effect:

"Until the Parliament otherwise provides, the
classification of appropriations for the
ordinary annual services of the Govern~en~.

and aporoorlaclons noc dee~ed to be approor_
atlons for the ordlnary annual ser~lce5 of cne
Governmen~ and WI1lC~ c~e Se~a~e ma\7 amer
s~all be lD accord wltn tne sta~emen~

Treasurer to the Hocs~ sen~a~lves on ~~ Ma~.-

19-6 S, k riown , r e c oc n a s ed ana referred to .i n --.:.~~-::

800

Parllamen~ as the

Fu.r t.rie r I t.~~2 paper inc 1 uc e s aerier ooserva c i o n s I r e s e r v a c i.o n s

and recommendations arisinq from my Si:atement on 14 feDruarv

1980 that I "would wlsh to be glven i:he opportuni1:y to have

incorporated in the Cowmittee's report a dissenting opinion

on certalD of the Committee!s decisions" (Minutes, Item 8,

p. 3). My comments relate to the following areas:

1. A definition of the expression "ordinary annual

services of the Govc::rnment."

Ordinary ann~al services of the Government and long
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3. Tr.e new double dissolution provisions being expressed

to apply to an annual Appropriation Bill whether or

not it offends against proposed section 54 and the

Compact of 1965.

4. The proposed involvement of the High Court in the

interpretation of the meaning of the ordinary annual

services of the Government.

5. The date from which the 30 days allowed the Senate

for consideration of an annual Appropriation Bill

should commence to run.

6. The by-passing of the Senate, after a double

dissolution, in the passing of an Appropriation

Bill.

7. The apparent "in limbo" state of that component

of Supply not, pursudnt to the Compact of 1965,

deemed to be for the ordinary annual services of

the Govern:TIen~"

30L

8 . -on ly after doub e d.i s so Lu t.aor...

DlScusSlon of the

ar:. It:S next mee

ma~ters will now fo ~o~

on 2.2 Se p t ernb e r 1930 a no cons lcered :.:-;. 0cL:.ober \..

Deleca~es will note chat:. certal~ of ~he ma~~ers now ralsec

hav2 prevlously been discussed. I place these on record

a q e i.n f howev e r f in the context 0: the actual draft amendrne n t s

WhlCh the Co~mittee is conslderlng.

1
~ .

3. Over the years the Senate has been most vigilant to ensure

a =~2S5_~~cation o~ appropr~a~ions consistent with Constitutional

A ?r~?er divis~on of appropriations protects the Senate's
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Constitutional power of amendment, which has at its roots the

protection of the interests of the States.

4. The nub of the matter is what is meant by the expression

"the ordinary annual services of the Government." The Senate

has never been in any real doubt, but the Executive Government

has from time to time attempted to give the expression a much

wider interpretation than has the Senate and thus place at risk

the Senate's important power of amendment. And it was not until

1965, following the then Government's introduction of an omnibus

Appropriation Bill which included public works, etc., as ordinary

annual services of the Government, not subject to Senate amend~

ment, that formal agreement was reached on the classification of

annual appropriations, and the Compact of 1965, as it became

known, was accepted by both Houses of the Parliament. As Ewart

Smith concludes in his paper on Conventions regulating the

relationship between the two Houses of the Commonwealth Parliament,

the Compact of 1965 is approaching convention status. See Appendix

for Compact.

5. The act has added importance with the proposal thac c

double dlssolu~lon may follow the Senate's failure to cass 3~

aGDUa serVlces 0 the Govern8e~_

~D~ SeDa~e must kno'~ wnere lL stands ana Know what propos

e:~ l~ure m2~r b2 sub~ect of dOUD~e Glssolutlon. The de~er2~~-

atlo~ 0 ~nat xa~ter canno~ be e ~ co ~ e Executlve Governme~-

or tnc courts aft r dlssolllClUD anc s s e r.t; , or a':;:er assen

ma:'i:.cr. As the :lrsL Chlef Justice of the H Court (Griffith CJ)

said in v. T:~,e COrnmOD\ve3l t.h I 12 C" L .. R" 1 3 21 -

"S",ctlons S3 .i nd S4 deal vzi t.h 'proposed laws' - that is,
8i~ls or projects or law stlll under consideratlon and
noc assented to - dnd they lay Gown rules to be observed
wlch respect to proposed laws at that stage. Whatever
obl tions are imposed by these sections are dlrected
to the Hou s e s of ?arli3ment who s e conduct of their internal
a f ~ a :i- r sis no t, S II b j e c t :.0 rev i e \v o ~1 a Co u r t; 0 f 1 a ~..l 4 IT

Parts 3 and 4.
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6. It is vital, therefore, that the new double dissolution

provisions be not proceeded with in the absence of a definition

of the ordinary annual services of the Government, particularly

renembering the proposal that dissolution may ensue whether or

not an Appropriation Bill for the ordinary annual services of the

Government contains extraneous matter.

7. It has been suggested that to define the orolnary annual

services of the Government presents considerable difficulty.

The same was said of section 15 (casual vacancies in the Senate)

when it was desired to make a Constitutional provision that a

casual vacancy be filled by the appointment of a Senator of the

same political party, so protecting the operation of the

principle of proportional representation. But where there is a

will there is a way and the solution was eventually found.

8. On this matter of Constitutional definition, I remlnd

delegates of the South Australian Compact of 1857 dealing with

the financial powers of the Legislative Council. In 1913 the

principles enunciated in that Compact of 1857 and the general

practice that had been built up on the basis of the agreement

were given statutory effect. The opportunlty was taken to define

more precisely certain of the terms used, aLd It was that

ap9ropriations would be contained In two separate Bil s wneneve:

8 O:~

the Government desired to au~horise e~:~,~nClture of revenue :0=
o r ev i ous Lv. - au t no r .i s ec cy Par 1 a amen... :'

9. 1. r.OT-ti lL ~o delega~es ~nat tne C8ITDOnwe2lt~ Co~pact c=

1965 co~ld be g~ven statutory er:ect. There would then be no

mlsu~derst2nd~~~ as to the intencio~ 0: the new double dlssolution

;~oposa~s ahd the~e could be no unau~~orised or wrongful

ln~erpretation of che expresslon "the ordinary annual services

of t h e (:;O\lernment If •

10 . ~ty p r e f e r e r:.. ce is for a definiti,.re statemenc of the

full me s n i nq o : t.h e o r d i.n a r y annual services 0:: t;-.. e Go~:er:1r:1ent

a~d ic is ~y view t~at furtter conslderation of any Constitutional

a~e~8se~~ ~~Lati~g to the Se~ate an~ Supply should be deferred

for incl~sion in the
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Constitution, is prepared. That is my first choice. Delegates

do not at this stage have to commit themselves even to the

princl?le of a Constitutional definition of the ordinary annual

services. All I am suggesting at this time is that a draft be

prepared and then we can have another look at the matter. After

all, I remind delegates that a definition of certain ordinary

annual services is already included in draft section 54 (2),

which classifies as ordinary annual services:

(a) salaries and allowances of officers of the

Executive Government of the Commonwealth

(other than Ministers of State);

(b) other administrative expenses of the departments

of State; and

(c) pay and allowances of members of the defence forces

of the Commonwealth.

Why not build on that definition, if need be; or, alternatively,

spell out in the Cons~itution what are not ordinary annual services?

If, however, my proposal for the preparaclon of a definitive

statement 1S not agreed to, I w111 perslst with mv ?roposal, n~

WhlC~ I nave nc~~ qlven notice, t~2t the Compact of 1 65 b~

32ctlOn ~3f along the fal OWlnc ~lne

the ?arl~ament O~~e~Alse ~rovidesJ the class-
1t1cation In proposed laws of approprlatlons for the
ordlnary annual services of the Government, and
ap?rOprlatlons not deemed to be approprlatlOns for
the ordinary annual serVlces of the Government and
which the Senate may amend, shall be in accord with
the state~e~t by the rreasurer to the House of
Re?resentac1ves on 13 May 1965, known, recognised and
referred to in the Parliament as the Com(Jact of 1965."

If It be sugg,-:::,sted t.h a t; the inclusion of the words "Until the

Par Li ame n t o t n c rv i s e c r ov i.c e s II a nvo Lv c s g i \/ .i r.q the Parliament

power tc amend t~e Cons~itution, I respond (Jointing to the

use of that phrase in ~any other sections of the Constitution -

7, 10, 1,34,39,46,47,48,49,65,66,67,73,87,
9 J, 9;-.
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11. The words "Until the Parliament otherwise provides" are

proposed to allow for developments in parliamentary practice.

One such area, I suggest, relates to appropriations for Parliament.

The Cormack Committee, which was the pathfinder for the Compact

of 1965, contended that Parliament was not an ordinary annual

service of the Government and recommended, unsuccessfully, that

there be a separate Appropriation Bill, subject to Senate amend

ment, for Parliament, grants for financial assistance to the

states under section 96 of the Constitution (other than the

special appropriations authorised by special legislation), new

policies not authorised by special legislation, and any other

appropriations for services which Parliament, from time to time,

decides are not for ordinary annual services of the Government.

There has been continuing support for a separate annual Appropri

ation Bill for Parliament and, indeed, the 1981 report of the

Senate Select Committee on Parliamentary Appropriations and

Staffing recommended that appropriations for the Parliament be

removed from the Bill for the ordinary annual services of the

Government and included in a separate Parliamentary Appropriation

Bill. As things stand, that is, on the basis of propositions

before Standing Committee D, there may be a danger of creat~ng

a situation where a dispute between the Houses over a Parllamenta~r

tion - perhaps minor and unconnected to the mainstream 0=
s y - and WhlCh lS not resolved wlthln 30 or less, may lead

to a double dlssoluclon of the Parllament. QUlte clear

s~cn a consequence - partlcu~arly wnen arlslng from a

concer~lng Lhe ln~erna~ arrangements of tne Par lame~~ -

tctally unacc

2.

12. P'ropo s e d sub-sect.ion 54 (2) p r o h i.b i, ts

certain speclfied ordinary annual services

long term supply for

of the Government -

?ublic Service salaries, other administrative expenses of departments,

and pay of the defence forces (and see also paragraph 10). It is

probably true that this provision may go far enough to prohlbit

lo~g term ~pproprlation for expenditure without which it would be

virtually lmpossible for a Governme~t to carryon. It is a useful

step forward, but ~ttention is drawn to two matters.
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13. First, the background notes suggest that other classes of

expenditure may be added to proposed sub-section 54 (2), if

thought fit. I think consideration of this question is bound

up with the matter of a full definition of the ordinary annual

services of the Government. Suppose, for example, that it is

proposed that appropriations for Parliament should continue to

be classified, wrongly in my view, as ordinary annual services

of the Government~ In that case Parliament is a notable omission

from section 54 (2) The same applies if some other appropriations,

such as public works and buildings, were to be classified, again

wrongly in my view, as ordinary annual services, as they were by

the Government of the day in 1964. These factors add point to

the necessity, in an understanding of the impact of the proposed

amendments, for a Constitutional definition of what comprise the

ordinary annual services of the Government. I suggest, therefore,

that further consideration of proposed sub-section 54 (2) be

postponed until after the definition question is resolved.

14. Second, attention is drawn to the words "or is deemed to have

been passed, by the Senate" in proposed section 54 (2). Those

words will need amencment if, after a double dissolucion, the

j01nc sitting devlce 1S preferred to House of RearesenQatives

- see ;;ar2.gra

c; __ ~~._.~ sec co ap;;~y to an annUd ap;Jroprlat:lc=-
~~~ ~i~e~ er or noe l~ offenas agalnsr pro~ose

sec~io~ S4 anc the t 0: 1~C

ReI~r2~ce has a_ready been made in ?ar~ 1 to the propcsal

that an annual a~?ropriation Bill may be the basis for a double

dissolution notwithstanding ,that it may flagrantly breach the

long-established Parliamentary rule forbidding tacking - that is,

the inclusion in a money Bill of extraneous matter to secure its

passage through an r house which cannot amend money Bills.

16. It is an extra0rdinaryprcpos1tion, unnecessary, and should

17. T:-te ?roposal i.S a. nasa. cion of t he "Court" amendment, and

t:--.~ "Harne r " a Lc e r r.a t. i. ve, which confine the new double dissolution

previsions to appropriations for ordinary annual services of the
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Government. Indeed, it amounts to permitting a dissolution on

spurious grounds. Suppose, for example, that the Senate had no

objection to an appropriation Bill for ordinary annual services

of the Government, except for one extraneous item - sayan

appropriation for some new policy not authorised by special

legislation - and the Senate requested the omission of the item

and its inclusion in a Bill not for ordinary annual services of

the Government and subject to amendment by the Senate. If the

House of Representatives did not agree to the Senate's request,

or if time ran out, an unnecessary, unwarranted, or even

contrived, dissolution could ensue. The proposal also contains

the seeds of possible coercion - pass the Bill, warts and all,

or out you go.

18. Let me take the matter a step further. Suppose there were

a double dissolution based on an appropriation Bill which breached

the Compact of 1965. The only redress - and that redress after

the event - is the proposal that an appeal may be made to the

High Court for the invalidation of the offending appropriation

or ~~propriations. Not only should the courts have no jurisdiction

in this matter which concerns the internal affairs of the Houses,

but an appeal to the High Cour~ would be too la~e anyway. The

do~~le dissolution could not be voided: the Gone

a r r e t r i e vab Ly , And.l.f the Court 'were to rule an a t.ern nc r,

to oe an approprlatlon for an~~a~ serVlces of ~~E

Government and of no effect, Lt wquld be .l.llustrated tnac

double d.l.ssolutlon was brougnt aDCUC on spurlous

'I'na t; non s e.ns i.c a L POS.l.1:.LOn must not ~e allowed to a r i s e ,

The logical, oalnless is twofold - (al reJectlon of the

prc~csal that a double dissolution may ensue on spurious

or part sp~rious gro~nds, and (b) a Constitutional definition of

the e xp r e s s a o n II ':::e ordinary annual services of the Government"

in order to guide. Ln curn, the Executive Government, the Houses

and the Gover~or-General in che meaning and application of the

ex?ression. Ie would be a mis':ake, I believe, to absolve the

Governor-General from involvement in this matter. His Excellency

has a high role in the protection and working of Constitutional

Govern~~nc and it 1S to be recalled that, in the double dissolution

of 195_, Prime Minister Menzies made it clear that the Governor

General was not bound to follow his Prime Minister's advice in

re of the existence of the oonditions of fact set out in
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section 57 but that His Excellency had to be himself satisfied

that those conditions of fact were established.

4. The proposed involvement of the High Court in the
interpretation of the meaning of the ordinary
annual services of the Government

808

19. It is proposed by sub-section (4) of section 54 that within

30 days after assent an appeal may be made to the High Court

challenging matter in an appropriation Bill on the ground that

the matter is other than an appropriation for the ordinary annual

services of the Government of a particular year only - i.e. on

the ground of tacking; and the High Court may declare the matter

of no effect. The provision is intended to apply to an appropri

ation Bill whether or not a double dissolution is involved.

20. The impact of High Court involvement in connection with

double dissolution Bills has been referred to in the previous

part, where it is pointed out that the proposed appeal to the

cour~ is after the event - that is, after dlssolution and after

the damage has been done.

21. In additlon to that obJectlon. there lS a general obJec~lc-

wn i c n l S icable to an approprl3tlOn Bill wnether or not 2

do~b~e dlssolutlon, ~s lnvolvec

2) Tr~e. tne proposal provldes some oelaeed pro~ectlon agalns-

t.acx , but, as [,,-jart Sml t n COITWlen t s In h lS paper on conven t i.o n s

regulatlng the relationship between the two Houses of the

Corrraonwe a Lt.h Pa r Li crne n t , the question of what matters 'dill no t; be

included in the ordinary annual services Appropriation Bill is

best left as a working arrangement between the two Houses - as it

has always been.

2 3 ~ T:>::: ~;eneral objection

is ene assault cn he high

to the proposed High Court involvement

principle that Parliament must be

mascer of lts own affairs - a cornerstone of the Westminster

system of Parliamentary government.

2~. Not only would Parliament not be master of its own affairs

if pro~osed sub-section (4) of section 54 were agreed to, but we

woulj be letting down the founding fathers. Let the early
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Convention debates be recalled. The clause relating to the "law

appropriating revenue or moneys for the ordinary annual services

of the Government" was very closely considered at the Melbourne

s~ssion of the Federal Convention in 1898. The debate at the

time centred on an amendment (finally agreed to) to insert the

word "proposed" before the word "Law" and thereby to impose on

Parliament, and not upon any court, the responsibility of

ensuring that an appropriation measure was in proper form.

During a prolonged debate, Convention members expressed their

views as to the intention of the section, and the following

extracts reflect both those views and the seriousness with which

members regarded the parliamentary responsibility:

Mr George Reid (New South Wales)

"These provisions are intended to secure the
independence of the Senate, but surely honourable
members have not such a craven view of the Senate,
which they have taken such pains to create, as to
believe that it would allow any substantial outrage
of the provisions securing its lndependence and
integrity!"

80,)

Si: John Downer, Q.C. (South Auscralla)

"Th e House of s e n t a c i ve s W..k..L.J.. s a v ..., 'We Tl'li:_

ln~roduce one or two llttle t~~ncs wh~cn ar~

necessary, and w~tnout wnlch ~t w~l: be d_=fic~~

fer the DUS.l.nESS of crre COr:L'TIonweal::.n t.c be c a r r
on; at tte sase tl~e we shal .i n t roo u c e ,::._e'r,-
little thl~gs WhlCh you do nc~ ll~eJ and c~~ ..
when we sen6 up tne w~o~e toge~her, l~ yc~ sa~r

triac you de not like some of the en s ~~~.l.ch we
include in t~e Bill, \~e wlll respect~u~J..Y ask you
to consider the whole :hing in one'. ~s not that
tack~ng? Is no~ chat the very th ~hat this Bill
has been carefully framed to orevent? Is ~t not
the House of '·sentatives ~etting the Senate at
defiance and saying - 'You dare to stop the work of
t:-,e Cornmo nwe a I th in spi te of the fact that we have
included in our measure something which you are
indisposed to agree to! I Of course we should have
the Se~ate, by the most ordinary evolution and with~

oct any trouble, gradually ceasing to be a States
Heese al~cS2t~er! losing all its independence, all
the protect~an t~at che Constitution intended to
g~ve 0 l~, and becoming in the posi~ion of the House
o~ ~o ~S, wi~h not even a vetoing pcwer, but with
pract cally a revisory power - wlthout any capacity
at al to exercise a ve~o on matters of finance."
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25. The learned South Australian delegate's warning echoes in

the halls of this Constitutional assembly today. Beware of

permitting the evil of tacking and passing the buck to the courts!

It is narliament's responsibility to determine what should go into

an appropriation Bill for the ordinary annual services of the

Government. If the Senate does not uphold its privileges, there

is and should not be any other remedy:

Mr Isaacs (Victoria) -

"I agree with those who say that the Senate must
be regarded as a pitiable thing if it is not
strong enough to guard its own rights within its
own walls. No power on earth can force the
Senate to pass a Bill if it contravenes the
provisions of the Constitution as we propose to
make it. The whole people of the Co~~onwealth

would rise against those who tried to force the
Senate to pass such a Bill against the provisions
of the Constitution."

26. Yes, the founding fathers - experienced parliamen~arians

that they were - imposed on Parliament the responsibility of

ensuring that an appropriation Bill was in proper form - and

that is where the responsibill should remain, with Parllamen_

master of lts o\~n affalrs

I: ~~e responsibl l~Y were trans=errec to ~ne co~~tSf

t~e cour~s caul ma~e declaraLlons con to the will of

May I r ern i nd

lS that.

P3~ila~ent as expressed in the Compact of 1965.

delegates that the great lesson of S------'....=:....._---'-_:.=.:.:..=-=-=-
the courts may ma~e decisions adverse to the inherent. privileges

of Parliament~

The date from which the 30 days allowed the
Senate for consideration of an annual
Appropriatlon Bill should corrmence to run.

28. SLanding Commlctee D , in .i +- C,-0) report of 23 June 1977

(~age 56), proposed that the 30 days should start to run from

the d~t~ of report by the President of a Message from the House

of Representatives transmitting an Appropriation Bill for

concurrence; if at the expiration of that 30 days, the Senate

has not passed the proposed law, the Governor-General shall
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dissolve bot~ Houses. The draft, however, provides that the

30 days shall start to run from the date of delivery of the

Message to an officer of the Senate. This could be a date when

the Senate was not sitting - even during a non-sitting week or

period of non-sitting weeks. There could, therefore, be circumstances

when it would be unfair to the Senate if the 30 days began to run

at a time earlier than report of the Message to the Senate, in

session.

29. There appears some concern that the President could refrain

from reporting the Message and so prevent time from running.

There is an answer to that and also to any possible unfairness

to the Senate caused by the 30 days starting to run at a time

when the Senate may not be in session. I propose for consider-

ation that, as recommended by Standing Committee 0, the 30 days

start to run from the date of report of the Message by the President,

but with a proviso that if a Message which has been transmitted in

the customary way, but not reported within 10 days of third reading

of the Bill in the House of Representatives, then the 30 days shall

be J~0m~~ to run from 10 days after that date of third reading in

the Hou.se.

ro . T:-:e oy-pass
d:..ssclucion,

of the Senate, areer
in the pass of an

a dOUD-:..

30. COffiffiltcee D 1,S r·,....,,:::-t
'-.~ .. '-..i. '- 1 fol

a dou.ble d:..ssolut:..on, the Appr0prl2tlOn Blll whlcn was the subJec~

of the dissoluclon may oe presented for assent after pass the

House of Representatives only, the Senate having no say in the

mat.ter.

lS a serious down-grading of the Senate in the

the expense of the interests of the States -

a d:..saster vigorously brought home to delegates at the 1898 sess:..on

in Melbourne of the Feder~l Convention - see paragraphs 24-27.

32. The proposal to by-pass the Senate is a rejection of the

Feder2l act. and the States which demanded as the price of

fecer2':..:.on a Scates' Assembly having equal financial power wit:.h

the ~ouse 0: Representatives, except:. for the financial initiative.
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It follows that the Senate's continued participation in the

legislative process following a double dissolution is necessary

to uphold the time-honoured Constitutional and Federal principle

that Supply is the joint grant of the two Houses.

33. In the event of a deadlock after dissolution over Supply,

the joint sitting device, as in section 57 of the Constitution,

should apply. If the majority will of a totality of elected

members of Parliament be against Supply, then it should be back

to the people - and that is in the spirit of the Australian

Federal Constitution.

34. Another factor is that, if disagreement between the Houses

were to continue following a double dissolution election, it

clearly would flow over to areas other than Supply. I suggest

that, in those circumstances, another election - although perhaps

unlikely and possibly unpalatable - would be the only method avail

able to clear the air.

7. The apparent "in limbo" state ·of that component
of Supply not, pursuant to the Compact of 1965,
deemed to be for the ordlr.ary annual services
of the Governmen~

35. Annual Supply lS provided at varlOUS times of tne year (

roprlatlon Acts and Supply Acts) and, pursuant to the Compac

of 1965, two Bli s are presented - one Bill for the ordlnarv

annual serVlces of the Government (not subJect to amendment

the Senate) and one Bill for approprlatlons not regarded as belng

for the ordlnary annu61 serVlces of the Government, such as publi2

.wor\s and buildings and new policies not authorised by speclal

legislation (subject to ame~dment by the Senate). For example,

App r op r i a t i.ori Bill (No.1) 1981-82 appropriated a sum of $10,751,046,000

Appropriation Bill (No.2) 1981-82 appropriated $1,333,251,000. It

will be seen that the latter Bill, not for the ordinary annual

services of the Government and subject to Senate amendment, repre

sented about lIs of the total appropriation proposed in the August

1981 Appropriation Bills.

36. Starv:ing Cornrn i t t.e e D has under consideration the finding

of a satisfaccory formula for resolving a deadlock over Supply
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for the ordinary annual services of the Government. The question

I raise is:- In the event of a section 54A double dissolution

over Supply for the ordinary annual services of the Government,

what hap~ens to the other component of Supply which, on the basis

of the Compact of 1965, is not subject to the provisions of

proposed section 54A? Is it in limbo?

81.5

37. Consider the position if the Senate passed Appropriation

Bill (No.1) for the ordinary annual services of the Government,

as at present drafted, but rejected or failed to pass Appropriation

Bill (No.2) for expenditure not regarded as being for the

ordinary annual services. Both Appropriation Bills 1 and 2 can

reasonably be regarded as constituting Supply.

38. Also consider the position if there were a section 54A

dissolution on Appropriation Bill (No.1) and the Senate had failed

to pass the other component of Supply; what would be the meaning

of Supply for the period of dissolution to 21 days after the House

of Representatives next meets pursuant to proposed section 54A(6),

wit.h the expression "ordinary annual services", put forward in the

draft, being employed?

39. Consider further the pos i.t.a.ori , unce r the p r e s en c cza.r t . ,-,.",-_

a a t.Lon s i 1 (No. tne house -

~e?resentat-'.ves and was assented to, but.

fai:eci ~o pass tne Senate, rememoer that Bill ~o~ 2 lS no~

double dlssol~tlon Billi and rememberlng too ~na~, pursuan~ t.c

the Compact of 1965, Bill No.2 does not come Wltnln tne meanlng

of ?roposed sect-'.on 54A(6) wnlcn a~thorises the Govarnor-General

to authorlse lnterim expendlture.

40. In s~gg~scing thac Supply consists of both components, I

take the realistic view that many of che Government's on-going

co~mitments to contractors on capital works projects, and so on,

are met from appropriations under riation and Supply Bills

Ncs 2, 4, 6 etc. - Bills which, I submit, are not covered by the

prcs;ose-:::' sect:i.on provision.

41. Is it the clear :i.ntention to confine a section 54A dissolution

to t::e "ordinary annual services" component of Supply? If so,

I repeat t::e q~estion:- ~vhat would happen to the other component
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of annual Supply? It does not come within the provisions of

proposed section 54A.

42. A Government faced with this situation, and not constrained

by a constitutional definition of "ordinary annual services",

might declare all proposed expenditure under appropriation Bills

as being for ordinary annual services. Thus would be lost the

Senate's power of amendment, which the founding fathers took

such pains to see was limited only in respect of the ordinary

annual services.

8i1

43. Thus - and this is the main thread of this paper - it is

essential that there be a Constitutional definition of the

ordinary annual services. If it is contemplated that other

components of Supply, outside the Compact of 1965, may come

within the ambit of proposed section 54A, that should be made

known, so that the impact on the proposed constitutional changes

may be considered. Only a Constitutional definition of ordinary

annual services of the Government can remove uncertainty as to

the scope pf application of the new double dissolution provisions

relatlng to Supply - and remove the danger of a double dissolu~ion

being brought about on spurious or part spurlous grounds s

15-13

7 I nave noted the suggeStlon that to Qe=ln~

ord_nary annual serVlces presents conslderable d fflCU ty an~

at paragra 10 I have pUt forward a posslble solLtlon.

only that, in my vlew, more problems wll1 stem from no definltion

than in the case of a definitlon.

8 .

45. The draft proposes (54A(6)) that the Governor-General in

Council may autl1crise expenditure for a double dissolution

21 c~ion and to maintain the ordinary annual services of the

Government after dissolution until 21 days after the House of

Repr2sentatives next meets. A companion provision is that

after dissolution the Appropriation Bill which was the subject

of the dissolution may be presented for assent after passing the
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House of Representatives only, the Senate having no say in the

matter (paragraphs 30-34).

46. Two matters, I submit, need reconsideration: the 21 days

provision and (again) the interpretation of the expression

"ordinary annual services of the Government".

47. At paragraphs 30-34 this paper calls for continuing Senate

participation in the grant of Supply after dissolution. There

is no case for House of Representatives hegemony. Indeed, the

Prime Minister has recognised the equality of the two Houses in

money matters by his allocation of the Finance portfolio to the

Senate. Thus weight is added to the arguments for continuing

Senate participation in Supply after dissolutioni and if there

be again deadlock, the matter should be determined at a joint

sitting of the two Houses.

48. If the latter recommendation for a joint sitting be agreed

to, and it is reasonable and appropri2te that it should be, then

81~

provision for carry-on Supply should not be tied to what

h ~~cns in t~e House of Representatlves. This paper proposes,

therefore, that the Governor-General in Council should be empowe

to authorise Supply for a period to 40 s after ~~e

meet of the Parllament after dissolutlon, which would a:

reasonable tlme fer bach Houses ~o conslder the a?pr~prla~_=_.

me2sure lD auesc~on and for a olnt slt~lns co be cal e~ l ~~~=

be. If the 3ill falls to pa3s a j o i n t;

baCK ~o ~ne ~eople - ?aragrap~

49. ~he other mac~er cc~cerns ~he ln~entioD to limit carr~-o~

S~?~ly to the crd~~ary annual services cf the Gover~ment. For

th~s purpose it is important that it be made olear that the

e:<~res3ion 'tordinary annual services of the Government" has t~e

same me~n as when employed in other areas of the Constitution

and in accord with the Compact of 1965 - and see paragraphs 3-11.

~~i~:--.oUt a Cons,:':': i t i on a I definition of t h e e x p r e s s i o n , t.h e r e may

be O~C2 again the possibility referred to at paragraph 42 that a

Gc,2r~~e~t ma~' be tem=ted to declare all proposed expenditure'as

b·=::'"'.'7 '=::r ':>:-'--:-2..n(1.::~/ arinua I s e r v i c e s - including wh a t; this p2;;e:c

at: the
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Ius ion

50. The foregoing observations and recommendations are, in no

sense, in conflict with the broad principle of the "Court" or

"Hamer" proposals that, if the Senate blocks Supply for the

ordinary annual services of the Government, there shall be a

dissolution of both Houses and the Governor-General in Council

may authorise carry-on Supply. However, this paper suggests

modifications designed to ensure that the appropriation measures

in question are in proper form and contain no extraneous matter;

designed to reject the proposal that the new double dissolution

provisions apply to any annual appropriation Bill whether or not

it offends against the Compact of 1965; designed to protect

the Senate's amendment power; designed to safeguard the principle

of Federation that no proposed law (other than a Constitution

alteration passed at referendum) shall be assented to unless

agreed to by both Houses or by a joint sitting; and designed

to preserve the companion Parliamentary rule that Parliament

sh~ll be master of its own affairs and not let down the founding

fa~hers by surrendering to the courts the determlnation of

Parlla~ent's in~ra-mur~l af£alrs.

a cc e o c ab l e f o r mu La for the Se n a t.e and SUpp

aDse~C2 ot a Constltutlona deflTIltlon of the .ordiDarv annL~_

810

services Q~ the Gove~~~cnc. It: 1..5 r:ot eno ::0 e a v e

classlfication of appropriatlons to the caprlce of th~ GovernmenL

of the day, inevitably a the risk of enhancing Government

power at the expense of Parliament and the Senate In partlcL~~r.

It is not good enough that ~he proposed double dissolution

provlsions apply to an appropriation Bill whether or not it

contains an item or items not deemed by the Compact of 1965 ~o

be ap?ropriations for the ordinary annual services of the

Gove r nmen t; . It is not good enough to pass the buck to the

H :.'::CL:r,:: to rule on whe t.h e r an appropriation is or is no t :01:

the or~inary annual services, because that is Parliament's

prerc~2:ive and it is not the proper role of the Court; and,
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in any event, the issue could not get to the Court until after

dissolution and the damage has been done. It is not good enough

that the Senate may be by-passed, after a double dissolution,

in the passing of an Appropriation Bill. And, finally, it is

not good enough that the Governor-General may be put in the

position of being required to grant a double dissolution

notwithstanding that an Appropriation Bill may obviously and

flagrantly breach the Compact of 1965. We can build better than

that - and the pathfinder is a Constitutional definition of

the ordinary annual services of the Government.

52. May I commend this paper to honourable delegates for their

consideration.
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APPENDIX

8id

,

Statement by the Treasurer to the House of Representatives on

13 May 1965 announcing the Government's decision that henceforth

there would be a separate Appropriation Bill, subject to amendment

by the Senate, containing appropriations for certain expenditure.

(The Compact of 1965)

"When presenting the Appropriation (Special Expenditure)
Bill 1964~65 last August I explained that that Bill
contained those appropriations for which, in the opinion
of the Government and its legal advisers, a good case
could not be made out for the view that they were for
the ordinary annual services of the Government. At the
same time I said that discussions on the classifications
of appropriations were continuing. Since then there
have been further discussions and as a result the
Government has now decided that henceforth there will be a
separate Bill, subject to amendment by the Senate,
containing appropriations for expenditure on -

(a) The Construction of public works and bUllaln~~;

(bl The aCQuisltion c; SltcS and buildlncs:

(e) It~ms of plan~ an6 e~ l~ment WhlCh are clear~

Gra~=3 ~o tne S~a~es unaer Sectlon 96 or tn~

(e) ~ew pc lCles not authCr1sed by special leC1S
lat1on. Subsequent appropriations for such
items will be lncluded 1n the Appropriaclon
Bill not sub]ectto ame ridrae n t; by the Senate. II
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E. Risden
65 Todd Ave
COMO 6152

Mr Rod Wahl
Executive Officer
"Royal Commission into Parliamentary Deadlocks"
Level 7 Central Law Courts
30 St Geo Tce
PERTH WA 6000

Dear Sir

"Reference Parliamentary Deadlocks"

The answer is simplification, and informality. - Too often the splinter can't be
seen for the trees. Mankind is unique in having both a brain a mind and a
conscience.

Hopefully to elevate them above mere animals, with characteristic pecking
order and desire to run with the pack.

Wisdom temoered with tolerance and commonsense will clarify most clouded
matters.

8 () \
.: \.J

When deadlocks arise select bv ballot of all members 
"moderator" from each "house": for as .ono as IC t.ak e s.

es t sb l i sn

reate neutral t e r r r t o rv aVi8V t r o rn tne or st r ac u oris ana m r ruenc e s

bray rie r ;

E.nsure that eacn goes oreoared Wit" the c onor-nse o DaSlC o conten
ready for diSCUSSIOn and sol ut rons: empowered rn ak e iJeCISIOns w rt rio o
protracted postponements; to seek compromise. 'vlak e avaIlable r r re que s tr-o an
independent adjudicator, preferably a mature practical ale. to ensur e thai
personality clashes, or super-sensitive issues do not result m or-ovoc a u on. ano
intimidation; or even inference.

Also that each moderator has equal time if requested.
continued deadlock this process will continue with "new
solutions are found.

In the event of
moderators" until

Sincerely

E. RISDEN



Submission to the Western Australian

into ParI

Deadlocks or disagreements between the two houses of

a Westminster-type parliament fall into two groups. There are

those which arise from the rejection or blocking of supply in the

upper house. They threaten the ability of a ministry to maintain

the ordinary services of government and usually force an election.

But deadlocks or disagreements may occur over any legislation. If

supply is not involved they may threaten a ministry's legislative

programme, but they do not threaten its existence.

It is my firm belief that the first kind of deadlock should

be averted in any system of responsible government by limiting the

power of an upper house to reject supply bills and providing that

it may delay such bills for only a short time. Such provisions already

exist in relation to the British House of Lords and the New South Wales'

Legislative Council and were recommended by a recent Royal Commission

in Tasmania and by the Joint Committee on Constitutional Reform which

reported to the Cornmonwea l t h Parliament in 1959. 1 Those who believe

that the Commonwealth Senate should retain its right to refuse supply

often base their arguments on the federal nature of the Commonweal t,:

Parli~~ent and the role of the Senate 1n represent1ng the states.

arguments do not apply to state Dar 11~11ent

The case ior cteprlvlng an upper house of the right to reius~

supply is a simple one: that a m1n1stry cannot De equally responS1D e

to two chambers. Where hereditary or nominated upper houses have existed

in conJunction with a popularly elected house, the elected house has

by long tradition claimed precedence in financial matters (in accordartce with

the maxim of no taxation without representation) and the right to

determine the ministry. Where upper houses have been elected there

has usually been a recognition that they were not as 'representative'

of the general ccmmun i t y as here the lower houses. In .\ustra1i:.l the

legislative councils of the states were generally designed to represent

int Committee on Constitutional Rev i ew, 1959, pro 27-8.
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conservative forces. They have been characterised for long periods

by restricted franchise, fixed and staggered terms of office and

heavy representation of rural areas. None of these upper houses

has claimed the right to determine the ministry, but most have

asserted their right to refuse supply and force a ministry to an

election.

In Western Australia the Legislative Council has never

refused supply, but it has often threatened to do so. Such threats

have been important factors in relations between the two Houses. The

likelihood of Australian upper houses using their powers to force

elections has increased with the growth of disciplined party politics

and a clear two-party system which has brought extreme adversary politics.

Strongly organised parties have not only limited the independence of

individual MPs, but have also cut across the independent activity of

the separate chambers. The device of joint caucusing of party members

from two houses makes separate decisions by the houses as such unlikely.

~tost deadlocks between the tHO houses of a parliament are now actually

deadlocks betHeen two parties, each of which controls one house of

parliament. The respective power s of the tHO houses thus become factor"

in the battle between parties. Deadlocks through re

of supply may have little to do with flnancial proposa s. Tnc

a part from using II t

are rather part of the strugg

In such struggles conventions

for offlce between conten Dart18

powers at its command are not likely to be taken serious

~toreover the argument for any convent i on which limits the

powers of an upper chambe r may be wea ke ned if that chamber can claim

to be representative (or as representative as the lower chamber) of the

people. The extension of the franchise for elections to Legislative

Councils may encourage them (or parties wi t h majorities in them) to use.,
powers previously in abeyance. I have argued elsewhere~ that provisions

for Legislative Councils to be elected in fairer and more democratic

2. In 'Upper Houses - the Au s t r a l i an Experience' in G.S. Reid, ed.,
The Role of Upper Houses Today, Tasmania, 1983.
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ways than in the past should be preceded by a reduction in their

powers over supply. Otherwise they may become rivals of the

Assemblies. The system of responsible government requires the

primacy of one house as the maker and unmaker of governments.

Some of the original justifications for upper houses are

no longer acceptable. Originally seen as having two purposes, to

represent the established interests in society and to act as houses

of review, they now have to be justified on the second score. To act

as houses of review they need to complement rather than conflict with

lower houses and the power to reject supply or force governments to

the people is not necessary for the role. In fact, as long as upper

houses retain powers which enable them, on occasion, to participate

in or determine the party struggle for control of government, they are

unlikely to concentrate on, or be primarily interested in, developing

as houses of review.

The question of deadlocks over supply can be dealt wi t h in

terms of general principle. Limiting the upper house's power over

supply bills to a suspensory veto has been widely recognised as a

desirable corollary to the combination of responsible government and

bicameralism. There has. howeve r , been little a zr eemerrt as to

deadlocks over other legislat10n should be resolved and thlS auestlon

may need to be considered in relat10n to the partlcular comDos1tlon

and method of election of the two houses 1n any oarliament. cannc~

De assumed that it will a I ways De necessary to pr ov i c e means to r e so ;

deadlocks of th1S second type. Such an assumDtlon 1S Daseo on a SlffiDle

majoritarian view of democracy - a belief that a government elected Dr
a majority of voters has a mandate and should be allowed to implement

its programme. But this implies a debasement of parliament, reg~rding

the provision of a ministry as its only important function. Those who

believe that parliament has equally important functions in criticising,

checking and controlling that ministry, will see bicameralism as one

means whereby opposition and minority parties may exercise these

legitimate functions. The justification of an upper house as a house of

revie\; implies there may be second thoughts, reconsiderations
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and modifications. It also suggests that disagreements between the

houses may be a normal part of the legislative process and an indication

that parli~lent is functioning well. The absence of any easy method

of overcoming such disagreements may encourage compromise and

concession. The necessity to find common ground may even lessen

party discipline and modify adversary politics. Criticism and

modification of a ministry's progr~e may produce better rather than

merely frustrated government.

Yet the disciplined nature of Australian parties (and the

joint caucusing already mentioned) make it difficult for any upper

house to function as an effective house of review. Such a role needs

less emphasis on party antagonisms and the playing down of adversary

politics. However, most of the suggested methods for settling deadlocks

between houses - by referendum or dissolution of one or both houses 

involve an appeal to the people. The possibility of such an appeal

encourages the worst features of electoral and adversary politics and

is unlikely to produce rational consideration of the issues underlying

the deadlocks. It relieves parliaments of the need to settle t he i r

own problems. Yet, if b i camer a l par Li amen t s , which necessarily .invo l ve

some element of checks J.nd bJ.IJ.nco . J.ro supported and retained. ~

should be made responsible for solvlng thoir internal confllcts

not enabled to pass these back to the 0 ectorato. Elected members

par I i.ament may claim a mandate i.mp i ernent s pe c i f i c po Li c i e s ,

they also nave a mandate as leglslatol's

reference back to thell' elec[or .

settle questIons \~

A r e f er e ndum could only solve one particular quc s t i or. ane:

not end a deJ.dlock between parties. The problems experienced in

explaining proposals for constitutional change to the clectora~e suggest

that details of controversial legislation are unlikely to be presented

in a clear or objective fashion before a referendl~. Elections for one

or both houses may also fail to end deadlocks. If an upper house blocks

a government!s lcgislatLon it seelns llnreasonable tll~lt Dilly the lO\ier

house should go to the people. Yet any provision for the dissolution

of the upper house, alone or as part of a double dissolution, weJ.kens
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the principle of responsible government that the ministry requires

the confidence only of the lower house. Experience at the Commonwealth

level has shown that double dissolutions are most likely to solve

deadlocks which are due, as in 1951, to the different results of

staggered elections. There is no reason to assume that a double

dissolution will produce a majority for the same party in each house

when each is ~1ected by different methods. In 1974 the double

dissolution did not solve the deadlock which persisted till the crisis

of 1975. The double dissolution of 1983 did not produce a government

with majorities in both houses. Party leaders have been able to use

the provisions for double dissolutions in political tactics where their

primary aim was not to solve a deadlock. Where Proportional Representation,

with the grouping of candidates by party, is used to elect an upper

house, an election is unlikely to produce much change in the party

composition of that house. Such elections may weLl be a waste of time,

energy and money, emphasising crude electioneering rather than attempts

at rational government. In Western Australia the particular methods

used to elect the Legislative Council suggest that the past deadlocks

between a Labor government and a conservative council could not have

been solved by a double dissolution unless this resulted in a change

of government.

While it is desirable that deadlocks over leglslat

than approPTlatlon bills should be settled by nezotiatlon

compromlses through deVices SUCD as tnose used in tne oast

appointment of managers or joint comrn i t t e e s , if a l t n e s e :111 t ne r .

should be a way out. Bagehot saw the safety-valve' or reSQOnS10

government in the power of the Prime ~!inister to overcome r e s i s t ance

of the second chamber by choosing new members of that chamber,' wner e

both houses are directly elected, a different numbers game woulo seem

approprlate whereby the members of the upper house should be limited

in number to r'ough l y half those of the Lowe r house and the government

should be able to prevail over an upper house by referring legislation in

dispute to a joint sitting of the two houses. Such a device has the

advantage of confining disputes to the parliament and none of the

, e d .
vo l . V, London, 1974, p.

Collected wo r ks of Walter
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disadvantages of referring them to the people. It should not,

however, be available until other methods have failed over a

considerable period of time.

It is in determining what this period should be that the

particular features of the two houses of the Western Australian Parliament

must be taken into account. The Legislative Council, like its

counterpart in most states, was designed to be less representative

than the Assembly. Over time both have come to be dominated by

the same disciplined parties. But whereas control of the Assembly,

and therefore of the government, has moved ber.wee n the two parties,

control of the Council has always remained with the conservatives. The

similarity and importance of the party nature of both houses has been

increased by the extension of adult suffrage and compulsory voting to

the Council and by simultaneous elections for the two houses. Yet the

Council remains a one-party predominant house in which the Labor party

always faces an entrenched majority. Deadlocks between the houses have

tended to be of only one kind - a Labor government

conservative majorit in the Counei .

by a

Under the present of i cht c d votes

boundaries or vrOVlnce 1S l i cant

of the Coune i. These un

nouse at re\' or

Rather, I' t.

confrontation bet\~een t 1. t ut

to the

The device of a joint itt ad oetheen t

houses should, I believe, generally only be available for deadlocks

which persist into two parliaments. But, under the existing electoral

systems in Western Australia, this would be unreasonable for Labor

governments. Responsible government ha;; been working different y for

them than for gove r nne nt s formed by their oppo ne nt s . lhc gislative

Council has iven the non-Labor parties 'a permanent voice in t.he
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framing of the State I s legislation, irrespective of the party in

power in the Lower House I .4

The posssibility of a more equitable electoral system

which would give the LaboT Party the possibility of controlling the

Council seems remote. In Victoria and South Australia heavily weighted

voting systems were only reformed when the conservative parties were

split. Until or unless the electoral system is modified I suggest

that it should be possible for legislation which has been passed by

the Assembly twice with an interval of at least three months and twice

rejected or not passed by the Council to be considered by a joint

sitting of the two houses. In making these suggestions I realise that

it may be just as difficult to make provision for such joint sittings

as to reform the electoral system, but the terms of reference of the

Commission do not suggest that my submission should be influenced by

the political difficulties in introducing changes.

In swnmary my- submissions on the two questions before the

Commission are:

Yes

The possibility of deadlock over supplY 01 5

averted by limiting tlle Council's po\~er over such

that 0 f de laying them f o r a maximum 0 t n i r t

\~len a deadlock occurs over orner le Slat t

should be dealt with at int slttlng of tne two nouses.

deadlock might be defined differently if the electoral sys~

were changed. Under the existing electoral laws .sno u l d o e

defined as occurring if the Assembl passes a bill and the

Legislative Council rejects, or fails to pass it, or maKes

amendments unacceptable to the Legislative Assembly and after

a period of three months that pattern is repeated.
~~

Joan Rydon
Professor of Politics
La Trobe University

government of \~'estern Aus t r a Li a ' in S.f~. Davis, ed.)
he ..\.ustrJ.LiJ.n St ,L9iSO.



Perth, November,1984.

SUBMISSION.

a) Should the laws of this State prescribe a means of overcoming or resolving

deadlocks or disagreements between the Legislative Assembly and the Legislative

Council in relation to proposed legislation?

The above question is purely hypothetical as there is no way that th e Assembly

can pass legislation on this matter without the approval of the Council and in the

present circumstances this is not possible.

There can only be a possibility of such legislation passing if the Upper House as

it now stands was reformed, which is also unlikey in the circumstances in which the

present Government is approaching the problem.

I am assuming that the question deals only with legislation rejected by the Council

after being passed by the Assembly, and not to that legislation which is rejected by

the Assembly after it has been passed by the Council.

While the gorvernment adheres to its foolish catchcry of 'one vote one value', it

is not likely to get much cooperation in the ~ouncil, which it doesn;t deserve. In

that doyen of democracies, The United States of America, a Senate vote in Delaware

or Hawaii carries 20 times the voting power of a Senate vote In California - In fact

in our own Senate a senate vote in Tasmania has 12 times the weight of a senate vote

in New South \~ales. This is about the same disparity of the Council votes in the smallest

and largest numerical electorates in our Council. In fact, in England, upon which

country our Westminister system is modelled, the Upper House there has no adult franchise

yet it seems to work very well. This state of affairs has evolved over a long period

and the senate votes are just because they were the means by which the Federation came

about in the first place.

The last bills on electoral reform passed by the present State government contained

clauses which no Council member should be happy about. They included introducing the

proportional respresentation method of determining seats. The only other Upper House in

Australia that uses this method has resulted in minority goverp~ent representation in

that house most of the time since it was introduced in 1948. The same thing \vould

probably happen here if it was used. In Tasmania, where the lower house is elected on

this- basis the Government there has frequently had to 'do deals' with independants or

others to secure a majority on the floor of the house.

So, apart from being an unstable method of filling vacancies to the house, the larger

electorates involved would mean that the 'local element' which is vital to the election

chances of many candidates would be swalled up in the process.

In other words the government is asking Council members to vote for a bill that would
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almost certainly mean them losing their job. No sane person would really ~~pect that

anyone would vote themselves out of a job.

Having stated the above facts, I do agree that at the present time there is valid

reason for the reformation of the Council to some extent. Reform it yes - but cause

a revolution in it no.

However there is one bill that could be put to the Council which would have an excellent

chance of success. It is simply that both the Metropolitan and other provinces should

each contain four electoral districts. If three new lower house seats were created

in the Metropolitan area, this would give a better balance of ratio in numbers in

each electorate in both houses. The only stipulation would be that each electorate

that formed the new province should have common borders and common spheres of interest.

It would seem that this would be a much saner approach than acting like schoolchildren

calling each other names which both parties are doing at the moment.

If this electoral system was in vogue at the last State Election, the numbers in the

Upper house would have been around 16 Government members and around 14 opposition members

and this would have truly reflected the wish of the voters at that time. This proposition

does not increase the total parliamentary numbers as the Upper House would decrease by

four members, while there would be an increase of three members in the lower house.

This would not give one vote one value, but it would make adjustm~nt for the population

drift to the city which is the main cause for the need for some reform and at the same

time it would take reasonable account of the difficulties of people in widespread

electorates, and there would be more personal contact between members and their electors.

If this reform were carried out, there would be no need for legislation to cover the

deadlocks, as if they occurred in administrative bills, it would be because the bill

needed a further review, which after all is the job of the Legislative Council.

b) What methods should be prescribed for overcoming deadlocks?

The above question needs dividing into two sections. The first is to deal with

bills of a moral or social nature, and not necessary to the day to day running of the

Government. If a deadlock occurred in these'bills, then Ivith the consent of both

houses individually, a combined meeting of both houses should be held with all members

being allowed a conscience vote, and that result should be binding on the Parliament.

On other bills the status quo should remain, for if the government feels sufficiently

thwarted, it can go to the people for a further mandate.

F.J.WALDRON. 27 Ruth Street,
PERTH. f,.,r .A. 6000.
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DEPARTMENT OF GOVERNMENT
ST. LUCIA, QUEENSLAND, AUSTRALIA, 4067

7 September 1984

Mr Rod fflahl
Executive Officer
Royal Commission into Parliamentary Deadlocks
Level 7
Central Law Courts
30 St George's Terrace
PERTH, WA 6000

Dear 11r Wahl,

I am responding to your public advertisement ror submissions into the
subject matter of your Royal Commission.

Regrettably, I just don't have Lime to prepare a
mission but I do want to mention some basic prine
should bear in mind:-

documented sub-
las which your committee

1. No upper house should possess the Dower LO iissolve the
lower house without itself having also to face the people
In an election.

2. In prine governments should rlse and fall lD ~he

lower house.

3. The UDoer house may have the ?ower to lation
but only for a limited Deriod of lffie - e.g. 3 8onths.

4. The upper house should no~ have the Dower ~c block
it de
e.g. one month.

but

Machinerv should je Dut In ~o resol~!e ieadlocks
Based on Canadian and Aus~ralian

-
1.

I would suggest (i) A conference of
the two houses, (li) If unsuccessful, ~o oe ~o lowed
a conference between commiTtees of bOTh houses, (iii)
still unsuccessful to be resolved ~ay of ~jouble

of

dissolution similar to ~ha

Commonwealth Constitution.
contained in ::he

6. An minimal role for ~he sta~2 governor. As far
as Dossible the resolution of deadlocks should be handled

formulae ~o ODeraT..e ~utomat ._c

7. Vot e s on these matters. should r ema i n , ..LoU each nou s e as ~

oriLy, ana nOL: as in some
rru.nor' oriT..ies.

counTries on
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The above principles should apply to
subject area excluded (not even Swan
Cup, or daylight saving).

all matters with no
, the America f s

831

All of the above points are predicated, of course, on the assumption that
both houses of parliament are elected on a completely democratic franchise,
free of weightage, property qualification, gerrymander, or other electoral
perversion.

I wish you well in your endeavours and commend you for seeking public views.

Yours sincerely,

i" ~'-~• \'V- ___

\,
(Dr) Kenneth Wiltshire
Associate Prcfessor
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